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STJMMARY

This thesis describes an investigation into the t¡se of
acoustic surface-wave delay lines for the realization of passive

coded one-Port structures. These devices are of interest for their
potential use as coded labels suitable for remote interrogation over

a single co¡nrnunication link. The surface-wave mode was selected for
this application because of its 1ow velocity compared with electro-
magnetic radiation and because the colrespondence between the spatial
geornetry and time domain behaviour of interdigital piezoelectric
surface-wave transducers, provides a unique method for the production

of waveforms coded in the tine donain.

The work connences with a description of the general

characteristics of the various acoustic ¡nodes known collectively as

surface-waves, and the developnent of conputer programs to generate

basic data on the propagation characteristics and field distributions
of surface-hraves is described.

A fundamental requirement in both the analysis and operation
of a one-port structure which is to function as a read-only information
store, is to identify the effective input and output quantities. In

this work it is shown how the voltage appearing across the terninals
of a one-port connected to a finite source impedance nay be determined

as a function of the complex one-port input adrnittance, the source

impedance and the source voltage. The input adnittance of a complex

structure containing nany devices (transducers or circuits) connected

in parallel nay be determined fron the adnittance rnatrix defining the
coupling between individual devices, and the problen in this situation
devolves into one of deternining the transfer adnittance between

individual devices.

(vi)



starting fron first principles, a general expression has

been derived for the frequency tTansadmittance between a pair of
acoustically-coupred interdigital transducers on a weak_coupling

substrate by neans of a normal node theory approach. The analysis

reveals that the transfer admittance contains the product of the

spatial Fourier transforns of the source distributions on the two

transducers concerned, murtiplied by an additional factor I , l. This

frequency weighting has been verified in the experimental work on

frequency-tapered transducers, and also in the published results of
other workers.

A sinplified model for surface-wave devices pernitting the

efficient computation of the conplete input admittance of a single

transducer, and the frequency transadnittance between a pair of trans-
ducers has been developed, based on approximate analytic formulae. The

¡nodel has been tested against experinental results with interdigital
transducers in qvartz substrates and good agreement obtained.

The functional relationship between the transducer locations

and phasing, and the output response waveforn of a one-port delay line
structure has been analytically derived. The resulting expression is
used as a basis for investigation of the general properties of one-port

output codes, and the results are illustrated by a detailed survey of
three basic coding procedures.

The surface-wave device computer nodel is used to predict

the expected response waveforms for sone experinental coded one-port

delay devices, and is shown to give good agreement with the experimental

observations. The moder is then used to explore the dependence of
output pulse overlap upon the various delay line parameters, and the

results are presented in the forn of set of design curves.

The final part of the investigation is concerned with the

(vii )



computer sinulation and experimental modelling of a complete protot),pe

transmitter and receiver system for operation h'ith the experimental

devices. useful coded responses are obtained, denonstrating the

feasibility of the coded one-port label concept, and giving good

qualitative agreement with the conputer nodel. The limitations
presented by the occurrence of second-order effects in lines with a

large number of bits in the reply code are exanined and it is shown

that in general regeneration, and not reflection, causes the najor
problens in obtaining error-free decoding of the delay line response

on weak to ¡noderate-coupling substrates.
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CFI,APTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The One-Port Label Concept

This thesis describes an investigation into the application

of acoustic surface-waves for the tealízation of passive coded one-port

delay 1ines. The motivation behind this study is outlined briefly in
this section.

With the advent of the current interest in acoustic surface-

wave techniques for practical device development at VHF to mícrowave

frequencies, it was apparent that delay lines of this tfpe were admirably

suited to the construction of transversal filtersl which could utilise
the simple relationship between the transducer geonetry in the propag-

ation direction, and the device inpulse response. The concept of a

surface-wave infornation store nay be visuali zed by means of the example

of a transversal filter whose inpulse response nay be described as a

string of pulses in the tine donain. It is obvious that the output of

such a device could be interpreted as a binary code, for example, and

the device could be envisaged as a passive read-on1y infonnation store,

where the infornation is recorded in the device at the time of manufacture

(in the forn of the displacement of the transducers). We corne thus to

the fundanental motivation behind the project: the construction of

devices which witl produce uniquely coded output pulse trains upon

excitation by an input signal. Such devices could be used as labels

in any situation requiring identification of separate objects.

The restriction of the field of interest to one-port devices

requires further explanation, and arose through a consideration of the

following factors. rt is envisaged that the nost likely application

1



of such devices would be in the development of autonratecl sorting

systems for itens such as mail bags in a mair exchange, freight in a

warehouse, or baggage at a passenger transport terminal. The operation

of sorting inplies relative notion of the labelled objects, and poses

the proble¡n of how the label reading equipnent will conmunicate with

the 1abe1. The nechanical problens associated with the arrangenent of
physical contact between a moving label and the reading equipment would

limit both the reliability and speed of sorting, in a system requiring
electrical contact. Accordingly attention was focussed on the use

of unguided propagation for the comrnunication link"

A number of sorting systens arready in existence in the

fields of mail sorting, and warehouse container routing employ light
beams for the scanning of a suitably coded label, and a recent proposal

for the autonatic sorting of railway trucks enploys microwave radiation
to excite a frequency selective transponder.* All these systems require
the correct orientation of the label to face the sensing unit and it
was felt that a worthwhile inprovenent would be achieved if this require-
nent could be relaxed with the surface-wave labels.

The requirement that the label be permitted to adopt randorn

orientation relative to the sensing equipnent has a nunber of direct
consequences. The first is that quasi-omnidirectional antennas will
be required for the laber. If this requirement is accepted then it
becomes apparent that the input and output antennas of our coded two-

Port delay line will both sinultaneously receive the excitation signal

and retransnit the coded reply waveform. Thus the concept of the one-

port deLay line was born; the sane response will be achieved with a

A description of 
_a typicar systen emproying opticarry scanned.

phosphorescent labels rnay be found in "îhe"L"it", Handling
Systenr?, by tl.L. Hulka, D.y. McFadden and E. Wulf, in The
Teleconnunications Journal of Australia, vol.16, 1966, pages2ls-235, and a coded ¡nicrowave ttattsponáer is described inI'Microwave system for the Automatic Recognition of Freight car
Nunbersrr, by H. Gotz, in sienens Review, vor. s7,!g70,páges 327-ss2.

2
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single antenna and the input and output transducers connected in

paral1e1.

It is also possible to make sorne useful deductions on the

desirable frequencies of operation. The requirement for an ornni-

directional antenna suggests that the propagation wavelength should

be greater than the maxinum antenna dinensions. If we also wish to

ninimise shielding of the label by the tagged object then the propag-

ation wavelength should also be greater than the objects to be sorted.

These inequalities suggest wavelengths of a few metres, which precludes

acoustic propagation, and corresponds to electro¡nagnetic radiation

frequencies of around 100 MHz, which of course are well within the

efficient operating range of acoustic surface-wave devices.

It thus appeared that acoustic surface-wave devices offered

a unique potential for the realization of a general purpose label

suitable for electronagnetic interrogation. The following chapters

report an investigation of the theoretical aspect of coding one-port

structures in general and sone of the practical limitations resulting
fron the enployment of acoustic surface-wave technology for the device

realization.

I.2 A Brief History of Acoustic Surface-Waves

The first recorded reference to an acoustic surface-wave

is credited to Rayleigh2(188s) who predicted the existence of a wave

notion constrained to the surface in isotropic elastic solids. This

wave rption, which became known as the Rayleigh wave, was subsequently

identified as a significant component of seismic disturbances, and has

received detailed study fron seisnologists since the early part of
this century. In this application the interest in the wave notion was

restricted to low frequencies and propagation in the earthrs crust,

usually modelled as a curved laminar structure with nacroscopically

3



isotropic material properties.

Over the years Rayleigh waves also received some attention

fron various workers who attenpted to analyse the wave notion on

anisotropic supporting naterials, notably stoneley3 (195s¡,Gotd4 (19s6),

Deresiewicz and MindlinS (1gs7), synge6 (1gs7), Gazis, lrerman and

wa11is7 (1960) and BuchwaldS'g ¡rsor1. rn general it was found that

analytic solutions were only possible when certain crystal symnetries

¡rerg l¡ysked.

The first practical application of Rayleigh waves carne in

the late 1950ts when techniques for ultrasonic flaw-detection in

netals were developed by a nunber of workers, including cook and van

valkenburgl0 (I9s4) and Viktotoo"'t' (Lg62), utilizing the reflection

of Rayleigh waves fron acoustic discontinuities at or near the surface

of the metal. In this work it was not yet possible to launch Rayleigh

waves directly and acoustic ¡node.conversion devices known as co¡nb and

wedge transducers were employed.

Then in the early 1960 ' s two factors provided the irnpetus

rr'hich precipitated the currect wide interest in the use of surface-

waves for an increasingly diverse number of applications. The first
was the realization that usefully low propagation losses could be

obtained on single crystal naterials at frequencies up to and above

100MHz, through the work of Press and HearylS (1957), Lanb et 
^r,74

(1959), and Vinogradov and Ul,yanovls (1960).

The second factor was the invention by Mortley16,17 (1962,

1965), and independentry by white and vottnerlS (196s), of the inter-

digital transducer for the direct generation of surface-waves on

piezoelectric naterials.* These developnents 1ed Rsh19 (Lg67), and

The publication by white and voltmerl8 (196s) aroused widespread
interest. The independent work of Mortleyt6,77 O962,1965)
on the interdigital transducer and Rowen29 (1964) on the single-
phase transducer did not receive general recognition until nuch
later.

4
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others, to conclude that surface-waves night be employed in the

realization of circuit components, at frequencies fron VllF to rnicro-

waves, by means of techniques similar to those used in the clesign of

conventional waveguide circuit e1e¡nents.

The developnent of these proposals required a general method

of solution for surface-wave propagation in any prescribed direction

on anisotropic and piezoelectric naterials of low symmetry. The

general case for anisotropic ¡naterials had been considered by Deresiewicz
q

and Mindlin" (1957) who showed that iterative nunerical nethods were

required to obtain the surface-wave solution, except where the crystal.

synmetries were such as to pernit a reduction in the order of the

polynonials to be solved. The resulting particle motion in the general

case is three dimensional, and it was found that the decay constants

for the motion could be complex, indicating an additional harnonic

variation in the expected decay of the particle notion with depth.

These solutions were terned rgeneralised Rayleigh waves' Uy Synge6

(1957) and Gazis et aI.7 (1960), and in the remainder of this work witl

be simply included under the general term ?surface-wavesr ,

Coquin and Tiersten 20 (1967) extended the equations of notion

to include the effect of piezoelectricity, and enployed a digital computer

to evaluate nunerically the surface-wave velocity curves on several cuts

of quartz, but neglected the piezoelectric coupling in their surface-

wave solution. This nethod was extended to include the effect of

¡tiezoelectric coupling with open-círcuit and short-circuit electrical

boundary conditions by Canpbell and Jor,"r21 (196g), who published

computed velocity curves for the strongly piezoelectric material lithium

niobate, and their conPutational technique now forns the basis of most

surface-wave analysis.

sone of the early investigators in surface-wave propagation

5



had concluded that in certain directions in certain crystal syrnmetïy

classe:;, it was not possible for the naterials to support surface-w"u"=7,8.

However a detailed survey by Lin and Farnell22 (196g), using the numer-

ical solution method and a digital conputer, failed to find any ?forbidden'

directions upon which surface-waves wourd not propagate and it is now

generally believed that surface-waves are always possible.

Lin and FarnelI23 (1969) also described rhe possibility of
pseudo-surface-waves, on certain crystal cuts, which may be confused

with the desired surface-wave mode in practical devices. A nu¡nber

of distinct subclasses of surface-waves are known to exist for part-

icular sets of electrical and nechanicaL boundary conditions at the

propagation surface. These are named after their discoverers, and

in addition to the well known Lor"-"ru"r24 (1911) and stonel"y-*"u"r25

(1924), we have the recently discovered Bleustein26 (196g) -Gulya.vz7

(1968)-waves and Maerfeld-Tournoir2S (1971)-h¡aves. These propagation

nodes only exist for special boundary conclitions and in the present

investigation attention has been restricted to rgeneralised Rayleigh-

wavesf .

Following the invention of the interdigital transducer there

has been a very fruitful. period of innovation, which has seen the

extension of the transduceï concept to the singre phase çRo*en2g (1964),

Artz et 
"1.30 

(1967)), grating atray (Bahr et al.31 (tg72) ), and

multiphase afray (Hartmann et 
^r.32 

(1972) ) transducers on piezo-

electric materials, These form the basis of most current surface-

wave device deveropment, but surface-wave geneïation has also been

demonstrated using the ther¡na1 effects of electronagnetic radiation

(Lee and ttIhite33 (1968) ), the magnetostrictive effect (voltner et 
^t.34

(1969) ), the travelling domain of Gunn diodes as sources (Lee and l,tlhitess

(1970) ), and the electrostrictive effect (Iarnsakun and Wilkinson36 (Lg72).

6



An even wider variety of techniques have been enproyed for
the detection of surface-waves. The earliest detectors were the

volume mode conversion and single phase and interdigital transducers,

melttioned previously, operating reciprocally. The alternative surface-
wave detectors function by sensing the motion of the surface, the

associated electric field of electroacoustic surface-waves, or the

surface heating due to the passage of the surface-v/ave. The surface

motion may be detected by the induced voltage in a conductor on the

surface which is located in a known nagnetic field (Serafin et 
^r.37

(1967) ), by the diffraction ¡rppen38 (1967) ) or reflection (Korpel

et 
"t.39 

(7967) ) of collinated optical radiation at the disto'ted
propagation surface, by the transport of sna1l particles placed upon

40the surface (Engan (1969) ), by the turbulence created in nematic

liquid crystals (Davis and chanbu"r4l (1971) ), or by means of the

piezoresistance effect in field effect transistors ¡Bruur,42 (1971) ).
The electric field of an electroacoustic surface-wave may be sampled

directly with a probe (Richardson and Ki.,o43 (1970) ), or inferred
from its effect upon electron emission (Blackledge and Kaufman44 (1969) )

and the surface-wave heating effect may be sensed with a boloneter

(Groersen and white4s (1971) ).
0f the various options available at the comnence¡nent of this

project (1969) the interdigital transducer appeared to be the nost

promising and was selected for more detailed study with regard to the

production of coded delay lines.

The early work on the deveropnent of practical devices was

hampered by a lack of suitable analytic tools for the analysis of device

behaviour, particularly with respect to transducer design. The early
work made use of the obvious analogy between the interdigital grid
electrodes and an end-fire antenna (lvhite46 çtssz| ), and obtained

7



reasonable agreenent with the experimental findings. probably the

biggest single advance in this direction cane with the publication

by snith et ar.47'48 (1969) of their three-port ¡node1 intuitively
derived by representing each individual section of the grid with the

three-port volume-wave equivalent circuit of Mason4g (tso+). This

nodel has been demonstrated to give a very good description of

transducer behaviour on both weak- and strong-coupling substrates,

but the conplete nodel for multi-transducer structures becomes quite

contplex. In the sinple equivalent circuit representation derived for
the input impedance of uniforn interdigital grids it provides a very

convenient, and in many cases sufficiently accurate, basis for the

quick design of simple delay lines.

A general basis for the analysis of surface-wave structures

in general, and transducers in particular, was first provided by A.rtdso'51

(1969, t97L) who developed convenient formali.sms and proved the necessary

oÎ'thogonality relations to permit the representation of surface-wave

fields in terms of an orthogonal set of electroacoustic surface nodes

(often called the surface-wave norrnal-mode theory), to pernit the use

of normal-mode techniques already well established in microwave theory.

This developnent permitted a unified approach to be taken with much of

the work which had occurred previously, including the fields of trans-

duction, reflection and scattering ( and also surface-wave anplification

which is outside the scope of the present work).

At the tine of writing, the field of acoustic surface-wave

technology can be said to be approaching a degree of maturity. The

theoretical and experinental techniques now available pernit the design

and nanufacture of surface-wave devices with considerable precision.

lufuch of this knowledge has becone available during the course of the

present investigation and has made a significant contribution to the

results achieved.

8



This historical survey is of necessity rather brief, and for

greater detail. on the topics mentioned the reader is referred to the

excellent revielr papers by white52 çtszo1 and Kino and Matth""r53 (1971).

1.3 An Outline of the Thesis

' The preceding sections of the present chapter are concerned

wi1:h an introduction to the concept of a one-port infornation store,

and a brief survey of the historical development of the field of

acoustic surface-waves .

Chapter 2 contains a brief description of a cornputer progran

cleveloped to provide accurate data on the surface-wave pïopagation for

the later experinental work. The program is based on the method of

campbell and Joner21, and includes provision for a perfect conductor

at a specified height above the propagation surface, to pernit determin-

ation of the electroacoustic coupling factor Av / v on piezoelectric

materials. The pÌogran is used to provide basic data for propagation

on Y-cut quartz, and also to supply input data to a subsequent program

which produces contour and vector field plots of the principal acoustic

and electric fields, providing a visuar aid to the interpretation of

the wave motion and electric coupling mechanisns.

In Chapter 5 the conventions used in setting up an admittance

fornalism for the characterisation of both one-port and two-port surface-

wave stTuctures is described. It is shown that the voltage transfer

ratio for such devices may be expressed as a series expansion in terns

of the appropriate adnittance matrix coefficients, and that the indivi-

dual terms in the expansion rnay be identified as the first, second and

higher-order responses of the device in question.

The adnittance fornalism depends upon the availability of

suitable fornulae to permit the ready calculation of the adnittance

9



coefficients, and these are derived in chapter 4. By means of the

normal mode techniques developed by lutdsO, an expression is derived

for the frequeniy transad¡nittance between a pair of acoustically

coupled interdigital transducers, in the weak-coupling approximation.

The resulting expression predicts two features of surface-wave devices

not accounted for in the sirnpler ô-function ¡nodels, and which are

verified in the experinental work. The first is the appearance of

a lrrrl-factor in the frequency response product, which accounts for the

rising sensitivity in log-frequency-tapered transducers, and which is
in fact present in all interdigital transducers. The second is the

occurrence of polarity inversion in the output of two-port delay lines

employing two identical transducers

The diagonal elements of the admittance matrix are the input

aùnittances of the individual transducers, and an expression for the

input adnittance has been obtained by Auld and Kino54. Their deriva-

tion is recast here in terms of the open circuit propagating modes

appropriate to the present analysis, and nodified slightly to obtain

the result in terns of the same transducer source function as used

in the transaúnittance analysis.

The transaùnittance formura is then used as the basis for

the derivation of an approxinate expression for transducers with

variable electrode overlap (apodizing) and spacing, in chapter 5.

This expression is used as the basis of conputer prograns, written to

evaluate the input and transfer adnittance parameters for later use in

rnodelling the behaviour of the erperinental devices. This approxinate

expression could also be readily related to the simpler ô -function

transducer models, but in view of the efficiency of the computer prograns

described in Chapter 5, the snall computational saving which would be

achieved by this sinplification did not appear to justify the loss in

10



nodelling accuracy.

In Chapter 6 the fabrication and testing of experimental

d<:lay lines to test the accuracy of the computer nodel are reported.

Experinents were perforned on both uniforn and log-frequency-tapered

transducers, on various cuts of o- quartz, and good agreenent was

obtained with the computer model.

In Chapter 7 attention is focussed on the coding capabilities

of one-port structures. An analytic expression relating the output

response of a coded one-port delay line to the adnittance coefficients

relating to the individual transducers is obtained, using the expansion

techniques descrlbed in Chapter 4. The basic relationship between the

transducer pattern and the response code is shown to be a modified auto-

correlation function.

The properties of this relationship are investigated in nore

detail in Chapter 8, where it is shown that due to the natural properties

of the autocorrelation function it is possible for more than one trans-

ducer pattern to produce any particular output response. A systematic

nethod for the classification of coding procedures is introduced and the

need for a decoding algorithn is outlined. The particular algorithms

used i.n this study are described and it is denonstrated that the intro-

duction of a decoding procedure results in a further reduction in the

number of useful responses available fron any particular coding scheme.

Comparative curves showing the relative coding efficiencies of the three

basic coding schemes investigated are given for various decoders.

The study of coding sche¡nes assumes that each pulse in the

reply code is readily discernible, and in Chapter 9 the pulse envelopes

obtainable from delay lines employing uniforn interdigital transducers

are examined both theoretically and experinentally, with particular

emphasis on the pulse spreading in the tine donain. The results for

11



a line connected as a sinple one-port stTucture show that it is
adequately described by the conputer model developed in chapter 7.

The next sections of the investigation are concernecl with the detect-

ability of the output code fro¡n the line when used with a complete

prototrpe pulsed transmitter and receiver systen. rt is shown that
the system pararneters will have a significant role in determining the

waveshape of the reply code, and should be natched to the delay line
design.

Chapter 10 has a more detailed survey of the factors which

limit the packing density of coded infor¡nation on the delay 1ines,

and the level of second-order effects in the output response. rn the

trial systen exanined, ïegeneïated pulses determine the second-order

signal levels, and are shown to be the limiting factor in deternining

the total number of transducers which nay be employed on an echo-1ine,

thus liniting the total number of usefur codes availabre in a given

coding systen.

sone suggested improvenents, which night be incorporated

into the developnent of a fu1l scale inplenentation of the coded one-

port acoustic wave delay line concept, are described in chapter 11.

In Chaptet 12, the work is summarized and some conclusions

based on the results are presented. The work concludes with a suggestion

as to the most logical approach to coded one-port system design.
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CHAPTER 2

TFIE ELECTROACOUSTIC SURFACE-I{AVE SOLUTTON

2,0 Introduction

The simplest type of surface-wave occurs in isotropic solids,

antl is the notion first identified by Lord Rayleigh2. This type of

wave is characterised by elliptical particle notion in the sagittal plane*,

and the relative anplitude of the motion decays exponentially with depth

into the mediun. The particle notion is two dinensional and the wave

may be considered as the sun of a pair of longitudinal and shear waves

which each decay exponentially with depth, propagate at the sane velocity,

and together satisfy the stress free boundary conditions at the surface

of the supporting nedium. This wave velocity is usually (but not

always) slightly lower than the velocity of bulk shear waves in the

same naterial and has the very inportant property that the velocity is

independent of frequency.

When surface-waves are propagated on single crystal materials,

which are attTactive for their 1ow propagation loss at the higher freq-

uencies, the wave rnotion becones more complex due to the anisotropic

elastic properties of the substrate material. The particle notion

becones three-dinensional, and each component of the particle velocity

is described as a linear sun of three exponential decay ter¡ns, instead

of a sun of two terms as in the isotropic case. The decay constants

¡nay not be purely real, indicating that the phase of the motion varies

with depth into the nedium, and this type of notion is sometines

referred to as a rgeneralized Rayteigh wave? .

Not unexpectedly, the velocity becones dependent upon the

direction of propagation upon a given crystal cut, and the orientation

of the surface relative to the crystal axes. The velocity remains

The_sagittal plane is the plane containing the wave vector and the
surface normal

1,5
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independent of frequency, but in generar the nett power flow is no

longer collinear with the wave vector (defined as the normal to the

phase fronts of an infinite width uniforn plane wave).

when the crystalline substrate material is also piezo-

electric, as is necessary when employing interdigital transducers,

the surface-Ìvave has an associated erectric field, and the general

solution for the particle ¡notion and electric field parameters takes

the form of a linear sum of four terms having exponential decay into
the mediun. As in the basic anisotropic case, the particle motion

is again three dinensional, and the nett power flow is not collinear
with the wave vector. The associated electric field contributes to

the total energy carried by the electroacoustic wave, and this
contribution should be taken into account on strong-coupling substrates.

Fortunately, the velocity is still independent of frequency.

Another case of interest, which is now assuming considerable

practical importance, is the propagation of surface-waves on non-

piezoelectric but anisotropic substrates with thin-fi1n piezoeler:tric

overlays. By depositing interdigital transducer electrodes on top

of such a substrate, and confining the piezoelectric material to the

region of the transducer, it is possible to launch surface-waves on

non-piezoelectric substrates with acceptable efficiency. Analysis

of the surface-wave propagation in such cases is even nore conplex

than in the cases cited above and witl not be considered here in any

detait, except to observe that the propagation of surface-waves on

laninar structures is normally dispersive i.e. the velocity varies with

frequency.

The above discussion has been in terms of the generalised

propagation solutions and it should be pointed out that on anisotropic

or piezoelectric substrates it is usually possible to find a nunber of
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propagation directions, on any given crystal cut, in which the trans-

verse conponent of particle motion is zero, and in these cases the

particle notion is two-dimensional and the power flow and wave vectors

are colrinear. (According to Farnetl55 it is also possible to find

directions in which the particle notion is three-dinensional but the

power flow is collinear.) The directions of two-dimensional particle

notion are connonly associated with any symmetries inherent in the

crystal naterial in use, and these directions are usually sought for

the design of practical delay lines.

One of the basic problerns in the early work on surface-waves

was to find a parameter which would simply and accurately quantify the

strength with which a given piezoelectric material would provide coupling

to electroacoustic surface-waves. The early attempts to use k2, the

conventional, coupling factor used to define volu¡ne wave coupting56, met

with linited success. Then in 1968 canpbell and Jon"r21 proposed the

use of the paraneter Av, where Av is the surface-wave velocity change

caused by the lowering of a massless perfect conductor onto the surface

of the piezoelectric material. subsequent analysis by Ingebrigtsen5T

showed that the ratio of Av/v can in fact be relatecl in a direct manner

with the strength of surface-waves launched, and the ratio is now almost

universally adopted as the relevant coupling parameter.

In the early phases of this project there was very little

propagation data available for surface-waves on specific naterials,and

to facilitate the later experinental work, a general purpose computer

progran was developed to enable the prediction of the surface-wave

paraneters for propagation in any direction on any specified cut of

any required piezoelectric single crystal naterial. The conputer

program, naned suRFO2, is listed in Appendix 41.1, and is based on the

published solution method of canpbell and Jorr"r2l. To assist compre-
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hension of the program execution procedure, and the notation used,

the analysis of Canpbell and Jones is reproduced in Section 2.2.

In Section 2.3 a further program developed by the author,

called ASWPLOT, is described. This program makes use of the surface-

wave solution parameters provided by program SURFO2 to provide contour

and vector plots of the propagating surface-wave fields, as an aid to

interpretation of surface-wave phenomena. And in section 2.4 sorne

computed results for surface-h¡ave propagation on Y-cut quartz are

presented.

2.t Coordinate Conventions

2.7.t Crystal Axes

The standard adopted in this work for defining the crystall-

ographic axes, specifying particular crystal cuts and specifying parti-

cular propagation directions is the rI.R.E. Standard on Piezoelectric

Crystals, 1949r58. The application of these conventions is illustrated

in Figure 2.L(a) showing the orientation of x,Y and z cut surfaces, and

Figure 2.1(b) showing XY-propagation. Care is needed in specifying

crystal cuts because some of the available literature on quartz (including

some from suppliers) contains illirstrations which appear to relate to

the axis conventions prevailing prior to the introduction of the I.R.E.

standards mentioned above.

2 .L,2 Propagation Coordinates

In the analysis in this chapter orthogonal cartesian co-

Í'rdinates arã enployed. To pennit ready interpretation of the wave

notion in the medium it is usual to seek a surface-wave solution such

that the propagation vector $ is parallel to one of the coordinate axes,

and the surface normal g is paraltel to another. There is no unifornity

in the literature on which axes these should be, and the convention chosen

L6
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Figure 2.1 sketch to illustrate conventions used to specify
(a) crystal cuts, and (b) propagation direction
on a given crystal cut.

x
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in this work is to assune a spatial dependence of the forrn 
"j(t¡t-ßxr)

as shown in Figure 2"2(a),

To permit analysis of surface-wave propagation at any specified

orientation relative to the funda¡nental crystallographic axes of the

substrate naterial it is necessary to relate all the material paraneters

to the new axes. This is done using the usuaL tensor transfornation
59lormut ae ,

e eV. V.11 Jsij

V. V.1r Js

rs

e V.ekt rst

-sin V sinO

-cos V sinO

-cos0

ijk (2.01)

"-i1k1 = vi" v¡, vta vr,, ."rtu

where errr errt ard crstu are the dielectric constant, piezoelectric

and elastic constants and the V.. are the direction cosines between

the old and the nevi¡ axes. The prined quantities are referrred to the

new axes and the su¡nrnation convention for repeated indices is inplied.

The version of progran suRFO2 given in Appendix A1.1 is set

up to exa¡nine propagation on rotated y-cuts of quartz, and the angle

notation is specified in Figure 2.2(b). The direction cosines for
this case are specified by the transformation

x cosY

-sinV

0

sin Y cosO

cos Y cos0

- sinO

t

2
x

x

v

zx
3

2.2 The Surface-Wavé Solution

The analysis outlined in this section follows the proced-

ure of canpbell and Jones 21. To enable the determination of the

crystal coupling factor, the electrical boundary conditions include a

perfect conducting plane at a height h above the surface, as illustrated
in Figure 2.2. The theory assrùnes adiabatic propagation of snarl_
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Sketches showing conventions used in the propagation
analysis progran suRFO2 (a) propagation coordinates
and location of conducting layer, and (b) orientation
of propagation axes XrXrXrrelative to crystal axes
xYz.
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Figure 2.2
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amplitude ,u"u"r60 in linear piezoelectric media, ancl the basic

equations within the substrate nedium are t:he linear piezoelectric

constitutive relations,

tij = "i¡tr%t - "ti¡ Et Q'02)

Di = eikl Skt * riktuk (2.0S)

the strain-displacement relations,

Skl = ," (uk,! * rr,u) e.a4)

the equations of motion,

Tii,i puj (2 .0s)

the electrostatic charge equation

D (2 .06)o
1 1,

and the definition of electric potential

Et =-0,k e.o7)

where Tr¡ Skl., Ek, Di, rk are the components of stress, strain,
electric field, electric displacement and particle displacenent resp-

ectively, 
"rd "rjnÏ, ekij, rri are the elastic, piezoelectric and

dielectric tensors respectively. Again, the sunnation convention for
repeated tensor indices is employed, the dot notation indicates different-
iation with respect to tine and an index preceded by a conma indicates

differentiation with respect to a space coordinate.

subsriruring Equarions (2.04) and (2.07) into (2.02) and (2.0s)

and the resultant equations into Equations (2.0s) and (2.06) we obtain

four differentiar equations in the four variabl.es u* i = 1,2,3 and þ.
E

"iitrr \, ti * "kii o 'n '

"ikl tk,li - tit o,k

- püj i=L,2 ,

=Q

3)

l*.
)

(2.08)

>o
(2 .0e)

In the region above the substrate and below the conducting layer the

electric field must satisfy
20



V'0 = o -h(x3(o

we are seeking solutions repïesenting surface-waves so we assume

independent of x2 having the general forn

(2 . 10)

soluti ons

(2.11)eeu B.
1

-o{l)X¡
v

XI
jo(t - ç)

Xt
ir¡ft - v-l

l-

)
)
)

t,2 13)
)
)
)
)
)
)

1

s

0 B+e

2
) Atz

s

e

where B. are constants, o, is the decay constant, trt the angular frequency

and v, is the surface-wave velocityl when these expressions are

sutstituted into Equations (2.08) and (2.0g) a set of four linear

equtations in the unknowns Bi, i = L-4 results and to allow a non-trivial
solution for the B. the determinant of the coefficients of these equations

nust be zero. The coefficients of the equations are given in Equation

(2.L2), below, and it is apparent that the expression for the cleterminant

will be an eighth orderpolynomial in s (where s = jcl) and the polynomial

coefficients are dependent upon the material constants and the velocity
v i.e.

s

(Arr + pv

Azr

Aer

A,r ¡

¡nr, *pv!)

Agz

A,r z

Ars

Azs

(43 3 +pv2

A+g

Ar+

Az,r

As+

A+q

Br

Bz

Bs

B¡

0

0

0

0

)

where

4..
1J

A.
14

(2.72)

glJ g
s2 (c ..' slJ r rjis rij r

í = lr2r3
j = 112,3

for++ c s-c)

+

2
S

-€r ritt (erei * 
"rrj )s - erri for i = 1,2,3

A4 -"rj r t'

Egg

* (erj3 *

- (er3 +

urj, )s.- erri for j
egr) s + err

.=
J

4=

1,2,3

*

A4

the letter jrrhen used other than as an index represents theinaginary 1[
2t



Cs8+Cs7+C s5 C
Ês" + C sh + C s3 + C s2+

5I
+ C s a Co = Q (2,13)

7 l+ 3 2

Since the polynomial coefficients C. are real, the roots will be real,

or occur in conjugate pairs. To satisfy the general surface-wave

solution (2.11) the real part of o must be positive, i.e. the imaginary

palt of the root for s must be negative. Selecting the roots with

negative inaginary parts gives four values for o' i = 1-4 and for

each value o= we can solve the linear Equations (2.12) to obtain a set1

of four amplitude coefficients 8.., j = 1 to 4.

The general surface-lvave solution now takes the form of a

linear sun of the four exponential decay terms i.e.,

-ojurxg jt¡(t _!_)

VVSS
í = 7r2r3A.

J 1J
e

1
eBu

e

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(2.r4)

0 e

x>0
3

where the su¡nnation convention over j = 1 to 4 is inplied. To detennine

the coefficients A. we rmrst match the solution to the boundary conditions.

The requirernent that the wave anplitude must vanish on *, * - has already

been nentioned and we now look at the boundary conditions at x, = 0 and

x - -h, and we note that the electric field rnust also be a solution to
3

Equation (2.10) for -h(xr(O. At x, = 0 the surface is assurned to be

free of nechanical stresses, and the nornal component of electric dis- -

placement ¡nust be continuous across the surface, i.e.

T.= l- -o =Q j=!r2r3oJ 'Xg = u

(2.ls)
Ds l*, = o- = Dsl*, = o*

At xg = -h the electric potential is constant and without loss of gener-

ality h'e can put

22
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0(-h) = o (2.16)

The electric potential satisfying the boundary conditions and Equation

(2.10) for the region above the surface is giu"r, by21

r¡h (r)

j o(t-}3_)
V

scschlv ) sinhlv fx" +hllelJ 'S- 's' (2.77)

-h(x3(0

substituting for (2.r4) and (2.15) in (2.02) we obtain three equations

in the coefficients 4.. A fourth equation is obtained by equating the

nornal conponent of electric displacement in (2.15) using (2.t4),(2.0s)

and (2.I7). The resulting set of homogenous linear equations is shown

overleaf in Equation (2.18) . Again the determinant of the coefficients

should be zero, and this will be so only if the chosen velocity v, is

an allowable wave velocity. The need for the use of a conputer in

obtaining surface-wave solutions is now quite apparent: the corïect

value for v, ¡nust be found by assuning trial values (for vr) and

evaluating the above expressions to obtain a value for the determinant

of the coefficients in (2.18), then increnenting v, until an acceptably

snall value for the deterninant has been achieved. Once a satisfactory

velocity has been found Equation (2.18) may be used to deternine the

relative amplitudes of the coefficients A. to give the complete solution

for u. and 0

A conputer progr¿Lm has been written to perforn the above analysis,

and a flow-chart and listing are given in Appendix 41.1. The program

assumes the initial velocity is less than the correct velocity and

increments the velocity by specified steps until it detects a change

in the sign of either the real part or inaginary part of the deter-

minant of (2.18) . It then goes into a different search node using

'interval halvingr to seek a more accurate estinate of the surface-

wave velocity, still using the sign of either part of the determinant

23
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to indicate when it has stepped past the correct veloc-i.t¡'. Thc.

program halts when the size of the interv¿rl with in wh ich thc ù(rrt'(.ct

velocity is known to 1ie is less than sone user-specified value.

Practical experience indicates tllat the velocity rnay be deternined to

any desired accuracy, limited only by rounaing eïrors in the nachine.

If the initial starting velocity is higher than the correct surface-

r¿ave velocity, the progran will usually converge onto a quasi-surface-

wave solution at a slightly higher velocity, identifiable as such by

the fact that it will have less than four decay constants with positive

real parts. It will be noted in the above analysis that the more

conventional contracted-index notatiorrsS hu, not been employed for the

tensor quantities, because it was considered easier to carry the tensors

in standard form in the machíne, particularly when rotating the axes.

The program also evaluates the conponents, Wi, of the total

nett povJer flow associated h¡ith the mechanical stress-fie1d of the

wave, using the expression given by Coquin and Tierst"r,2O for the nett

power flow per unit width, *

w, = -! Re .f 
* 

T., úi dx (2.19)I - ô tJ ) - 
3

On substituting the solution obtained above, we get

34
II

j=1 n=l

*

1
-o"T

(c
n

+ct

+

?

I
k=r

(c jon trjk,)4., BLr, ] (2.20)ij kr

The program evaluates the expression for W. to obtain the acoustic power

flow in the direction Q, and then condenses and normalises the amplitude

coefficients to correspond to a wave of intensity one watt/metre by means

The power carried by the electric field has been neglected here
because the experinental work was carried out on weak-coupling.,
substrates. 0n strong-coupling materiats ttr" poy"iiú ;;;;;;50
must be included,

l^J

4

T

m=l

(Ar Bir) { re__L * 
. tIJ

.io e ..)A B- n gl]- Iì ,in

)

*
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of the sinple substitution

A.8..
J1JB..'

r,J (2.21)
+W

2

I 2

The program also outputs all the rotated material constants

onto punched cards to pernit a closer exanination of the surface-wave

fields undertaken in the next section.

23 The Propagating Surface-Wave Fields

To provide a graphical representation of the mechanical and

electrical fields of a propagating surface-wave in detail, a further

computer program was written to evaluate the fields for the surface-wave

solutions obtained in the above progran, and plot then directly on an

XY-plotter driven by the conputer. A listing of this progr¿rm ASÌVPLOT

is given in Appendix 41.2, and a number of field plots are included in

this section showing, for the purpose of illustration, the surface-u/ave

fields for YX-propagation on clt-quartz.

The first example is for YX-propagation on an unmetallized,

or free, surface. The values of the decay constants cr. and amplitude

coefficients B=.,(x 1011¡ obtained from progran SURFO2 (based on therJ

material constants given by Bechnanrr6l¡ "t",
c[

2

.164 + j0

.974 + j0

.B7t - j.6L7

.871 + j.677

1.43 + j0

-e.08 - j4.34

O + jt4.4

-7.33 - j2.73

0 - j23.0

-6.t7 - j .64r

.343 + j0

-9 .08 + j4 .34

0 + j.816

7.33 - j2.73

0 - j.20s

6.t7 - j .64r

4

0,

c[

ct

B

B

B

B

B
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l3

2l
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B

B

B

B
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4l
B

B

= 4.04 x10ro + j0.

= -9,53 x 10lo * j5.84 x 10to

= 9.02 x 10ro * j0.

= -9.5i x 1o¡o - jS.84 x lolo
42

B

B
l+3

for a surface wave of intensity of 1 watt/netre at S0 MHz.

The particre displacenent field in the sagittal plane is

shown plotted to scale over an area one wavelength square in Figure 2.3.

The plotting progran calculates the nagnitude of the displacernent vector

to be plotted at each of the intersection points of a grid, and then

arrows are drawn to indicate the nagnitude and direction of the displace-

ment vectors, starting at the turperturbed particle positions. The

nagnitude of the displacement of any particle may be determined by

comparing the length of the relevant displacement vector with the scale

drawn at the bottom of the figure. The field shown in the figure ís
for a surface-wave travelling from left to right evaluated at t = 0, and

the elliptical particle notion with the major axis of the ellipse

vertical can clearly be seen. The horizontal line in the figure rep-

resents the unperturbed surface of the quartz.

The particle velocity field was calculatecl using the relation
y. = jrrru. (2.22)

and the results are shown in Figure 2.4. This figure differs from the

previous one in that the field vectors straddle their respective grid

points (the exact location of the point at which each vector was

evaluated is indicated by the intersection of the cross-bar on the

shaft of the arrow). Exanination of the figure confirns the particle

motion to be retrograde elliptical.

The electric potentiar associated with the propagating wave

was evaluated using Equations (2.14) and (2.17), and is shown in the

contour plot in Figure 2.5 for the topen circuit' case obtained by

setting h = - (in fact H = 1.E10). rn this case the scale factor gives
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the potential between contours in volts.

The other paraneter which was plotted was the electric

displacenent, evaluated within the nedium using the relation

D. =, "ikl tk,l -.ik0,k G.23)

xs>0

which after substitution for u, and Q becomes,

=-v
l+3
x{x

k=t 1=l

(¡)

(juirr* dkei1,)D.
1

(ieir

s
uin

(2.24)

+c{ e ) tiul Et

xg)0

'Ihe electric displacenent field in the region between the crystal surface

and the conducting layer is given by

(2.2s)

and substituting for Q from Equation (2.L7) , we obtain,
jtrr(t-xr )

Vt¡h

VOeoþ=

k 13

(¡
D1 S

EOûJ 4 t¡h (¡
jo (t-xr )

D¡ = -v IB, csch (vr) cosh ¡ fr(xs+h))e v

=t -h(xg<0 (2.26)

The eLectric displacenent field is plotted using the vector-field plotting

routine again in Figure 2.6 for t=0, and for ropen circuit' propagation

byputtingh-*.

These plots indicate the general form of the propagating

fields associated with an electroacoustic surface-wave, showing the

exponential decay of all fields with depth into the nedium, and

harmonic dependence in the propagation direction. Exanination shows

that the horizontal component of particle displacement changes sign at

a depth of approximately 0.25À: the electric displacement exhibits

B,
4

4
1

j=¡ J
csch (ilr) sinh ( vr(xs+h))e

s
J

Sj4
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sinilar behaviour, but the sign reversal takes place at the slightly
greater depth of 0.4À. The potential field is interesting in that it
shows a line of zero potential o.27), below the surface, and below this
line the potential has the opposite sign to the potential in the region

immediately above the Line, and the naxinurn value of the potential

below this line is about half the peak potential values near the

surface of the crystal. A comparison of the potential and electric
displacement plots reveals that the vertical conponent of electric
displacenent, which is the doninant component, has opposite sign to

the electric field in the regions near the surface, and the same sign

deeper within the ¡naterial, due to the piezoelectric coupling withín

the crystal.

It is also of some interest to examine the effect of bringing

the conducting plane close to the surface. The particle displacenent

and velocity fields are only sightly affected, but the electric potential

anil displacement fields are greatly modified and exanples are shown in
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 for h=),/4 and in Figures 2.9 and,2.10 for h=0.

2.4 Propagation Data for Y-cut Quartz

The ains of the above analysis were firstly to obtain a

better understanding of electroacoustic surface-wave behaviour, and

secondly to obtain accurate data for the erperinents described later.
The available data on surface-wave propagation on quartz at the connence-

ment of this work consisted of calculated velocities, determined ignoring

the piezoelectric coupling factor for x-cut and rotated y-cuts 20, 
^nd

¡neasured free-surface propagation velocities on Xry and Z cut rr"f"""r 6?

The velocity information hras presented graphically and it was felt that

the accuracy with which these could be read (after the photoreduction

involved in printing) was inadequate; hence the conputer pïogram SURFS2
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CONTOUR SPACING = 0.050 VOLTS

Electric potential contours for a YX-propagating surface
wave, of intensity 1 watt/netre, o; a netalli-zed quartz
surface (h=0). As before the section shown is one

ü¡avelength square in the sagittal plane.
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lrfas ernployed to obtain nore accurate data. The results for the

particular case of a Y-cut quartz plate with 'left-handr symmetry,

are given below.

2.4.7. Surface-Wave Velocit v

The velocity was calculated for ropen circuitr or free

surface propagation on the Y-cut surface and is shown plotted against

the angle between the wave vector ß and the X-axis, in Figure 2.7I.

Av2.4.2. The Short-circuit Veloci ty Shift :f

The paraneter used to caLculate the coupling factor is the

velocity shift which occurs when a nassless perfectly conducting plane

is lowered onto the propagating surface. This is also shown in
Figure 2.71, plotted against propagation direction and it should be

noted that + is negative. This is always true because the effect
of introducing piezoelectric coupling into a naterial is to rstiffen'

the effective elastic compliance 6Í m¿ raise the velocity slightly.
The introduction of the shorting layer then reduces this effect, Iower-

ing the velocity, and, as mentioned previously, this velocity shift
gives a good indication of the relative strength of surface-wave

coupling to be expected in any particular direction.

2.4.3. The Misalignnent Angle

As nentioned earlier in this chapter, the wave-vector and

nett power flow vector are not norrnally collinear, and it is of
obvious importance to know what the nagnitude of this effect is when

designing practical devices. The nisfire or misalignment angle is
¡nost efficiently conputed fron the velocity curve obtained above by

constructing nornals to the rslownessr ,rtf""" 55. 
The misfire angte

Y is shown plotted against the direction of the wave-vector, neasured
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Telative to the x-axis in Figure 2.17. As can be seen the misfire

angle is zero only at the ends of the range ú = 0 to 90o on y-cut

quartz.

2.4.4. The Accuracy of the Results

Since the programning required to implement the above

analysis is fairly conplex, sone effort hras spent in attenpting to

eliminate any possible occurrence of errors within the program due to

programning nistakes. The results are also subject to the accumulation

of,round-off errors in the calculation, but this was not considered to

be a problem as the computer used was a cDc 6400 carrying fifteen

significant decimal digits in the calculations.

The computed curves htere checked against the conputed results

of Engan et 
^L.62, 

and the later work of slobodnik and con*ay64, and

sabine65, and appear to give good agreement. These results, of course,

are also heavily dependent upon the accuracy of the assumed values of

the material constants which are used in the calculations. The good

agreement obtained between the predicted velocities and the ¡neasured

velocities, observed by Engan et 
^L.62 

and in the experinents reported

in Later chapters, would appear to confirm the accuracy of both the

material constants used and the program SURFO2.
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CHAPTER 3

AN ADMITTANCE FORMALISM FOR SURFACE-WAVE DEVICES

3.0 Introduction

A basic need in any study of surface-wave devices is to

have a conve¡rient and accurate method for characterising the behaviour

of the transducers used to launch and detect the surface-waves. The

transducer nodel should pernit easy analysis of the behaviour of exist-
ing devices, should relate the transducer geo¡netry to the device response

in a nanner which aids the designer's understanding, and should be able

to be readily extended in the case of structures employing more than one

transducer.

The main function of interest in describing a transducer is
the signal conversion efficiency, specified in either the frequency

or time donains, and nost device nodels are intended to aid the deter-

mination of this quantity. The simplest trpe of nodel is the one-

dimensional rnodel for a interdigital transducer which represents each

electrode by a single independent surface-wave source (referring here

to the launching situation), and is cornmonly known as the ô-function

nodel. This approach was used by hrhite46 in hi, early work and gives

a useful prediction for the anplitude-frequency response of narrow-

band transducers. A slightly more sophisticated approach was used by

Tancrell and Hol1and66 who used two ô-function sources for each electrode,

based on the idea that the major component of excitation cane from the

discontinuity of the horizontal electric field at the surface, which

occurs at the edges of the electrode. Other workers have used discrete

sources with finite duration inpulse responses in the time domain, e.g.

Tr"11967 and Atzeni68¡r""t"rrgres) and Hartmrr,r,69 (sine waves), in sinilar
studies. The difficulty in this general approach lay in determining
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the amplitudes of the individuar sources in terms of the piezo-

electric and material constants and the electrode geometry.

An alternative approach which was proposc,cl by Krairojaniìnatì

and RedwoodT0 ,u", to enploy the equivalent circuit moclel cleveloped

previously for one-dimensional burk-wave transduce"r49, using one

such circuit for each of the active regions within the surface-wave

transducer and connecting them with appropriate lengths of acoustic

transmissíon line. This nodel r{as an improvement in that it did take

into account the electrical coupling between individual sources, and

the most versatile version developed using lhe approach was that of
L7snith et aL.*', which made use of the short-circuit velocity shift2l

as a neasure of the surface-wave coupling factor, following the exper-

inental verification by collins et ^t.7\ Known generarly as the

three-port node1, it has seen further developrentT2-78 
"nd 

in complete

or simplified forn is the basis of much of the present work on the

analysis of surface-h¡ave devices.

The need for a suitable equivalent circuit model cones about

due to the fact that the electrical source fields are in reality two-

dinensional in the sagittal plane (assuming infinite-width transducers)

and one is faced with the problen of determining the coupling of this

field, via the piezoelectric natrix of the naterial, to the conplex

electroacoustic field pattern of the surface-waves and other acoustic

nodes being launched into the anisotropic substrate. Attenpts at

facedirect analysis of sur -wave coupling to a given transducer structure

normally involve the assumption that the piezoelectric coefficients are

smal120 's4'67 '79'80: this pernits the independ.ent solution of the electric
source field and the acoustic surface-wave field, because the electric
field of the surface-wave can be neglected in the deternination of the

electric field of the electrodes. This assunption is conventionally
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referred to as the weak-coupling approxination. Fven with this

approxination, the problem is stil1 two-dinensional and to simplify

things further, the next step is to consider the source and surface-

wave fields only at the surface of the substrate. This approach leads

to the consideration of surface-waves as ¡nodes, defined in terms of

the propagating field quantities at the surface, and the concept of a

surface irnped.r,.e 51

The reciprocity relations and orthogonality relations necessary

for the developnent of a normal mode theory, aTong with a suitable notat-

ion were derived by ¡.rrldS0'51. This theory was successfully used by

Auld and Kinos4 to calculate the input inpedance of an interdigital

transducer over a range of frequencies.

The S-port nodel, however, is also suitable for use on

relatively strong-coupling substrates (like lithiun niobate and the

PZT-ceramics) as it includes the effect of regeneration via the

electrical coupling of the individual transducer electrodes. Consid-

erable effort has gone into the search for methods of deternining the

correct parameter values for use in this equivalent circuit, and effective

forrnulae have been deduced by SkeieTs'76 
"rrd 

Lakin8l using a perturbation

technique, and by Milsorn and Redwood82 *ho enployeci a variational method

of analysis.

The accuracy of the S-port model for the deternination of the

fundamental response of interdigital transducers has been convincingly

demonstrated, but it has the disadvantage that the complete equivalent

circuit of a single transducer is a very conplicated 3-port network,

particularly in the case of apodized transducers 69 
"n¿ 

requires consid-

erable computation before either the frequency or time donain performances

can be ascertained for any particular device. Further, the consequences

of the presence of second-order effects, such as regeneration within a
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transducer or between transducers, although included in the J-port

nodel, are very difficult to isolate, especially in the case of the

multi-transducer structures which are of primary interest in this
investigation.

rn an effort to circurnvent these difficulties it was

decided to attempt the developnent of an admittance rnodel for surface-

wave transducers, which it was felt would permit a more convenient

analysis of paraltel-connected nulti-transducer structures. It was

also hoped that the nodel would provide a more direct relation between

the transducer geonetry and the predicted device ïesponse.

In the renainder of this chapter, expressions for the externally

measurable responses of a delay line are derived in terms of the elements

of an adnittance matrix, and a nethod whereby second and higher-order

responses nay be individually identified and applied as correction telrns

to the first-order response, is given. The derivations of integral

expressions for the individual elements of the adnittance matrix, in

terms of the interdigital transducer geonetry and rnaterial paraneters,

will be found in Chapter 4.

3.7 The Adnittance Matrix

We commence with the assumption that our delay line structure

has two or rnore independent surface-wave transducers on the propagating

surface, and some or all of then are acoustically coupled. rnitiarry,

before the transducers are connected electrical1y, the device may be

represented by the generalised N-port structure shown diagranmatically

in Figure 3.1. The admittance natrix for this structure is defined by

the relations,
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where the voltage and current conventions are defined in Figure s.1

3,1.1. Matrix Element Determination

The value of the elenent y.. of the natrix nay be found by

connecting a zero output inpedance cw voltage generator to port i,
short-circuiting all the other ports, and neasuring the current in
port i. The elenent Y. . is then sinply given by

Y ij
(s.2)

The derivation of a nethod for calculating this parameter is given in

the next chapter.

3.L.2. Frequency Domain to Time Dom ain Conversion

In the preceding it was assumed that the measurements were

performed with continuous sinusoidal inputs, and by varying the

frequency of measurernent we may determine the matrix elenents as

fi¡nctions of the frequency, f, to obtain yij (f). In later work it
will be nore convenient to work in the time donain and use will be made

of the fact that the frequency and tine domain functions are related

by the familiar Fourier integrals; the definition of the Fourier

transform pair which was adopted in this work is,

v (t) Y (f) j zt¡ft df (3.3)1J ij

-j znft

I,I
v1

{:

Y (f)
1J = d vij(t) e dt

rn practice care nust be taken to ensure that the matrix

elenents are defined in such a way that these integrals are bounded,
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and this point will be referred to again in Chapter 7.

3.2 One-Port Delay Line Re sponsc-s.

The general case of an N-transducer delay line connected as

a one-port device is shown in Figure s.2. Devices of this type pose

an interesting conceptual problem, in that they do not have separate

input and output terninals, as in the ¡nore conventional two-port delay

lines, and the best neans to achieve analytic separation and identif-
ication of the input and output signars is not initially apparent. The

only externally ¡neasureable parameter of a one-port device is its input

inmittance* so any type of coding, in the form of frequency sensitivity
or time-delayed echo pulses must be characterised by a complete descrip-

tion of the input innittance in either the time or frequency domains.

A method for separately identifying the input and response signals can

be developed as follows.

The input adnittance of the one-port structure may be

deternined fron a knowledge of the coefficients of the appropriate N-

port natrix, by naking use of the relations,

üi=Vr,u , i=1toN,and
N
x

i=t

for the one-port, and hence

ir* Ì.
]-

(3.4)

(3.s)Y IN Y
NNxx

i=l j=r ij

The reason for the choice of adnittance, in preference to impedance,

coefficients is at once obvious.

rt would be possible to determine a frequency dependent scatteringcoefficient s = (z-zo)/ (z+zo) for the device, but this would
require the introduction of an arbitrary reference irnpedance, zo,in the input port which would not be a characteristic of the
device.
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To observe the response of the line we must use a source with

finite output inpedance for the excitation of the line, as shown

diagranmatically in Figure 3.s(a). rn practice a receíver nust be

connected across the one-port device to nonitor vo, and if a high

inpedance detector is not available, the equivalent circuit is as

shown in Figure 3.5(b). This may be reduced to the general case,

shown in Figure 3.3(a), by neans of the Thevenin equivalent source,

defined by

i¡ - '', 
V, 

anrl - 7. = 
7' -7'

uS = -L -S and, ZS = -S "L , (3.6)
z', + z!"' z'S * Z,L

for the purposes of analysis.

Returning to Figure 3.3(a), the response of the line to an

input signal ü, is given by the relation,

ù-(r) = {l + z v'I-rorr, = tr * ¿s yJ (3.7)

vs ((¡)

In the coding situation it is usual to select weak-coupling substrates,

and a suitable choice of source inpedance Z, enables us to satisfy the

inequality lzsYl<< r at all frequencies. we may now introduce the

binonial expansion for the denominator to rewrite this equation in

the fonn,

úo tur) = üs (r¡) {r- (zsY) + (Zry) 2 - (zsy) 3 + ---} (s. s)

We can now identify the terms, in various pov¡ers of the input adnittance

Y(r¡), as the various rorderr responses of the one-port structure i.e.

Zero-order Responsê = VS(ûJ)

Prinary Response = -Vr(o) Zr(ur) y(ur)

secondary Response - *vs(r¡){zs(r¡) y(t¡)}2

Higher-order Responses = etc. (J.9)
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The zero-order response is sinply the input signal appearing

across the device terninals. Added to this voltage we have the desired

prinary or tfirst-ordei' response, containing Y(r¡) to first order. With

time donain coding this response will occur after the input excitation
to permit observation. The higher-order terns, i.e. the secondary,

tertiary, etc. responses, frdy be neglected in a simple analysis, or

included if a ¡nore accurate assess¡nent is required. This analysis nay

be perfor¡ned in either the time or frequency donains, and in chapter 7,

the time domain analysis is used in a rnore detailed study of time-coded

one-port surface-wave structures: the problens involved in naking the

above elçansion for the voltage ratio are also discussed in nore detail.

This brief discussion shows that the admittance forrnulation

appears very attractive for the representation of multitransducer one-

Port structures, provided suitable expressions for the N-port adnittance

natrix coefficients are available. The derivation of suitable expressions

for these coefficients is described in the next chapter.

3.3 Two-Port Delay Line Responses

The initial experinents in this project (chapter 6) were

performed on conventional two-port surface-wave delay lines, and we

look now at the characterisation of two-port structures, in terns of
the admittance coefficients.

Consider the general case of an N-transducer surface-wave

delay line connected as shown in Figure 3.4, to forn a two-port device.

The appropriate admittance natrix for the tlvo-port structure in terms

of the N-port natrix elenents is,

I
I

t
Y tt V

,
Y

t2

VYI ,
Y

2 22t 22
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where

Y,
I

MM
TI
=l j=t

Yij Y,
l2 ij

M
-\-

i=l

N
TY

j=M+r1

y' = y' y' = il i y..2r t2 22 i=M+r j]t"t*¡-ij
(3.11)

To ascertain the dependence of the observable delay line response upon

the adnittance paraneters we introduce the equivalent circuit, with

source and load inpedances, shown in Figure 3.5. Dropping the super-

scripts on the new matrix ele¡nents,the frequency transfer function of

the delay line is then given b)¡,

v, (o) -Y Z_
2TL

vrr') t * t, ,zs' Y 

"rzl 
* Y, ,t rr'rtL - t ,rt rr'r'"

(s.12)

This expression gives the conplete response of the two-port

line, but in nany cases, e.g. on weak-coupling substrates used for

transversal filters, this equation may be simplified by means of the

approxination

trrZs ' Yr"zL - YrrzL - \rrzs <<

to give the simple relation,

VL (0r)

-vs ((¡)
- vr, (o) z, (r,r)

This relation in effect states that, with high inpedance transducers in

a low impedance measurement system, the delay line frequency response is
given essentially by the transadnittance of the transducers. This

relationship is used in the experinents in chapter 6 as a neans for

checking the accuracy of the conputed transadnittance curves. The

presence of the negative sign in this expression is also of interest

and receives further discussion in the next chapter.

It was stated in Section 3.0 that it is desirable to be able

to isolate the various second-order effects occurring in delay lines
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as a result of reflection and regeneration, and this nay be achieved

using the series expansion technique introduced previously in the one-

port case. rf the approxinations given in Equation (s.1s1 are valid

at all frequencies, then Equation (3.12) may be rewritten, using the

binornial expansion, to obtain

Vl = -VSYTTZL(1-E+E2-E3+--- ) (g.1S)

where

E +Y Z-zzL ,r)zszL
YZ^rl ù

+ (Y Y -Y Y (3. 16)11 22 l2

Writing this elçression out in full we may collect terms of símilar

power n, in the factors of the form (Y.jZk)n to identify the responses

of various orders, as in the case for the one-port devices, and we get,

Prinary Response

Secondary Response

Tertiary Response

=-l Z
2l

=+Y Z
2t

L

t(YrrZs

= -{ Z, ((Y Z^)2*
2l l, ll Þ'

+Y Z )

,r'")'(Y

22 L

* (tr rYr, * t ,r-t ,r)zszL)
Higher-Order Responses= etc.

(3.r7)

The first point to be noticed here is the absence of the zero-

order response which is present in the one-port case. The largest

observable response will be the prinary response (ignoring here any

question of electronagnetic coupling between the input and output wiring)

which has the form predicted in Equation (s.14). The terms giving the

secondary resPonses correspond to the regenerated signals arising in the

transnitting and receiving transducers. rn the case of the source

transducer this may be physically interpreted as follows; the launched

surface-wave induces an additional voltage -trrtru, across the source

impedance Z, as it travels under the launching transducer, and this
results in the launching of an additional (regenerated) surface-wave.

It should be noted that this is not equivalent to a sinple change in
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the effective arnplitude of the launched wave (except in the case of

pure cw operation which is of little interest) because tr, (r) (and

possibly arso Zr(ur)) is a complex function of frequency. rn the

ti¡ne donain this regenerated response will have an impulse response

with twice the duration of the prirnary surface-wave impulse tesponse.

The tertiary responses of a thro-port delay line are also

listed, and again each of the terns in this expression nay be identified
with a particular signal path through the device. The first th,o tenns

describe double regeneration in the launching and receiving transducers

respectively, the third term single regeneration at both transducers,

and the last tern accounts for what is conmonly knowa as the rtriple-

transit' signal. These tertiary responses of a two-port delay line

are normally of little interest, being too snall to be observed and

obscured by the prinary and secondary responses. In lines of noderate

coupling factor, however, the tripre-transit signal may be observed

separately because it is delayed relative to the other responses by an

interval equal to three tines the primary tine delay.

Fron this brief outline it can be seen that the adnittance

formalisn provides a convenient method for the representation of

parallel-connected transducer structures. This approach enables the

contri tutions fron second and third-rcrder effects to the total device

response to be separately identified and individually calculated, in

delay lines with noderate coupling factors. The accuracy of this nethod

of analysis is limited only by the validity of the approxination listed
above and our ability to obtain the elements of the N-port adnittance

¡natrix.

Fornulae pernitting the ready evaluation of first, second

and third-order responses for a two-port structure employing uniforn

interdigital transducers, operated at the synchronous frequency, have
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83been published elsewhere

in the next chapter.

based on the admittance formulae derived
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CHAPTER 4

DERIVATION OF THE ADMITTANCE COEFFICIENTS

4.0 Introduction

In order to apply the adnittance fornalism developed in

the previous chapter to practical problens, methods for the calcul-

ation of the admittance matrix coefficients must be available. The

diagonal elements of the adnittance natrix are the input imnittances

of the individual transducers, and the off-diagonal elements correspond

to the acoustic coupling between individual pairs of transducers (with

the uninvolved transducers electrically short-circuited).

In practice the off-diagonal transadnittance and elements

are of greater importance for, as was shown in the last chapter, the

first-order response of a two-port delay line is specified by the

transadmittance tr, (r). A similar result ís obtained for one-port

structures in chapter 7, where it is shown that the useful part of the

prinary response of a time domain coded one-port is given by the sum

of the transadrnittances between acoustically coupled transducers (the

diagonal ele¡nents also contribute to the primary response of a one-

port but are of no use as they represent undelayed pulses obscured by

the zero-order response). While the diagonal matrix elements do not

contribute to the useful part of the primary responses of one and two-

port devices, they do contribute significantly to the second and higher-

order responses of both these devices.

The calculation of input adnittances by a nornal mode theory

has been nentioned earliers4, and it is the purpose of the next section

to describe a normal mode theory for the calculation of the transadmittance

between a pair of transducers on a weak-coupling substrate. The trans-

admittance is derived for a pair of transducers separated by a length
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of free surface, but the result can also be applied to transducers on

a rnultitap delay line in a situation where the reflections frorn inter-
mediate transducers which are short-circuited (for the transadmittance

calculation) may be neglected in comparison with the regeneration which

occurs in these internediate devices when connected to their operational

load inpedances.

rn the later sections an expression for the tine domain

transadnittance of a two-transducer stTucture is obtained, and an

expression for the input adnittance of a single transducer is obtained

using the nethod of Auld and Kino54, bua recast in the present notation

for use in later chapters. The last section of this chapter is devoted

to a short discussion of the significance of the different factors in
the derived forrnulae.

4.L The Fr Transadmittance Y

The system for which an expression for the transadmittance

is to be deternined, is shown in Figure 4.1(a). The launching tïans-

ducer T, is assumed to be of uniform width w while transducet T r, of

maximum width (lV, nay be apodized. To aid the calculation of the

short-circuit output current i, obtainable from transducer T, consequent

trpon the application of a voltage ü, to transducer T' the propagating

surface-wave field will be represented as the sum of a set of orthogonal

surface modes.

4.1.I The Normal Mode Set

The calculation is facilitated by making the artificial

assumption that the configuration is repeated periodically along the

Y-axis with sone large periodicity intervar L; the principal effect of

this assumption is the introduction of an artificial discrete set of

nornal modes. These modes are straight-crested surface-waves with
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propagation vectors ßn. which satisfy the periodic borrndary conditions

at y = t L/2. In this way one obtains modal fields whose conponents

are trigonometric functions of all the integer nultiples of 2ry/L, and

at any particular frequency ûJ there will be a finite number 2N of such

nodes (N=2 integer (þ, wnete À is the free-surface wavelength).

For these nodes we adopt the node rabelling schene such

that a node with positive index n propagates to the right in Figure

4.1(a), while a node with negative index -¡n propagates in the opposite

direction*. The zero node index is reserved for signals at the

electrical ports of one or the other of the transducers.

If one assumes that the reference planes Sr, S, = Sr, arrd

su, perpendicular to the x-axis in Figure 4.1(a), are sufficiently far
fron the transducers for the non-propagating modes to have decayed to

negligibLe anplitude, then only the propagating modes need be considered.

As a further consequence of the periodic boundary conditions it may

be shown that the field vectors of the propagating acoustic surface-

wave nornal modes satisfy the orthogonality relationsSl

I (-jt¡0 D* + jut þ* ¡
-n - 'D -llì Yå.&'')v .T*-n ñft dSn

S

- 0whenm + n

= !, p' when n = n (4.1)

where 0, (x,)rrz), Pm(x,y,z), ym (x,y,z) and Ç(x,l,z) are comptex

phasors representing peak values of potential, electric displacement,

particle velocity and stress tensor of nor¡nal mode m, and S is any one

of the surfaces Sr, S, = Sr, ot Su shown in Figure 4.1, and extending

fro¡n z = 0 to z+ @overthe intervaL -L/2 < y< L/2. Thepower

P, is the power carried to the right by normal node m. rn our mode

labelling scheme where the propagation vector €rn = -€_r, we have also

P, = -P-r. Selecting a conmonvalue p forwhich pr= p forn> O and

* In this mode labelling schene nodes with
di¡ected- y- propagation constants are ass
node nunbers.
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P,- = -P for m < 0, will norrnalize the fields 0_, D etc. to definitem-'m'm
values.

Since the nonpropagating ¡nodes are assumed to be of

negligible arnplitude at the reference plan" S, = S, the fields at this
point nay be expressed as the linear suns,

0

.N
T

m=-I
-N
x

m=-1

-N
T

llt= - I

-N
x

m=- I

(z)

v(,)n

V
¡n

(z)

V
m

(z)

V (z)

N
+I

m=l
N

+X
m=l

N
+I

n=l
N

+I
m=l

v (z)
n 0n v (z)

m
ó'n

I

L

v

D
-m

T
^4n

v
-n

D

v
-m

V (z)
T
^{n

m

m

Vn

-m

, st cr'
o-N

(4.2)

The coefficients ur(') may be regarded as conplex generalized voltage

anplitudes of forward and backward waves which enter (¡n < 0) or leave

(n > 0) transducer T, through a series of N acoustic surface-wave ports

which have a conmon reference plane sr. Each transducer may now be

lepresented as a passive junction with 2N acoustic ports and one

electrical port.

4.L.2. The Scattering Matrices

If we assume that no signals enter Tracross the plane Sr,

and adopt the notation V'+ and Vl for the input and output generalised00
voltage u/aves at the electrical port of T we nay write the scattering

I

matrix equation

Vt-
0

etut
00

S vr+0-l 0-2

I

0

VG)
I

u (z)
2

sr sr ti *I0
V (z)

-l

vr,)
-2

VV
N
b)
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in which the assignment of mode nunbers has producecl s¡mmetry of the

¡natrix in the form s.å = tolr. A requirement for symmetry of the

scattering natrix is that all generalized voltages are defined in a

way that unit arnplitude waves carry a corrunon power P. This requirenent

has already been satisfied at the acoustic ports and to satisfy it at

the electrical ports the norrnal transducer structures of T, and T, have

been supplenented in Figure 4.1(a) by the parallel connected low value

resistors R and R^, which are chosen to have resistance nuch less thant2-
the input impedances of T, and Tr, so that T, and T, can be regarded as

natched when fed from transnission lines for which R and R are thet2
respective characteristic impedances. A consequence of these restrict-
ions is that the actual voltage ü b"tru""n the fingers of transducer T,

will be related to the incident generalized voltage anplitude by

r+
V ={ /zÞñ-

I 0

v' t+
0

(4.4)

I t-
0'

rt will be seen later, fron Equation (4.2s), that the transadnittance

from T- to T is independent of the choice of resistors R and RtZtz
The set of normal nodes which communicate with transducer

'lr, it being assuned that no signals enter T, from across su, are those

(n>0for
input modes and ¡n < 0 for output modes), and the input and output waves

at the electrical port have the respectíve anplitudes vo r r + and V

the scattering ¡natrix equation for T takes the form

which cross S
3

vr r-
0

If these are assigned node amplitude, U_(l)
n

I sf t

00

v(s)-t
v(s)

S

S

lr It (¡)

(s )

S V-I0

-20

-tN

2
V

V

:t
; (s)
"N

V(s)
-3

u!ñ)

(s)

ttIt
S

-NO
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in which the assignnent of node nunbers adopted has produced symnretry

in the fonn s_!j = s;i. rt can be seen f¡o¡n Figure 4.1(b) that the

output modes of T, become the input modes of T, and thus we obtain

Y(z) = vjs) for alr n > o.

To proceed with the calculation of the transadnittance we

assume that T, is excited with an incident voltage Vf+ and that T, is
terminated in a ¡natched load Rr. The latter condition neans v[r+ = ¡
in Equation (4.5). If it can be assurned that the acoustic scattering T.

is negligible when the electricaL port is short-circuited or loaded with

a low inpedance*, then uj;) = uj;) = 0 in Equation (4.s) and (4.5).

In this case it is possible to write

v r r-

H sil (4.6)
vot+ i=t oi

in which the symnetry of Sil has been used.

0 N
x

i=l
s r.ts.l
-10 10

s. l
10

The short-circuit current f

the voltage Vil- by

available fron T is related to
2

(4.7)

(4.8)

2

I t l/ r?-

0

JM'

rzF
VR2

2

and by substitution fron Equation (4.4) and (4.6) we nay write for the

transadnittance

I (t¡)
Y (at) 2

2l
trt)ur(

-2 N

x:-I-0
siåSl'

g1

2

For further progress explicit expressions for the scattering natrix
elenents are required.

This approximation is not valid on strong-coupling sùbstrates.*
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4.7.3. The Scatterins Matrix Elements

The calculation of the amplítude of a normal node field
launched by a known source distribution on transducer T, proceeds fron

consideration of the complex reciprocity integral

/, (-joO,!;+ioOn'P,-yr. l,-yn,,.I.) d!=0 (4.s)

established by Rutds1 for a lossless piezoelectric nediun in which no

free charges or body forces are present. rn the above integral Qr,

9, "t.. is the total field launched, at a frequency o, b/ a particular

source distribution. 0r, D, etc. is the fierd of a nor¡nal mode at the

sane frequency uJ, and d S is an elenent of area directed outward from

a closed surface S which we will choose in the present case to consist

of the propagation surface of the substrate, the boundary surfaces sr,
sr, s., and su in Figure a.1(a), and a plane deep in the naterial. on

the assu¡nption that on planes s, and s, the propagating norrnal rnodes

for¡n a complete set for expansion of the fierds 0r, p, etc. launched by

the sources, and making use of the orthogonality relations (Equation

(4.1)) we nay derive the expression for the amplitude of normal mode rn

1

VQ) 4P dS (4 . 10)

where the integration is over the surface s of transducer Tr, d s

is directed upward and node n has m > 0. The displacement vectors

for the soulce field and the Rayleigh nornal node field can be eliminated

fi:om this expression to obtain

G)

¡n

m
V

/r, t-j tl O, P; + j o P, O; I

0s/r,jû)
4P

le ßn
*

+ o l0sm dS (4 . 11)
0

where o, is the charge density on the underside of a finge¡, 0s is the

electrostatic potential established at the substrate surface by the
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source distribution, and we have used the fact that for a Rayleigh

wave of propagation constant [r, of magnitude pn,, the normal compon-

ent of electric flux density is related to the potential by

dS

for all propagation directions in the x-y plane. At this point it
is assumed that the variation in propagation velocity with direction

on the substrate can be neglected, and ßn' nay be replaced by a constant

value ß.

Equation (4.11) can be condensed sonewhat by the definition
of a source fiunction l't (x,y) for a transducer pattern operated at a

particular frequenc¡¡, b)¡ the relation

e (x,y) o, (x,Y,o) roß 0, (x, y, o) (4.12)

e ß ó0'm 'm{sD
-m

vfl +
0

The amplitude of a norrnal ¡node ¡n launched toward reference plane S then
2

beco¡nes

joe V

_4Þ-v (z) 0 *
n

If we make use of Equation (4.4) to elinin"a" U the result is the equation

for the scattering matrix element
j¡^¡e \ÆR't0l*

S

I f' (x,y) 0- (x,y) ds (4.13)
qt 'll

io 4P t, l' (x,Y) 0i(x,v) ds (4.14)

A similar equation may be deduced for S_l'st yiz.

J (l)Ê \ÆR'
0 2 *

The voltage ratio (Equation (4.6)) may now be written

å,, l" (x'y) 0-i (x,y) ds (4.15)

N
x 0 (x,y) /' (x,y)ds 

1,, Q, (x,y) f,' (x,y)ds

S -io

-(¡2 Eo' \,ñ-l-

4P

il
V

0

lr
V

0

t2 *

]-

T
S

8P i=l
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*
By naking use of the resula 0-i(x,y) = 0r(x,)'), which follows

if we adopt (without loss of generality) the convention 4i(0,0) = OiCO,O¡

for all normal modes, it is possible to change the order of surmring and

forning the second projection to obtain

il
V

0

l+
V

0

-ul2eoz rlfr
N *

I
sn

x 01(x,r) f ' (x,y)dsl 0, (x,r) f " (x,y)ds (4. 17)
8P

i=l

t r
S

In view of the norrnal mode expansion (Equation (4.2)) and the expressions

fcrr normal mode amplitudes (Equation (4.ls)), the coefficient of f"(x,y)
in the integral can be recognised (apart from a constant factor) as the

total field, which we will call $(x,y), radiated by transducer T, towards

the region of transducer Tr. Thus

tl-
V

t+ 2

V
T
sil

6 (x,l) 1,t (x,y) ds (4. 18)
0

4P

and this expression allows for the effects of diffraction in the field
launched by transducer Tr. At thís point an expression for the potential

O(x'y) in terms of the source field of T, is required and this is obtained

as follows.

l'fe assu¡ne that at all frequencies of interest the width l{¡

of transducer T is >) À, so that its radiated field O(xry) in theI

vicinity of transducer T, is essentially the uniforn plane wave

-j ßx -l1I

0 (x,v) 0 (o,o) e for î < y< (4.1e)

where ß is the propagation vectoÌ at frequency o in the x direction

on the unperturbed substrate. The coefficient 0(0r0) can be related

to the driving arnplitude Uot* O, invoking conservation of poh'er between

the field O(x,y) and the set of nornal modes Or(x,r) into which it can

be decomposed. The power II carried in width W by a uniform plane wave

0 jule Ç."
0

tll
1
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is given in te¡rns of the surface-wave potential O and the corunonly

accepted measure Â, of piezoelectric coupling for surface-waves, by

Ingebrigsten,sST perturbation formula as

n = -lol t{(eo*.p)lo(o,o¡12¡ç+t:1 (4.20)

where en = (r**rr" - .'*rþis the effective pernittivity of the substrate

and Â is the fractional change in surface-vlave velocity between a free

and a rnetallized propagating surface. The power II is also given in
terrns of the norrnal mode amplitudes by the equation

(z) y. (z)* 
( 4.2L)

(z) fron Equation (4.1s) and interchange

N
IÏ-PEV

i=r

which, after substitution for V

1

1

of order of sumnation and integration becones
t+

it^le V
00I

0(0,0) =

N

{, r'(x,y) 
rl',u,(')*ql1x,y) 

ds
4

V
r+ (4.22)

jt^le ,Æñ
I00

4

Equating the thro values of II obtained gives

0 (o,o) {, f '(x,y) e ißx
dS

1, ¡¡,y1 eißx d s (4.2s)
joÂe V

00

*

srlrl lv (e + tn)
0

We nay now substitute for Q(x,y) = O(0,0) e -jßx in Equation

(4.18) for the output of transducer T and obtain
2

v
0

t+
v

lrl o .i
,r f' (x,y) ej ßx dS f"(x,y) u-jß* ¿s2 w(e + en) sr st

0 (4.24)

By substitution into Equation (4.8) the desired expression for the frequency

transadnittance is obtained
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- l.l Ae2
0

2l I l' (x,y) e iÊx ßxdS I l',(x,y) e dS
W(eo + en) sr s'l

(4.2s)

Since the forward transadnittance between the transducers

does not depend on the values of the parallel connected resistances R,

and R^. we nay assume this expression applies also to the transducers in
2

the normal situation in which they are absent.

For nunerical evaluation of transadmittance functions by

means of Equation (4.25) an expression for the source function i(x,y)
is required. In the weak-coupling approximation f(x,y) may be obtained

from the potential distribution 0r, and charge density os on the under-

side of a finger, which arises in the solution for the electrostatic

field when the given finger pattern is placed on an equivalent non-

piezoelectric substrate. Detailed expressions for the source function

1, based on Enganfs solutiorrS0 fo" the field of a uniform transducer on

a weak-coupling substrate, are obtained in section 5.1 and 5.2 and, a

conputer progran which has been produced for the efficient conputation

of the transadnittance functions is also described.

4.2 The Tine Donain Transadnittance

Y (t¡) j

Since the nain interest in this investigation is in the time

domain description of coded delay lines, it is of sone interest to seek

an expression for the tine donain transad¡nittance, or inpulse response,

of a two-transducer structure.

To simplify the discussion vire consider the case of two

acoustically coupled transducers having all their electrodes parallel

to the Y-axis and of length w. The frequency transfer function is
given by Equation (4.25) and may now be factorised as
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where

and

Y (t t)
2l

F (t^t)

x lrl F(o)

K -WAe2
0

(e + e I'P o'

Fr (-trt) F

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)(
2

trt)

g.z

Fr(-o)= lr", /'(x,o) e ißx dx

La
F (trt) =

2
f',(x,o) "-jßx dx

9"s

where F. (-r¡) and F^ (ur) are the Fourier transfor¡ns of the source functionsl2
J'(xro) and .f"(x,o) respectively, Lr,L, and .Q,r, .[.u are limits containing

the non-zero donains of the respective (non-overlapping) source functions,

and $=1¡/v where v is the constant surface-wave verocity. The Equation

(4.26) nay be rewritten in the forn

trr(r) = K{(jr¡)(-jsign(o))} F(o) (4.2s1

But it nay be rho"r,84 that {(-j sign (o) F(o)} is the Fourier transforrn

of the inverse Hilbert transform of f(t) i.e.
trr(r) = K Ut¡) D (r^r) (4.g0)

where

.t (t) T D (r,¡) (4.31)

indicating that d(t) and D(rrr) are Fourier transforrn related, and

d (t) = Hi{r¡t¡ } = # ll ,*, dx (4 .sz)

is the definition of the inverse Hirbert transforn 85. The Equation

(4.30) may be simplified still further by making use of the retationship

It is shown in section 5.2 that f'(x,o) nay, to a good approximation,
be regarded as independent of ß.

*
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that multiplication by the factor (jul) in the frequenc¡, domain is

equivalent to differentiation in the tine domain, to write

and

where

or

2l

u(t) T u(o)

t d (t¡¡

Y (t^t)

t

K U (r¡)

f2(t)) l

(4 .33)

(4.34)

(4.36)

We are now able to take the Fourier transform of both sides

of Equation (4.33) to obtain an expression for the tine domain response,

K u(t)

d
E t d(t)l

d
ã?u (r)

y2 
r 
(t)

K

K # r ni {r(r)}l
Referring to Equation (4.2s) we ¡nay write f(t) in the forn

f (t) f(-t)*f(t)

f (r)€ f (t)
2 (4.3s)

wh€rre, for convenience the independent variable has been changed to

t = xfv, and the operator € indicates crosscorrelation. we may also

represent the inverse Hilbert transforn in the tine donain as the84 1
convolution product with the factor G-t) to obtain

I

I

d1

2

* {fr (t)

(r) dT t G-t) * {fr (t)

(t) G f2(t)] (4.s7)

Kv €
2

K

fr'v
1

(.ä
2

The restriction of the analysis to transducers with identicâl
unifo¡m overlap was introduced to simplify the algebra, and in fact this
expression may be applied to cases with one apodized transducer where,

as before, the maximu¡n overlap of the apodized transducer does not exceed
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the overlap length of the uniforrn transducer. It should also be noted

that this analysis assumes transducer T, is to the right of Tron the

X-axis: if T is to rhe left of T it is necessary to compute
2

{f2(t) s fl(t)} and hence

v (r) (t)v (4.38)I2 2

as is expected.

4.3 
, r 

(r)

Auld and Kinos4 derived an expression for the input inpedance

of an acoustic surface-wave transducer by naking use of a variational
expression for the input inpedance, involving an approximate estimate

of the charge distribution on the fingers, and adopting a representation

of the acoustic field based on a set of open-circuited nornal nodes.

They point out that the analogous variational expression naking use of

an approximate estimate of the potential distribution between the fingers

nay be used for the derivation of an expression for the input adnittance,

and give a general expression for tr, (r) derived using a normal mode

expansion based on a set of short-circuited modes. Several algebraic

errors however appear in their published derivation, and their principal

result (Equation 77), and several of the preceding equations appear

to be dimensionally incorrect.

In this section a corrected summary of their derivation is
presented, which differs fron their approach in notation and in the

use of an expansion of the acoustic fields in terns of open-circuit

normal nodes. The variations have been introduced in order that the

result so obtained will bear a more direct relation to Equation (4.25)

and the latter change is a necessary consequence of the fact that the

propagation of the surface-waves takes place on an unnetallized surface.

we take as a starting point their variational expression
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(lìqrration (51), corrected and amended to conform to the present

notation) for the input adnittance of a transducer of uniform rçidth lt'

loo jt¡W {- 0(*) o (x)dx (4.39)
Y (t¡) =

II
v2

where Q(x) is the potential distribution on and between the fingérs,

and o(x) is the total charge on the fingers resulting fro¡n an applied

potential difference V at frequency ul.

Defining Õ(B) and S(g) to be Fourier transforms of Q(x) and

o(x),and naking use of the theoren that

Ii¡ (g)c. (ß)dß - 2n t: r(x)e* (x)dx (4.40)

we may rewrite Equation (4.39) in the form

i-rw @

Yrr(ur) = 2n|rf* o(ß)S(-ß)dß (4.4r)

The next step is to express the propagating potential field 0(x,y,z)

excited under the transducer, by the charge distribution s(ß) at the

surface, in terrns of the original modes of the unperturbed systen.

This nornal node expansion may be written in the forn

Q (x,Y, z)
-j ßrx

(4 .42)t
m

a ó (z\ em 'mt '

By means of the relation (which may be established fron the conplex

reciprocity relation (Equation (4.9)) and the associated orthogonality

condition (Equation (4.1)))between a sinusoidal charge distribution

o(x,y,o) = oS " 
-jßx, at sone frequency oo and wave number ß placed on

the substrate surface, and the resulting potential Q(x,y,z) = 0s(y rz)e-i1x,
of the same Potential and wave nurnber,the normal mode anplitudes nay be

deter¡nined as

-ro oS 0** (O)

4Prr, (ßn*- ß)

a
m
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hrhere nodes m and n are related by the condition ß* = ßn ancl prn is
defined in Refcrence 54: for propagating nocles ß, ancl ßn are real and

Prn = Pn' becones the power per unit width of the y-axis carried in

the direction of propagation.

In the further developnent the contribution to the potential

fro¡n the non-propagating modes is neglected, on the assunption that

this contribution relates only to the conponent of static transducer

capacitance which can be calculated separately. The potential Q(x,y,o)
of the propagating nodes launched by a source varying as e-jß* is th"r,

0 (x, y, o) I
n

0(ß)

ooos
(ß-ß)-n'

oI1 co I on (o)

4Pnn

*
0n (o)0n (o)

4P
nn

e
-j ßx (4.44)

(4.4s)

to Y from the
tl

where the sum is over all nodes which propagate at frequency ulo. we now

a:;sume that relation between the arnplitude o, of a sinusoidar change

distribution and the amplitude Q, of the resulting potential can. be

extênded to the spatial Fourier components s(ß) and o(ß) of the charge

distribution and potential on the transducer. Thus

n

substitution of this result into the expres-sion for the input

(ß - ßn)

adnittance (Equation (4.41) gives the contribution yn

propagating viraves in the form:-

joriw
t

2trY2

æ

f- n
dß

(ß-ßn) 4P
nn

(4.46)

We now assume the propagating waves launched by the transducer

consist of a single forward and a single backward surface-wave with

propagation vectors ßo and -ßo, deternined by the frequency uro. The
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contributions in Equation (4.46) from these tÌ{o waves may then be

conbined to give

i r¡2w'o

^r' to'- ell

s (ß) s (-ß)
Y

P
ß

o
(ro) {:o

Z dß (4.47)

(4.48)
*

where Z Qn(o)On(o) (ßr, = ßo)o

2P'n

defined as the normal node inpedance for the acoustic surface-wave,

has been shown by Kino and ReedetS6 ao b"

-2(Lv /v)
7

loLo I [eo*en)
(4 .4e)

where e = (e eP 'xxzz

Equation (4.47) contains the real and inaginary parts of the

radiation admittance, but not in a form amenable to practical calculation.

rt may be observed that since the Fourier transforrn s(ß) of the real

transducer charge distribution satisfies the condition s(-ß) = s*(ß), the

contribution of the integral to the real part of Equation (4.47), over

all the ß axis except for the small intervals near t ßo, is zero. Thus

the real part of Yp(o) = G(t¡) + j B(t¡) is deternined by the integral

contributions surrounding the points I ßo, and these are readily shown

(after introducing a small loss components4 ao the propagation constant

ßo) to give

-lrlw(avlv)
c (t¡) lsrel I ' (4. s0)

le +e'o p )v2

where we now write t¡ and B in place of ulo and ßo. This result gives us

G(t¡) in terrns of S($, the Fourier transform of the charge distribution

o(x).

The imaginary part of the radiation adnittance, B(rir), rnay

o

7-

e:-_í' is the effective permittivíty of the mediun.xz'
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in principle be evaluated fron Equation (4.47), if suitable precautions

to preclude the contributions fron the intervals near ß = t ßo are

taken. However when using nurnerical integration a rarge anount of
calculation is required, and it is conputationally more efficient to
make use of the relation pointed out by Nalamwar and EpsterinST

B (t¡) = ÇHi (t,r) (4 . s 1)

where GHi(o) is the Hilbert transform of G(trr). An efficient method

for the conputation of the Hilbert transforrn of a sampred function is
described in Section 5.3.

To conplete the evaluation of the input adnittance y1 1 (o)

it is necessary to include the contribution fron the cutoff modes, more

comrnonly described as the transducer static capacitance. The expression
derived for this quantity by EnganSo is

elp'
K( sin (T "ll (4.s2)

in Farads/gap in the transducer, where K is the complete elliptic integral
of the first kind88, and a is defined in Figure 5.1.

The total input adnittance of a single transducer is thus
given by

trr(r) = G(r¡) + j (B(r¡) + urCr) (4.s3)

and the individuar terns may be evaluated by neans of Equations (4.s0),
(4.s1) and (4.s2).

4.4 Discussion

A nunber of interesting features may be observed in the results
obtained in the previous sections.

Equation (4.2s) shows that the frequency donain performance
of a two-transducer delay line is determined by the product of the

K( cos (T "llCr =r2W (e+
o
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spatial Fourier transforns of the source functions of each transducer,

" lr¡l factor and a constant determined by the physical substrate

properties.

The nost interesting of these is the lrl factor: at an

early:;tage in this project a dimensional analysis of the simpre ô-

function model showed that it did not scale correctly with frequency,

but the analysis did not indicate how to rectify this. The subsequent

appearance of the lrl in the preceding derivation resolved this problen.

This result can be conpared with the inpulse model deveropment of

Hartmann69'89 in which it is shown, by a dimensional analysis approach,

that transducers with log-tapered gaps nust have the overlap lengths
-3

multiplied by fZ to achieve a flat frequency transfer function. Exper-

imental confirnation of the effect of the lrl factor is obtained in the

observed rising frequency sensitivity of logarithrnically frequency-

chirped transducers reported in Chapter 6, and similar results have been

published by smith et "r.99 The above analysis predicts that the lrl
factor applies to all interdigital transducers, including uniform gap-

width devices, and the ¡esulting tilting of the passband response and

sidelobes of the delay line spectrum is discussed in chapter 6.

Another point of interest is the fact that the real transfer

admittance Y^. (t¡) obtained when Equation (4.2s) is applied to two2l
identical transducers with zero relative displacement, is identical to

the real part of the input ad¡nittance Yr, (trr) calculated by means of

Equation (4.50) for one of the transducers, indicating that the two

expressions for trr(r) and G(ul), although reached by different approaches,

are in fact consistentT It is interesting to note also that Equations

It is a straight-forward natter to show by deduction (fron a
consideration of the input admittance of two adjacent transducers,
of length L and spacea I between centres, wired externally to
function as a single transducer of length L ) that this relation-
ship between the real part of the input admittance, and the transfer
admittance between identicat transducers, must hold.
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(4.25) and (4.50) predict that the harnonics of the transducer

fundanental response will also be weighterl by the Irl factor, and

this is still awaiting experimental verification.

The ti¡ne donain transfer adnittanc" y 

"r(t) 
of a thro-

transducer delay line is predicted by Equations (4.24) and (4,57) ,

From Equation (4.34) this response may be interpreted as the deriva-

tive of the inverse Hilbert transform of the crosscorrelation product

of the th'o source functions specified in the (t=IJ domain. The

equivalent expression, Equation (4.37), mrst be used with caution
1

because the factor (az) is not a function in the normal sense and nust

be interpreted as a distribution92. The effect of this convolution is

to sharpen up any peaks of the crosscorrelation product and snear the

edges of the waveform slightly: these effects are discussed in the

light of the experinental measurenents and computer sinulation studies

in Chapter 6.

A further point of interest in the tine domain response is

the polarity of the output. The peak of the tine donain response /21(t)
in Equation (4.34) between two identical transducers is positiuu*, and

on substitution into Equation (3,12), the first-order delay line inpulse

response will have a negative peak; in fact it will be a delayed and

inverted replica of the real part of the input admittance g(t) of a

single transducer (2, being real), specified in the tine donain. This

inversion of the line output does not appear to have been acknowledged

expricitly in the literature, presunably due to the fact that the

conventional analysis techniques are concerned with single transducers

in isolation. The effect is clearly denonstrated in the experinental

results achieved in chapter 6, and is also evident in the recently

The crosscorrelation product f(t) becomes an autocorrelation function
which must yield a positive peak, and the combined operations ofdifferentiation and inverse Hilbert transfornation mäy be shown to
be noninverting.
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published results of sugiyama and Yoshikawa9l. This question of

output polarity is of inportance in deternining the relat-ive phases of

the interfering higher-order responses in coded delay lines, as

discussed in Chapters 7,9 and 10.

It is relevant at this point to conpare the frequency donain

and time donain representations, of thc off-diagonal or transadmittance

elements of the general N-port admittance matrix, in terns of their

relative computational efficiency. Exanination of Equation (4.25) and

(4.36) shows that the forner involves the simple product of a constant

and three functions of frequency while the latter involves the conputation

of a convolution and a correlation product. Since the product of two

sample ì/ectors of length N requires only N multiplications, while the

convolution of two such vectors requires N2 rnultiplications, it is

obvious that the frequency donain transadnittance nay be conputed nuch

rmre efficiently than the equivalent tine domain response (provided

efficient means are available to obtain the Fourier transform of a

source function), and this is the approach followed in the developnent

of the conputer model in the next chapter.
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CII,APTER 5

A COMPUTER MODEL FOR SURFACE-IVAVE DEVICES

5.0 Introduction

One of the najor ains in the project was to obtain a corputer

¡nodel capable of predicting the behaviour not just of single inter-

digital transducers, but of complete (e.g. coded) surface-wave devices,

when inserted into an operational systen. It was felt that if a

reasonably efficient nodel could be obtained it would provide a very

attractive alternative to conducting tine consuning and expensive

laboratory testing of large batches of surface-wave delay lines, when

evaluating conplex systems enploying such devices. with such a model

available, the necessary experinentation is reduced to a sna1l number

of experiments, sufficient to evaluate the accuracy of the nodel itself,

and then further studies of the various aspects of device behaviour nay

be investigated by computer sinulation.

In Chapter 3 it was shown how a knowledge of the admittance

natrix (specified throughout either the tine or frequency donains)for

an N-port surface-wave device, pernits a conplete determination of the

device behaviour when connected into a practical circuit. In the last

chapter approxinate analytical expressions were derived for the individual

elements in the adnittance matrix for any N-port device on a weak-coupling

substrate, and we look now at methods by which these expressions nay be

evaluated on a computer.

As explained in the last chapter, the single nost inportant

oaranneter is Y (o), the transfer admittance between two acoustically-'zt
coupled transducers, and an approxinate expression suitable for progranrn-

ing is derived in the next section. rn section 5.2 a nethod for high-

speed integration is developed and in section 5.3 the additional
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expressions necessary fot the conputation of the complete transducer

input adnittance are derived.

The resurting erpressions have been used in a series of
computer programs developed for execution on a digital conputer. The

necessity for the use of a digital nachine neans that one is inevitably

working with sanpled representations of the continuous functions

representing the device parameters. This factor brings its own problems,

and these are outlined in Section 5.4.

5.1 Transaünittance Evaluatíon

An examination of Equation(4.25þiving the transadmittance

between a pair of transducers reveals that the expression nay be

fa<:torised into four parts, narnely the naterial constants, the lrl
factor, and two integrals each containing the source function /(x) of
a single transducer. The nost time consuming part of this calculation

is the evaluation of the two-di¡nensional integrals, a pïocess which nust

be repeated at every frequency of interest. rn consequence of this,
efforts were rnade to simplify the calculation procedure by using

approxinate expressions, and the first step is the reduction of the

integration to a one-dinensional problern.

5.1.1 Problem Reduction to One Dimension

The first step in the reduction of the integrals in Equation(4,257

to a more tractable forn is to eliminate the integration with respect to
the width of the propagating wave. This rnay be achieved if we make use

of what we shall call the 'independent-gapr approximation, where we

assume that the source fi¡nction in any particular 'gap' in the transducer

is independent of the geometry of the adjacent gaps. This approximation

will later be shown to introduce negligibly sma1l errors in nodelling

transducers with slowly varying gap widths along their lengths.
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Figure 5.1
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Sketch illustrating the definition of a transducer
metallization pattern in terms of the relectrical
centrest *i, gap widths g. and overlap lengths b..
(Note overlap lengths are negative when measured

in the downward direction.)
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This source field representation necessitates the int¡o-
duction of the concePt of an 'electrical centrer for each electrode in
the transducer, and the 'gapt between each pair of electrodes is then

defined to be the region between the relectrical centresrof adjacent

electrodes, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. with the adoption of the

independent-gap approxination we can assune that the source function

in each gap, within the region of electrode overlap, is independent of
the variabte y (this is not nornally the case with apodized transducers).

We can thus evaluate the integrals as the sum of the contribution fron

each of the gaps, and if we refer to the restrictions applied in the

derivation of the transadnittance formula, that the input transducer

has uniform overlap w and may have variable gap widths, while the out_

put transducer nay have variation of both the electrode overlap length
(<lf) and the gap width, we can obtain by integrating with respect to y,

Y (t.t)
2l

N
I

i-- l
jßxL,

(x) e
rM

dx .l"a Itt j=t
/j (x)ej ß*d* (s.1)KT

L
!'.

]. b.
J

where

-lt^rlne ot
K +

e +€,oP t

{; (x) = the source function i for the transnit transducer,

which is understood to be zero everywhere except within

gap i.

{:' (x) = the receive transducer source function j, with

similar properties to fj (x).

b. = the (signed) overlap tength of gap j .J

The paraneter lttr does not appear in this expression and the

restriction that the transnit transducer have uniforrn overlap was intro-
duced in order to sinprify the argebra. More correctly we must specify
that all electrodes in the transmit transducer nust be greater than or
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equal to the longest overlap in the receiving transducer. In a

practical circuit analysis the effect of varying the transmit transducer

overlap lengths, while satisfying this restriction, is accommodated in

the calculation of Y
I

since the surface-wave devices are reciprocar, i.e. yr,(') =

Yrr(ur), we can simply use the above formula to calculate yrr(o) if the

input transducer is apodized and has a maxirnum overlap length 1ess than

that of the output transducer.

The situation where both transducers are apodi zed. ís much

more difficult to represent analytically because the propagating surface-

wave field onto which we must proj ect the receiver source field is not

independent of y, and the resulting expression for yr, (o) does not

factorise into two separate integrals. The sinplest practical solution
in this case appears to b"66 to divide the propagation t,ath into a

nu¡nber of parallel strips selected so that each 51¡ip intersects the

lannching and receiving transducers in such a way that the restriction,
that at least one of the transducers nay be considered to be unapodized

across that bearn width, is satisfied.

We now need convenient e:içressions for the source functions

lr '(x) and fr " (x) n

5.L.2 Source Ft¡rction Generati on

The source function l(x) is related to the electric potential
and charge distributions under the transducer electrodes by Equation(4.12)

which is reproduced here,

1

/(x)= J (or(x) + eoß0r(x)) (s.z)
o

Again invoking the weak-coupring approxination, we conmence with the

electrostatic field solution for an infinite uniforn interdigital grid
on a non-piezoelectric but anisotropic dielectric, which has been derived

(
I

ür)
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80by Engan Shifting the origin as shown in Figure 5.2, and correct-

ing an error of sign, we obtain his results in the form

r* (x)
æ
x

n=o
(-1)n sin (Bnx) (s.3)

ßl
BI
nJ

TP (cos (na) )

2

and

oot TV P,r (cos (na) ) (-1) rì cos (Bn*) (5 .4)o, (x)

f (x)

n=o cos fTa

here

Pn(cosna) = Legendre polynomial of the first kind.

f (cos$) = the conptete etliptic int"gr"fSof the first kind.' 2'
7,/2{e e -xx zz

Ì) and, Br, = (Zn + 1)f2

x
Eep

By rnaking use of the relations

cr. (x) = - n, (x) I *r= u (s.5)

and

0(x) - -I E*dx (s.6)

we can obtain the following e:ipression for the source function for an

inEinite uniform interdigital transducer

e

-P.€
o

æ
x + n

K (cos (n") )
2

(-1)n cos(Br.,x)

(s.7)

n=o L

This expression contains the result obtained by Engan, that

in a uniform transducer, only odd harmonies will be generated, independ-

ently of the value of a, the fraction of the gap width which is metallizeð..

In practice it is desirable to work with values of a between 0.2S and

0.75, and if we select the particurar case a=0.s (often caLled unity
mark-space ratio) then the third har¡nonic will be zero, ensuring that

the lowest harnonic which can interfere with the fundamental response

of a wideband transducer becones the fifth harnonic.
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5.1.3. Variable Gap-Width Transducers

The expression for the source function given in Equation

(5.7) is suitable for use with uniform transducers, if sinply truncated

to correspond to the nunber of fingers in the transducer. we sti1l
need an erpression for the source functions in the individual gaps in

variable gap-width transducers, as required in Equation (s.1).

The solution adopted here was to make further use of the

independent-gap approximation, and sinply use the series expansion in

Equation (5.7) corresponding to a given gap width, in each gap of that

width. The problem which arises in applying this method to the analysis

of an existing transducer pattern is to find the location of the 'elect-
rical centresr of the electrodes in order to ascertain the individual

gap widths. The solution which has been adopted here, on an intuitive
basis, is to divide the electrodes into left and right portions in

direct proportion to the widths of the unnetallized regions to the

left and right of the electrode.

The converse procedure, of producing the netal1ízation pattern

corresponding to a given set of electrical centres, is readily achieved

by metallizíng the regions x.<x .(*i * gi/4) and (*i*, - gi/ ) ( x ( xi+r,
as shown in Figure 5.1. These thto procedures are mutually inverse, and

the errors involved in nodelling devices not synthesised in this fashion

will be s¡nall if the rate of variation in gap widths is small.

The resulting expression for the source function in the first
integral in Equation (5.1) then becomes

(-1)nn pn (cos (na)) cos B fx-x. ì
nt

Ji(x) irP
n=o o

ß
E'

n
]+

lx. -x.' 1+l ]-
) K(cos (na¡ I

2

for x.( x<x.1 1+l

x.
1

(x
(
lx Þ x.' 1+l

=Q for
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rn this approximation to the source function, no attenìpt

has been made to allow for the fact that fringing fields will exist

at the end electrodes and at other electrodes within apodized trans-

ducers. This point is discussed further in relation to the experinental

results.

5.2 Transadrnittance Evaluation

While seeking an efficient nethod for the computer evaluation

of equation (5.1) it became apparent that the two integral expressions

wóuld be sinple Fourier transforms, but for the presence of the term

B/8r., which appears in Equation (s.B). Examination of the significance

of this terrn shows that on noderate to strong dielectric rnaterials, its
contribution relative to the tern .p/ro is snarl, and in the region of
fundanental operation of the transducer will suppress the contributions

fron the harnonies of the spatial field. Thus if we assume that the

transducer is to operate in fundanental mode over moderate bandwidths we

may use only the first terrn in the series erpansion for the spatial

field in Equation (5.7), and h'e may, to a good approxination, replace

the term $/B' with unity.* rf we make the further assumption of

unity mark-space ratio in each gap the source function becornes

'fi e
p )

1.854e fx. :x.l
o -1+l L'

0for (x<

(f, (x-xi) ) (s.e)

x.(x<x.l- 1-l

( 1Tlr' (x) +g
o cos

x.
1(

(xÞ x.
1+1

This expression is independent of the wave vector ß, and the

evaluation of the integrals in the transadmittance, Equation (s.1), now

reduces to the evaluation of the faniliar Fourier integrals.

rt nay be observed here that the effect of this approxination is to
nake the adnittance proportional to the total charge on the electrodes
rather lhan the charge on the wrder surface, as asiuned in the deriv-ation of Yrí(t¡).
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5.2.1. The Discrete Fourier Transform

To evaluate the integrals in Equation (S.1) on a digitat

nachine it is necessary to sanple the functionsrand the discrete

Fourier transform (DFT) must be used. Initial attenpts to use the

conventional definition for this transform showed it to be inconven-
ozient in use-", and a version with nodified scare factors was used to

achieve a direct approximation to the continuous integrals in Equation

(5.1). The definition for the DFT used throughour this work is,

X=
n

Ay
N-1

'Y tn
m=o

i (zrr) nm

"-ñ

and

n=0 r 1, --, N-1

(s . 10)

N-l -j (en) nn
AxX-XeT

n=o n n=0r1r---, N-1
(s.11)

correspond to sanples in the tine domain.

the uniforn sanpling interval in the time domain.

correspond to samples in the complex frequency domain.

the uniform sanpling interval in the frequency donain.

the nunber of conplex sanples in both domains.

definition we have the inplied constraint that for

its inverse to be normalised, then

Ax Ay = 1/N (5.12)

Y
m

where

X=
n

A=
x

Y=
m

^=v
N=

In this transforn

the transform and

5.2.2. The Fast-Fourier Algorithm

The efforts at the beginning of this section to nanipulate

the required integrals into Fourier integral form was notivated by an

awareness of the availability of the fast-Fourier transforrn (FFT)

algorithn. This algorithn was published by Cooley and Tukey in 196594,

and makes use of the cyclic properties of the exponential term in the
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integral definition to effect significant savings in computing time.

The algorith¡n reduces the nurnber of nultiplications necessary to

evaluate the DFT for N sarnples fro¡n h N2 to h Nlog N, where h and hL 2 -2 - I 2

are constants of unit order and depend on the progranning details.

For waveforms requiring several thousand samples, as found

in the system studies in chapter 9, a reduction in conputing tine of

two orders in nagnitude is achieved, and this significantly reduces

the cost of the nodelling techniques which are presented in this thesis.

A subroutine based on the version of the argorithm by cooley

Lewis and welch9S 
"r,d 

optinised by Downingg6 fot nultiple cal1s, was

nodified to evaluate the DFT as defined in Equations 5.10 and s.11,

artd extended to output the sanple interval for the output vector.

A listing for this subroutine, called BFAST is given in Appendix A1.3.

5.2.3. The Transadnittance Program

The basic prograln used for the evaluation of the transfer

admittance between a pair of interdigital transducers ís called SAWDLy L,

and a listing is presented in Appendix A1-4. The program is set up to

evaluate logarithnically tapered transducers, tapered in both gap width

and electrode overlap, uniform transducers sirnply being treated as the

special case of zero taper. However, any other transducers may be

investigated by inputting the relevant geonetric description, in terms

of the electrode electrical centres and the overlap lengths. The only

additional required input data are the dielectric constants and the

coupling factor a, and if the latter is not already known ít nay be

obtained for any crystal orientation by means of progran suRFO2,

described in Chapter 2.

rn addition to its use in evaluating the frequency transad-

¡nittance integrals, the subroutine BFAST is also used as a neans for

rapidly converting the initial progr¿rm output vector to the time domain,
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and the output is available in both the tine and frequency domains.

Exanples of the plotted output nay be seen with the results in

Chapter 6.

5.3 Input Adnittance Evaluation

The input admittance nay be considered as containing two

conponents; one is dependent upon the piezoelectric coupling, and the

other is not. The radiation immittance is dependent upon the coupling

factor and for computational convenience the real and inaginary parts

will be considered separately. The coupling-independent conponent is

the capacitive susceptance, which is also conputed separately.

5 . 3. 1. The Radiation Conductance

Reference to Equation(4.50) showsthat the real part of the

radiation adnittance may be calculated using the same program as used

for the calcuration of the transfer admittance. The s¿rme source

function is used for both transducers and the transducer separation is

put to zero. A ¡nore efficient method is to conpute the first integral,

and then the modulus-squared of the resulting values, and to omit

second integration. This procedure is followed in a progra¡n written

to evaluate the complete input adnittance. A listing of this progran,

d,alled INAD, is given in Appendix 41.5.

One restriction on the calculation of the input adnittance

by this method, is that the transducer should not be apodized, for

the sane reasons that prevent the calculation of the transadmittance

between two apodized transducers. This limitation may so¡netines be

disregarded when the apodizing is not significant for the set of fingers

operating at each particular frequency, as in the case of s1ow1y tapered,

frequency-chirped transducers. Otherwise, the only solution is to

divide the propagation path into notional 'lanesr , as described for the
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transadmittance calculation, and evaluat.e the admittance contribution

from each tlanef .

5.3.2. The Radiation Susceptance

As erplained in Section 4.3 the conplex radiation inmittance

may be carculated fron an evaruation of the integral expression in
Equation (4,47) " However, a conputationally nore efficient method is
to evaluate the real part of the radiation innittance by the method of

the previous section and then conpute the complex part using the Hilbert

transform relation given in Equation (4.51).

To do this we need an efficient means for conputing the Hilbert
transform. The nethod chosen here is to make use of the equivalent

operation to the Hilbert transforrn in the Fourier transform donain84.

The method is described by the following steps:-

(1) Take the real conductance G(t^l).

(2) Take the Fourier transform c(ul) + g(t)

(3) Multiply by the Fourier transform of the Hilbert operator

g(t) x h(t) = gt (t)

where h(t) = (_j 1¡>o
( o oJ=o
(i t^l<o

(4) Take the inverse Fourier transform B(trr) e gl(t)

the radiation susceptance is given by the resulting real vector B(ul).

This apparently indirect nethod for the calculation of the

tlilbert transforrn has been chosen because it is able to capitalise yet

again on the efficiency of the FFT algorithn: it is still nuch faster

to conpute the FFT twice, than to attenpt to evaluate the discrete

Ililbert transforngT directly.

The above procedure is followed in progran rNAD listed in
Appendix A1 " S.
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5.3.3. The Static Capacitive Sus ceptance

The transducer capacitance is evaluated using the expression

derived by EnganS0 
"rrd 

rewritten in the form

e+c (e
N

7- \.

i=l o plbil )

where

^i = rnetallization ratio in gap i
bi = electrode overlap in gap i

If we specify a = 0.5, then this sirnplifies to,

N
TC ,2 (e

o lbi I

(s . 13)

(s . 14)
*e)

P 1=l

which presents no problens in conputation.

These forrnulae may be used for variable gap width and apodized

transducers, provided we are abre to neglect the effect of fringing
fields at the ends of the grid and in the apodized regions.

5.3.4. The Input Admittance Progran

To perform these calculations evaluating the various components

of input adnittance the program INAD was developed. A frow chart and

listíng is given in Appendix A1.5. The output may be obtained as

either a print or a plot of the conplex frequency components. Exanples

of the plotted output nay be found with the experimental results in
Chapter 6.

5.4 Accuracy of the ResultS

An inportant question with any conputer nodel is the accuracy

of the results which can be obtained. In this case we must look at

two possible sources of error: the first is errors resulting from the

finite accuracy of the machine used, and the second is errors resulting
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fron the use of sanpled data to represent continuous ft¡nctions. Any

errors introduced fron these sources will be superinrposed on the

inaccuracies resulting frorn the approxinations made in the analysis.

5.4.1. Roundin Errors

Since the machine has a finite word length, small e¡3ors are

introduced in the rounding of the results of the various arithmetic

operations, at each stage of the conputation.

If we assune the use of floating point arithmetic then

Gentlenan and Sande9S h".r" shown that the cumulative effect of rounding

the resultant of each arithnetic operation, gives an output RMS noise-

to-signal ratio proportional to logrN (where N is the nurnber of samples)

when using the FFT. weinstein99 h", shown that this perfornance may

be inproved upon by the implenentation of a randonised rounding process

to yield an RMS noise-to-signar ratio proportional to (log N)å. For
2

comparison, the direct calculation of the DFT, with truncation, would
oç'give-" an RMS noise-to-signal ratio proportional to N, and here we

can see a further advantage in deliberately seeking to use the FFT

algorithm for numerical integration.

In the experinental nodelling studies a cDc 6400 conputer

with floating point arithnetic was used. This machine has a 45 bit
nantissa giving approximately 15 decinal digit accuracy. Application

of the above bound for the noise-to-signal level for rounded arithmetic,

indicates that calculation of the FFT for N = 210 will result in a noise

level only 10 ti¡nes greater than the noise level for a l-point transform.

fn nore general tenns, we will lose about 1 decinal digit in accuracy.

The level of inaccuracy is trivial in relation to the errors discussed

in the next section.
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5.4.2 Aliasing Errors

The sampling Theor"*100 states that for any given tirne wave-

form the original waveform nay be faithfully reconstructed from a

unifornly spaced set of samples of that waveform, by low pass

filtering, provided the original waveform had no spectral components

at- frequencies greater than half the sanpling frequency (F). rf this

restriction is not satisfied then the reconstructed waveforn will be

forrnd to have errors in detail, and its conplex spectrum will have

corresponding errors which can be interpreted as the result of folding

back the spectral components of the original waveform at frequencies
F-Fhigher than l, back into the frequency range 0 to i. This phenomenon,2'z'

of errors resulting from undersampling (i.e. O trþ, is known as

al iasing .

When using the DFT we are operating with sanpled representations

of both the time and frequency waveforms, and aliasing may occur in either

domain, if the (complex) waveforms are undersampled in the alternate

domain. This can be seen to be related to the periodic properties of

the DFT, and poses a basic problem, in any computer modelling exercise,

in the choice of suitable sarnpling frequencies. Fourier theory asserts

that a waveform which is of finite duration in one domain (e.g.the

spatial distribution of the source function of a transducer) will have

infinite duration in the Fourier transform (e.g. ß) donain. Hence it

is impossible to satisfy the Sampling Theorem simultaneously in both

domains.

The solution in practice is to increase the relevant sampling

frequency until the aliasing error has been reduced to an unimportant

1evel. But one is always working under the constraint of finite

computer memory capacity and this determines the practical naximurn

sampling frequency for waveforms with a fixed tine-bandwidth product.
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It is thus relevant to ask what is the relation betrveen the actual

spectrurn level above the chosen folding frequency F/2, and the

resulting distortion in the conputed spectrun.

The bounds on the apparent magnitude of a unit sinewave

after the addition of another sinewave hrith the same frequency but

unknown phase is plotted against the leve1 of this interfering signal,

in Figure 5.3. Fron this graph one can set an acceptable error 1evel

due to aliasing, and determine the corresponding naxinun level for
the out-of-band spectral conponents. For exanple to obtain an error

tolerance of lo.5 dB the out-of-band spectrun must be more than 2s dB

below all portions of the spectrun which are of interest.

Deternination of the level of the neglected spectral

conponents by careful ernpirical e:çloration is necessary if an analytic

asymptote for the spectrun roll-off with frequency is not available.

In the conputing for the elperinents , aliasing was encountered due to

the high spatial frequency content of the postulated source function,

aqising from the discontinuities at the edges of the gaps, particularly
at the ends of the transducer. The problem was mininised by increasing

the sanpling frequency. A nore efficient solution is to use digital
prefilteringgs prior to evaluation of the DFT: time did not permit the

incorporation of this technique into the existing prograns. This is
felt to be the only significant shortconing in the present form of the

conputer prograns for nodelling the admittance coefficients of surface-

wave clevices.
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CHAPTER ó

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTED RESULTS FOR TYPICAL TRANSDUCERS

6.0 Introduction

To test the validity of the adnittance formulation and

integral expressions derived in Chapter 4 for the characterisation of
interdigital surface-wave transducers, a nunber of experirnents were

perfonned to provide practical data for comparison with the theory.

The results are shown alongside the expected theoretical results
computed using the best available knowledge of the effective circuit
and stray electrical component values in the measurement configuration,

for conparison. For convenience, the experiments reported in this
chapter have been divided under the headings of uniform and non-

uniform transducers: the particular type of non-uniform transducer

exanined is the logarithnically frequency-tapered transducer with

uniform overlap.

6.0.1 Back to the eriments

All the experiments were performed on substrates cut and

polished from the piezoelectric single-crystal naterial o-quartz; both

x-cut and Y-cut surfaces were used. Although the coupling factors

for xY- and YX- propagation are very sini L^r20, the latter was

preferred because the non-collinearity of the power-frow and wavä

vectors for XY-propagation20 
"", found to be an inpedinent to the

interpretation of experinental results.

The delay lines were fabricated in the laboratory using

the facilities described in the next section and the individual

transducers used in the experinents are described alongside the

results. The use of quartz r4¡ith its weak coupling in preference to
the various stTong-coupling crystals which have recently become
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availableg2-gs, ïesulted in quite high insertion losses in some of

the experiments (in the case of the impulse response measurenents

quite elaborate measurenent techniques had to be devised), but had the

advantage that the accuracy of measurement of the first-order delay line

Tesponse was not affected by the presence of the second-order responses.

In rnany cases,;tlìore than one sarnple of eacìr linc was tested

and it was found that the performance of the experimental lines was

quite repeatable from one day to the next and from one sample to another

to within experimental error. The delay lines were found to be quite

robust: some were lemounted and demounted in the various experimental

jigs used up to 10 tines without any apparent harm, and some were still
operating after 2 ot 3 years with only a srna11 (2 dB) increase in

insertion loss - apparently due to contamination on the propagating

surface because the nounting jigs were not sealed. It was also

found that the substrates could be reused without further repreparation

apart fron etching the electrodes from the surface.

6.L Delay Line Fabrication

The nanufacture of interdigital transducers requires the

location of a grid of thin conducting electrodes, with suitable

connections at the ends of the electrodes depending upon the grid

phasing, on the polished surface of a piezoelectric substrate. The

nalrow electrode widths ranging from about a hundred rnicrons down to

fractions of a nicron, preclude normal machining operations (although

one such method of assembly, using a line-engraving machine, is

reported by Viktorov and talashev96) and photolithographic techniques

borrowed frorn the technology of the printing and seni-conductor

industries, are normally ernployed. The standard process involves the

generation of a large scale drawing of the desired conductor pattern,

its réduction in size using photographic techniques to produce a
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mask nade of either metar or photoresist, and then either the

deposition of the metal conductor through a negative mask, or the

etching of a continuous netal film on the crystal surface through

a positive mask. The type of process is limited in resolution by

optical diffraction of the right in the photographic steps9T 
^nd.

to produce Lines less than about one nicron wide it is necessary to

use electron beans to obtain the final nasks, which are made using a

suitable sensitized polymer rnaterial 98.

rn this study the experiments were conducted in the 10

to 50 MHz frequency range (i.e. line widths from 16 to B0 microns) ¡sing
aluminium netallization on o-quartz. The particular techniques used

and the equipment developed cluring'lhe project for the manufacture of
the experinental delay lines, are described briefly in this chapter,

and quantitative data on the actual procedures used nay be found in
Appendix 42.

A perpetuar problem in high-resolution photographic and

photoresist work is the degradation of the images due to the presence

of dust in the working envirorunent, and to prevent dust spots from

rendering the resultant transducers unserviceable this work is norrnally

carried out in clean conditions. The conventional dark-roon in the

Electrical Engineering Departnent was found to give unacceptably lorv

image yields and it was necessary to construct a rudinentary clean-

roo¡n with a filtered air supply and an airconditioning unit (for

tenperature stablization) to house the photoreduction equipnent

described below. Difficulty was still encountered with contanin-

ation in the photoresist images and it was found necessary to install
a laminar-flow bench, suitably modified to prevent solvent vapours

accumulating in the clean-roo¡n, to achieve an acceptable device yield.
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6.1.1 Mask Generation

sinple patterns were cut directly onto Rubylith sheet hy

hand, by tracing original drawings produced on a basic drafting nac¡ine,

to provide a transparency suitable for photography. For more complex

transducer patterns, having non-uniform electrode overlap length or

spacing, a computer program was written by the author to draw any

desired interdigitar electrode pattern on a cALCoMp s0 inch drun

plotter, driven by the conputer. The patterns were drawn using black

ink on triacetate plastic sheet to produce a positive transparency

suitable for mounting directly on the sOr x 40, copyboard. A listing
of the basic plotting program used to draw the electrodes, pATBL, is

included in Appendix 41.7. To minimise plotting tine the contact pads

in the pattern were added by hand using Rubylith at the first stage of

reduction.

The photographic reduction was performed using an optical

bench and copyboard, designed by the author and assembled in the

Departnental workshops, which is shown in Fi-gure 6.1. Two reduction

cameras, were designed jointly by the author and Dr. p.H. cole, and

built in the workshop. The first-stage canera, shown in Figure 6.1,

produced inages on 10rrx 8" film sheet and had an operating range of

22x to 5x reduction. The second-stage camera, shown in Figure 6.2,

produced inages ztt x ztt high-resolution glass plate and had an

operating range of 20x to s5x reduction. More information on the

equipment and processes used can be found in Appendix A2.

6.1.2 Substrate Preparation

Single crystal o:quartz was selected for use in the

experiments on the basis of its relatively 1ow cost and ready

availability. The attenuation rate for surface-waves on this
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Figure 6.1 The optical bench and copyboard, shown with the
first-stage reduction camera mounted on the
carri-age.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2 Second stage reduction camera (a) front view, and

(b) rear view.
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material is negligibly snal1 at the frequencies of experimental interest

and, although the piezoelectric coupling factor i s consiclerabll. lower.

than that obta-inable on so¡ne of the newer synthetic crystal materials,

its choice did pernit advantage to be taken of its relatively greater

durability, with regard to physical, thermar and chenical danage, in
the fabrication processes and the experiments.

The surface finish on the rectangular crystal blanks

obtained from various suppriers was found to vary considerably and

to provide a constant surface condition the working surface of each

crystal was polished flat to within one wavelength of light by a

specialist optical company, before use in the experiments. such a

finish is better than is required to minimise surface-wave propagation

losses at the frequencies used: the flatness was specified in order to
permit good contact with the glass-s1ide when contact-printing the

photoresist.

rn the early part of the experiments some difficulty was

experienced in obtaining good adhesion of the aluminium metallization

to the substrate surface. The problen was resolved with the intro-
duction of more elaborate cleaning procedures and the introduction of

substrate preheating prior to the ¡netal deposition. The different
steps used in the final cleaning procedure consisted of immersion in

degreasing and detergent solutions in an ultrasonic bath, imnersion in
a vapour-reflux bath and finally, in the vacuun chamber, glow-discharge

cleaning. 1'he commercial ultrasonic bath, and the vapour bath assenbled

in the laboratory, can be seen in Figure 6.S.

The metallization of the substrate surface was achieved using

the apparatus shown sketched in Figure 6.4, which was installed in a

vacuum chamber loaned by the Material Science Departnent. The substrates

were loaded onto the aluninium supporting jig before irunersion in the
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Figure 6.3 Substrate cleaning apparatus (a) the conmercial
ultrasonic bath at 1eft, and (b) the vapour-
reflux bath assembled in the laboratory, at right
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Figure 6.4 The metallization apparatus showing (1) crystals
in aluninium supporting jíg e) tungsten filament
loaded with aluminiun loops (S) glow-discharge
electrodes (4) substrate heater block (S) therno_
couple fitting (6) thernal insulators (glass),
and (7) shield to contain thernal radiation from
heater lanps.
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vapour bath, and then transferred to the position shown for the

coating ptocess. The final cleaning of the substrate was perforned

using an ionic glow-discharge obtained by applying a high potential

between the electrodes shown in the sketch, in a noderate vacuun.
1

The substrate was then heated slowly to 200oC by neans of the substrate

heater* before the system was pumped right down and the aluniniun

evaporated onto the surface by passing a short pulse of current

through the tungsten filament.

After the coating operation the substrates were cooled in

still air before transfer to the larninar-flow bench for coating with

photoresist.

6.1.3 Photo-etching

The ¡nethod used to produce the electrode patterns on the

substrates involved contact-printing a negative of the required inage

onto a thin film of negative-working photoresist spread over the

netallized substrate, and then innersion of the developed resist image

in a chemical etching solution to remove the undesired portions of

the metal film. This work was carried out in the laninar-flow clean-

cabinet shown in Figure 6.5 (a) which was constructed by nodifying a

commercial instru¡nent cabinet in the Departnental workshops under the

supervision of the author and his supervisor. The alterations were

necessary to provide an increased working area and to amange for the

exhaust fro¡n the cabinet to be vented outside to prevent solvent vapouï

accunulation in the clean-room.

Due to the high viscosity of the photoresist used (Kodak KIFR)

it was found necessary to use both dilution and a high-speed spinn"rlO8

to obtain resist filns thin enough for good inage resolution when produc-

ing 16¡tn wide electrodes. The KTFR resist was first diluted with I(IFR

Supplied by Dr. P.V.H. Sabine of the Departnent.
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Figure 6.5 Photoresist processing equipment showing (a) the

laninar-flow cabinet with j.nlet filter at right,
outlet filter at 1eft, safelight housing at top

and aligrunent microscope with the contact printing
j ig in left foreground and (b) a closer view of
the syringes and filter used for resist dilution
and filtration, and the clanp and safety cover of

the substrate sPinner.
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thinners and mixed thoroughly, passed through a set of submicron

f,ilters on the end of a syringe, and then applied directly to the

surface of the stationary metallized substrate clanped to the spinner

head. The measuring syringes, application syringe with filter-

holder, and spinner head are shown in Figure 6.S(b). The spinner

was designed by the author and comprises a 3000 R.P.M. induction

notor, selected for its acceleration characteristicrl0S,directly

coupled to the crossbar carrying the substrate, which was clamped

mechanically, rather than by vacuun as used in seniconductor facilities.

Both jaws of the clanp have freedon of rotation about vertical axes

pennitting rectangular as well as square substrates to be firmly held,

and both jaws nove on opposing threads when tightened to ensure that

the substrates are always dynanically balanced, this allowing quite

large (up to 7 cm. diagonally) and thick substrates to be spun as

required. consistently good resist films, approximatery 5¡rm thick,

were achieved with this apparatus, and after spinning the substrates

were baked on a hotplate to renove all traces of solvent before the

contact printing. The hotplate is a sinple comrnercial unit, shown

at right in Figure 6.5(a), with the thernostat deactivated and temp-

erature control achieved by neans of a preset nains autotransformer and

a thermocouple probe to check any temperature drift.

The exposure jig used for contact printing is shown under

the alignnent microscope in Figure 6.5(a) and in rnore detail in

Figure 6.6(a). The jig was loaded first with the 2n x Zú glass

plate (enulsion side up) and then the resist-coated substrate placed

face down onto the glass plate and aligned by neans of orientation

narks incorporated into the pattern on the plate, as viewed through

the nicroscope at low nagnification (for this purpose a wide-aperture

transmitted-1ight source was built into a special base for the comnercial
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Figure 6.6

(a)

(b)

The contact printing appal'atus designed by the

author (a) the contact printing jig (in ful1y

open position) and (b) the larnphouse containing

the ultraviolet light source.
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zoom nÍcroscope). With correct registration of the substrate achieved,

the jig was closed and evacuated through a non-return valve and the

resulting internal vacuun pulled down the neoprene diaphragm in the

upper plate of the jig to envelope the substrate and clanp the substrate

and plate together with approximately one atmosphere compression. This

ensttred good contact with the photoresist surface, and also resulted in

a 7leo reduction in exposure tine necessary for polymerisation of the

resist and similarly reduced substrate heating, apparentry due to the

removal of oxygen fron the resist 109.

The resist was exposed to ultraviolet radiation through an

aperture in the lower plate of the jig by placing the jig over a match-

ing aperture in the top of the uv-larnphou.sc shoh¡n in Figure 6.6(b).

The UV-lanphcuse was designed by the author to conplenent the exposure

jig and includes forced ventilation to permit continuous running as

this was found to inprove the thernal stability of the w-1anp. After

exposure the substlate viras renoved fron the jig and allowed to cool

before 'developmentr by imnersion in KIFR developer to remove the

unexposed resist, before flushing with KIFR rinse. The substrate was

then baked on the hot-plate again before inspection under the micro-

scope (at high magnification) for blernishes.

The substrate hras then immersed in an aluminium etchant,

with continuous agitation and re¡noved as soon as etching was complete

to prevent undercutting of the resist.

The final stage in device fabrication entailed the renoval

of the resist film without damaging the electrodes. This caused

considerable difficulty in the early experiments and was finally

achieved by use of a proprietary solvent obtained for the purpose.

The substrate was then rinsed in distilled water and dried in the

clean-cabinet.
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More details of the che¡nicals, processLng times and

equipmr:nt used etc. may be found in Appendix A2. S.

6. 1.4 Mounting Techniques

Various nounting schemes were used in the experinents and

some are shown in Figure 6.7. The delay lines with large substrates

used mechanical clamps and the smaller substrates hrere held down simply

by placing them on a strip of double-sided adhesive tape (this latter
method was found to give a very strong grip between the perfectly plane

surfaces of the crystal and the base - in sone cases sufficient to

cause crystal danage when attenpting to remove the crystal from the jig).

The delay line performance parameter nost affected by the wiring layout

and nounting enclosure design was found to be the direct leakage of input

signal from the input wiring to the output wiring by capacitive coupling.

With high insertion-loss delay lines the undelayed signal was found to

greatly exceed the delayed output signal, and this resurted in the

adoption in later design of boxes with separate screened compartnents

for the input and output wiring with just a clearance hole in the

dividing wa11 to accomodate the substrate.

A number of nethods of making electrical contact to the

transducer pads were used with success. Gold wire (.00s inch dia.)

was used for the connecting leads to the transducer pads and was used

with conducting silver paint, conducting silver epoxy, and pure indiun,

Both the paint and the epoxy required long curing times which was

inconvenient for experinental work, but the epoxy did give a very strong

connection. Pure indium, used as a solder with a low-tenperature

soldering iron and without flux was found to give very low resistance

joints between the gold wire and aluninium bonding pads, although the

bond strength was quite low( the indium could be pulled away by pulling
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Figure 6.7 Some of the experimental mounting jigs used for
measurement of the delay line responses in the

laboratory.
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on the wires hrithout danaging the aluminiun pads). This method

was used alnost exclusively in the experinental work because of the

ease with which connections could be nade and altered.

In nany experiments involving long pulses or cw signars it
is desirable to be able to absorb surface-waves without reflection to

prevent interference effects arising, and a number of techniques were

used to ninimise reflection. rt was found that edge refrections

could be reduced by polishing a radius (large relative to the wave-

length) on the edge concerned or by applying an absorber such as

adhesi,ve nasking tape or black (apiezon $/) wax. Temporary damping

could be applied in exploratory work using a piece of rubber or a

drop of a volatile solvent such as isopropyl alcohol. For more

peflnanent assemblies black-wax applied by nelting with the low-

temperature soldering was considered the best.

6.2 Uniform Interdigital Transducer Measurements

The first series of experirnents were conducted on elementary

surface-wave delay lines, employing a pair of uniform interdigital

transducers for the generation and reception of the surface-hraves.

The ain was to measure the ad¡nittance parameters of the lines and

compare the results with the predictions of the cornputer model. The

initial experiments were conducted on some transducers designed for

use in the experimental one-port coding systen, to be exanined later,

and the impedance levels of these transducers were rather high to

permit accurate measure¡nent of the input admittance. The transadnitt-

ance however, can be readily measured by inserting the high-inpedance

devices directly into a 50Q measurement systen. This is a further

advantage of the adnittance fornalisn, chosen originally for reasons

of analytical convenience, as the transimpedance is ¡nuch more difficult
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to measure accurately when the device impedance leve1s are r¡er).muc¡

greater than the neasurement system characteristic impedance level.

6 .2.L. Domain Transadmittance Y - (t¡)

The deray lines used for this neasurernent enployed two

9-finger transducers, each 50 wavelengths wide at the synchronous

frequency of 50 MHz, on Y-cut x-propagating synthetic quartz crystals.
A.luminium metallization was used and the lines were fabricated using

the processes desaibed in the previous section. The lines were

mounted in the die-cast metal box shown at botton right in Figure 6.7.

The standard rneasurement network adopted for both CW and

pulse measurements on two-port delay lines is shown in Figure 6.g, while

the actual apparatus used in the laboratory is shown in the photograph

Figure 6.9. The delay lines could be excited with variable length

pulses from a 50CI source irnpedance, and the output voltage was observed

across the calibrated input inpedance of the preamplifier, which was

of the order of 50fì. The entire systen was calibrated by substituting

a stepped 50Q coaxial attenuator for the delay line and taking measure-

neÌrts at spot frequencies in the range of interest to permit calculation

of the effective preanplifier voltage gain.

The results for above delay line are shown in Figure 6.10

where the measured and computed value of the voltage transfer ratio
are shown for comparison. The voltage transfer ratio is simply

computed from the relation

Vo

ç -Y (o) Z2tp (6. 1)

(where z, ís the ¡neasured preamplifier input inpedance) using the

progr¿rm SAWDLY1 described in Appendix A1.4.

Considerable difficulty was experienced with volume modes

contributing to the line output at the higher sidelobe frequencies.
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The presence of the undesired acoustic modes could be observed on

tþe oscilloscope by using very short input pulses, ancl because the

spurious modes wele sometimes coinciclent with the desired output signal,

readings were found to be very unreliable. Numerous techniques were

tried to prevent the volune-modes reaching the output transducer,

including the application of various acoustic absorbing naterials to
the underside of the crystal, and attempts to couple the volume-mode

energy out through the base of the crystal. These were partially
successful but the best results were obtained when it was decided to

intercept the volume waves by cutting oblique slots lnm deep across

the botton of the crystal in the region between the transducers, as

shown in the insert in Figure 6.10. This treatment, in association

with the liberal coating of the botton and end surfaces wíth black

wax, reduced the problen to a satisfactory 1evel, although some

interference was still experienced at the highest neasurement frequencies.

The results show fair agreement with the expected curve, but

several points of detail deserve connent. It will be observed that the

centre frequency of the line is slightly higher than S0 Mllz by about 4%.

Exanination of the electrode patterns on a travelling nicroscope

revealed that, due to a slight inaccuracy in setting the photographic

reduction ratio, the patterns were about leo too small. The remainder

of the centre frequency shift is considered to be due to two factors.

Firstly, the effect of the lull -ractor, predicted in the

analysis, is to tilt the nain lobe in the frequency response up a

little on the high frequency side. Analysis shows that this shifts
the frequency of most efficient transducer operation (to a first-order
approxination) to,

û)(r) (1 +
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where üJ = the synchronous frequencyo

N = length of the transducer in synchronous wave-

lengths.

For the present experiment N = 4 and we expect an upward shift of r%.

The second source of discrepancy in the apparent centre

frequency arises from the fact that the correct spectrun of a truncated

sinewave (i.e the fundamental conponent of the source function) is not

a simple (sin x)/x in form, but has the forn

sin I f(o-oo)l sin[ K(ur+oo)l+

where

F (ur)

K

K (ur-trlo) K ful+r¡ )' o' (6.3)

Nn
TJ

o

The effect of the second function may be described as an interference

effect between its sidelobes and the basic (sin x)/x response. For

N integer, this interference gives rise to a further upward shift in
the nost efficient frequency of operation, given to first order, by

Lù = ,o (1 * *,(Nn)' 
) (6 '4)

This expression is identical to Equation (6.2) but in this case the

relation only holds for N integer. For N non-integer the magnitude,

and direction, of peak frequency shift depend upon the actual magnitude

of N. rf N is an odd nultiple of a half-wavelength this shift is
negative and will completely cancel the effect of the lol-factor.

For the experinental case N = 4 and Equation (6.4) predicts

a further upward shift of L%, giving a total expected displacement of
approximatery 3%, in fair agreement with the observed resurts.

It will also be oberved that the sidelobes in both responses

in Figure ó.10 are not syrunetric in amplitude about the main lobe,
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although this is frequently assuned in the analysis of uniform trans-

ducers. The cause lies in the two factors cited ah61,€,, namely the

Iol-ractor and the correct description of the frequency response. The

latter effect is accentuated in this case because we are observing the

product of the frequency response of two transducers. whether the

sidelobes are distorted up or down depends critically on the exact

value of N, and the results are usually only qualitatively predictable.

The discrepancy in the relative magnitude of the calculated

and measured sidelobes is considered to arise fron the complete neglect

of the fringing fields at the end electrodes in the model. These fields
could readily be represented in the computer model if necessary.

These effects of apparent centre frequency shift, and

asymnetric sidelobes, are only significant for relatively short trans-

ducers, as indicated by Equations (6.2) and (6.+).

The experirnentally observed insertion loss is J.S dB greater

than predicted at the centre frequency and this discrepancy is due to

the fact that no attenpt was rnade to incorporate the various loss

¡nechanisms which affect practical delay lines into the model: these
I

are discussed in detail in Section 6.4 and 6.S.

6.2.2 Tine Domain Transadmittance

To validate the conputer model predictions in the time

donain, an experiment was set up using the same lines as in the above

experiment, to obtain the impulse response. To obtain a good Tepresent-

ation of the impulse response it is necessary to use very short input

impurses (5 nsec) to excite the line and with only a limited voltage

permitted across the transmitting transducer (see section 6.4), the

total energy input to the line was too small to give a useable output

with the previous neasurenent apparatus.
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To overcome this problem, the experiment shown diagranmat_

ically in Figure 6.11 was devised. The total gain of the receiver

chain, including the amplifiers in the xy-recorder was more than

adequate to give full scale deflection of the pen trace. The

signal however, was buried in the arnplified noise fron the pre-

anplifier input stage added to the jitter from the oscilloscope

sampling heads. This noise,wês reduced to an acceptable level by

integrating the output signal fron the oscilloscope, achieved by the

0.5H2 low-pass filter. This severe filtering drastically limited the

rate at which the output fron the oscilloscope could be pernitted to
vary, if gain and phase shift errors h¡ere not to be introduced into
the output trace. This limitation was accepted and use made of the

sampling oscilloscope facility to accept very low frequency horizontal

drive signals from an external ramp generator. The operational

procedure was to obtain the desired waveforn on the oscilloscope

screen, then obtain a permanent noise-free record on the pl0tter by

ad justing the sweep parameters to satisfy the relation

1

I lofp]

where

V horizontal pen speed in inches/sec.

signal frequency in cycles/inch.

p

This ensured maxi¡nun gain and phase errors of - 0.17 dB and ll-.so due

to the integrating filter.

The apparatus was used to obtain the impulse waveforn,

which is the time donain equivalent of Figure 6.10, shown in Figure 6.12

The plot is an unsmoothed copy of the plotter output and shows the

freedom from noise in the trace achieved by this experinental technique.

The relevant parameters for the experiment are given below:

V
p

f
p
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Input pulse voltage = 11.1\,

Input pulse duration = S nsec

Measure¡nent bandwidth (sdB) = 110 MHz

Vertical scale (referred to input) = 650 UV/inch

llorizontal scale = 25 nsec/inch

Plotter scan time = 100 sec

' Noise level (visual estimate - referred to input) = 10 U\/ R.M.S.

For conparison, the output from the conputer nodel for
the specified input voltage waveform is also shown in Figure 6.11.

The graphs can be seen to be al¡nost identical in shape, with only

+2 dB discrepancy in the predicted arnplitude. The envelope of the

waveform has roughly the triangular form predicted by Krairoyananan

and RedwoodT3 in their impurse nodel for interdigital transducers,

but closer exanination shows that the actual envelope is not a simple

triangle, as indicated by the dashed envelope in the Figure. The

peak of the triangle is sornewhat flattened and the tails of the triangle
are extended as shown by both the nodel results and the experiment.

Trial runs with the conputer nodel have shown that this non-triangular

envelope is the result of including the lol-factor and the correct

spectrum for the source function.

An inportant feature of Figure 6.11 is the fact that the

largest peak is negative as predicted by the adnittance model theory in

chapter 4. This pheno¡nenon see¡ns to have been overlooked in the

literature, presumably due to the fact that it is custonary to consider

the operation of single transducers instead of the transfer function

of coupled transducers. This inversion of the output waveform is
aPparent in the recently published experimental results of Sugiyama and

Yashikawa9l obtained with digitally coded interdigital transducers,

and was also observed in inpulse testing* of the frequency-chirped

These particular results have been onitted fron section 6.J.
*
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transducers to be described in Section 6.3, indicating the generarity.

of this phenomenon.

These waveforms are not representative of the operational
responses of practical delay lines where input signals of much greater
duration are used, and this point will be examined in chapter 10.

6,2,3 Domain t Adnittance y

The input adnittance of an interdigital transducer is
conprised of the static input susceptance and radiation adnittance.

The static capacitance was measured on a 1ow frequency

impedance bridge using a J-terminal measurement procedure. The

transducer rvas a 41-electrode device with electrodes 9.7mn long and

spaced 163u¡n on XY-cut quartz. ]'he ìne¿rsrìrecr capacitance was 11.OpF,

and the computed capacitance (assumingu'itymark space ratio, based

on a visual examination of the transducer) using the formula in
Equation (5.14) gave 9.6pF. The larger experimental reading is
thought to be due to the capacitance between the transducer bonding

pads on the crystal surface and between the lead-in wires. rn all
the experinents it was noted that stray capacitances raised the

effective transducer capacitance above the predicted value, usually
by 1 or 2 pF, the precise anount being dependent upon the layout of the

circuit wiring.

since interdigitar transducers with moderate numbers of
fingers on quartz have a very high electrical Q-factor at the

synchronous frequency, either a series or short equivalent circuit
A7representation " may be used. rn this case it was decided to assu¡ne

the series representation, and neasure the radiation resistance of one

of the transducers used in sections 6.2.! anð.6.2.2. The transducer

was series-tuned to permit a better measurenent of the real part of
the radiation inpedance: the totar inpedance was tuned to zeïo phase
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and measured using a ÈlP 48154 vector Impedance Meter. To minimise

strays the crystal wa-s mor¡ntecl in air on dielectric supports, an<ì

placed in a large earthed metal box to reduce RF' interfeïence. Tìre

Q of the transducer proved to be considerably higher than the best

coils available at 50MHz, so the measuïenents weïe conducted by tuning

thc coil and taking a reading, then substituting an air-spaced variable

capacitor for the line to deterrnine what fraction of the,series resist-
ance could be attributed to the transducer. The resulting plot of

series radiation resistance is given in Figure 6.1s, and the computed

components of the input adnittance aïe given in Figure 6.14.

The experimental curve has the expected shape but is g0% low

in anplitude. Thís is probably due to the stray capacitances mentioned

above: the incorporation of 0.65pF strays in the position shown dashed

in the equivalent circuit in Figure 6.13(a) woul<l bring the experimental

results into complete agreement with the thcory.

Thc serious departure of the experimental results fr.om t¡e

computed curve at frequencies above 59MHz demonstrates the limited

usefulness of input impedance measuïements for the prediction of

surface-wave launching efficiency, for in this region the transducer

is coupling more strongly to volurne waves within the substrate. 'Ihe

input admittance also becomes quite complicated, again reducing its
usefulness as a design aid, when a nunber of transducers are connected

in para11el as in transversal filters and coded lines, as will be

shown in Chapter 10.

, No attenpt was made to measure the irnaginary part of the

radiation admittance (or inpedance) because with these transducers it
is completely dominated by the static susceptance. In this situation

the static susceptance and parasitic strays are of much greater conceïn

to the device designer, and the radiation susceptance may be neglected.
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Howevel, to show the expected nagnitude and characteristic variation
of this parameter, it has been conputed using the Hilbert transform

technique described in chapter 5, and is included in Figure 6.r4.
The plot ofltrrl shows the radiation susceptance B has 1ittle effect
on the total input adnittance.

' These results for tr, (r) , y 2t(t) and yr, (trr) for uniforrn

transducers show good agreement with the shapes of the respective

functions generated by the conputer moder, but that the magnitude

of the nodel predictions need to be adjusted slightly to include the

effects of non-ideal behaviour in the delay lines. The major

potential sources of these discrepancies are reviewed in Section 6.4.

6.3 Non-unifo rm Interdigital Transducer Measurenents

Since the behaviour of uniform interdigital transducers may

be deduced by approxinate anarytical means, the computer model does

not necessarily represent the nost efficient solution in this case,

and in this section we now test the nodel on a more complicatecl

structure. The device chosen had a pair of logarithnically chirped

uniforn overlap transducers deposited on yx-quartz, with both trans_

ducers chirped in the sane direction to provide a non-dispersive

structure. Each transducer had 41 electrodes and the ratio between

successive gap widths was held constant at 0.g72 , yielding a ratio
between first and last gap widths of 3:1. The synchTonous frequencies

for the first and last gap widths were L5 and 4s MHz respectivery and

the overlap lengths were fixed at 4.7 mm corresponding to 50À at 33.SMHz.

To produce this pattern experinental,Ly the naster artwork for
tl're electrodes was drawn on a computer controlled Xy-p1otter, by using

program PATBL as described in section 6.1. The electrode widths in
each gap were set equal to a quarter of the instantaneous gap width,
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following the convention described in Section s.1. 'rhe experimental.

devi-ces were then fabricated using the procedures outlined in Section

6.7, and mounted in the metal box shown in the centre of Figure 6.g

to provide good shielding between input and output wiring. The

electrode pattern of one of the transducers and mounting details are

shown in Figure 6.15.

6.3.7 Fre Domain Transadnittance y ( t,r')
t-

The frequency transadmittance for this broadband de].ay

line was measured by connecting it to the experimental equipment

described in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. Again no attenpt was made to

either tune oî natch to the transducer impedance, in order that the

approxinations in Equation (5.12) woutd be vatid.

The initial measurements showed a serious departure from

the predicted Tesponse at frequencies above ig MHz, and subsequent

investigation using short pulses showed that volurne rnodes were

reaching the output transducer. The problem was reduced to an

acceptable 1eve1 by sawing diagonal slots into the base of the

crystal, to a depth equal to a third of the crystal thickness using

a 0.010rrdia. wire saw, in the region between the transducers. The

effectiveness of this treatnent is shown in Figure 6.16 where the

output of the delay line is shown before and after treatment, with

input pulses of approxirnately 1 psec duration at 50 MHz.

The experimental results, after correction for variation in
the effective prearnplifier gain and input inpedance over the frequency

range is shown in Figure 6.L7 by the thin line joining the meas¿renent

points. The solid line is the output of the computer nodel (i.e.
program SAWDLY 1) shown on the same scale for comparison.

The most significant feature of the experinental result is
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Figure 6.15

(a)

(b)

Broadband delay line (a) the dispersive 1og-chirped

electrode pattern used for both transducers, and

(b) details of the crystal mounting (note the
electrostatic shield between the input and output
wiring) .
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. L6 Impulse response testing of the broadband delay line'

The lower traces show the 50 MHz input pulse and the

upper traces show the delay line impulse response, at

the prearnplifier output (a) before tÏeatment to inter-

cept the volume modes, (b) after treatment, and (c)

with a surface-wave absorber (neoprene) between the

transducers, verifying that the residual energy in

(b) is in fact a surface-wave. Horizontal scale:

2 Usec/cm. Vertical scales: lower trace - SV/cm

and upper trace - 10 mV/cm.
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the rnean slope of almost exactly 6dB/octave over thc ¡rassbunrl i¡f thr-

transducers. This provides a convincing justific¿rtion for tht- lrl -

factor predicted by the analysis in Chapter 4. Without this factor,

the passband would be flat, as by naking use of the stationary phase

110approxirnation--" it nay be shown that the Fourier transform of each

of the individual source functions will have a flat frequency response.

This result has been confirned by the subsequent publication of very

similar experinental results by Smith et aL90,

By means of measurements at closely spaced frequencies, the

fine ripple structure of the experirnental curve has been resolved in

some detail and it can be seen that the computer model, despite using

only a simple representation for the transducer source function-s, in

fact gives a veiy good fit to the experirnental response shape.

The only significant error in the output of the computer

model is that the predicted insertion loss is on average 3dB less than

measured. This is considered to arise mainly fron the fact that loss-

less propagation was assumed in the derivation of the device rnodel, and

in the next section we review the various ways in which practical delay

lines may depart frorn this idealized behaviour.

6.4 Non-Idea1 Behaviour in ASW Delay Lines

In this section the various sources of signal attenuation and

distortion which are þresent in surface-wave delay lines, and which

may affect the observable response characterised by the device transfer

function, are reviewed. This summary will be used to aid the inter-

pretation of the above experimental results, and also the coded devices

to be described later.

6.4.t Signal Loss Mechanisms

Under this heading we include alI those nechanisms which
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neduce either the energy density of the surface-wave reaching the

receiving transducer, or which reduce the effective conversion

efficiency of the transducers thernselves, and the main sources of

signal attenuation which have been identified to date are listed in
Table 6.1. The first iten is surface-wave attenuation which is

dependent upon the substrate naterial and has also been shown to be

frequency and ternperature dependentlS-15,111-116*. If the substrate

surface is not perfectly smooth, the resultant scattering of the

surface-wave energy will give an increase in attenuation and a change
. I17in velocity--'. The magnitude of this attenuation is difficult to

predict for other than periodic surf"."r118, and it would appear that

apparently smooth surfaces frequently have concealed micro-cracks in

the surface due to polishing danage during nanufactur"l19,120 . Loading

of the propagation surface nay occur frorn residual photoresist or

metal remaining on the surface after nanufacture, fron the deliberate

introduction of a metal fitrn121 (e.g. for electrostatic shielding), or

sinply from the presence of air above the surfa."l13,122,123.

Beamsteering, where the surface-wave energy does not

propagate parallel to the wave-vector, was described in chapter 2 and

must be taken into account in any attenpt to predict the diffraction
pattern of a radiation transducer on an anisotropic substrut"113 ,714,124 

.

Diffraction can also be a severe problen in the case of apodized

transducers which have been shown to suffer additional diffraction
of the launched wavefronts due to the unequal propagation delays

across different parts of the launching structurel25,126. Apart

from causing a significant amount of the radiated energy to bypass the

receiving transducer, diffraction may also cause the surface-waves to

have uneven amplitude or curved phase-fronts under the receiving grid,

For a nore complete picture of the available literature on the
topics discussed in Section 6.4, the reader is referred to the
bibliographies in the articles cited in this section.

*
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TABLE 6. 1

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO DELAY LINE INSERTION LOSS

I SURFACE-WAVE ATTENUATION

Thernal -phonon interaction

Scattering by surface roughness

Danping due to surface loading

Diffraction

Beam-steering

II TRANSDUCTION LOSSES

1

2

3

4

5

6.

7.

B.

9.

10.

11.

L2.

Transducer bi-directional ity

Electrical dissipative losses

Electrical impedance nisnatch

Parasitic susceptances

Bulk-wave coupling

Coupl ing-coefficient variation

Pattern nisalignnent and distortion
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creating an additional source of insertion 1or, 127.

The loss mechanisns associated with the transclucers are

listed in the second part of Table 6.1. The bidirectional property

of simple uniforn transducers results in 3 dB insertion loss for each

transducer, although this nay be reduced by means of special directional
transducetrs2 in sone apprications. Electrical dissipative losses

include losses due to the finite conductivity of the transd.ucer electrodes,

the resistance of the lead-in wires and bonds, and also any dissipation

in any necessary tuning and impedance matching elenents, Electrode

dissipation becomes a problen at the higher frequencies a.s the metal

thickness nust be reduced in proportion to the device size and this
results in an increasing resistance per square as the frequency of

operation is increased.

Inpedance mismatch is listed as a source of loss here because

it is not always possible to match the source irnpedance to the radiation

impedance of a given transducer and the device conversion efficiency

will be reduced as a result. with sinple indicator tuning it is only

possible to match the source and load impedances at a single frequency,

so that the insertion loss is always higher at other frequencies, and

several *otk"rr128-151 have shown that it is possible to produce

matching networks to opelrate over noderate bandwidths, reducing this
problen considerably. The problem of achieving efficient power transfer

to (or from) the transducer is often made more difficult in practice by

the presence in practical devices of undesired stray reactances and

susceptances which can be minimised, but not elininated completely, by

careful attention to the physical layout as mentioned earlier. This

problem of impedance natching is also complicated in broad-band devices

by the coupling of the transducers to volune 
"uu"r132-r34 ^t frequencies

above the synchronous frequency for surface-waves, because this coupling
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is : eflected in a rise in the radiation conductance of the transducer

at the frequencies concerned (as shown in Figure 6.1J).

The effective coupling coefficient of the substrate employed

determines the radiation conductance for a given transducer geometry,

and any variation in this parameter could result in increased delay

line insertion loss. It has been shown135'136 ah.a the piezoelectric

properties of substrate materials can be modified by the microcracks

and the fusion of the naterialll9 which takes place in the region near

the surface in the nechanical polishing process, and the thickness of

substrate material involved indicates that this effect could be signif-

icant at frequencies above a few hundred megahertz. It has also been

,ho*n137 that the piezoelectric coefficients of quartz are temperature

dependent, and this effect should be taken into account in devices

operated at other than ambient temperatures.

The last factor in the list, transducer rnisalignment , mãy

have several consequences: if the transmit transducer is not correctly

aligned with respect to the crystal axes then undesired beam-steeríng

may result, and the seriousness of this problem is indicated by the

slope of the misalignment angle curve for that crystar ,rt724, while

nisalignment or distortion of the received transducer relative to the

received surface-wave wilt simply result in reduced transducer efficiency

by an amount which nay be calculate dL27 , provided the diffraction field

of the transnit transducer is known.

6 .4 .2 Signal Di-stortion Mechanisns

In this section the main sources of distortion, or spurious

lesponses, in the output waveform of a two-port delay line are sunmatized,

and the topics to be discussed are shown in Table 6.2.

Regeneration was mentioned in Chapter 3 and the contribution

to the output of a delay line fron this effect may be predicted by rneans
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TABLE 6.2

FACTORS CON'I'RIBUTING TO DELAY LINE OUTPUT SIGNAL DISTORTION

I TRANSDUCER SECOND-ORDER EFFECTS

1.

2

Regeneration

Reflection

II SPURIOUS SIGNALS

Electromagnetic modes

Volume and quasi-surface modes

Acoustic reflections

Harmonic generation

Temperature dependence

Frequency dependence or dispersion

3

4

5

6

III PROPAGATION VELOCITY VARIATIONS

7

8
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of the adrnittance model. Reflection is taken here to be the

reflected signal from shorted transducers (not the total energy

relaunched in the direction from which the incident wave arrived, as

in the more conventional terninology), and is not included in the

admittance model as it was assumed snall enough to be neglected.

These reflected signals may be regarded as being due to variations in
the electromechanical impedance of the propaLgation path, presented to

the surface-u/ave passing under the transducer, which may be due to

either the nass-loading of the fingers or the localised electric field-
shorting effect of each electrode 76'I24,138. Experimentar observations

of short-circuit reflection levels are reported in chapter 10, and

139ersewhere---, and shown to be smarler than the regenerated signals

in most circumstances, but they rnay be estinated if necessary by

deterrnination of the impedance discontinuities involv "d 
76 

.

The spurious signal contributionswhichmay appear in the

delzLy line output nay usually be identified by neans of impulse testing.

In devices with no electrostatic shielding between the input and output

wiring the directly radiated electromagnetic signal nay be quite Iarge

and nay be identified by the alnost zeto tine delay. volume and quasi-

surface rnodes were mentioned in the experinental results and in Section

6.4.r, and may prove very troublesone if quasi-surface rnodes can be

supported by the substrate within the pass-band of the delay line.

Acoustic reflections, in Table 6.2, tefers to undesired surface-wave

energy appearing at the output transducer e.g. after reflection from

the ends of crystal.

The next iten, harnonic generation, differs from the previous

three items in that it is dependent only upon the substrate material

and the launched surface-wave intensity. Harmonic generation, the

conversion of fundanental frequency surface-wave eneïgy into the second
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and higher harmonics, has been reported by severar workersl'10,1+1, and

the only means of avoiding this problem is to lirnit the maximur surface-

wave intensity in the delay line.

The last two itens affect the surface-wave velocity and can

result in distortions visible principally in the time domain. The

velocity nay shift as a function of temperatu rel42-r45 , or nay

become dispersive, i.e. a function of frequency. The propagating

surface nay become dispersive with the apptication of thin film
materials perturbing either the nechanicalI2I,146,147 o, electrica I21,738

properties of the surface. It is also possible for changes in

conposition of the substrate material in the region neaï, the surface to
affect the propagation velocity120,748 .

This brief survey indicates the nature of the more important

factors which may seïve to affect the output response of a simple one_

or two-port delay line. The resultant of all these effects rn:st

be added to the simple first-order responsc caLculated by means of
the expressions derived in chapter 3, and in the next section an

assessment is nade of the various factors contributing to the toral
insertion losses of the experimental delay lines described in Sections

6.2 and 6.3.

6.5 Discussion of the Results

The factors considered to have contributed to the difference

in amplitude between the predicted and observed frequency ïesponses of
the uniform and chirped transducer delay lines shown in Figure 6.10

and 6.L7, are listed in Table 6.3; the estimates are based on the

best available data from the sources listed in the last section. The

natural surface-wave attenuation can be seen to be negligible at these

frequencies compared with the diffraction losses, which are greater

on,YX-quartz than expected in the equivalent isotropic case due to
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TABLE 6.3: ESTIMATES OF THE ADDITI ONAL SOURCES OF INSERTION

LOSS IN THE EXPERIMENTS

LOSS MECTIANISM

INSERTION LOSS CONTRIBUTION

UNIFORM
TRANSDUCERS

CHIRPED
TRANSDUCERS

1. Surface-wave attenuation

2, Danping by air-loading

3. Diffraction (anisotropic)

4. Beam-steering (1o error)

5. Electrical dissipation

6. Pattern misalignment

TOTALS

0.02 dB

0.05 dB

0.7 dB

0.3 dB

1.8 dB

0.01 dB

0.02 dB

0.8 dB

0.4 dB

1.0 dB

0.2 dB

2.8 dB 2.4 dB

Difference between theoretical
and experi¡nental results 3.5 dB 3.0 dB
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the shape of the velocity r.rtf"." 124. 
The beam-steerì-ng ross is

conputed assuming a total L degree nisatignrnent of the tr.alr-sdrrcer:

relative to the crystal axes, which is considered reasonable in vierv

of the fact that'th" .tyrtal orientations were not checked, a'ci in
view of the relatively ,i*pre fabrication procedures employed. The

estimates of dissipation loss are based on measurements of the

conductivity of the aluminium metallization using a 4-terminal rneasure-

ment procedure (giving 0.6 ohrns/square), and the figur,e for pattern
misalignment is included because a slight misorientation of one of
the chirped transducers was observed when the patterns were checked

under a travelling microscope.

The cumurative errors in the various stages of equipment

calibration and in the experimental readings them-selves is estimated

to be of the order of t 1 dB totar, and the cumurative error in the

computation of the theoretical responses, due to the numerical

approximations involved and the linited accuracy of the available

materials data and the assumed transducer dimensions, isr also

estimated at t 1 dB. This gives a total erïor torerance on the

observed differences between the predicted and rneasured insertion
losses of f 2 dB, and it can be seen that the actual discrepancy

between the two figures at the bottom of each column in the table

is well within the total experimental error. This result is
particularly pleasing when it is realized that the first-order deray

response has been calculated fron first principres, and that the

f'ornulae evaluated in the computer model contain no enpiricatly
adjustable constants.

The good agreement achieved in the experiments can also

be taken to provide enpirical justification for the assumption of
the weak-coupling approximation in the derivation of the adnittance
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coefficients. Although the only substrate material empl0yed in the

experirnents was o-quartz, there appears to be no reason rvhy this
admittance representation cannot be applied to the characterisation

of cornplete surface-wave devices on any weak-coupling substrate

material.

The remainder of this thesis is concerned with an evaluation
of acoustic surface-wave delay lines for the physical realization
of coded one-port structures.
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CTI,APTER 7

ONE-PORT DEVICE ADMITTANCE MODEL

7.0 Introduction

In Chapter 1 attention was drawn to the fact that surface-

wave delay lines appear to offer an attractive method for the realiz-
ation of time domain pulse-coded one-port labels and we now look at

cr¡ded one-port lines in more detail. rn this chapter the various

responses which can be exhibited by such a device are derived

analytically in terns of the line adnittance parameters and the

external circuit inpedances, using the nethod outlined in chapter 4.

The analysis is then applied to the particular case of a delay line
wj.th N equi-spaced, identical transducers, and an expression derived

for the nodulation of the response signal of such a device in terms

of the individual transducer location. (i.e. delay line coding.) In

later chapters these expressions are used in modelling the responses

of a prototype coding systen.

7.1 The Adnittance esentation of a Para11e1-
onnecte One- ort Delay ne

The input admittance of a pararrer-connected one-port

structure, of the type shown diagrammaticalty in Figure 3.2, may be

obtained from the aùnittance natrix for the original N-port structure
(Equation (3.1)) by enploying the folrowing relations: the one-porr

terminal voltage appears at aLl the individual transducer ter¡ninals i.e.
ù.crl = ü(r), i=1roN (T.r)

(where the dot indicates phasor notation), and the current into the

one-port is sinply the sun of the currents into each of the individuat
transducers.

.N
I(tt) = .f lr(to). e.Z)1=l 
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Then substituting for r and V we obtain for the input admittance

Y(t¡) - I(o) = il il y
V(ul) i=r j=r

which is the result quoted previously in Chapter 3.

ij (r¡) (7.3)

7.2 Practical E uivalent Circuit l,r¡ith
Inte ta

rn chapter 3 the basic measurement circuit of Figure 3.3(a)
was used, containing a single external circuit impedance. This circuit
would be representative of the situation where the one_port line was

interrogated over a propagation rink, and the source inpedance seen

by the line wourd be that of the single receiving and retransmitting
antenna' In practice it is convenient to separate the transmitter and

receiver circuitry and we now introduce the equivalent circuit shown in
Figure 7.1 with separate source and load inpedances, for further
investigation. This change is of no theoretical significance as the
new circuit rray be readily shown to have a Thevenin equivalent of the

form of Figure 3.3(a) and is introduced simply to enable the analytical
results obtained to be more readily compared with the experirnental

results.

we now require an expression for y(t¡), the one-port input
admittance of a parallel-connected surface-wave delay line with N

separate interdigital transducers. For simplicity we assume the

irrdividual transducers are identical, and are all placed somewhere

along a single acoustic propagation path. The individual elements of
the N-port admittance matrix are then obtained by neans of the integral
expressions obtained in chapter 4 and, will take the form

Ytt(ti) = {G(t¡) * j(S(o) + oCr)} Orr, i = 1to N (7.4)

1lY j illtotl1
j=1toN

(t t) c(o) A.A. e
-i ß1

1.47
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TRANSMITTER I ne cE¡vER lcooEo oNE-PoRT

DELAY LINE

Figure 7.1 0ne-port delay line measurement equivalent circuit'
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where

G(t¡) = real part of the radiation adnittance of a single

transducer.

B(tt) = imaginary part of the radiation adnittance of a

single transducer.

Ct = static transducer susceptance.

B = u/v = the wave vector.

r. . = the modurus of the distance between centres of1J

transducers i and j.

Ai - +1 , -L, or 0 depending on whether transducer i
is connected in phase with, in antiphase with, or

is disconnected from the other transducers.

The terms G(t^l), B(r^l) and c, nay all be evaluated for a single transducer

using Equations (4.50), (4.51) and (4.s2), derived in chapter 4.

Equation (7.5) exploits the sinilarity in forn of the integrat expressions

for input ad¡nittance and transadnittance, to obtain an expression for
the transadmittance between two identical transducers in terns of G (o),
the real part of the radiation adrnittance for one of the transducers.

By subsriruring for yr, (o) in Equation (7,s) we obtain an

expression for the one-port input admittance, and we will write this in
the form,

Y(r¡) vo(o) + j BN(ür)

where

and

Vo(rrt)
N
x

i=t
G (t¡)

N
x

i=l

N
x A A.

J

-j ßt

(7 .6)

(7 .7)

(7.8)

J1
e

1
J I

n*(ut) = [ Inrll I B(r¡) mrl+

rn this expression Y(o) has not been divided into real and conprex parts,
because vo(trl) is complex: this representation has been chosen because
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it permits the placenent of all information regarding the positioning
of the transducers in yA(o), and the sinple form of the expression for
YA(o), is a consequence of the assunption of identical transducers and

the similarlty between Equations (4.2s) and (4.s0) for the input
admittance and transadmittance.

7.3 Derivation of the Circuit P.e ES

lve now seek to deternine expressions for the various responses

of the coded one-port delay 1ine, using the expansion technique described
in chapter 4. rf we assume the source inpedance Z, is resistive, and

that any tuning or natching conponents are incorporated in the load

inpedance Zr, then the equivalent circuit becomes that shown in Figure

7.2 and the output voltage in response to an interrogation signar úrtr)
will be

vs Rs t 1 * Z..YAI (7.9)

where 2., which we call the 'circuit inpedance,,, is given by

I = l1/P + 1t7 - 
-1_c = [1/Rs * tlZr * jBru] (7.10)

and can be seen to contain alr the network erements other than the
infornation bearing tern yo. To be abre to express the response as

a series expansion in terms of yo at all frequencies u¡e rm¡st be able

to assert that lr.tol<t at all frequencies. A further benefit of
dividing the input adnittance in Equation (7 .6) now becomes apparent:

by placing the one-port susceptance B*(ur) in the circuit inpedance, the
renaining admittance Yo becomes bounded, and we can satisfy the inequality
by suitable choice of source resistance and load inpedance. we nay then
write

c
züL

L
c

VL
Rsvs

(Z"Yo)3 +(zcYA)'ztr
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vs
vL

Rs

7
-1

c

Figure 7.2 Equivalent circuit for coded delay line represent-
ation with elernent values expressed as ad¡nittances.
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Since hre are interested in tine domain coding, it is more

instructive to look at the tine donain response, which nay be obtained

by taking the Fourier Transform of Equation (7.11) tern by term, which

is permissible since the expansion is valid at all frequencies. The

time donain response is then given by

(t)
1
(t) (t) (t) (7.12)

2 3

0

(t) =

(t) =

(t) =

(t)* z

(t) * z

*
a

-v

v, (t) +v+V+v+v
0

where the subscripts indicate the orders of the various responses in
terms of the convolution products of ya(t), and the individual response

tenns are given by,

Zero-order Response:

Primary Response:

Secondary Response:

t (t)

V

v

V

1

E
-v

z" (t)vs (t) *

0 c )(

c 
(t) *

v

ya (r)
2 I

Tertiary Response: v,(t) = _ ur(t)* zc(t)* ya(t)

Higher-order Responses: etc. (7.13)

The zero-order response vo (t) can be identified as the voltage appearing

at the one-port terminals as a result of the application of the source

voltage vr(t) to the network. The primary response is the first set

of delayed pulses to be returned by the line after the application of
a pulse vo (t) to the one-port terninals and contains the reply code,

in a practical device. since this pulse train appears at the one_port

terrninals it contributes a secondary source voltage and each pulse in
the primary response gives rise to another string of echo pulses. The

sum of these regenerated signals is called the secondary response and

is described by v, (t). The higher-order responses arise in simirar
fashion and are of little interest because in a practical situation,
weak-coupling substrate materiaLs are employed, and each successive

convolution of the response with z.(t)* r"(t) results in a significant
reduction in the signal level. More will be said about interference

from second-order responses in Chapter 10.
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7,4 Definition of the Cocli ng Iractor k(t)
To see how the coded infornation i-s contained within the

primary response u/e now look more closely at the transforn adnittance
ya(t) which may be determined by taking the Fourier transforn of the
right-hand side of Equation (7.7) to give,

Ya (t) = zg(t) * k (t) (7 .t4)
where

k (t) NN
'zXIior j=t

ot oj ô (t-tt, ) (7.1s)

(7 .16)

k(t) is defined to be the coding factor, 6(t) is the Dirac delra
function, .ij = trj /v is the propagation delay between transducers i
and j, and v is the surface-wave velocity.

The cornplete primary response nay now be factorised as
2vr(t) = -
Rs z.(t)* g(t)* zc(t)*

Pulse-spreading
factor

v. (t) *

Input
Signal

k (t)

Coding
factor

This expression indicates that the prinary response waveform fron a

coded one-port delay line will consist of a sequence of identicar and

possibly overlapping pulses whose shapes are given by the convolution
of the input signal and the pulse-spreadíng factor for the line, and

whose amplitudes and tine positions are specified by the coding factor
k (t). The interrelation between these various factors is examined

in ¡nore detail in Chapter 10.

rn practice it is desirable to use lines with constant

transducer spacing to permit ready interpretation of the rine
response and in this case the cod{ng factor becornes

NN
k(t) = t4 X X

i=r j=r 
ot oj ô(t - l¡ - ilt) (7'77)

where t is the propagation between adjacent transducer positions. This
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may be sinplified to

k (r)

where,

K
0

N-1
XK

nn=0
6 (t-nr) (7.18)

(7. 1e)

N,2x
i=t

A.I
2 )

)
)
)
)
)

Kn

N-n
x

i=l
A. A.1 ].+n

By choosing to use delay lines with constant transducer spacing we have

reduced the number of possíble output pulses separable in the time

donain, rton )tN-l)+1 to N, and obtained the simple relation in Equarion
(7.19) between the N amplitude coefficients A. for the equi_spaced

transducers, and the N amplitude coefficients K. of the equi-spar:ed

pulses in the prinary response.

7.s The prirnary Re sponse of a Tuned N -Transducer Line

In practical N-transducer delay rines (one-por.t or two_port)

it is customary to use some soÌt of tuning or matching between the source
(or receiver) and the transducer in an attenpt to nininise the effect
of the impedance nisnatch caused by the transducer static capacitance.

By resonating the capacitance with a shunt (or series) tuning inductor
it is possible for the transducer capacitance to be made to appear to
be zero at the transducer electrical tenninals, or one specific frequency,

which is nonnally chosen to be the synchronous frequency when wiring
uniform interdigital transducers. The Q-factor of this tuned circuit
is determined by the source resistance and transducer radiation inpedance,

and must be adjusted in the delay line design to give an operating band_

width compatible with the design bandwidth of the transducers. The

relation between transducer insertion loss, electrical Q-factor and the
substrate parameters is discussed in Chapter 10.
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In this section we will assume that a simple inductor has

been placed in parallel with the receiver input resistance (i.e.
Z, = Rr+jrrrl) to tune the total capacitance presented by all the

transducers in the delay line. we also assune that the source and

load resistances are equal and together wilt give the desired electrical
Q-factor with the resonance at the synchronous transducer frequency.

(rn practice it may be necessary to enploy impedance transforrners to
achieve this.) since the total capacitance depends upon the nunber

of transducers M in use on any particurar delay line, the factors
which determine the output waveform will vary with M, and we now

derive an expression for the prinary response in terms of M, the

selected Q-factor, and the characteristics g(t) and c.¡ for a single
transducer.

we have aLready assumed the weak-coupling approximation and

invoking it again, we can approximate for B,,¡ in Equation (7.g) to get

BN = M trl C, e.Z})

where

M
N
L

i=t

M -l[oo 
c

lAil

The appropriate values of tuning inductor and source resistance are

then given by

L (7 .22)

Rs

1

Mo2c,

2Q

"'ot,

(7 .2r)

The circuit irnpedance Z
c

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

can now be written as,

where o is the chosen resonant frequency.
0

c (z
1

a . j(il - pllr-' (7 .23)

Mz
c

I

1.e

n
L cl

T

15s

(7 .24)



$Ihere 2", i= the tuned circuit impedance for a delay line with a single
transducer with static capacitance cr. we can now find the required

expression for the primary response in terms of the síng1e-transducer

characteristics cT, G(ur) and the impedance z"¡ by substituting from

Equations (7.22) and (7,24) into Equation (7.16) to obtain,
-t¡C-

v, (r) = o ' v" (t) * ""r(t)* g(t)* zcr (t)* k(t) (7 .2s)MQ5

This Equation predicts that the pulse shape is independent of M, and

that the insertion loss of the device is proportional to M, the nunber

of active transducers on the line. This expression is used as the

basis for the waveform rnodelling undertaken in chapters 9 and 10.

7.6 The Secondary Response of a Tuned N-Transducer Line

rt is convenient at this point to extend the above anarysis
to the representation of the secondary ïesponse of a coded one_port

delay line. Making use of Equarions (2.r4), (2.24)and (7.2s) and.

substituting into Equation (7.15) we obtain,

2u C^
(t) = o I

ttt'Q
v vr(t)* ,.r(r)* g(t)* zcr (t)* g(t)"2

2", (t)* k(t)* k(t) e.z6)

fhis expression shows that the envelope of the secondary response is in
fact considerably more conplicated than that of the prinary response

being in fact deternined by the autoconvolution of the coding factor
k(t)' under certain circumstances peaks of this response rnay fall in
time positions where there is a fzerorin the prinary response, to cause

a decoding error; this problen is investigated in nore detail in
Chapter 10.
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CHAPTER 8

PROPERTIES OF ONE-PORT CODES

8.0 Introduction

The previous chapter outlined an analytical approach which

permits the separate identification of the various component waveforms

which sun to make up the observable voltage between the terminals of

a time-coded one-port surface-wave delay line, both during and after

the excitation signal. The relation between the transducer patteïn

and the tine domain primary response of a coded one-port delay line

was shown to be not a sinple one, and we now turn our attention to an

investigation of the types of coding which will be most efficient for

use with these devices.

In Equation (7.5) the concept of a set of anplitude coeffic-

ients A, describing the presence (or absence) and phase of each
1

transducer in the delay line was introduced. For convenience we

shall use the convention that any particular delay line may be identified

by the values of the coefficients written in a serial string i.e. for

a line with the coefficients Ar, Ãr, ....., Au = 1,0,0,1,1,0,1,1 we

will simply refer to the pattern 10011011. Similarly the response

envelope for a line with equispaced identical transducers may be

described by the relative peak heights given by the response coeffic-

ients K, (i=1, N-1) defined in Equation (7.19); for the example referred1'

to above we would expect the response 2132011. It should be noted that

K_ is onitted from this string because the first pulse in the primary
o

response is always obscured by the zero-order response which is much

larger and which is usually approxinately coincident in time.
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8.1 General Properties of One-Port Codes

It is now necessary to pose the questions, are there any

general constraints on the types of patterns which may be used for one-

port coded devices, and do the responses of any païticular coding

schene have any general properties of which the system designer should

be aware? Probably the most inportant question is, does every souïce

pattern give a unique response, i.e. one which cannot be obtained fron

any other source pattern? The answer to this last question is in the

negative for any but very restricted sets of code patterns, and we

will now investigate this problem of 'ambiguityr in the response codes

in more detail.

8.1.1- Definition of a Useful Response

look first at the requirements for a delay line to

produce an acceptable output response. If we take the set of avail-

able patterns to be given by al1 the possible combinations of A. =0 or L

(i = 1,N) for example, it is clear that the particular pattern 0000

(N=4) will give no output and the patterns 1000, 0100, 0010 and 0001

will have K^ as the only non-zero term in the output response. Aso

suggested in the introduction, this response is of no use because

it cannot be distinguished fron the zero-order response. Thus in the

rest of this work we sha11 omit K from consideration of the outnut
t

response, and make the stipulation that only patterns with M 2 2 wiII

be considered, where,as before, M is the number of active transducers

on the 1ine.

8.I.2 Ambiguity in the Re sponse Codes

An exanination of any reasonably large set of coding

patterns reveals that response ambiguity is fairly connon, and

looking nore closely at the relation between the pattern coefficients
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A. and response coefficients K., we can deduce some general transform-

ations on the pattern coefficients which have the property that the

response coefficients are invariant with respect to the transformations,

without making any assumptions about the coefficients A. other than

that they are real. we proceed by defining the 'pattern function'

a (r) A.6 (t-ir) (8.1)

which is a sequence of weighted delta functions representing the

centres of the transducers on a coded one-port line. corresponding

to this pattern function the resulting rresponse function'

N
x

i=l

k (t) K. ô (r-ir)
N-1

L

i=t
(8.2)

is obtained by substituting for a(t) in Equation (4.25) and naking use

of the fact that B is negative for surface-waves travelling fron right
to left. It can also be shown that

k(t) = /: a(x) a(x+t)dx = a(x) G a(x) , ,, t (s.s)

(where € indicates correlation) and the relation holds for positive

values of t chosen so as not to include the undelayed component of the

primary response.

The known properties of the autocorrelation function may now

be used to deduce the transfor¡nations on a(t) which will leave k(t)
invariant' If we have a pattern function a(t) which yields a response

function k(t), then by substitution in Equation (g.s) ure can verify
that an alternative pattern function b(t) will give the same response

function if b(t) satisfies the following relations,

Amb ty Relations

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Sign Reversal i.e. b(r) = - a(t)

Tirne Reversal i.e. b(tl =a((N+1)t-t)

Translation i.e. b(t) = a(t-T)

Any combination of (a) (b) and (c).
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The; significance of these anbiguity relations will depend upon the

particular set of line codes chosen in any particular systen e.g.

relation (a) will not be relevant in a set of code-s constructed using

the valuer Ai= 0 or 1, but relations (b), (c) and (cl) will stilt apply,

and will have the effect of reducing the available set of transducer

patterns giving distinct output responses. Relation (c) needs careful

interpretation; it only applies in coding systerns which permit A. to
take the value zero. In this case some patterns utilize less than the

ful1 length of the delay line and will give an ambiguous response if
the sarne string of non-zero coefficients A. occurs in another pattern

in the available set of transduceï patterns i.e the pattern 101100,

010110 and 001011 will all give the sane output response.

The question as to whether this set of ambiguity relations

covers all possible sources of arnbiguity in the ïesponse codes is an

lmportant one. Extensive empirical investigation_s on the cocling

schemes discussed later in this chapter have shown that it i-s possible

for two transducer patterns, not related by the above transformations,

to produce identical output responses. Because of this the analytic

expressions derived later (based on the 4 ambiguity relations), for
the nunbers of unique response codes available for a given nurnber of

transducer positions N in each coding system, fray only be regarded as

upper-bounds on the actual number of codes available. The actual

incidence of these exceptional patterns is extremely sma11 and the

topic is discussed further in Section 9.6.3.

8.2 Classífication of Codin g and Decoding Procedures

The response code of a one-port coded delay line differs
from the source pattern or code, and two separate tasks may be identified
in the design of a systen using such devices. The first is the selection
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of a suitable set of transducer patterns which will give unambiguous

responses, and this will be calred the 'coding' operation. The

second is that of identifying the coded line response, obtained after
detection at the receiver, with the appropriate pattern or code and

this will be catled the 'decodingr operation. The conventions used

in the remainder of this work are sunrnarized in the following section.

8.2.I Pattern Generation or Codinq

' rf we accept the constraint introduced in chapter 7, that
the individual transducer weighting coefficients A. be linited to the

range of values -1, 0 or +1, chosen to sinplify the deray line fabric_
ation by pennitting the use of identical transducers, then we may

identify the following classes of transducer patterrìs.

(a) Binary Coded : A. = 0 or 1l

(b) Biphase Coded : A. - +l or _1
T

(c) Ternary Coded : Ai = +1, 0 or _1

It is apparent that the sets of codes available in the Binary and

Biphase categories will be subsets of the Ternary case. The other

possible distinct subset of the Ternary case is the case Ai = 0 or-1,

and is omitted because by the first anbiguity relation (section g.r.2)

such patterns would produce responses identical to those of the Binary

Codes .

8.2.2 Res e Identification or Decodi

When using a one-port coded delay line system it is desirable

to be able to relate the received response code with either the pattern

which produced it, or use it directly as an identifier to access stored

infornation on the object which is known to be carrying that particular
1aber. Both approaches encounter difficulties. In the first case,

it does not aPpear to be possible to find an efficient algorithn which
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will efficiently perforn the deconvolution of tlie ïesponse cocle to
give the source pattern code, for large values of N. Thi.s approach

appears to be practicable only in the particular cases where the code

has been selected to have a sinple relationship between the pattern and

response (e.g. delayed binary codes to be di_scussed later). rn general

this approach is not very attractive for the further reason that even

if one could deduce the transducer patterns from their ïesponses, they

would not form monotonic binary or ternary sequences anyway, and one is
faced with the problem of using an effectively random code as the

identifier of each particular label.

This is similar to the difficulties which occur with the

second approach i.e. attempting to use the response itself as an

address variable to access the name etc. of the laberled object.
The difficulty arises in that the individual response coefficients
*, to K, may take any values from -g to +9 for a 10 bit ternary
pattern, i.e. we have a 9-dimensional quantity to use as our address

number' In this exanple the receiver computer would have to correrate
the received 9 digít string with arl of the possible responses, sequent_

ial ly, to verify that a valid ïesponse had been received, and determine

which label had responded. This procedure would be very time_

consuming for any reasonable value of N, and the solution which is
proposed here is to produce an algorithn which will operate on the

response coefficients for any response waveform detected by the

receiver, and produce a single numerical value. This procedure has

been la.belled decoding, and the numerical value may be used as the

external name of each label, within the systen.

The simplest algorithm used in the exampres to follow,
evaluates the response code as a number to base o,, and gives the value

as a decimal nurnber, i. e.
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K(base ten)
N-1

T

n=1
K
n

o 
(n- 1) (8.4)

where cr is chosen to be as small as possible but not less th¿¡n the

naxirnum value of {2l rr",l * t } . In other cases it i s convcuicnt for

practical reasons, to pass the reply response through a limiter before

decoding, and this has the effect of reducing o, and produces another

potential source of anbiguity in the output responses, as th¡o different

responses may look identical after limiting.

In the examples which fol1ow, the various decoders investigaterl

have been divided into the following categories

(a) Binary Decoder: the decoder assigns a binary 1 when a pulse,

greater in nagnitude than some threshold value, is present

in a given tine slot (regardless of phase), and a binary 0

otherwise. The decoder then converts the binary nunber to

a decinal number, assuming the first bit received is the

least significant bit.

(b) Ternary Decoder: the synchronous detector assigns a +1 or

-1 if the pulse is positive or negative respectively (regard-

less of amplitude), and a zero if it is smaller in magnitude

than sone threshord value. The decoder then converts this

response to an integer nodulo 5 by substituting the value 2

for each occurrence of -1 in the output, and then converts

the result to a decinal number, again assuning least signif-

icant bit first.

(c) Irtultilevel Decoding: the synchronous detector produces zero,

and positive and negative outputs of varying annplitudes which

are quantized to N levels (N>3), assigned integer values

0, 1, ---, N-1, and the resulting string considered an

integer modulo N.

In the following sections we examine in detail the performance
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of Binary, Biphase and Ternary codes in conjunction with the approp_

riate decoding procedures.

8.3 Binary Coding Systems

rn binary coding schenes the pattern coefficients A. are

restricted to the values 0 and 1, and the responses to codes of this
type consist of a series of pulses, with integer relative amplitudes,

unifornly spaced in the tine domain. We will consider several classes

of binary codes, al1 with the basic binary decoder; the use of a

synchronous detector might confer some improvement in the received

signal-to-noise ratio in practice, but would not affect the number of
unique output codes available.

8.3. 1 Binary Codes

Binary codes are of interest because of their ease of
fabrication, simply requiring up to N identical transducers connected

in phase and in parallel, on a single substrate. The binary decoder

which is used with these codes is also very attractive in practical

applications for, apart from being easy to construct, it avoids tlie

difficutties inherent in trying to detect ¡nultilevel codes oveï a

propagation link with variable insertion loss.

A complete set of code patterns and responses available for
N=6, is shown in Table 8.1, and an examination of this T¿rble will
highlight several features of one-port coding systems. The first,
which will be seen by looking at column 1, is that not all the

possible binary patterns for N<7 can be used: some are rendered

ineffective by the anbiguity relations listed in section g.1, and a

further number are eliminated after clipping to unit amplitude in the

decoding process. The results in Table g.1 were generated by a

computer program which exhaustively set up all the possible transducer
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TABLE 8.1: BINARY CODING AND BINARY DECODER

Primary responses, after clipping, from

lines with six transducer positions.

DEC

EQUIV

TRANSDUCER

PATTERN

MULTILEVEL

RESPONSE

CLIPPED

RESPONSE

110000

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.

1

1

1

1

1

01000

11000

00100

10100

00010

10010

01010

11010

00001

10001

01001

1100t

01101

10011

10000

01000

2L000

00100

11100

00010

1

0

2

0

1

0

2

1

2

0110
2

2

0

0

1

1

2

0

010

110

00L

011

101

111

201

r21

10000

01,000

11000

00100

11100

00010

L

0

1

0

1

0

1

L

1

0110

1010

111,0

0001

0011

1101

1111.

1101

0111

1

aL

3

4

7

8

t3

10

15

16

25

22

37

23

29

16s



patteïns, computed the response code and decoded it for each pattern,
checked to see if that particular decoded value had been obtained

before, and if so, discarded it. By this means a set of patterns

giving the set of unique responses listed in Table g.1 was obtained.

It is apparent that this set of transducer patterns is only one of
matry such sets which could be obtained by searching through the set of
possible transducer patterns in a different order. For reference, a

computer pïogran to perform these operations on binary codes with
a binary decoder is described in Appendix A1.6.

The second general feature of one-port code responses with
single-output decoders of the type described earlier, is that the

decoded output values are not monotonic and are rsparser in the

decimal do¡nain. Looking at column 4 of Table g.1, we can see that
the numbers 5,6,9,11',72,14 etc. are missing, ancr by making use of
the way in which the program is arranged (i.e. considering all
patterns of length 2, then all patterns of lengtli s, etc. up to N=6)

it can be shown that these nunbers can not be generated by any

possible binary transducer pattern, in conjunction with a binary

decoder. Thi-s resurt appeaïs to be quite general for all the types

of codes examined; if cripping is omitted and a multilevel decoder

used the number of unique output responses increases but the domain

of the output responses also increases and the responses remain

sparse.

It should be mentioned here that the method selected for
searching through the transducer patterns is quite irnportant in a

practical situation, because two patterns giving the same decoded

response may have quite different second-order responses. The

second-order responses for the patterns in Table g.1 are shov¡n in
Table 8.2 and it is obvious that a large second-order pulse could
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TABLE 8.2: SECOND-ORDER RESPONSES FOR BINARY

CODES AND BINARY DECODER

For lines with six transducer positions
Second-order responses falling on prinary response

zeros are underlined

6 7 I l0
00200

SECONDARY*

RESPONSE

6

Bt212t2

21000

02010

34532

0020

1

0

3

0

?
0

8

5

7

3

0

0

I
3

8

9

t

0

3

0

B

4

8

002

035

315
8 910

12 8T2

412L2

only the first five echos are listed here

TRANSDUCER

PATTERN

CLIPPED

RESPONSE

110000

101000

111000

100100

110100

100010

110010

101010

111010

00001

10001

01001

11001

01101

10011

1

1

1

1

1

1

10000

01000

L1000

00100

11100

00010

10110

01010

11110

00001

10011

01101

1. 1111

011L

1

1

1101

767



result in a zero in the primary response being decoded as a one

under unfavourable conditions, as illustrated by the 4th time

position for pattern 101101. The second-order r-e-sponses have been

calculated alongside the primary responses in the computer progranìs,

using the relationship derived in Equation (2.26) i.e.

Second-Order Response s(t) = k(t) * k(t) (8.S)

In the computer programs used to produce the results given

in this chapter, no check was rnade to ensure that the second-order

responses s (t) were in fact nininised in each of the zero locations

in the primary response, for each code produced by rnore than one

pattern. The procedure adopted was to examine the patterns with

the least number of transducers first, based on the general principle

that the nagnitude of the larger coefficients of s (t) is approxinately

proportional to Nl2, where M is the nurnber of actj.ve transducers on

the delay line, and hence by using the patterns with mininun lul we

can ninimise the peak 1eve1s of the interfering second-order signal.

The general problem of controlling second-order responses is exarnined

further in Chapter 10.

For practical application subgroups of the binary transducer

patterns nay be usefully distinguished, and some of these are discussed

briefly below.

8.3.2 Natural Binary Codes

Looking at colunn 2 of Table g.1, it can be seen that

certain patterns yield responses which do not require clipping before

decoding. These responses will be terned Inatural binary' , and. are

of practical interest because they eliminate the problem of trying to
detect a zeto immediately following a pulse which has(prior to clipping)

an integer relative amplitude nuch greater than unity.
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The relative frequency of this type of pattern can be

seen to be significantly less than the straight binary patterns, and

a comparison of the relative frequencies is drawn in Sec.tion g.6.

8.3.3 Delayed B inary Codes

As stated earlier, the sinpre binary coding procedure,

with binary decoding results in responses which are sparse and are

not nonotonic. one coding schene which does provide a uniforn

monotonic sequence of decoded values is one which employs patterns,

of length N > 2L, of the forn 100 ....0At¡_1,*1 AN_L*2....AN. The

reply pulse train from a pattern of this form consists of a sequence

of (N-(L+1)) nultilevel responses followed by a natural binary

sequence of L pulses with amplitudes proportional ao A^_L*1,AN_L*2,

..., AN as illustrated in Table B.s, which gives the delayed binary

codes for N=6 and L=3. It can be seen that if the decoder examines

only the last L pulse positions, the result is a 1:1 correspondence

between the transducer pattern and the response. lvith this type of

coding one can obtain binary reply codes which Tepresent, without

gaps, all integer numbers fron 1 to¡zl-r¡, by appropriate nanipulation

of the pattern coefficientt \_1,*1 to \. This facilitates direct

use of the response as an address to the relevant stored data for each

label, without the need to first natch the decoded nunber to a table

of response values.

This type of coding has an additional practical advantage

in that the portion of the response which is considered to contain

the reply code, as well as being naturar binary, is separated from

the zero-order response by a large tine interval. The inportance of

this feature is brought out in Chapter 10.
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TABLE 8.3: DELAYED BINARY CODES

For lines with six transducer Iocations

TRANSDUCER PATTERN

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0 0 1tr

0 1 0*

011

1 0 0*

01

21111

10

Significant
part of the
ïesponse.

PIìIIU,AIìY RESPONSE

1

1

1

1

1_

1

I

00001

00010

00011

00100

00101
00110

00111

770



8.3.4 Constant Capacity Delayed Binary Codes

In chapter 7 it was pointed out that it is desirabte to

tune the static capacitance of the transducers with an inductor, to

reduce the insertion loss. In practical applications it is desirable

that the required tuning and loading elenents be independent of the

particular code pattern ernployed: this condition can be satisfied

if we employ a constant number M of transducers on the delay line.

This restriction can be applied to any system of coding, and further

reduces the available nunber of reply codes corresponding to a

given N. rf we apply this restriction to a delayed binary code

set where N=2L, then the maximun nunber of available output responses
t

occurs forM =I*7 if I. is even andM =+when L is ocld, The

constant capacity delayed binary patterns for the case N=6 , L=3,

M=2 are indicated by asterisks in Tabte 8.s, and expressions for

the total number of patterns available for any given N,L,M are

given in Section 8.6.

8.4 Bi ase Codi tems

In this type of coding systen, the pattern coefficients

A. are assigned values of either +1 or -1, by selecting the appropriate

, phasing of the transducer connections and leaving no transducer position

unoccupied. The response of such a delay line with N transducers, i_s

a sequence of N-l pulses, rvhose amplitudes can take positive, zero

or negative integer values, and which will give different results

using binary or ternary decoding.

8.4.1 Binary Decoder

The set of all the possibre output responses for biphase

codes of length N=6, with a binary decoder, is given in Table g.4,
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TABLE 8.4: BIPHASE CODING AND BINARY DECODER

Primary responses, after clipping, from
lines with six transducers present.

TRANSDUCER

PATTERN

r. -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

1. 1 -1 -1 -1 -1

1 -1 1 -1 1 -1

3210 1

3 0-1-2-7

-5 4-3 2-L

1

1

1

1101

0111

1111

23

29

51

L72



and, as can be seen, very few cocles procltrcc. d i st itìct outpr¡ts. 'l'hi s

nay be regarded as a result of the rnismatch hctrvc.cn thc c.lìcorling arrd

decoding processes used, and relates to the infrequcnt occurrence of

zeros, which can only occur as a result of cancellation of positive

and negative contributions to the autocorrelation function of the

transducer pattern, at a particular tine slot.

Checking, by rneans of an appropriate cornputer prograrn, has

verified that for the case N=6 there are in fact no natural binary

output codes. This is not true for atl N, but in all the cases

exarnined(N=1 to 13) the number of natural binary output codes did

not exceed 1. These results indicate that biphase codes with a

binary decoder are not likely to be of any practical use.

8.4.2 Ternary Decoder

The performance of this coding schene in conjunction

with a ternary decoder of the type described in Section 8.2 is

illustrated in Table 8.5 for biphase codes with N=6. This scheme

shows a significant increase in the nunber of transducer patterns

providing unique output codes when conpared with Table 8.4. The

responses, however) renain sparse in the decimal domain because of

the increased radix.

Again the available number of natural binary output code-s

is zero for N=6, although 1 or 2 such responses have been observed

for other values of N.

The more conplicated nultilevel decoding schernes have not

been examined in detail as the practical application of one-port

delay devices comrnonly lies in situations where communication is

over channels of variable or uncertain passband characteristics,

and the determination of the nultilevel anplitude information, in

the presence of the consequent waveforn distortion, is difficult
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TABLE 8.5: BIPTIASE CODING AND TERNARY DECODER

Prinary responses, after clipping, fron
lines with six transducers present.

1 -1

1, 1

1 -1

1 -1

11

1 -1

1 -1

1 -1

1 -1

l_1

1 -1

11

11

11

11

11

-1

-1

1

-l

-1

-1

1

-1

-1

-1

1

-1

1

-1

1

1

-1

-1

-1

1

1

-1

-1

1

-1

-1.

-1

1

1

-1

-1

1

-1 -1

-1 -1

-1 -1

-1 -1

-1_ -1

1 -1

1 -1

1 -1

-1 1

-1 1

-1 1

-1 1

-1 1

11

11

11

TRANSDUCER

PATTERN

NÍULTILEVEL

RESPONSE

CLIPPED

RESPONSE

DEC IMAL

EQUIV.

32

30

-1 2

-1, -2

-1 0

-1 0

-5 4

-L -4

10

t-2

-30

-32
72

L-4

10
54

0 -1

-2 -L

0 -1

0 -1

-2 -I
2-l

2-L

2-I

-2 1

01

-2 1

01
01

2I

27
2L

L

-1

-1

3

1

-1

-3

1

-1

-3

1

-1

1

-1

1

3

11

10

-1 1

-1 -1

-L 0

-1 0

-7 1

-1 -1

10

1 -1

-1 0

-1 1

11

1 -1

10

11

0 -1

-1 -1

0 -1

0 -1

-1 -1

1 -1

1 -1

1 -1

-1 1

01

-1 1

01

01

11

11

11

1

-1

-1

1

1

-1

-1

1

-1

-1

1

-1

1

-1

1

1

775

235

185

179

227

209

21,2

206

154

106

I46

r04

94

L33

118

12t
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to ensure. Furthermore, the results in Section 8.6 inclicate that

only a rnoderate nunber of additional codes would be made available at

the expense of a considerable increase in the cornplexity of the

decoding systen.

8.5 Ternary Coding Systens

Ternary coding is the rnost general case pernitted under

the constraints adopted in Section 8.2: in this case the pattern

coefficients are pernuted through the values A. = 0, +1 and -1, ancl

the patterns resulting contain, as subsets, al1 of those which have

been discussed previously.

8.5.1 Binary Decoder

The perfornance of this coding scherne with a binary

clecoder is illustraied in Table 8.6. In contrast with its action

on the biphase codes in the previous section, the binary decoder

does in this case give a useful set of output codes. For a given

value of N these patterns give more useable responses than the

simple binary codes, (which is why the Table 8.6 has been limited

to N=5) as could be expected. A further significant difference

between binary and ternary codes is that patterns which include

negative coefficients frequently have lower second-order response

1evels, a factor which could be significant in some applications.

Close exarnination of Table 8.6 shows that natural binary

(i.e. ltrl=t) responses appear quite frequently, and as shown in

Section 8.6, occur somewhat more frequently than the natural binary

responses of binary codes.

8.5.2 Ternary Decoder

As could be expected, the ternary decoder is more
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TABLE 8.6: TERNARY CODING AND BINARY DECOD ER

Prirna¡y responses, after clipping, fron
lines with five transducer positions.

L1000

:: 0100

11100

10010

11010

1 -1 1 1 0

10001

L1007

10101

11101

1 1 -1 0 1

1 1 -1 0 -1

1 t 1 1 -1

TRANSDUCER

PATTERN

MULTILEVEL

RESPONSES

CLIPPED

RESPONSE

L0

01

2t

00

11

-1 0

00

10

02

22

0-2

00

2L

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0
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1

1
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0

0

0

0

0

0

1
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1

0
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1
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1

I

L

L
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2
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7
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8

13
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15
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cfficient than the binary decodcr, in that it r.ejects I'c¡uc:r. of thc.

transducer patterns as duplicating previously obtained responses.

A typical code set for the case N=4 is presented in Table 8.7, and

close examination reveals that a useful proportion of the codes are

in fact natural ternary codes.

Again since onry a fairly snalr proportion of codes are

rejected by the ternary decoder, there seems to be 1ittle advantage

in going to the complexity of a rnultilevel decoding scheme.

8.6 Relative Coding Efficiencies

The relative coding efficiency for any particular coder and

decoder conbination is measured by the total number of useful output

responses available for a given number of transducer positions available

in the one-port delay line. For convenience the results are shown

graphically and classified according to the type of coding used.

8.6. 1 Binary Codes

The performances of the various types of binary coding

are shown plotted over an extended range of N in Figure g. L. The

results were obtained by using a digital computer to explore the

responses of aI1 possible patterns for different values of N, and

record only the unique responses and the first occurïence of the

dupl i-cated ones .

The graph for nultilevel responses is computed to

represent the perfect decoder, i.e. one which does not reject any

distinct multilevel response, and is included as it represents an

upper-bound on the perfornance with simpler decoders. For this case

it is possible to derive an analytic expression for the number of

distinct responses, using the ambiguity relations listed in section

8. 1, and we obtain
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TABLE 8.7: TERNARY CODING AND TERNARY DECODER

Prinary responses, after clipping, from
lines with four transducer positions

TRANSDUCER

PATTERN

MULTILEVEL

RESPONSE

CLIPPED

RESPONSE

DECIMAL

EQ|JrV.

11

1 -1

10

11

1 -1

10

10

11

1 -1

1 -1

10

11

1 -1

11

00

00

10

10

10

-1. 0

01

01

01

11

0 -1

0 -1

0 -1

1 -1

100

-1 0 0

010

2L0

-2 10

0 -1 0

001

11L

-1 -1 1

-1 0 1

0 0 -1

1-1-1

-1 1 -1

1. 0 -1

100

-1 0 0

010

L10

-1 1 0

0 -1 0

001

111

-1 -1 L

-1 0 1

0 0 -1

1 -t -1

-1 1 -1

1 0 -1

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

15

L7

11.

18

25

23

19
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N
2

N-2

+2 )a N evclr

N- ¡ N-z
2

3.2 + 2 -2 N ocltl

which checks against the computer output.

It is a straightforward matter to determine a general

expression for the delayed-binary codes, which is

2
L-1

where

N even

N-1
2

N odd

and for the constant

C

c

(s.ô)

(8.7)

(8.8)

N

z
L

capacity delayed-binary codes we derive
L!

J r (L-J) !

(8.8) , andwhere L is defined in Equation

J

L
CC
J

L even

L odcl

The graplìs are plotted on a logarithnic vertical scale to

trring out the exponential nature of the numbers of codes, and by

linearising the points, to permit extrapolation. The ordinate is in

fact the variable E, where

E - 1oB, C (8.9)

The discrete points on the graphs have been linke<l to identify the

different coding systems.

8.6.2 Biphase Codes

The numbers of codes available from biphase codes, with

various decoders are shown in Figure 8.2, plotted against N. It
might be noted that a biphase code of length N has N active transducers

whereas for a binary or ternary code of length N the number of active
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tran-sducers may vary anywhere from 2 to N. This nreans thilt ther

proceduro used for thc cletcrninat jon of t,hc totlr I rìrunht t' of rcspr.lrsr.s

with a given N is slightly clifferent; the total nuntbcr of bi¡rlrrrsr.

codes of length N <loes not include the codes of length (N-1) or

less, but binary or ternary codes of length N, include all codes of

length (N-1), which include all codes of tength (N_2), etc..

The c,rve for multirevel unclipped codes, representing the

perfect decoder, is again included to serve as an upper-bound for
the performance of simprer decoders. The general expression for
the nurnber of patterns available in this case is derived using

similar nethods to those used in the previous case, to obtain

N cvclt

N odd (8.10)

The extrene pa.ucity of natural codes, using either binary or

ternary decoders, is notable in these graphs. Another point of interest

is to note how closely the curve for the teïnaïy decoder approaches the

performance of the perfect detector. This smal1 margì-n for improvement

supports the earlier assertion that there seems 1itt1e advantage in

going to more complex decoders.

8.6.3 lggef¿ lg¿"_l

The results for ternary codes, with binary and tcrnary

decoders, are recorded in Figure 8.s, using a logarithmic scale to

base two for conparison with the earlier results, although the use of

logarithms to base three would be more natural.

An upper-bound for decoder performance with ternary codes

has been derived as
N_1

s-2
7.JC

I
T.

N+1-z-
5
N-1

-N- 1
J

+ 1
t

I
2

2 N even

3 +

L82

2 N odd (8.11)
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by making use of the anbiguity relations from Section g.1.2, a.'s

before, However, in this case comparison of the number of unique

multilevel Tespon-ses iclentified by the appropriate pattern-testing

computer program with the number-s ofcodes predicted by Equation (9.11)

showed snall discrepancies for certain values of N. Further invest-

igation showed that it is possible for certain pairs of ternary codes,

not related by the anbiguity relations, to generate identical output

responsese.g.thecodesL 0-1-1 0 1and1-1-1 0 1 1which

both generate the prinary response 1. -2 -2 0 1. The discovery of

these additional ambiguous pattern-pairs showed that the anbiguity

relations obtained in section 8.1.2 do not in fact describe all
possible sources of anbiguity for any arbitrary coding schene, and

that other forms of ambiguíty may be possible, dependent upon the

nature of the coding schene chosen.

In the present example of ternary coding the incidence of

these additional anbiguities is quite snarl (only 6 pairs occur in

the 242 possible code patterns with N=6) and it is considered that

Equation (8.11) sti1l describes a useful upper-bound on the efficiency

of ternary decoders.

8 .6 .4 Conclusions

The results shown in Figures 8.1 to B.s display some not

unexpected feat-ures. For exanple, the more restrictions applied in

the coding rules, or the simpler the decoding operation, the fewer

the distinct responses which can be obtained. Also as expected,

the ternary codes exhibit a higher slope than the binary and biphase

codes, approxínately in the ratio 7og3/log2_. in consequence of the

larger range of codes available to be explored for any given N.

Two further conclusions of practical importance may be

drawn: the first is that if binary codes are to be used, and natural
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binary responses are desired, then there is little reduction in the

overall coding efficiency if delayed binary coding is atlopted, i.nstead

of natural binary coding. The second is that if ternary coding can

be inplemented, then even with a binary detector, the nurnber of

natural binary codes available increases approxinately fourfold

(for N=10) relative to the nunber of codes available with binary

coding. The introduction of synchronous detection in a ternary

decoder for natural ternary decoding, would increase the coding

efficiency still further.

A rather fortunate property of all the curves is that they

become essentially straight for values of N greater than five,

permitting extrapolation for larger values of N, with some confidence.

Looking at the general fornulae obtained for the cases of the perfect

detectors it is apparent that for large N, the factor with the largest

exponent will dominate in each formula, and in the case of binary

codes and biphase codes E will be asymptotic to I lt-21 , and for ternary

codes E will be asynptotic to [ (1ogr3).(N-1) -1] . The asynptotic

slopes for the simpler decoders can be readily determined from the

graphs.
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CFI,APTER 9

EXPERIT,IENTAL ONH-POR'I' CODING SYSTETI

9.0 Introduction

In Chapter 7 it was shown how the tine domain response of

a tine domain coded one-port delay line structure may be described

in terrns of the admittance parameters of the appropriate basic N-

port structure. In the subsequent chapter it was assumed that the

individual reply pulses in the echo-train from the one-port would

be clearly distinguishable, and the relation between the pattcrn

coding and device responses was explored in some depth. lVe now

return to look in more detail at the types of waveshapes which can

be expected in the responses from practical delay 1ines.

The one-port delay line responses are dependent upon the

nature of the input signal, the type of transducers enployed and the

nature of any associated circuitry. To simplify the interpretation

of the results we shall first look at the behaviour of sirnple tuned

delay lines, before noving on to look at the responses of a sirnple

one-port structure, and finally to the evaluation of a nore complex

prototype labelling system. Frequent use is made of the one-port

theory developed in Chapter 7, and the results of the computer

modelling are compared with experinental results to establish the

accuracy of the modeI.

The investigation was limited to binary coded lines using

a set of identical equispaced interdigital transducers on a single

propagation path, on a YX-quartz blank. 9-finger transducers with

a 50À àperture were employed with a uniforn spacing unit between

centres of 10À, corresponding to 200 nsec at the centre frequency

of 50 MHz. The metallization pattern for a typical one-port delay
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line structure is shown in Figure 9.1 for a line with the pattern

code 10011011. The experimental lines used were up to 17 units

long and were fabricated using the apparatus described in chapter 6

9.1 Multiple Transducer Del ay Line Perforrnance

It is instructive to compare the relative nerits of

characterisation of the more complex N-port structures in both the

tine and frequency domains. We conmence with the tirne domain

response which is of prirnary interest because it will eventually

incorporate the required coding.

9.1. 1 Output Pulse Shapes

The response of a one-port structure may be predicted

in the time domain by means of Equation (7.25). This equation shows

that the output response consists of a sequence of pulses of variable

amplitude and spacing but identicat shape i.e.

v,(t) 0 vr(t) * z (t)* g(t)* z (t) (e. 1)ct CI

The shape can be seen to depend on the source voltage v, (t) , the

tuned circuit impedance z.(t) (twice) and the real part of the

transducer radiation conductance g(t).

Typical calculated waveforms for these variables are shown

i,r Figure 9.2. The input signal vr(t) is taken to be a burst of 5

cycles of an RF signal at the synchronous frequency. The tuned

circuit inpulse response has been computed using Equations (7.23) and

(7.24) and an assumed Q of 10, and the radiation conductance g(t) has

been computed using program rNAD, described previously. This waveform

for g(t) is impossible to neasure experimentally but is known from

Chapter 4 to be equal to the time donain transadnittance between two

identical transducers with zero spacing. This irnpulse transadnittance
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Figure 9.1 The metallization pattern for a typical one-port

device with the pattern 10011011' The transducers

have 9 fingers, 50À aperture and 10À spacing

between centres.
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between two such transducers has already been measured (Figure 6.12),

and confirmed the accuracy of the conputer model which is being employecl

here.

The predicted zero- and first-order responses from a one-port

device with these paraneters has been conputed by means of Equations

(7.12) and (7.13), and the envelope of the 50MHz waveform is shown

in Figure (9.3). The relative anplitudes and different shapes of
the zero- and first-order responses are clearly shown. The first
pulse of the prirnary response is completely obscured by the largeï

zero-order response, and the opposite phase of the zero- and first_
order signals results in the cancellation nul1 at 20T.

The large rerative amplitude of the zero-order response,

rnakes it experinentally difficult to observe the primary response of
a one-port without a tine-gated receiver to protect the receiving

apparatus frorn severe overload at high gain settings, and initial
investigations were conducted using two-port devices. The output

pulse shapes frorn such devices are representative of the one_poït

'case as described by Equation (9.1), provided both input and output

circuits are tuned to the correct Q value.

A typical result for a one-port deray line with the patteïn

10000000011111111, connected as a two-port, is shown in Figure 9.4.

The first transducer has been isolated from the remainder and used as

the transrnitter, and the device operates as a conventional transversal

filter. The photograph was obtained using a test jig which was

ernployed for proving the delay lines manufactured for the coding systern

in section 9.3, by means of these simple two-port measurernents. The

line shows excellent agreement with the predicted pulse shape in Figure

9.3, (the experimental pulses have slightly shorter tails because only

the output transducers were tuned), and demonstrates the low attenuation
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(a) An experinental 50 MHz delay line on YX-quartz,

connected as a two-port device (the included scale

is graduated in rnillirnetres) and (b) the output of
this line on a two-port test jig when excited with

5 cycles of a 50 MFIz sine-wave. The input trans-
ducer was untuned and the output transducers tuned

and danped to q=5.
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of the surface-waves which can be achieved on quartz when using weak_

coupling transducers.

9.L.2 Frequency Donain Input Admittance

In the previous section it was asserted that the real part
of the radiation conductance of a transducer is identical to the trans-
admittance between two such transducers, apart from a phase factor in
the latter case. since this assumption, based on the admittance

fornulae derived in chaptet 4, pLays an important part in the develop_

nent of the theoretical one-port device nodel, an experiment was

proposed in an attenpt to verify the relationship.

sinplification of Equation (7.7) for a two transducer one_

port delay line yields

YA(o) = 2c(ul) (r + 
"-jß'0, e.2)

where .Q, is the transducer separation. The real part of the input

admittance, given by the real part of yO(o), is then

Croo (o) = 2G (t,r) (1 + cosJ-o[) (9 . S)

In other words, the radiation conductance for a pair of acoustically

and electrically coupled transducers will have peaks of four times the

single transducer value, with conplete nurls in between.

The real part of the input impedance for a pair of identical
9-finger transducers separated by 30À, was ¡neasured usi¡g the resonance

and substitution technique described in chapter 6, and the result is
shown in Figure 9.5. For comparison, the expected result given by

the computer model for the sane device is shown in Figure 9.6. The

anticipated nu11s appear in the theoretical response as expected, at

frequencies spaced by fo/30 Hz, and the experinental result is observed

to have the sarne general shape.
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The minina in the experimental curve clo not go clorun to:er.o,
indicating that the ntagnitude of the paramcte.rs (ì. . (trr) rrnrl (ìi 

¡(r,r') 
¡t.(-

not in fact identical . The non-zero relativc hcights of ther-scr ni¡irnrr

indicate that the transadmittance signal is lower than the self_

conductance, which may be accounted for by the surface-wave attenuation

and transduction losses between the two transducers under test, as

described in Section 6.4. The absolute accuïacy of these resistance

rtteasurements is uncertain because the desired values are obtained

by subtraction from coil losses of up to several hundred ohms. The

measurenents at these relatively high Q values are also very susceptible

to stray capacitance and lead inductance: in fact the neasurements

may be modified to give the expected value by postulating a total
stray capacitance across both transducer-s and their connecting

conductors of 1.3 pF. In the light of experience in tuning other

experimental lines this does not appear to be an unreasonable figure

for the stray capacitance.

This experiment thus produced results which had the expected

form of the theoretical predictions, within experimental eïror. The

experinent is interesting because, being in the frequency domain, it
does permit the prirnary response (Equation(s.11)to be observed in

its entirety, which is not possible in the time domain. The results

are also indicative of the complexity which can be expected in tl.re

frequency domain input immittance for multitransducer structures.

This is a further argunent in favour of the introduction of deliberate

impedance mismatching to the transducers in transversal filters and

coded one-port devices.

9.2 Binary Coded One-Port De1 ay Line

To observe the response of a simple binary coded one-port
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delay line, the line code 10011011 was selected from the computer

c:oding programs used in chapter B as being a typical code which

would produce a multilevel response. The same transducer geometry

and spacing was used as above, and the desired pattern obtained by

carefully severing the ends of the electrodes of the unwanted

transducers, on a delay line like that shown in Figure 9.4 (this

procedure will be justified in the next chapter).

I .2.7 Experirnental Results

The equivalent circuit for the measuïement apparatus is

shown in Figure 9.7: the 50 f,) source and receiver circuits (shown

in Figures 6.8 and 6.9) were connected to the tuned one-port clevice

by resistors R, representing two long comnunication links. The

total capacitance of the 5 transducers plus strays, reFrresented by

c, was tuned enpirically with a variable inductor L to resonance.

In this circuit the two resistors R determine the effective Q of

the one-port resonance and also isolate the receiver from the full
transnitter voltage.

The output waveform obtained on the oscilloscope with this

circuit is shown in Figure 9.8, for R=SkQ giving an appïoxinate Q

factor of 5.

9.2.2 The Model Prediction

For conparison with the experinent, the computer program,

which obtained the constituent wavefor¡ns shown in Figure 9.2, was

extended to conpute the expected response for the above delay 1ine,

and the result is shown plotted in Figure 9.9.

The expected response code for this particurar structure,

taken from the coding prograns , is 213201\ (where the zero tirne

response is ignored), and this is easily seen in the predicted

prinary waveform although some pulse overrap has occurred. The
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Figure 9.8 The multilevel response waveform from a simple

binary coded one-port line wj-th the pattern

10011011. The excitation sì-gnal is 5 cycles

at 50 MHz, and the device is tuned to q=5.
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same waveform may be clearly seen in the experinental response (the

blur on the trace is due to the preamplifier noise becoming obvious

at the low signal level necessary to avoi-d overloading the pre-

anplifier output with the zero-order response) but the zero and first

bit positions in the primary response are overlapped by the offscale

zero-order response, as predicted in Figure 9.3. Thr¡ null at the

trailing edge of the zero-order response predicted by Figure 9.3 is

also visible in the experimental waveform, and is due to the essentially

180o difference in phase of the zeïo- and first-order responses which

occurs when the transducers are spaced by an integer number of wave-

lengths at the centre frequency.

9.2.3 Conclusions

From these sinple experiments a number of conclusions

were able to be drawn. Firstly, despite the approximations made in

,the analysis in Chapters 4 and 5, the conputer model gives very good

agreernent with the observed waveforrns obtained from coded two-port

and one-port delay lines employing interdigital transducers. The

only significant source of discrepancy with the observed results is

in the predicted nagnitude of the output responses, and these smal1

differences arise fron the lack of a sufficiently accurate deter-

rnination of the sources of loss in the experimental devices, which

consequently are onitted fron the mode1.

The computing techniques developed are very economical:

the complete response of a nultitransducer stTucture is obtainable

by simple arithnetic operations on the three basic waveforms, typified

by those shown in Figure 9.2. Complete responses may thus be computed

to any desired order of accuracy, in a few seconds e.g. total computing

tine to evaluate the basic waveforms and then the desired result in

Figure 9.9 was l-6 seconds CP time on a CDC 6400 machine.
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The original proposal, that a one-port device with a

pulse-modulated ti¡ne domain response night be achieved using a

surface-wave delay line, has been successfully denonstrated.

Horvever, the devices examined above could not seriously be proposed

as approaching a working system. The most serious problen is the

very large difference in level of the zero-order and first-order

responses, which is inevitable using weakly-coupled transducers,

and which creates problems at the receiver when attenpting to observe

the primary response code. We now attempt to evaluate the potential

usefulness of one-port coded lines through the investigation of a

complete prototype system designed with the aim of overconing this

and associated problens.

9.3 Prototype One-Port Coding System

The essential conponents of any delay line labelling system

are shown diagrannatically in Figure 9.10(a), and consist of a pulsed

transmitter and antenna, a coded one-port delay line coupled to a

transponding antenna, and a suitable receiver also connected to the

transmitting antenna to detect the coded string of reply pulses. To

protect the sensitive receiver input circuitry fron the full trans-

nitter voltage, suitable switching equipnent is necessary to isolate

the receiver for the duration of the transnitter pu1se.

9.3.1 System Design Considerations

The general forn of the systen described in Figure 9.10(a)

resembles closely that of a conventional radar system, and an exam-

ination of the similarities and differences of the two types of

systems will enable sone useful insights to be gained regarding the

questions of selection of good transmitter waveforrns, and the optinum

receiver design. The present example of a one-port system employing
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time-delayed pulse coding corresponds directly to a conventional

pulsed radar seeking a nunber of targets at predeternined ranges.

Interrogation of a nunber of coded one-port devices on different

channels wourd correspond to a radar observing targets on different

bearings: for sinplicity only single-channel interrogation will

be considered here.

From signal processing theory for radar receivers it is

now well known that to maximise the signal-to-noise ratio at the

r(,ceiver output, a natched fi1ter149 ,horrld be employed, and the

general format of an optinum receiver for the detection of N

separate reply pulses is shown in Figure 9.10(b). A separate

matched filter must be designed for each echo pulse, and the

specification for a natched filter is that the frequency transfer

function should be equal to the conjugate spectrum of the known

input signal (ptus a sinple tine delay to pernit physical realization

of the filter). This knowledge of the desired receiver characteristics

imposes an indirect constraint on the transmitter waveform, as it is

obvious that little advantage will be derived by going to more complex

transnitter waveforms if the appropriate matched filter response is

not readiLy realizable.

Having naximised the available signal-to-noise ratio at

some instant in time, relative to the trans¡nitter pulse, for each

reply pulse it is necessary to sanple the matched filter output, make

a decision as to whether a pulse has been received, and store the

result for subsequent use (and also possibly for integration over

several interrogation cycles). For this purpose a detector is

shown after the matched filters for each reply pu1se. The operat-

ional constraints on the detector will differ considerably frorn the

typical radar situation, where the enphasis is usually on mininising
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the false-alarm rate for target echos obscured in noise. For a

labelling system to be of any use it must achieve reliable detection

of each pulse in the reply code and this wirl necessitate working

with good signal-to-noise ratios at the receiver output. A further

difference to be reflected in the detector design is that not only

false-alarms but nissed-detections also must be held below an accept-

able 1evel.

To investigate the behaviour and linitations of coded one-

port surface-wave delay lines when subject to the constraints inposed

when operating in a practical interrogation systen, the prototype

system described in the following sections was simulated in the

1 aboratory.

9.3.2 Selection of the Coding Method

The first decision required in the design of any labelling

systen is the type of line coding to be adopted, and in this case

delayed binary coding was chosen, for the following reasons. It was

conmented previously that the large difference in amplitude between

the zero-order and prinary responses resulted in the overlap of the

edrly reply pulses by the tail of the zero-order response. In the

practical situation shown in Figure 9.10(a) this problen is aggravated

by the additional attenuation of the primary response by twice the

one-way propagation loss, and the problem becomes serious. To avoid

the need to go to a large individual transducer spacing in an effort

to prevent overlap of the zero-order response, it was considered that

more efficient use of the substrate area would be achieved if close

transducer spacing was retained and the first few reply pulses ignored

by the decoder. This led naturally to a consideration of the delayed

binary codes described in Chapter B. These codes were also considered

attractive because they provide a natural binary output which simplifies

the detector design, and because of the availability of a set of monotonic
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binary output codes which is attractive from the system designer's

point of view.

Delayed binary codes are not the nost efficient codes

available in terms of the number of discrete codes available with

N-transducers, and the possibility of using the more efFicient ternary

codes in a delayed ternary fornat was also considered. However the

use of biphase and ternary codes requires an accurate phase-reference

at the receiver relative to the reply code, and since a one-way prop-

agation path length change of only 1,.5 metres would result in 1800

phase shift of the carrier frequency at 50 MHz, the use of these coding

systcms would require accurate location of the transponding labet before

interrogation, and they were not considered further.

*9.3.3 Description of the Prototype Systen

The integrated transmitter-receiver systen used for the

experirnental interrogation of the one-port delay lines is shown in

Figure 9.11, and its operation nay be understood by reference to the

waveforms in Figure 9.r2. The system is designed to operate with

17-bít length delayed binary one-port lines using the transducer

geonetry described in section 9.1, and the naxinum primary response

envelope from a line with all 9 transducers pïesent is indicated by

the waveform in Figure 9.12(c).

The systen operation is controlled by the tining unit which

ir; synchronized with the 50 MHz naster oscillator and an interrogation

cycle is initiated with a short pulse T1 which gates a burst of 5

* The prototype system described in this section was designed by the
author in collaboration with his supervisor, Dr. p.H. Cole, of
the university of Adelaide and Dr. R. vaughan of the university of
New south ltlales. The prelininary systen concept was tested with
a computer model developed by the author and, following successful
results in the feasibility study, an experimental transrnitter
and receiver was designed and built by Dr.s Cole and Vaughan,
This receiver system was made available to the author for valid-
ation of the computer system nodel, and was used to obtain the
experinental results presented in sections 9.9.5. and 9.3.6. and
the reflection measurements in Section 10.S.S.
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cycles through mixer M1 to the RF anplifier (to improve the on-off

ratio the amplifier is just biased into class C mode), and a pulse

is launched into the simulated antenna and propagation link, and

the delay line. The receiver preanplifier is held off by the timing

signal T2 (waveform (d)) until the reply-code interval to allow time

for the ringing in the antenna circuits to decay. The subsequent

stages of the receiver sinulate a natched filtering action.

The optínum filter for a single pulse, as mentioned before,

has a transfer function equal to the conjugate spectrum of the pulse.

It is rnore enlightening to describe the natched filter in the tine

domain, as one whose impulse response is simply a time reversed

version of the signal pu1se. Hence matched filtering is equivalent

to convolution with a time-reversed replica of the signal i.e. it is

equivalent to a correlation detector. In this case a matched filter

is sinulated by nultiplying the RF wavefonn (c) with a short 10 cycle

burst of local oscillator signal gated through mixer M3, in mixer M2.

Tlre correlation process is then conpleted by the integration effect

of the narrow bandpass IF filter.

This is not a very accurate sirnulation of a natched filter

response, because we are correlating the received signal pulse with

a pulse with a rectangular envelope, not a replica of the input pulse.

The resulting degradation in signal-to-noise ratio is about 1.0 d8,150

which is considered acceptable in an experimental system. Another

simplication, which will have been observed by the reader, is that

only one natched filter is shown in Figure 9.L1. The individual

reply pulses are observed in the experinents by nanually altering

thetimeposition of the tining signal T3, in order to examine the

system response to each pulse.

The addition of an audio frequency offset to the master
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oscillator frequency achieves two things: it enables the single

mixer M2 to substitute for a full quadrature mixer (albeit at a J dB

loss in signal-to-noise ratio) and it pernits AC instead of DC post-

mixer amplification thus ¡ninimising drift problens in the circuit

design. The final stage prior to detector operation is the

rectification and filtering of the audio signat to DC. The trans-

nitter is in fact pulsed at a PRF of 100 kHz, and this final low-pass

filter performs the additional function of integrating the system

output to improve the output signal-to-noise ratio stil1 further.

The detector shown in Figure 9.10(b) was not realized

experimentally, this function being perforned by the operator

observing the DC output as a function of the bit position drive

signal T3.

9 .3.4 The ter Simulation

The nain interest in the investigation of this experi-

nenta,l one-port coding system was in deternining the effect of the

antennas, line tuning and receiver circuitry on the detectability

of the output code, particularly in the case of noderate to severe

pass-band distortion in the cornmunication channel. Apart from

degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio, waveform distortion will

also result in intersymbol interference between the output pulses.

A computer simulation was set up to calculate first the

complete primary response waveform at the input to the mixer M2, then

the operation of the natched filter was simulated to derive a plot

of the receiver output versus the matched filter delay. The frequency

dependent circuit elenents, external to the source and receiver, in

the experimental system sinulation are shown in Figure 9.1J, and the

individual segments were modelled in program INTER. It will be

noted that an inductive loop antenna is assumed for the transponding
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antenna and that the self inductance is used to resonate the static

delay line capacitance. The source was assuned to deliver exactly

fì,ve cycles of a perfect sine wave, and the receiver RF circuits

were considered to be sufficiently broadband to have negligible effect

on the RF waveform except for the high and low-pass filters associated

with the RF gates between stages, and these were included in the

progran in case the side-band phase shifts proved significant. The

program uses the FFT algorithn to transform between the time and

frequency domains, to permit the nost efficient conputation of the

operation of each system element, and a flow chart and listing of the

progran nay be found in Appendix 41.8.

To match the transducer bandwidths all the antenna circuits

were assumed to be effectively tuned then damped, if necessary, to a

Q value of 5 in each case at 50 MHz. The predicted waveforrn at the

nixer input in the receiver is shown in Figure 9.I4. This plot

clearly shows the expected delayed binary code of 11010011, but the

¡lulses have spread in tine due to the restriction of the signal band-

width by the various tuned circuits.

The action of a quadrature nultiplier was then simulated in

the succeeding section of the program, and a plot of the output versus

various time positions of the gating signal TJ, obtained. The result

for the typical RF waveform shown in Figure 9.74, is shown in Figure

9.15. The presentation of the results in this form was found to be

useful for diagnostic purposes, but the interpretation of results needs

care as the curve is not a function of time in the norrnal sense. The

curve represents the output of an infinite number of natched filters

with varying delays, and in a practical system only eight natched

filters would be used, one for each expected reply pulse. The corïect

delays for these filters are indicated by the vertical bars in the

figure.
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The presence of pulse-overlap can be observed in this curve:

the output has not fallen to zero at the second marker due to the tail

of the first pulse, and the output for pulse four is greater than

pulse one, due to the overlap from pulse three (pulse one avoids this

problem only because it has been deliberately preceded by a blank in

the disregarded part of the response code - as shown in Figure 9.14.)

9. 3.5 Experimental Results

The experinental results were obtained using a laboratoïy
*

prototype of the receiver system in Figure 9.11, using the circuit

coinponents shown in Figure 9.13 to represent the antennas and prop-

agation link. The delay line was nanufactured on Y-cut quartz using

the techniques described in Chapter 6. The ends of the crystal were

coated with black wax to reduce the reflections from the crystal edges,

but no treatnent for volume nodes was considered necessary. A typical

delay Iine with all transducers present is shown in Figure 9.4(a). One

advantage inherent in one-port devices which is obvious from the

photograph of the mounted crystal, is the absence of any necessity to

attenpt to shield any of the transducers from one another - one of the

rnost persistent problems in two-port device mounting.

A standard transducer pattern was modified by severing the

fingers of selected transducers to produce the effective pattern of

10000000011010011. This pattern hras arbitrarily selected as being

a fairly representative response which would illustrate the effect

of pulse-spreading on both succeeding '1ts and tOts.

The DC output response obtained using this system by varying

the effective matched filter delay setting is shown in Figure 9.16.

The results show good agreement with the curve predicted in Figure

9.15 with very similar degrees of pulse overlap. The curve does not

See footnote in Section 9.3.3.
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inmediately f.aIl to zero folloling a pulse due to the erponential

decay following excitation of the tuned circuits, and this limits the

mininum acceptable pulse spacing as will be discussed in the next

chapter. The greater irregularity in the observed peak heights

(allowing for the overlap of successive tlts) in comparison with the

theoretical result is apparently due to the presence of second-order

effects in the practical devices. Volune waves were discounted

because impulse-tests on several lines, using the equipment in

Figures 6.11 showed no sign of volume wave energy reaching the

output in two-port configuration, except for a snall amount at third

harmonic frequency which would be rejected by the matched fitter in

the experimental receiver. The significance of second-order effects

is discussed further in the next chapter.

9.3.6 Perfornance Under Adverse Conditions

These experimental results show that clearly detectable

coded responses can be obtained frorn one-port delay lines over a

simulated propagation link of moderate insertion loss under ideal

conditions. An inportant question in evaluating the potential

utility of a system such as this is the extent to which the coded

receiver input is affected by additional distortion in the propagation

link to the label.

The source of variation in the systen behaviour considered to

be nost likely is variation in the antenna patterns due to the incursion

of foreign objects into the near-field of either the transnitting or

transponding antennas. This is considered highly probable if the

coded line is used as a transferable label to be fixed to various

objects as required. Apart fron any screening of the energy propag-

ating to and fron the label, the close proxinity of a conducting object

would result in severe detuning of the sirnple inductive loop antenna
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which is assuned in the system simulation above.

A series of runs were conducted using the conputer nodel

to study the effect of variation of the effective Q-factor and

resonant frequency of the antenna tuning circuits and a typical

systen output for a run with the transponding antenna detuned to

resonate at 40 MHz as shown in Figure 9,L7, instead of 50 MHz (still

Q=5) is shown in Figure 9.18. The relative system output is reduced

by 13 dB as could be expected, but less expected is the fact that the

intersymbol interference is also noticeably reduced as indicated by

the narrower peaks in the curve. The general conclusion of this

study was that, for any variation in the reactive antenna equivalent

circuit values, the insertion loss of the line increased and the

pulse overlap reduced. The explanation appears to lie in the fact

that in any detuning, the centre frequency shift is more inportant

than the stight change in Q-factor of that particular resonant circuit.

The only way the pulse overlap, and hence the code detectability could

be ¡nade worse was by increasing the Q-factor of one of the tuned circuits

without changing the resonant frequency, which is considered unlikely

to occur due to external interference.

The general trend of these conclusions was verified by

:;ome representative experinental runs on the laboratory bench. The

experinental output obtained under the same conditions as assurned for

Figure 9.18 is shown in Figure 9.19 and apart fron different scales

good agreement can be seen.

A further point revealed by the cornputer studies is that the

group delay in signal transmission through the resonant circuits

varies when the equivalent circuit parameters are altered. This

result is observed as a relative horizontal shift of the output

response curve. The effective envelope delay per resonant circuit
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was determined fron conputer studies to be approximately 24 nsec which

agrees well with the fígure of Q/ (4fo) = 25 nsec obtained by the

author fro¡n the theory of sirnple resonant circuits. since the

received signal passes through each resonant circuit twice the delay

variation due to any detuning can be quite significant and creates a

problem in deternining the correct delays for the matched filters.

Extending the general conclusion reached above, it appears that the

group delay is never increased due to antenna detuning, and in a

practical systen design it would seern sensible to anticipate some

detuning and set the matched firter delays slightly ahead of the

optimun position to rninimise the effects of detuning.

9 .3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter the behaviour of simple delay lines

connected as one-port devices has been shown to be adequately

described by the theory of chapters 3,4 and 7 . A simple prototrpe

delay line interrogation systen was simulated both on a computer and

in the raboratory; the resulting output waveforns of this system

dernonstrate the feasibility of using surface-wave devices with inter-

digitar transducers to generate identifiable digitally coded tine

domain responses.

The paramaters of this experinental systen, such as the

number of transducer fingers and the antenna bandwidth etc., were

selected largely on the basis of intuition, and the results achieved

were quite gratifying. An obvious question is what parameters

determine the minimum acceptable transducer spacing i.e. what is the

maximum bit density we can achieve on the substrate for a given

available operating bandwidth? The lines observed had a naximum of

9 transducers spread over 17 possible locations on the substrate:

another important question is what determines the upper limit on the
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number of ttansducers which nay be enployed i.e. the maxi¡nun number

of bits in the code? These and related questions are addressed

in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 10

LIMÏTATIONS OF TIME DOMAIN CODED SYSTEMS

10.0 Introduction

In any practical delay line labelling scheme where the labe1

is to be attached to diverse objects physically remote fron the interr-

ogation unit, a La'rge variation in the received signal strength can be

expected. This nakes the problen of reliable decoding of the received

signal considerably rnore difficult.

When the received signal is very weak, our ability to decode

it will be limited by the anbient or receiver self-noise. This was

the situation assuned to exist in the last chapter, because the require-

ment to detect weak signals in noise will doninate the fonn the receiver

will take. The actual signal-to-noise ratios achieved in practice,

and hence the minimun possible error rate, will be determined by the

exigencies of the particular application in hand. In this study the

form of the receiver is considered to be of interest only for the way

in which it affects our ability to decode the waveforms generated by

the interdigital transducers enployed on the surface-wave delay lines.

When a strong response is applied to the input of the receiver,

the decoding is not linited by noise, but by the appearance of undesired

energy in the zero positions in the code. The major sources of trouble

are the overlap of the individual reply pulses, and the regeneration and

reflection of signals within the delay line, giving rise to spurious

output pulses. These phenonena impose limitations on the closeness

of the transducer spacing and the number, and tining, of the transducers

which can be enployed in practice, and an investigation of these limit-

ations is reported in this chapter.
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10. 1 Ou t Pulse eadi

The presence of narrow band-pass filters in the signal path

neans that each individual reply pulse will have a tail, which decays

exponentially with tine. At high signal 1evels this relatively small

tail will exceed the receiver threshold and result in an automated

detector recording rlrs in all following bit positions regardless of

the actual code present. The most obvious solution is to use an

automatic gain control, actuated by the largest received pulse, to

reduce the receiver gain. However, the presence of the pulse tail

will still raise the effective noise level in the r0r positions,

requiring adjustnent of the detector threshold and increasing the

error-rate of the detector.

This problen becomes quite severe when the transducers nust

be spaced as closely as possible, and we now look at the basic factors

contributing to the duration of the pulses reaching the receiver.

10.1.1 Receiver fnput Waveform

The output waveform of a tuned one-port device (neglecting

for the moment the transnitter antenna) is given by Equation(9.1),and

typical component waveforms are shown in Figure 9.2. The significant

feature to be observed here is that the transrnitter pulse and radiation

conductance waveforns may be regarded as being effectively of finite
*

duration , whereas the circuit response extends to infinity.

If the transmitter pulse has duration T and the tine conduct-

ance g(t) has duration 2T, then 3T after its conmencement the output

response will be deternined solely by the tuned circuit decay. The

relative decay rates for different circuit Q values have been computed

using the waveforns in Figure 9.2, by means of Equation(9.1),and the

results are shown in Figure 10.1. The response for Q=1 shows the

The presence of the lol-factor in the conductance formula means
that this is not strictly true, but the rate of decay of the
tails is sufficient to justify this approximation.
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basic line response, determined by the convolution of the input voltage

and the 2-transducer impulse response. The effect of increasing the

Q of the circuit tuning the transducer static capacitance is clearty

demonstrated: the insertion loss is reduced, but the overall pulse-

width, and the envelope delay increase narkedly.

An experinental two-port device with tuned input and output

circuits to sirnulate a one-port structure (as described in Section

9.2.1)was used to obtain the waveforns shown in Figure L0.2, using

th,) apparatus in Figure 6.9. Only the envelope of the output

waveform is shown because the gating signal determining the trans-

mitter pulse-length was not phase-synchronised with the RF carrier

frequency. The waveform shown corresponds to an 01010 response

code for transducers with dimensions and spacing identical to those

used in the prototype systen in Section 9.3. The detector would

examine the signal level at the nid-point of the horizontal graticule

to determine the presence or absence of the middle bit in this reply

code, and it is apparent that the signal level at this position,

resulting from overlap by the preceding pulse, rises significantly as

the circuit Q-value is increased.

The good agreement between these resul,ts and the computer

predictions gives reason for confidence in the latter, and in the

next section the computer nodel is used to explore the dependence of

pulse length upon the relevant parameters.

10. 1 .2 Discrimination Ratio

Since it is difficult to justify the selection of any

particular level of pulse overlap as being universally acceptable,

the computer model was employed to generate a set of curves describing

the degree of overlap for various combinations of system parameters.

The results are expressed in terms of the discrimination
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10.2 Experinentally observed wave-forms corresponding to

a one-poït device with output response code 0101-0,

and with tuned circuit parameters (a) Q=2, (b) Q=5,

and (c) Q=10. Horizontal scale 100 Usec/cm;

vertical amplitudes not to scale - pulses normalised

to 4 crn peak to peak.
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ratio D, which is defined as,

[=

To reduce the num

plotted in terms

TL=

ber of variables to

of the convenient d

Pulse Length (cycl

Height of a single pulse
Fleight of same pulse at next bit position (10.1)

be collsidered the results have been

inensionless ratios,

es) (10.2)
N

Transducer Spacing (wavelengths) (10.3)
N

Tuned Circuit Q-factor (10.4)
N

where N is the transducer length in wavelengths at the synchronous

frequency. This particular choice of ratì.os perrnits the designer to

select his transducer length, after consideration of the required

insertion loss (to be discussed in the next section) and the available

bandwidth (which will be deternined by the available spectrum alloc-

ation), and then select the system parameters necessary to achieve the

required discrimination ratio.

The resulting curves, for different values of transmitter

pulse-length T' are given in Figures 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5. The

effecl'- of increasing T, is roughly to shift the curves to the right,

indicating a need for greater transducer spacing as could be expected.

In the top right area of the graphs the curves for constant TQ become

asymptotic to straight lines, verifying the previous assertion that

the exponential decay tern dominates for large transducer spacing.

The discrinination ratio D increases slightly as T, is

reduced, but for values of Tr<1.0 the 2-transducer insertion loss

goes up rapidly, so it would seen logical to operate with T, = 1.0.

In the present study a discrimination ratio of 20 dB was considered

desirable, and this would nean working on a horizontal operating locus

in Figure t0.4. The minimum acceptable TO value will be determined by

insertion loss considerations, and the minimum possible transducer
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spacing can then be determined fron the graph.

For example, the prototype system described in the last

chapter (designed before these curves were available) had the para-

meter values T"= 1.25, TS = 2.5 and TO = 1.25, yielding an inter-

polated value of the discrinination ratio of 27 dB, which is in

substantial agreement with the observed behaviour, when allowance is

made for the action of the coherent detector.

It should be noted here that the effect of envelope clelay

variation with variation in the tuned circuit Q-factor has been

neglected. The distance between successive bits renains unaltered,

and it is assumed that the detector output for the single reference

pulse has been adjusted for the maximum.

10.1.5 Insertion Loss

In the previous section reference was made to the rel.ation

between the number of transducer fingers and the in-sertion loss of the

'coded delay 1ine. The actual insertion loss of any pïactical device

in a particular circuit may be conputed accurately using the computer

model of chapter 5, but this requires a cbmplete specification of the

transducer geonetTy. For preliminary discussions of various coding

systerns, it was considered desirable to obtain a graphical representation

of the relationship between transducer length, the material constants

and the tuned circuit Q-factor for use in conjunction with the discrin-

ination ratio curves. The required curves were derived as fo1lows.

Following the approach of Snith et 
^I.47,48 in regarding

the interdigital transducer as a lossless 3-port device with one

electrical and two acoustic ports, we may, by appropriate choice of

impedance leve1s and reference planes, aepresent this device by the

e{uivalent circuit shown in Figure 10.6. (This equivalent circuit is

only valid for a single frequency - chosen here to be the synchronous
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frequency - and for lossless operation of the device i.e. when

urtcoupled to any other acoustic modes. ) The transducer is shown with

a shunt tuning inductor L chosen to resonate the static capacitance

cT, and with an externar load resistanc" RL. The device is assumed

to be excited by an incident CW signal of arnplitude V at acoustic port

1, and we wish to deternine the rerative fractions of the incident

power P which are reflected back from port 1, P1, transmitted through

port 2, P2, and delivered to R, at port 3, PS.

The relative power levels are given by the powers dissipated

in the resistors R' R, and R, respectively, and we obtain

Reflected Power

T2
(1+T) 2P

1
(10. s)

(10.6)

(10.7)

(10. 8)

(10. e)

Transmitted Power

I
(1+T) z

Converted Power

3
2T

(1+T) z

where

T

T is the dimensionless transducer electrical Q-factor as defined
a

Pz

P

tQ

T2
m

previously, and T" is the dimensionless material coupling factor

Ttr.t = %
N

48where Çis the naterial coupling Q-factor Since the passive three-

port structure is reciprocal, the conversion loss for a signal passing

through a two-port delay line ernploying two identical transducers, both

tuned to the same value of TO, is simply double that predicted by Equation

(10.7). This expression is shown plotted on a log. scale against T*

for various values of TO, in Figure 10.7.
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For this graph to be of any use we must be able to relate

the single-pass insertion loss to the situation where each transducer

is shunted by (M-1) other transducers, and also by a non-negligible

amount of stray capacitance C, = SCT. In this case the return loss

is given by Figure L0.7 , if we use the rnodified parameter

ra
)

(M+S) (10.10)

To illustrate the use of this graph, in the experimental

coding system we had the parameter valu"r % - 20, N=4, M=9, S=3, yield-

ing values of T, = 5 and tö = 0.2 and we can interpolate fron the graph

to obtain the return loss figure of 35 dB.

These expressions have been derived assuming operation at a

single frequency, and really only apply when the pulse length is much

greater than the propagation time across the transducers. l{owever

they have the merit that they can provide approximate initial estinlates

of the return loss for moderate length pulses, in any proposed system,

without the need for detailed analysis.

10.1.4 Receiver Waveform

In the preceding sections the degree of pulse overlap

rrras estimated for the prinary response of a tuned one-port delay 1ine.

This waveform would be relevant to a simple system with a broadband

transnit-receive antenna, and a sinple envelope detector in the

receiver. For more elaborate types of receiver, additional pulse-

spreading may occur as a result of the receiver action.

In the case of a matched filter receiver the output as a

function of filter delay'r, for an input waveform vr(t), is given by

v* (r) v (t)v (t + 'r - T) dt 0<.r<27

where T is selected to satisfy

v(t) N 0

tQ

TI
o

(
(

t<0
t>T
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This output will have twice the duration of the input signal, with a

maximum at T=T, resulting in a significant increase in overlap of the

coded pulses. It is also interesting to note that this outpnt pulse

shape vr(t) is synmetric wj-th respect to the peak, so tlìat the pulse

tails will overlap both leading and trailing zeros in the code.

The gated coherent detector used in the prototype system has

slightly better performance than the matched filter in this respect.

By correlating the input waveform with a shorter rectangular function,

the pulse-spreading is reduced and the overlap of leading pulses is not

present: this inprovement, however, is associated with a slight drop

in the signal-to-noise ratio observed at the receiver ortprrt 150.

10.1.5 Optimun Waveform Selection

T'his discussion of pulse shapes leads naturally to the

question, what transducer geometry will ninimise the transducer spacing?

There is no general answer to this question because as has already been

shown, the output response waveform depends upon all the components in

the coding system. However a few general conclusions may be obtained

if we restrict the discussion to systems usi-ng tuned one-port delay

lines with uniform interdigital transducers, of the type employed in

this study.

The first conclusion is that the transducer geonetry has only

a minor effect upon the final pulse shape, as by the Central-limit

Theorern as applied to Fourier theoryls1, a waveform derived by the

convolution of multiple waveforms tends to Gaussian in shape*. In our

practical system, the output waveform is derived fron the convolution of

the transmitter pulse with the antenna impulse response (twice), with

the delay line tuning inpulse response (twice) and with the single

transducer sensitivity function (twice). And if the receiver uses

The theoren is stated for non-negative waveforns. Flere we are
dealing with narrow-band functions with an envelope which is
essential ly non-negative .
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matched filtering this output is also effectively correlatecl with rr

single reversed output pulse. The rapid convergerìce of the outprrt

waveform to the Gaussian shape is clearly denonstrated by the expeli-

mental waveforms in Figure 70.2 
*.

This is a rather fortunate result as we know fron the

Uncertainty Principt"152 that for pul ses whose spectra are restricted

to a fixed half-power bandwidth, the pulse with the shortest width

in the tine domain is one having a Gaussian shape (in both time and

frequency donains). So if the measure of pulse and spectrum width

used in the derivation of the Uncertainty Principle (Equation(10.12))

is accepted, the system we have been observing will produce optimally

short time donain pulses for the available bandwidth.

This leads to the well known radar designersr maxim, that

to minimise the time domain pulse length, one must use pulses with

the greatest possible bandwidth. Since both the uniform interdigital

transducers and the tuned circuits suffer an increase in insertion

loss when the bandwidth must be increased, it is a relatively sinple

matter to show that the system design is optimum when the time domain

dispersion of each systen conponent is made equal to a constant of.

The overall time domain dispersion is then given by

o2 = no',

where the dispersion of a time waveforrn k is defined as

oi = {: (t - nk)'rn[t) at , (10.1,2)

l, is the waveforn mean, given by'k

nk = I: t fk(r) dt, (10.13)

and n is the nunber of component stages in the system.

10.2 Regeneration

Another phenomenon which can result in errors in decoding the

For high-Q circuits the casual form of the Central-linit Theorem
is more accurate - Ref. B5, page 234.

*
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received waveform is the appearance of regenerated or second-order

pulses in the line response. These were predicted by the theory in

Chapter 7 and under certain conditions may approach the primary

response in amplitude.

A related phenomemon, to be discussed in the next section,

is that of reflection fron interdigital transducers, and in an effort

to avoid the anbiguity currently associated with the usage of these

terms in the literature, the terms will be defined here as follows.

Regeneration is here taken to describe the reconversion of etìergy

from electrical to acoustic form, following the conversion from

acoustic to electric form on detection of a surface wave by a trans-

ducer. Thus regeneration will take place at the receiving transducer

and any other paral1el-connected transducers.

The term reflection is reserved for the reflection of surface-

wave energy by a transducer due to the electrical and mechanical dis-

continuities created by the presence of the electrodes on the surface

i.e. the reflection coefficient of a transducer under this definition

is independent of the electrical loading of that transducer. These

sonewhat unconventional definitions were adopted to avoid a number of

paradoxes unique to the discussion of one-port devíces, and conforrn

naturally with the admittance matrix analysis of these devices.

The peak second-order signal leve1s are dependent upon both

the insertion loss of the transducers, and the code pattern of the

transducers present, and these aspects will be discussed separately.

10.2.1 Regenerated Pulse lVaveforn

An expression for the complete second-order response of

a coded one-port structure was derived in terms of the single transducer

impedances in Chapter 7, and the result is reproduced here for convenience,

v (t) = 2'oCr v.(t) *z-,(t)*g(t)*z^, (t)*g(t) *z-,(t)*k(t)*k(t) (10.14)

M,Q
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The shape of the individual pulses will be approximately

Gaussian for the reasons outlined above, but the time dispersion of

the pulses will be nearly double that of the primary response pulses

described previously.

t0.2.2 Regenerated Pulse Code

The second-order response, characterised by Equation (10.14),

nay be interpreted in the same manner as the prinary response, in that

it will consist of a sequence of pulses of identical shape and with

anplitudes deternined in magnitude and delay by the convolution product

s(t) = lç(t)* k(t)

N-1

/:
t N-1I

j=oK.
1

ô(x - 1T K ô (t-x-jr) dx)

2 (N-1
t

n=o

n

i=o
N-1
t

1=O

K.K1 n-l

)

)
S ôft - n'r)

n
(10.1s)

0(n( ¡-1

N(n( 2(N-1) (10. 16)

where

S
n

K.
1

Kn-Ii=n- (N-1)

lVe shall call s(t) the regenerated code, and it consists of the sequence

of equi-spaced ô-functions with amplituder Srr.

The response vr(t) is superimposed on the desired code in vr(t)

and nay result in a detector error if a regenerated pulse of significant

amplitude takes the place of a r0r in the prinary response. This process

is aggravated by the fact that v, (t) and v r(t) are in antiphase (Equation

10.17) because this means regenerated pulses added to adjacent prirnary

code '1's diminish the anplitude of these pulses, reducing the discrin-

ination ratio sti1l further.

An example of this type of interference has been selected fron

the code generating program for sirnple binary codes (which identifies

the location of zero-fill occurrences) for the purpose of itlustration.
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The transducer pattern in this case is 101101 and the t'esponses are

TIMEPOSITION O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PRIMARYRESPONSE 2 I 2 2 O 1

SECONDARYRESPONSE 4 4 9T2 BL2 6 4 4 O 1

The useful part of the prinary response code is 1220t and it ca4 be

seen that there is a regenerated pulse with 8-units of amplitude in

time position 4, while the inmediately adjacent pulses will be

reduced in anplitude by 12-unit regenerated pulses.

L0.2.3 Relative tunplitude of the Regenerated Response

It is obvious in the above example that the relative

levels of the primary and secondary responses will determine whether

this interference is going to be significant, and we can rewrite

Equation (10.14) to give the secondary response in terms of the

prinary response,

v (t)
2 ., (.)* g(t)* k(r)

.)

v (t)* z (10.17)
M

The relative amplitude of vr(t) depends upon g(t), the circuit tuning

factor Q, and the nunber of operating transducers M on the dú,ay line.

The Q-dependence is obtained in the tern ,.,,(r), as at the

centre frequency t.Íro) = Q/ooCT, from Equation (7.23). Hence attempts

to increase the tuned-circuit Q-factor, in order to decrease the delay

line return loss, will result in an increase in the level of the

lregenerated response relative to the prinary response.

The dependence of the relative regenerated signal level upon

the number of transducers in a particular code pattern is quite com-

plicated, but bounds may be found for the signal levels as follows.

The weakest response which one would wish to detect as a I l, t in the

prinary code is a pulse with unit anptitude, and we would like an

estinate of the maximum possible secondary response leve1, relative to

this pulse height. The actual maximun secondary code level is
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dependent on both M the number of transducers in use, and the

particular code pattern in use. The maximum possible secondary

Tesponse level, for codes of length N, will be generated by the

oattern A = A. = --- = Â = 1' this pattern does not generate any
2 "N L'

rOrs in the reply code, but will still suffer fron some degree of

prinary pulse cancellation. The results we obtain with this code

will serve as an upper bound for the secondary pulse levels to be

expected from more sparse patterns of length N.

By neans of Equation (7.18) we find that the reply code

coefficients will have the forn

K
N

z
N-i

and on substituting in Equation

response coefficients

$=
n

i=0

1<i<\¡-1 (10.13)

(10.16) we obtain for the secondary

1

å (tt' - 6N- + 6N2 - 1), o(n$t-lO'n (10.1s)

The secondary code differs fron the primary code in being an auto-

convolution product, instead of being dependent on an autocorrelation

function. In consequence of this the code coefficients do not normally

form a symmetric set about SN_1, and the position of the maximun valtre

of S. is dependent upon the code coefficients 4.. For the particular

case in hand it is apparent that the rnaximurn value will occur for

n<N-1, and a solution by approximate methods shows that for large

values of N (>10 say) the value of i corresponding to the rnaximum

coefficient is the nearest integer value to

i = (2-,/z)N (10.20)

The corresponding peak value of the secondary response, for increasing

values of N, is asymptotic to

sr"*. = ? (/z- t)r'13 (10.21)
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The signif icancc of thi-s result is scen orr srrbstitt¡t ion blck

into Equation (10.17) where we see that in the uppc.r Iinrit, for fixetl

transducer geonetry and choice of substrate,

I v (tl ,nr* 0 NQv (t) 00,22)

The lower limit is obtained fron consideration of the sinplest possible

one-port structure of length N, i.e. when A, = \ = 1 and Ai = 0,

l<i<N, when we find

I v^ (t)l - 0 Qv (t) G0.23)' 2- --max 't
All sinple bínary coded lines will give responses falling between these

limits, but Equation (10.22) makes it clear that in practice the inter-

ference level due to second-order or regenerated pulses will become

srignificant in delay lines employing large numbers of transduceïs.

For the purpose of illustration the second-order responses

for the delayed binary codes used in the experimental coding systen,

have been conputed for the particular cases where only one zero appears

in the reply code, and the results are given in Table 10.1. The

worst case of zero-fill is in the last example where the zero in time

position 16 is overlaid with a second-order pulse of 42-unit amplitude.

Thus the second-order pulse height will equal or exceed the primary

unit-purse height if the delay line prinary return loss is less than

or equal to 32.5 dB at the synchronous frequency. As pointed out

previously, the proble¡n is somewhat u/orse'than this in practice as

the adjacent ones in the prinary response will be reduc,:d by the

addition of the antiphase secondary pulses, reducing the discrimination

ratio even further.

10.3 Reflection

In conventional usage the tern reflection describes the

total signal energy propagating back down the input signal transnission
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TABLE 10.].: COMPUTED PRIMARY AND SECONDARY RESPONSES

FOR 8-BIT DELAYED BINARY CODES WITII ONI] ZERO

TIME POSITIONS
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path, relative to the input signal Ievel to thc clevicr. irr tlrrcstitrn,

at a single frequency. As mentioned above, it was founcl nìore con\¡c.nierrt

in this study to separate the fractions of this reversed energy flow

into the component dependent upon the transducer loading, described above,

and the components which are independent of the transducer loading. The

latter are referred to here as reflected signals.

This particular usage has two nain advantages. It avoids

the situation where identical signals re-radiated by the transducers of

a one-port structure are described variously as reflected or regenerated

depending on which particular transducer received the acoustic energy,

and it permits ready allowance for the fact that the conponents of the

conventional reflected signal yield differing output codes.

It was seen above that signal Tegeneration is predicted in

the admittance analysis of one-port structures. The reflections which

we now wish to quantify 4re not accounted for in the above theory,

because in the derivation of the transadmittance formulae the reflection

from a short-circuited transducer was assumed to be zero. We now

exanine the validity of that assumption.

10.3. 1 Reflected Pulse Waveforn

In this case (in contrast to regeneration) the reflected

signal nay be obtained by the summation of the individual reflections

from each of the electrodes in the transducer. lVe assume that for a

uniforrn width transducer the electrodes nay be represented by an

infinitely thin reflector at the centre of each electrode, i, with an

amplitude sensitivity coefficient D. at x' which we assume is frequency

independent over the passband of the systen. The waveform of a once-

reflected output signal will then take the fo"r*

v" (t) = v (t)* d'(t)
I

(L0.24)

Since the propagation changes direction, this expression is only
valid for symmetric transducers. If the transducers are
asymnetric g(t) nust be calculated using f (x) = f (-x) in Equation
(4.2s) I -
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where d'(t) is related to the spatial reflection function d(x) by

the relation dt(t) = d(4t) and changing the variable to x = vt,

d (x) D.
1

(10.2s)

9.g

nluroj 
lA¡ *r. lA¡ *zk-i * \- (1* j ) lor- (r* j *r1 ln*- (1+ j +2k-i)

N

I
i 1

For uniforn transducers d(t) will consist of a series of equal positive

ô-functions (regardless of the transducer-connection phasing) spaced

one period apart, and havi-ng a duration equal to twice the propagation

time across the transducer.

The main differences between this waveforn and the regenerated

pulse shape predicted in Equation (10.17), is the absence of the sign

reversal (depending upon the sign of Dr) and the fact that convolution

with z(t) and g(t) has been replaced by convolutíon with a pulse having

a rectangular envelope. However, invoking the Central-1init Theorem

again, we can predict that the resulting pulses will have an approxinately

Gaussian pulse shape.

10.3.2 Reflected Pulse Code

As in the case for the regenerated signals, the reflections

between the transducers in a nulti-transducer structure will accumulate

to give a sequence of pulses of identical shape, vatiable anplitude and

uniform spacing, and which may be described by a code function. In

this case the reflected signal code (ignoring reflections within a

launching transducer) is given bY

2 (N-1)
r(t) R. ô(r - ir) (10.26)

L=¿

where 'r as before is the transducer separation, and the amplitude

coefficients R= are given by,
1

9"t

I
j =1

R
1
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where

9"¡ = Min {n-2, 2 (N- 1) - i}

9.2 = Max { 1, rnreger f $å I

9.3 = Min {U- ¡f *i ¡ , i-1}

A. - anplitude coefficient of transducer i(+1,0 or -1).1

This expression does not lend itself to any useful generalisations, but

for exanination of particular cases, nay be easily evaluated on a

digital computer.

10.3.3 Reflected Pulse Amplitude

Since the admittance analysis developed in Chapter 4

makes the basic assunption that the reflection from a short-circuited

transducer may be neglected, efforts were made to check the validity of

this assumption in the pîototype deJ.ay lines.

An experinent was conducted using a four transducer structure,

of the type shown in Figure 10.8, fabricated on YX-quartz. The first

transducer (on the right)was used to launch surface-waves toward the

electrostatic shield shown to its 1eft. The incident and reflected

signals fron the reflector grid (third fron right) were nonitored at

the second transducer, while the transmitted signal could be monitored

by the fourth transducer. The transducer dinensions were the same as

those used in the experiments conducted in Chapter 9, and the measure-

ments were performed using the time-gated synchronous detector from

the prototype receiver system.

To avoid exacerbating the electrostatic coupling problems

no tuning was employed with the input and nonitor transducers, and

undersurface treatment to suppress volune modes was found necessary

to permit unobscured identification of the reflected pulses when the

reflecting grid was untuned. Long crystat blanks were used to avoid
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Figure 10.8
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.7

one of the quart z deLay lines used in the reflection

measurements at 50 MHz. The transmitting transducer

is at right and the reflecting grid is second from

left.(Thescalegraduationsshownalernillinetres.)
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end reflections obscuring the very weak signals being sought, and a

screened box with the crystal projecting through a tight-fitting

internal metal screen was used, in adclition to the grounded electro-

static screen shown in Figure 10.8, to mininise direct coupling of

the input signal to the monitor transducer wiring.

By sinply recording the peak pulse leve1s the following

results were obtained. The reflection loss measured

TRANSDUCER LOADING REFLECTION FACTOR (dB)

Tuned Q=$

Short circuit

Open circuit (free fingers)

-32

-44

-53

for the tuned transducer is dominated by the regenerated signal and

is included here for comparison with the reflections from a short-

circuited transducer. As can be seen, the original assumption that

transducer reflections may be neglected in comparison with the

regeneration which takes place at transducers with moderate insertion

loss has been substantially vindicated.

It is of some interest to investigate the origin of this

short-circuit reflection with a view to mininising it further if

necessary. It is known that reflection nay be due to the mass-

Ioading or stiffness of the metal used for the fingers, or the

localised electrical field shorting under each electrode. This

problem has been investigated by Skeie76, and Rutd51 by means of

perturbation theory. Auldts formulation (Equation t80)) permits a

ready estimation of the contributions to the scattering coefficient

of a single electrode from each of the basic mechanisms. By sub-

stituting for the surface-wave particle velocities from the computer

generated field plots given in Chapter 3, we obtain the result that

the mass loading reflection factor is -80 dB, for the stiffness effect
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it is negligible, and for the field shorting it is -61 dB. For our

particular case with 9-finger transducers, the reflection factors at

the synchronous frequency will be -61 dB for the mass-loading, and -42

dB for the field shorting. The figure of -42 dB is in very good

agreement with the measured figure of -44 clB for a short-circuited

transducer when allowance is nade for the fact that measurernents were

made on a pulse basis, and we may conclude that with the thin aluminiun

filns used (1500Å), the mass-loading provided by the fingers is not

significant.

The other result presented is for the particular case of

free floating fingers. It is known that the reflection coefficient

of an open-circuit transducer is less than that of a short circuit

transducer]-25'139, as one night expect since the electrical boundary

conditions of charge conservation on the electrodes will provide Iess

of a perturbation on the CW propagating fietd than the requirenent

of effectively zero potential for the short circuit case. Measure-

ments were rnade on both sinple open circuit transducers, and then

transducers with the pads disconnected leaving the fingers floating

electrically isolated, and the results for the forner case differed

only slightly from the figure of 53 dB shown.

10.4 Discussion

From these results a number of significant differences

between the regenerated and reflected responses of a one-port device

nay be drawn. Firstly, unless very weakly coupled transducers are

used the regenerated signals will doninate, and the reflections

between transducers rnay safely be neglected.

Inherent in this statement is the assumption that the

rate of accumulation of the reflected pulse code will be less than
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that of the regenerated pulse code for increasing values of N. This

nay be proved for the particular situation where the transducer coeffic-

ients A, are always positive by nanipulation of Equations (10.16) and
l_

(L0.27), and it woutd seem reasonable to generalise this result.

Associated with this result is the inportant factor that

the reflection fron disconnected electrodes is negligible compared

with the regenerated pulses. This has an important practical

application in one-port devices because it neans it is acceptable

to fabricate all the required delay tines with the futl N transducers

present, and then code then after manufacture by severing the electrodes

of those transducers not required in each particular code. This

procedure was used in some of the experinental lines. One consequence

of this result is that on lines with many zeros in the code there nay

be many more inoperative than operative electrodes, and hence it is

important that the reflection levels be even lower than for shorted

transducers. Fortunately this appears to be the case in practice.
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CFTAPTER 11

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEI\I

11.0 Introduction

In the last few years there has been a rapid growth in

the technology for the manufacture of surface-wave devices and

increasing sophistication is becoming evident in the solutions now

being devised to overcone many of the defects of surface-wave devices

for specific applications. In this section conrnent will be rnade on

how some of these advances night be incorporated into a practical

one-port labél1ing systen.

11,1 Delay Line Ìvlanufacture

One of the basic limitations of any large labelling

scheme will be the cost of producing and then encoding the delay

1ines. The recent development of manufacturing techniques for the

production of surface-wave transducers by depositing piezoelectric

thin filn naterials like zinc o*id"153'154 rnd cadmiurn sulphide155

onto non-piezoelectric substrates cxeates the possibility of delay

lines on cheap naterials such as isopausti. glur, 156. As it has been

shown that quite 1ow transducer-coupling factors are required to

mininise the second-order response 1eve1s, it should be practical to

use very thin layers of piezoelectric over the transducer metallization,

thus minimising the problen of frequency dispersion commonly associated

with laninar structures.

It is also apparent that the cost of producing individual

masks for the photolithography, for each transducer code, would be

prohibitive using conventional high-resolution glass plates. This

problen could be solved either by using a single mask in conjunction

with an autonated device for making or severing connections to specified
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transducers on each line, or, more elegantly, by the use of a conputer-

controlled electron beam unit to draw the required transducer code

directly onto the photoresist for each line.

77.2 Pulse Overlap Reduction

The argunents presented in Section 10.1.5 indicate that

the time-spreading of each separate received pulse is inversely

proportional to the bandwidth of the overall system, and in consequence

nust be considered unavoidable. It is perhaps worth mentioning that

the use of large tine-bandwidth product waveforns so popular in radar

systen designs offer no advantage here: the final pulse length after

rnatched filtering is still deternined by the reciprocal of the effective

bandwidth (the main advantages of large tine-bandwidth signals are

improved doppler sensitivity, and improved signal-to-noise ratio at

the receiver output due to the greater signal energy).

However having detected a reply pulse, an information

theoretic approach tel1s us that with this knowledge, plus a knowledge

of the expected pulse waveforrn, we should be able to compensate for

the preserrce of a long pulse tail when making decisions on the presence

or absence of pulses in succeeding bit positions. This type of process-

ing is quite feasible but would require the addition of logic circuitry

in the receiver.

A sinpler solution in delay lines, such as the delayed binary

system, which enjoy a sinple correspondence between the transducer pattern

and the reply code, is to incorporate into every zero position immediately

following a one position a short antiphase transducer whose response,

when added to the previous bit pulse and processed by the receiver, would

give a zero resultant at the detector output. This technique would

only require phase coherence over several tens of wavelengths on the

substrate, and could be readily incorporated into patterns drawn with a
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conputer-controlled light pen or electron beam, of the type suggested

earl ier.

11.3 Regenerated Signal Mininisation

It was shown in Section 10.2 that the peak second-order

response levels tend to rise relative to the prinary response for

increasing numbers of transducers on the line. The obvious solution

is to i.ncrease the insertion loss of the individual transducers on the

line, but this will increase the return loss of the prinary response of

the line, and in systems employing propagation to communicate with the

labels, this will result in a serious decrease in the operating range

from the interrogation unit. It is apparent that a reduction of the

regenerated signal levels will be necessary before the development of

more elaborate systems can occur.

The simplest approach is -sirnply to delete those codes with

unacceptably high second-order response levels from the code set, which

could be readily achieved using a code selection progran of the type

developed in Chapter 8. It would also be htorthwhile to set up the

progran to make use of the arnbiguities in the patterns, i.e. where a

number of transducer patterns produce the sane response after decoding,

to select the one producing the lowest peak second-order pulse level.

This procedure would be inproved significantly if the selection

of the codes was based on ternary patterns instead of binary patterns,

because many ternary patterns produce identical codes to the binary

patterns ( with a binary decoder) but have narkedly reduced second-or'der

response Ievels due to the cancellation between positive and negative

coefficients.

However this does not produce any improvenent for existing

transducer patterns with high second-order response levels, such as the

delayed binary patterns shown in Table 1"0.1. The nost promising approach
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here appears to be to vary the transducer spacing slightly, in either

regular or random fashion. The idea is to produce destrt¡ctive inter-

ferçnce in the accumulated second-order respoììse pc:itks by, atttt 'phitse-

staggering' of the transducer pattern. In lines with natural birtary

outputs the effect on the primary response will be to vary the position

of the pulse peaks by a naximum of plus or minus a half-period at the

carrier frequency, which should not present any problems for the detector.

I'J..4 Reflect.ed Signal Mininisation

For the prototype system, measurements indicated that

reflection from the transducers could be neglected in comparison with

the regeneration. However in a line with more transducers, and hence

employing weaker coupling, reflection could become significant. This

is also true at higher frequencies as relatively thicker netal filns

(in terrns of acoustic wavelengths) are needed for the electrodes to

maintain resistive losses at an acceptable 1eve1.

Some work has been reported in the Iiterature on the reduction

of triple-transit reflections in two-port lines and the reduction of the

reflection from taps in natched filter type cor'r.elators, and these

techniques can be applied here. One of the most promising is the use

of split fingers (i.e. two electrodes À/B wide spaced À/4 between centres

instead of a single electrode À'/4 wide) as proposed by C*tt 139. This

technique can reduce all the conponents of the reflected signal but not

the regenerated signals which appeal with a finite souTce impedance.

The penatty in this technique is the requirement for doubled optical

resolution in the line fabrication.

An alternative technique which does not appear to have been

explored, is to make use of the fact that the mass-loading and field

shorting produce reflection coefficients (Rufd51 Equation (80)) which

can have opposite sígn. It thus appeals possible under sone circum-
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tances to select the metal electrode thickness to cancel the field-

shorting reflections.

Other ingenious means for reducing transducer reflections

have been proposed 157'lSSrincluding the skewing or slight rotation of

the receiving transducer so that the reflected wavefronts do not

intercept the transrnitting transducer. However, in a one-port structure

we cannot differentiate between transmitting and receiving transducers,

and most proposals of this type may be viewed as means for increasing

the single-pass insertion loss of the line.

1 1.5 PrototYPe SYs tem Improvements

The prototype labelling systen simulated in the experiments

in Chapter 9, was not expected to be optimun, but rather to function as

a convenient vehicle for the exanination of the general behaviour of one-

port surface-wave delay lines. In the light of experience gained with

this systen, a number of inprovernents which could be incorporated into

a practical system can be identified.

11,s.1 -to-Noise Ratio

The most pressing practical problem is tikely to be the

achievement of an adequate signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver output

to pernit sufficiently reliable code detection. For example, if the

acceptable error rate for individual repty code pulse detection is set
_e

at 1 in 10 " then a signal-to-noise ratio of l-8.5 dB is required at the
1qo

detector input ^"-. Using only a simple loop antenna on the delay line

the two way propagation loss, under worst case conditions of antenna

detuning and shielding by the tagged object, may exceed 100 dB. When

this figure is added to the deLay line insertion loss (which cannot be

reduced because of the second-order response problem) we obtain a

typical figure of t3S dB insertion loss, and the magnitude of the

problem becomes apparent.
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One nethod of improving the system perfornìance is by

averaging successive receiver outputs to suppress the noise, The

transmitter pulse r:epetition frequency(limited by the delay line length

to approximately L00 KHz) and the natural integration of the narrow-

band IF filter, already supply significant integration, but this may

be supplenented by a longer tirne-constant integrator before the

detector. This technique was used for the reflection measurements in

Section 10.3.2 where an 8 second integrater was used to achieve reliable

measurements of reflected signals 130 dB down on the peak transmitter

output level. The introduction of long integration tines rnakes it

essential that the code bits be decoded in parallel, not serially as

in the experimental set-up.

11.5.2 Transnitter Pulse Energy

It is considered here that integration tines longer than a

few seconds are likely to be inconvenient in practice, and an alternative

approach would be preferable. Fron detection theory it is known that

the signal-to-noise ratio (power) at the matched filter output is given

. 160
by

2E

N
o

(11.1)

where E is the total energy in the signal pu1se, and No is the noise

pohrer spectral density, both neasured at the receiver input. The

only way to boost this ratio, assuning the receiver noise factor is

as good as possible, is to increase the total energy in the transnitter

pulse. The sinplest nethod here is to increase the transnitter po$rer

output level, but this process cannot be pushed very far before the

problens of transnitter cost, operator safety and voltage breakdown of

the interdigital transducers begin to appear.

The total signal energy may also be increased by extending

the duiation of the transmitted pulse, as is frequently done in peak-
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powcr limited radar systems. This can be achieved without increasing

the time*dispersion of the output code puJ.ses, if the bandwidth of

the transmitt.ed signal is held constant, and the appropriate matched

filter is used in the receiver. A simple nethod of extending the

duration of the transmitted signal, retaining the same bandwidth, is to

transnit a string of pulses with polarities varied in a pseudo-randorn

fashion. Waveforms of the type which produce a single large-peak,

and uniform unit anplitude tine sidelobes at the matched filter output,

are known as Barker .od"d 161.

11 .5.3 Surface-Wave Matched Filters

The rnajor problen in the realization of systems such as

this, is in the construction of an effective matched filter, for the

so-called biphase coded waveforms. Surface-wave correlators appear

to offer the best solution to this problem, and a nurnber of investig-

ations of Barker code matched filters, for use in radar systens, ltave

appeared in the literatur" 78'L62-t64, It would appear to be only

fitting, in the context of the present study, to suggest that biphase

coding with a surface-wave matched filter could be used to improve the

detection performance of the interrogation unit.

One restriction which should be borne in mind, is that the

occurrence of the finite time sidelobes of compressed large tj-me-

bandwidth signals may limit this approach to coded one-port devices with

natural binary output codes.

lVe return now to consideration of the basic system with a

sirnple tone-burst transrnitter pulse. The ideal receiver shown in

Figure 9.10 can also be considerably simplified by th introduction of

surface-wave matched filters. The requirenent for a quadrature

multiplier in the coherent detector arises because the phase of the

received signal is not exactly known, and this cornplex circuit conponent
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can be replaced by a surface-wave matched filter, which in this ciì-sc
would be simply a two-transducer delay line with a truncated c¿russiarr
impulse response.

The simplicity of this approach means that the assembly of
the whole bank of matched firters, one to each code purse, could be
quite inr:xpensive. Furthermore, the derays in these matched filters
could be arranged to conplement the code pulse delays so that all the
filter outputs could be sampred sinultaneously at the conmencement of
the following interrogation cycle, eriminating the need for alnost all
the conplex timing circuitry which would be needed in a parallel version
of the prototype system.

A sketch of such a system is given in Figure 11.1, and it
i:; plain that this system configuration would atso cope with the large
time-bandwidth -sígnals nentioned above, simply by inserting the appïop_
riate matched filter delay 1ines.

11.5.4 Antenna Configurations

A topic which has not been broached in the previous
discussions is the impact of the antenna selection on receiver design.

A fundamental problen in the search for an ideal label
is that it is impossible to produce an omnidirectional transponding
antenna for connection to the delay line. The simple inductive roop
antenna assuned in the system simulation gives fairly good performance
in this respect, but has a nulr prane, in the plane of the loop, for
coupling to magnetic fields. The only way to overcome this difficulty
is to use space diversity with two, or at worst three, transmitting
ant-ennas.

Having introduced the possibility of multiple antennas into
the picture' we are now in a position to contenplate using separate
transmitter and receiver antennas and switching between the available
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pernutations for transrnitting and receiving. This should effectivety

overcome the problem of the null plane and at the same tine perrnits us

a further improvenent in systen design. If we select transnrit and

receive antennas with zero nutual coupling, (achieved either by

serection of radiation patterns or cross-polarising) we no longer

expose the receiver input to the transmitter pulse, a factor which

eases the receiver design considerably ín view of the very large

dynanic range to be covered.
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CHAPTER 12

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

72.t Summary of Results

This investigation into the practical utility of acoustic

strrface-wave delay lines for the realízation of passive read-only

information stores, suitable for renote intenogation, was conducted

in several phases.

The fírst was concerned with gaining an appreciation of

the general characteristics of surface-h/ave propagation on anisotropic

piezoelectric single-crystal materials, and in the course of this work

a computer program to seek surface-wave solutions on arbitrary piezo-

electric materials was developed. This progran enables the ready

examination of the propagating acoustic and electric fields of the

surface-wave on a surface covered with a shorting layer at a specified

height, and supplied accurate data on the surface-wave velocity, piezo-

electric coupling factor and nisalignment angle for the particular

crystal cuts of ct,-quartz used in the experiments.

The next sections describe the development of a convenient

and accurate model for surface-wave devices, suitable for use in the

investigation of the proposed one-port delay line structures. The

assurnption of paralleI, rather than series, transducer connection leads

naturally to the choice of a device representation in admittance tefins,

and it is shown how the external behaviour of both one-port and two-

port devices on weak-coupling substrates nay be expressed as a series

expansion in terms of the admittance coefficients of the equivalent

N-port surface-wave structure. An important property of this expansion

technique is that the individual tems in the expanded output response

may be identified with different physical paths for energy passing

through the surface-I^Iave device, and that the individual contributions
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fron these higher-order (regenerated) signals may be estimated separately.

It is appa:rent that second-order responses should be taken into account

if accurately prescribed perforrnance is required in either one-port or

two-port devices, and these effects can be much more important than the

frequently mentioned triple-transit-signal which is only a third-order

response. By suruning as many tems as required in the output response

expansion, a surface-hrave device nay be analysed to any required degree

of accuracy, subject only to the limiting assumptions involved in the

calculation of the adnittance coefficients.

The analysis of surface-wave devices in terms of the externally

observable voltage paraneters leads to a shift in ernphasis from the nore

usual attempts to interpret device behaviour in terms of the efficiency

of individual transducers. It becomes apparent that the most inportant

parameter in device characterisation is the transadmittance between

each coupled pair of transducers, not the input adnittances of the

ilrdividual transducers as are rnore corunonly calculated.

To expedite this approach a general expression for the

frequency transadmittance between two acoustically coupled surface-wave

transducers is required. This is obtained, starting from first principles,

by means of the normal node expansion techniques pioneered by Auldsl and

Kino54. The resulting expression* predicts a number of previously unknown

features of coupled-transducers as being quite general, namely the presence

of the lol-weighting factor in the frequency domain, and the sign reversal

of the output voltage in the tine donain. These features are subsequently

verified experimentaLly. This general expression for the transadnittance

may be readily related to the intuitively derived simple ô-function nodels

and the resulting equivalent circuit tL6T , thus placing these on a better

footing.

A similar expression for the transadmittance between an acoustically-
coupled pair of interdigital_transducers has recently been published
by Ganguly and Vassell 165,166,and differs frorn this work iñ that
it includes the effect of substrate piezoelectricity in determining
the transducer source functions.
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To permit convenient analysis of the surface-tvave clevicc.s

under study, the transadmittance expression has been nrodified to oþtirin

it in a form suitable for progranming on a digital computer. In tlie

computer program, advantage is taken of the availability of the fast-

Fourier transforn algorithrn, for the evaruation of the integrals in

the fornulae. The resulting conputer model is quite efficient and

would appear to be both sinpler to use, and faster, than progïams

based on the enpirical three-port nodel of smith et 
^l!7 , in the case

of devices on weak-coupling substrates.

To test the validity of the transadnittance cornputer model

the necessary facilities were developed in the laboratory to pernit the

fabrication of some experimental surface-wave delay lines, Measure-

nents made in the laboratory, on devices produced using this appaïatus,

are described, and the results are found to give good agreement with

the predictions of the computer nodel, to within experimental eïïor.

With this pleasing confirmation of the admittance fonnulation established,

the conputer nodel is then used in an investigation of the proposed one-

port coded surface-wave delay lines.

By exploiting the sinilarities between the normal-mode

derived expressions for the input and transfer admittances, the basic

relation between the pattern of the transducers and the response code

of a one-port delay line is obtained. This theoretical representation

is then used to examine the properties of transducer patterns employing

binary, biphase and ternary coding. rt is shown that while not all

the possible transducer patterns in any general coding schene will

produce unique response codes, it is usually possible to select a useful

set of transducer patterns with unanbiguous responses, by means of

computer simulation studies.

The last part of this study involves an exanination of the
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problens involved in the detection and decoding of the res¡ron-sts fr.om

practical one-port coded delay lines in a prototrpe rernote interrog-

ation system. The output pulse shape from such a system nay bear

litt1e resemblance to the excitation waveform, and the transfer functions

of the various system components are included in a computer model to

enable prediction of the complete system response. After the success-

ful verification of the computer nodel, by comparison with representative

experlmental results, it is used to generate design curves relating the

normalised system paraneters to the discrimination ratio between succ-

essive pulses. This computer nodel of the conplete pïototype receiver

systen is also used to investigate the vulnerability of the received

waveform to various forms of frequency passband distortion in the signal

path, yielding the rather unexpected result that in general, while the

output signal is decreased, our ability to identify the individual

pulses is improved, provided the signals are still above the noise

1eve1.

The next section is concerned with the non-idea1 aspects of

surface-wave delay Iine behaviour which limit the total coding capacity

of the one-port 1ines. The two major factors here are the occurrence

of regenerated output pulses, which arise due to the fact that the

devicers input and output terminals may be considered as connected in

paral1eI, and the reflections from the transducer electrodes due to the

mechanical and electrical perturbations which they present to the prop-

agating surface-waves. It is found, in the prototype system which was

investigated here, that the regenerated and reflected pulses are spread

to almost twice the duration of the primary pulses, and that the reflected

pulse levels are not significant relative to the regenerated pulse levels.

A general tendency is also identified for the peak secondary response

levels to rise towards the pri-mary response levels when the number of
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active transducers on the line is increased"

The final chapter includes a short sunnary of techniques

identified in the course of this work by which the prototrpe system,

which was used as the test bench for the experinental coded surface-

wave lines, might be inproved upon in the developnent of a practical

systen.

12.2 Conclusions

The use of an acoustic surface-wave delay line in the

rearization of a passive one-port structure capable of producing a

coded pulse train in the tine domain following a brief excitation

signal, has been successfully demonstrated. Due to the relatively

narrow passband frequency characteristics of the interdigital trans-

ducer structures, the reply pulse train is of the form of a double-

sideband suppressed carrier anplitude modulated waveform.

The adoption of equi-spaced identical interdigital transducers

results in echo trains in which the amplitude nodulated pulses are

quantized in both amplitude and spacing. This type of output coding

is considered most suitable for interfacing wíth digital logic as would

be required in a practical tabel-sorting operation.

The output code fron a one-port delay line is related to the

transducer coefficients by a modified autocorrelation function, and due

to the symnetry properties of this function, it is possible for different

sets of transducer coefficients to produce the same output code. This

means the number of different output codes is always less than the

maxinum nurnber of permutations of the transducer coefficients in any

given coding scheme. The introduction of a decoding procedure for

the reply codes results in a simptification of the identification

procedure and a further reduction in the nunber of unique output codes
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available from a given number of transducers. To achieve a r¡setr¡lly

large set of codes it is necessary that the coding ancl the decoder

be carefully matched. Coding with non-identical transducers and non-

uniform spacing nerits further investigation as it may be possible by

these neans to increase the number of output codes which can be

generated by lines of a given length.

It has been shown that the minirnum useful transducer spacing

is detennined by the overall system bandwidth. Where the available

fractional bandwidth is not restricted by external considerations, it

would be tenpting to contemplate very wideband systems. However,

relative bandwidths of greater than 15 to 20eo would probably be undes-

irable due to the rapid increase in the coupling efficiency of inter-

digital transducer structures to volume waves and quasi-surface-u/aves

at frequencies about 109o above the synchronous frequency, resulting in

serious interference to the time domain code.

Fron a knowledge of the interdependences of the systen

parameters identified in this study, a logical approach to one-port

coding system design can be deduced. Given the required number of

discrete output codes, and after adopting coding and decoding procedures

appropriate to the application, the total number of transducer locations,

the code set itself and the peak second-order response levels can be

determined, by cornputer simulation if necessary. 'l'he peak second-

o,'der response level will determine the minimum useable insertion loss,

and from an estimate of the likely amount of transducer 'passenger

capacitance' , the insertion loss figure for each individual transducer

rnay be determined. If the systen bandwidth is specified by external

considerations, such as antenna design or the spectTum allocation we may

calculate the appropriate length for a uniforn transducer.

We now find that both the insertion loss and bandwidth for the
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transducers has been specified. smith et ,.1 .47'48 llou" shown that

unifonn interdigital transducers have a naximum insertion gain-lrnncl-

width product, determined by the ¡naterial coupling efficiency. The

optinum procedure here is to select a substrate with a gain-bandwidth

product matched to the system requirements. Selection of a naterial

with a stronger coupling factor will nean deliberate transducer mis-

natching will be required to achieve the desired level of insertion loss,

and could lead to trouble with increased reflections fron the transducers

due to the stronger field shorting effect, while selection of a material

with a weaker coupling factor will result in greater than necessaïy

insertion loss.

The transnitter pulse length is then made equal to the surface-

wave transit tine across a transducer, and from the dinensionless design

curves we can obtain the required transducer separation (the circuit

tuning factors are determined by the bandwidth requirement). At this

point the delay line configuration is completely determined. The

operating range, if the system is to act as a remote reading device,

will now be dictated by the difference between the dynamic range of

the interrogation unit and the return loss of the 1abel.
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APPENDTX A1

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS

41.0 General

The conputer prograns listed here are written in FORTRAN IV,
and are coupatible with the control Data corporation 6400 conputer
installation at the university of Adelaide. lvith the exception
of a nunber of subroutines (BFAST, POLYR, pHcDET and BCONTR) which
werê obtained elsewhere and nodified by the author, all programs and
subroutines were written by the author.

Each listing describes a typical working progran deck and
includes all necessary subroutines, and a typical set of data cards
where applicable. Flow charts are included as an aid to inter-
pretation of the listings.

o
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41.1 Pro am SURFO2 - Surface l{ave Solution

41.1.1 Flow Chart

READ (OR GENERATE) DIRECTTON COSTNES FOR AXIS RoTATTON

I02

t04

105

200

MATERIAL CONSTANTS (REDUCED INDICES)
W = ANGULAR FREQUENCY
VSINCC = DESIRED TOLERANCE ON SOLUTION VELOCITY

READ

H = HEIGHT OF SHORTING-PLANE
VS = INITIAL VELOCITY ESTIMATE
VSINC = INITIAL VELOCITY SEARCH STEP SIZE
NSTEPS = MAX. NO. OF ITERATIONS PERMITTED

READ

CONVERT MATERIAL CONSTANTS TO TENSOR NOTATION

COMPUTE ROTATED MATERIAL CONSTANTS FOR DESIRED
PROPAGATION AXES

COMMENCE SEARCH FOR CORRECT VELOCTTY
NPROG=L NSTEP=0

VS=VS-VSINC

END ITERATIONIS VS < VSINCC

VSINC = VSINC/2

VS=VS+VSINC

ABORTIS NSTEP < NSTEPS101

YES

^2

300



106 NSTEP=NSTEP+1
PRINT NSTEP AND VS

DETERMINE COEFFICIENTS IN EQUATIONS OF

MOTION USING VS

DETERMINE COEFFICIENTS OF BTH ORDER
POLYNOMIAL IN S = J't ALPFIA

SOLVE FOR ROOTS ALPHA(I) 0F poLyNOMrAL

ABORT

NPROG=CONSTANTS ALPHA(I)
4 DECAY

WITFI + VE
PARTS

IIAVE

NPROG = 3

REORDER THE ApLHA(r) TO CORRESPOND T0 oRDER
OBTAINED IN FIRST ITERATION

DETERMINE 4 AMPLITUDE COEFFICIENTS B(I,J)
FOR EACH ROoT ALPFT,A(J)

EVALUATE TERMS OF BOUNDARY CONDITION MATRIX

STORE SIGNS
OF REAL + IMAGINARY
PARTS OF DETERMINANT

NPROG

NPROG = 2

YES

EVALUATE BOUNDARY CONDITION DETERMINANT

1
109

NOREAL AND IMAGINAR
PARTS SAME AS

ARE SIGNS

LAST T

207

1

3 ro2

YES
A3



PROG111

20r

300

200

105

105
ì

PRINT LESS THAN 4 DECAY CONSTANTS

END

PRINT PERMISSIBLE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS EXCEEDED

END

PRINT: ITERATION COMPLETE
VS, VSINCC

SOLVE FOR THE AMPLITUDE COEFFICIENTS A(J)
IN THE BOUNDARY CONDITION MATRIX

CONDENSE AMPLITUDE COEFFICIENTS B(I,J) = A(J) * B(I,J)

COMPUTE 3 COMPONENTS 0F POWER FLOW Pl,p2,p3

CALCULATE TOTAL POWER FLOW PTOT

AND MISALIGNMENT ANGLE

NORMALISE AMPLITUDE COEFFICIENTS TO UNIT POIVER FLOW

PUNCH ON CARDS:
DECAY CONSTANTS ALPHA(I)
AMPLITUDE COEFFICIENTS B(I,J)
VELOCITY VS
FREQUENCY W

SHORTING LAYER HEIGFTT H
ROTATED PIEZOELECTRIC CONSTANTS EER(I,J, K)
ROTATED DÏELECTRIC CONSTANTS EPSIR(I,J)

END
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
(;

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

41.1.2 Pro ran List

Pe0cllAM SURF0? ( INPúT,O(lTPUtrpUNCHl

tHIs pft0GR^r.{ f)ETErìqtNts Ttit sURFACE rtAVf VFLOCItv ¡¡,¡o 0ccay
Crì\STitl',lTS 0!'J A l, IEZr)ELt:ClRtC CRyS'fAL
PROI,¡.GATION Is I,,J I'1[ X¡ DIREcIIoN
sult /\ciE NoRrlAL t 5 A5Sr,r,1F 0 tO lìE pAiì^t I Ê.L lo _x3
REAO II{ MATLRI,lL CC\IiTAI.]IS RFL/\TIVI IO IIEE XYZ AXES
Dl;,lt-C-tlON C0SIllt:S Aa[ GIVEN BY V(1,.,]
DJRECTION COSIN[S IOTAlE AXIS 50 ìHAI' (XTIX2IX3)=(V} (XIYTZ)

OATA NEEDED (IN CRDLR)
C(IrJ)= IÊ É.1/.Sì lC CO|IStANIS
E(IrJ)= 9 PIEZ0EtECtRIC CONSfÀl.lTs
EPS¡O = OIFLECIRIc coNSTANT of. I {EÉ. S)AcE
EPSI (IrJ) - 9 0IEtECIRIC CONSTAÀ¡T:j
Ii=ANGULAR FREOIJE\IcY ( fI.I RADs/ST.c)
RH0 = MATF_RI^L DENsIty
VSINCC = 5I,!ALLIST STEP SIZE U5TD JN SEEKi\G VELOCIIY (H/SEC)
THEIA = ROTATIO! ABOUl XI AXIS (Ùt(]¡ìEESI
pSI = RotATI0',1 Afl0tJT XZ AdtS (Dr.GRt:tiS)

G^MMA = MISALIGNqENT ANGLE (t)t.(ieEt:S )
}I=, HEIGI]T oT CO\DUcTIIIG LAYER ABi]VE sJìFAcE ( II,I METRES)VS - SIÀRIING VEI.OCITY
VSINC = INITIAL VEt_0CIly INCRilT[\ì
NSTEPS = ¡1AX t{UqBEp OF ITERAI tON:; ot VäLOCITy pERr,1 IlrE0

C0qPL€X S (8) r AC014 ( 4r 4) r CCOMr AC (¡r r4 ) r [ì (4¡ ( ] rBElÂ (4 ) TALF,HA (4 )
C0r'IPLEX AMP (4) r^LPilAC (41 rtlC (4 r4l
COYPLEX BfÊMPI XTEMf'
COqPLEX PI ¡P2rfrJ
COVPLEX JAY¡CZERC
COt'lPLtX BTI rBI2rBT3
c0{PLEX r (4t
REAL C(6r6) rE(6r6)TEPSI(3r3ÌrV(3r31
REA[- Cl (3r 3r3) rCZ ( 3r3r3) rC3 ( Jr 3r3) rEt- (3r 3r 3)
REAL CIR (3r3r3l rC?'l (3r3r3) rC3R (3r3¡ ll rÉ.ER (3r3r3)
REAL EPSIR(3r3) rÂ (4r4r3)
REAL RHOTVSTVSINCtCOEFF ( lO)
Pl=3. l4l59eó5358979
CZER0=CMPLX ( 0. ¡ 0. I
JAY=Ci{PLX ( 0. r l.l
CALL ST IHE

READ IN THE ELASTIC CONSfANTS
READ lr-( (C( IrJl rJ=I r6r I I rI=l16r I )
F0CMAt (Et0.3t
PR¡NT 5

( I \¡ NEIITONS/HETRE-SOUAREO)c

FORIIAI (/ðIELAST¡C CONSTANTS
DO 2 I=I16

( IN t,¡E¡ITON5/MEIRE SOUARED) O/)

D0 ? J=Iróil
PRINT 4rIrJrC(IrJ)

4 FOellAT (r Ctrllrr{tlr}= rEl0.3)
2 COÀIT ¡ NUE

C REAO IN PIEZOELECTRIC SlRESS CONSTANTS (I\ COULOHB,/HETRE.SOUARET,,
PRINT 9

9 FoRllAT(/r PIEz0ELEcTRIc SIRESS CONSTANTS (¡N COULOT,tB,/HETRE-5oUARED
llI/,
0O ó l=l13
Do 6 J=lró
READ 8rE(lrJ)

I FoRf4at(Et0.lt
PRINI l0rIrJrE(lrJl

l0 FOCI.{AT(¡ EtrIlrrrJl.l= rEl0.3l
6 CO\TINUE

PRINI I I
I I FORMÁI (,/T DIELECTRTC CONSIANTS ( IN FARADS,/HETRE, I/}

C REAO DTELECTRIC PEE¡IITTIV¡TY (I{ FARAOS/i.iETRE)
FfAD 7r EPSIO

7 F.oeull (Et0.3t
PRINï l3rEPSI0

¡3 FOQHAI to-EpSIO'rEl0.3/,
00 l2 ¡=lr3
D0 l2J=l r3
PEÂD l4¡EPSI (trJt

¡4 F0R|4At(El0.3t
pRINT l5r JrJrt,pSJ (trJ)

l5 fOeilAT(r EPSt (r¡lrrrll.lr óE10.3)
l2 co\tTIr¡uE

READ 46r H

PRINI Jrtl
3 F0RHÂl (r-H=¡E15.8'
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c
c

¡20

l?l
¡9

22

READ I,IATER¡AL DEÀ¡STTY (KGH/IIETRE.3¡
RFAD 39rRH0

f,9 FoRr'rAl (f:t5.8r
PRINT 43rRll0

43 FoìHAl(. MAfERIAL oENs¡Íy"rEl5.o.xGrl/H-3r/l
Rl'A0 120¡VStNCC
Fo.RMÂllElo.3)
PrtlNT l2¡ TVSINCC
F0?r,tÂI ( 1-sqÂl-LEsT vEL0clTY
REÂD l9rTHt-TArPSl
F0R¡tat l2E¡5.8t
PRINT ?2rIHElArPSI

INCREtIENf ¡ rEt 0.3t

Foe¡{AT (}0lHETA = oE¡5.8,/r pS¡ = .Et5.g/t
PSI =PI{PSI/'¡80.
¡HE1À =PITIHETA/¡80.
Cl=CoS (fHETAì
Sfss¡N(THËTA)

'CP=Co5(PsI)
SP=S IN (PS I I
V(lrll=CP
v(lr2l=-sPcsl
vtlr3)=sPócT
Vl?.ll=-SP
v(2r¿l=-cPr5T
V(2r3,=CP'CT
V(3rl)=0.
V(3r21=-CT
V(3i3t=-57
PR¡NT Ió

¡ó F0Rr.tAT (/¡ 0IREcTI0{ cosINEST/l
00 l7 I=lr3
0ô l7 J=lr3
PRINT 20rlrJrV(lrJl

?0 F0PHAI(l V(ollrrr¡lll= ÉEl5.Bt
l? co¡.tTtNuE

READ 4ór H

FocHAT (Et5.8'
PPINT lSrH
F0RllAl (f H=ðEl5.8l

RFAD INIIIAL VEL0CITYT INCREMENTAL VELOCltyr ANO NUMBER OF STEpS
(VELOCIIY IN ¡IETRES PER SEC'
REÂ0 40¡ VSrVS INCTNSIEPS

40 FOaMAI (2(El5r8l I I3)
PRINT 42TVSTVSINCTIISTEPS
FoRI,.|AT(.-VS= rEl5.8/. VS¡NC= {E15.8/ð NSlEeS= r¡37¡

CONVERT I NG

46

l8
c
c
c

4?
c

ctr
cl(
ct I
ct(
cl(
ct (

ct(
cl(

lrlr2
lrlrS
I r2r I
lt2ç?
lrZr3
lr3rl
lr3r?

=c(
=ct
=Cl
-c (

=c(
=c(
=cf

cl
c¡
ct
cl
ct
ct
ct
ct
cl
c¡

lrl¡ll=C(
C(IrJl TO Cl lIrJrK) ETCo
II
6l
5t
6)
?l
()
5t
4l

Clllr3r3 =C(lr3l
Cl(2rl¡l)=C(lr6l
Cl l2r I r2) =C (6ról
Cl (2¡ I ¡31=C l5ról

cl
cl
c¡
cl

Cl (3r2r2l=C
3¡2r31=C
3¡3rI)=C

r3rZ)=C
r3r3l=C(3r51

C2llrlr2l=C(
C2llrlr3l=C(
C?llr2rll=C(
C2(lr?r2)=C(?ról

2r5l
4r5l
5r5l
4r5l3

3

6ról
5ról
ó¡61
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C2(2r3rll-
C?(2¡3r21=
C2(2r3¡31=

(Srlrll=
l3rlr2l=
(3rl'31:
(frZrll=
(3¡2r21=

c2
c2
c?.
c2
c?
c?
c7
c?
c?-
c3
c3
c3
c3
c3
c3
c3
c3
c3
c3
c3

r5l
r4l
rfl
¡41

t?
t?
r?
(l
(4
l4
l4
t2
(4
(4
(4
(3
(l

3r2¡31:

ó
5
6
4
4
5
4
4
5
6
5

3r3rl
3r3rZ
3r3r3
lrlrl
I ¡ I r?
lrl13

c
)=C(5r
l=C(5r

c

C3(?rlr3l=Cl4r5l
C3(2rZrl)=C(4.6¡
C3 l? ¡? ¡ 2l =C 12.4 I
C3(2r2r3l=C(4r41
C3(2r3rll=C(4r51
C3(2r3r2l=C(4r41
C3(2r3¡31=C(3r4)
C3(3¡lr¡l=C(lr3l
C3(3rlr2)=C(3ró)
C3(3rlr3l=C(3r51
C3(3r2rIl=C(3'ót
C3(3r2r2)=C(2r31
C3l3r2r3)=C(3¡4)
C3(3r3r¡)=C(3r5)
C3l3r3r2l=C(3¡41
G3l3r3r3)=C(3r3)

CONVERTING EIIrJ)
EEnrl.tt=E(trl)
EE ( I r I rZl =E ( I r6l
EE ( I r I r ll =E ( I r5t
E€(lr2rll=E(lról
EE(lr2r2)=E(lrZl
EE(lr2r3l=Ellr4l
EE(lr3rll=Ellr5)
E€(lr3r2)=E(lr4l
EE(l¡3r31=E( I r3)
EE (2r I r I l:E (?r I )

EE(2rl ç?l=E12¡61
EE l2r I r3l =E (2r5)
EE (2rZr I I =E (2ró)
EEI?¡2ç?l =E 12 ç21
EEl2i2r3l:E(2r41
EF(2r3rlr:E(2r51
EE (2r3r2t =E (2r41
EEl2r3t3l=E(2r31
EE13rlrll=E(3rl)
EEl3rlr2l=E(3r61
EEl3rlr3l=E(3r51
EE(3rZrlr=El3ró,
EE(3r2r2l=E(3r21
EEl3r2r3l=E(3r¿rI

T0 EE(lrJrKl

(3r3rl)=El3r5l
l3r3r2l=E(3r4)
l3¡3r31=El3r3)

ROTATINO COOR0II¡ATES FOR THE ELASTTC CONSTANTS TO CtRlIrJrKtr ETC.
TAï¡NG PIEZ0ELECTR¡C CONSTANTS fO EER(trJrKl
J=lr3

EE
EE
EE

c
c
c RO

oo ¿l
oo et
D0 2t

DO ?.
Do e4
oo z4

Ktl
L!l

3

CIR(JrK¡L
CZRlJrKrL
C3RlJrKrL
EERIJTKTL

3

=0
30

=0
=0

lS=l r3
lT=lr3
IU=lr3

cl R lJrK r L I =v ( Jr I Sl'v I K r IT I rv lL r lut r I v I I r I I rcl ( tsr tT r lul.v ( lç2l.czl
I l5¡ II¡ IUt.VI I r3¡ rC3( ISr IIr t(lL.ClRIJ'KrL,

CZR lJrKrL I =V lJr ISI.V (Kr lT I oV (Lr lUl | (V (2r I I rCl I tSr I lr lUt rV (2rZ) rCZ(
ItSrllr lUl oV(2r3).C31 lSr tTrIUl I oC?R(J¡XrL)
C3e(JrKrLl =V(J¡ l5) ¡V(K' lTreV (Lr lUl. lV(f r I ).Cl ( ISr ¡T, lút.Vl3rZt rC¿

I ( Jst I Ir IUI.V l3r ll rC3 I ¡ 5r lfr lUl t.CfR tJrKrLt
EER I JrKrL I gV (.Jr lSl.V l( r ll t rV lL ¡ IU) rEE I lSr tf r tUt rEER lJrXrLl

24 CO{TTNUE
2¡ Cor{TINUE
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PRTNI ]O
30 FoeMAT ( o0ROl.\TE0 [LASf IC C0NSIÀNT5r/3xr I o?xr Jr?xiKr5xrCIR ( I r JrK I r5

lXöC?R ( I I Jr( I Ò5X.C.lì | I rJrl(l r/ )
D0 27 J=ìrf,
D0 27 K=lr3
D0 27 L=¡'3
PR TNT 3I r JrKrL rCIR ( J'K'L I IC2R (.IIXrL ) IC3R ( J¡KrLI

3¡ F0RMAT (l4rl3rI3r3(5XrEl0.3)l
?7 CO\T INUE

PÉ'INI ]A
32 FORNAT IOOROIAIEO PI EZOELECTRTC CONSIANTSI/3XOIO2XÞJ{2X{Kr5X{EER ( T r'lJr('Þl)

.3
r3
r3
IoJTKTEER(lrJrK)
r l3r J3r5XrEl0.3l

33
33
33

DO
DO J
DO

35 Fo

FINT 34
ORMAT ( T 4
OT¿I I NUE

PRINT

K=

34
33

P
F
c

c ROTATING IHE OIELECTRIC CONSTANT TO E9SIR(IIJI

cr,lA
36
36

5TR
37
3?

DO
DO
EP
DO
DO

35
T (EOROTAIED DTELECTR¡C' CONSTANT!/I

I=1.3
J=l r3

(I¡Jl=0
Krlr3
L=l r3

37

38
3ó

t02
103
104
t05
l0l
t06

Il2
c
c
c

EPS IR ( I r J) =V ( I rK I {V (JrL I rEPS I (KrL } TEPStR ( I rJl
COÀII I NUE

PRINI 38r ITJTEPSIR ( I rJl
FORMAT(Õ EPSIR(Õllr¡rI¡Þl= rE¡0.3)
CO\¡T I NUE
NPq0G= I
NSIEP=0
G0 T0 l0l
VS=V5-V5¡NC
IF (VSINC.LT.VSINCC) 200 r 104
VsINC=vsINC/¿
VS:VSTVSIÑC
lF (NSTEP.LT.NSTEPSI l06r 300
NS TEP=NS TEP + I
PRINT I l2rVSrNSlEP
FoRMAT (IIVELOCITY= ÞEI5.8./{ NUHBER OF ITERAT¡oN = r¡37

IHE ELEMENTS OF THE EOUATTONS OF }{OTICI'I AIE POLYNOII¡ALs
COEFFICIENÌSr t{¡IERE S=.J{ALPHA.
A ( I rJrK) IS THE COEFF¡CJENI 0F 5oo (K-l I

CALL ST I ¡,IE

A( I r lr I )=-ClR( I rl r I I.RHOëVSìVS

IN S HITH REAI

A(
A(
A(

1?¡2t?l =C3R (2r2r
l?ç2t31=-C3R(2r?

r2l=c3Ril r l r l l rÇlR (l r l r3)
¡31=-C3R(lrlrfl
rll=-ClR(lrZrll
r2)=C3R( I r2rl l rClR( lr2r3l
r3l=-C3R(lrZr3l
rll=-ClRllr3rl)
r?)=C3R(l r3r I l.CtR(lr3r3)
r3) =-C3R ( I r3r 3l
rlt=-EER(lrlrll
r2)=EER(lr3r
r3)=-EER(3r3
rll=-ClR(2rl
r?)=C3R(2rlr
¡31=-C3R(?rl
rll=-ClR(2rZ

It+EER(3rlrl)
rl)
rl)
lliCtR(2¡lr3)
r3l
I I l.RHorVS0VS
lt.ClR(Zr2r3t
r3l
rll
It.clR(2r3r3l
r3l

lrt
lrl
lr2
lt?
l¡?
I r3
lr3
I ¡3
I 14
I ¡4
lç4
2r I
2r I
2cl
2¡2

AtZr3rll=-ClR(2r
Al?t3¡21 =C3R (2r3
A(2r3r3l=-C3R(2r

3

3
Al2r4rll=-EER(lrli?l
Al2r4r?)=EER ( I r3rZl rf¡R (3r I rZl
Al2r4r3l=-EER(3r3r?l
Al3rlrll=-ClR(3¡lrlt
A (3r I rZl =C3R ( 3r I r I I oÇtR (3¡ I r3)
Al3r¡ r3l=-C3R(3rIr3l
A(3r?rll3-ClR(3rZrll
A ( 3rZr ?) =C3R I 3 r2 I I I rC lR ( 3r2 r 3l
Affr2r3)=-C3R(3r?r3l
A I 3r3r I t =-ClR ( 3r 3r I I .RHOTVSTVS
A(3r3rZl =C3R (3r3r I I rCtR(3r3r3l
A(3¡f,r31=-C3R(3r3rf,l
A(3r4rll=-EER(lrlr3l
At3r4r?l =EER ( I rf, r3l.EER l3r l r3l
A(3r4r3l=-EER(3rfrll
Al4rlrll=-EERtlrlrll
A (4r I r 2l =EER ( I r I r 3 ) .EER ( 3r I r I I
A(4rlr3l--EER(3rlr3l
A(4r2rl)=-EfR(lr?rll
Al4¡2t?ltEER ( I r2r3l rffR(3r2r I I
A(lr2r3l=-fEP(3r?r3l
A(4r3rll=-EERllr3rl)
Al{r3r?l ÊEER I I rJr3l rEFR (3r3r I I

A8



o

c
c
c

c

45

c
c

A(4,f,r31=-EER(lr3r3)
A(4rIrr I ) =EPSIR ( I r I I
l,l4 t4 t'?.1:- ( ËPS JR ( I r 3 ) rf-PS IR ( 3 r I ) ì
At4r4r3):EPSIR(J.3)

LEI SUr.lR0t,fINt eHCDET CALCULAIE THE CCLf't-tclLÌ.¡IS Of
¡N S=J{ÀLPHA
PHC0EI REtUrìNS COErF(¡t-lHECOtf FtcrENf oF sÈ.(I-lt

C,ILL PHCDET(AICOEFF)
POLYNOMIAL COEFFIC¡ENI5 AREI
PRINI 45
FoeM^T(È-poLYNOMIAt CoEFFICIENTS AREr/t
PFINT 44r ( ( JTCOtFF(I) I rI=¡ r9)
FoRMAï(a C(qllð): oEl5.8)
CALL POLYR (COEFF rSrSrgl

TRANSFER COMPLEX RoOTS Td S(I) (I=II8}.
CHECK IH^T t,E HAVE 4 P0SITIVE REAL DECAy CONS¡Ar,¡TS.

I lE=0
DO 50 I=lrB
lF(AIMAc(Silt ).6T.0.t 5tr50
IfE=¡lE.l
ALPHA( ITEI=- (0. r l. ) rS( I)
CO\.¡T INUE
¡F(lTE.Ll.4) l07rl0B
CO\f INUE

THT. POLYNOI4 I AL

IN THE POLYNOg¡A1..

4t

I

5l

50

t0
c
c

5?
55
c

ó0

59

CHECK TI.IAT ROOTS ÂRE IN SAIlE ORDER AS LASf TTERATION
CALL R0RD (ÂLPrlA'\Sl EP)
PRINI 55r (ALPHA ( I ) r l=I r IIE)
FORMAT (AODECAY CONSTANTS =Þ8(EI¿.3} )

EVÂl.UAlE BEIA(lrJ) FOR EACH 
^LPHA(JtDO 60 l=lr4

5( l,= (0. r I. )¡ALPHA ( I I
CONT INUE
PRINT 59

(u5€ c0RRESP0r,¡DttlG s( I ) )

FOCIlÂT (}-4MPLITUDE RATIOS AREO}
0052 K=lt4
Do 6l I=lr4
D0 6l J=l'4
Ac(IrJl=A(IrJr l¡ rS(()o (A(trJr2) +s(K'4A(IrJr3) I
CO\I J NUE
CALL MATSOLV (ACI BEI¡\)
D0 63 I=lr4
B(lrKl=BEfA(I)
PFINI 64rlrKrB(IrKl
F0TMAT (ö BETA({¡ I{rdltÕ}=rEl?.3¡4XrEl2.3)
CO\T I NUE
CO"¡T I NUE

OEFINE IERMS OF IHE BOUNDARY CONDITTO\ T,IAIRIX
D0 7¡ J=¡ '4D0 70 K=l r3
AcoM (Kr Jl =B I I I Jl. ( (0. r l. )ec3R (Kr l. I ).ALpFtÂ (Jl rc3R (Kr I r3) Io +8(2rJ)Þ((0.r1.)oClR(KrZrl)+ALpFtA(Jl{C3R(KrZt3))

o .8(3rJ)Þ((0.r1.)rC3R(Kr3rlrfALP{À(J}+C3R(K¡3r3))
o rB(4rJlÞ((0..l.liEER(lr3rKt.ALPHÂ(JIFEER(3¡3rK)l

CO\T I NUE
AC0H (4rJ) =ts ( I rJ) ó ( (0. r l. ) oEER (3r I' I ).ALP.tA (J) ðEER(3r I r3) ). r8(2rJ)ç((0.r¡.)aEER(3r?rtrcALPF{A(J)qEER(3r2r3}l

o .8(3rJl!((0.rl.lðEER(3r3rl).ALPHA(J)ÞEER(3r3,3t)
r-6 (4 rJl ! ( ( 0. r I . I ðEPSIR (3r I ) TaLPHA (J) ðEPsI e (3¡ 3l .EP5I0/lA,,lH (r{H/vs)
{l

CO\I INUE
EVALUAIE IHE AOU¡IDARY CONDIT¡ON DEIER\,II"IA!I
THE COMPLEX VAL,JE OF THE DETERMI\¿ANI I5 RETURNEO TN CCOM

CALL PHCDETC (ACO¡{rCCOM)
DEIERMINE THE REAL PARÍ OF THE DETERHTÀIANT

PRINT 73rCC0M
FORI.IAT (.-BOUNDARY COND I T ION DETERM T \ANT=I 2 (E I ? ¡ 3I )
xl=¡.
XZ =Cc0M
X3=AIHAG (CCOi,l)
i{5IGNl=5lGN(XIrX?)
M5ICNz=S¡GÀI(XIrX3}
lF(NPRO6.LT.2l l09rll0
NSIGNI=HStCNl
NS¡GNz=M5IGNz
NPR0G=¿
lF (Ms IGNt .EO.NS¡6Nt .AND.MSIGNz.E0.^¡5t6N2 ) I I I r I 07
JF (NPROc.EO.2) I 05r I 03
lF (NPR0G-2) 20 I r 202 r ?03
PFINT I l3r IlE
FORI,IAÍ (T-ONLY TI3ÓDECAY CONSTANTST'
Go l0 1000
NP aoG=3
Go r0 102
PRINT 30I
FOEHAT (TIPERHISSIbLE ÀIUHBER OF ITERATTON5 EXCÉEDED-.PROORAI{ TERHTN

CAIEDT 
'Go l0 1000

ól

64
63
ó¿
c

70

7¡
c
c

c

?3

109

¡10
¡n
l0?
20¡
¡13

?02
203
300
30t

A9



200
I ¡4

PPINÏ I l4rVSlNCC¡VS
fOqM^l (r-l fERAI ICN C0MPLtftö/e VSTNC L ESS ltt^N rf-ìli.8/o VILOCt Iy.

cóE I 5.8 I

SOLVE TOR IHE A(JI COËFFICIENTS IN TItE BOI'NOARY CONDII ION MAìRIX

CALL M/\TSQLV (AC0t{t AMP}
Pf¡lNl -ì04
FO;IMAT (ÕOAMPLIIUO!. COI:f FICIENTS I\RE E/}
PRINI 30?r (AMP(I) rI:l rt)
t oaMÂl ( 2e I 5.3 )

RESCALE THE B(¡TJ} WITH TI'iE AMP(I} FRCT THE BOUÀ¡DARY COND¡TIONS
303 I=l r4
303J= I r 4

IrJ)=A¡lP(J)!BurJt

COI{PUIE IHE POl,,ER rLOl'l PI PARALLEI. TO IHE WAVE VECTOR ANO
P? PIRPENDICT,LAR IO THE IIAVE VECIOR

P I =CZf Ro
P2=cZERo
P 3 =CZ ERO
D0 310 J=lia
ALPHAC( I ) =C0l'lJG (ALPfi¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡

D0 3l 0 J=l r4
BC ( I r J) =CO¡IJG (B ( I r J) I
0O 320 .,=lr3
D0 3¿0 N=l '48T I = (EER ( I I I r J) -J^YdALPHÀ (N) rEt.R (3r I rJ) ) É9 (4rNl
Bl ?: (EtR ( I r 2 r J ) - JAY Þ ALPHA (N ) rt-l:R I 3 r ? r J ) ) I ð ( 4 r N )
ßl l: (Etlì ( I r ì r J ) -JAYT ALPH/\ (N ) ÕtER l 3 r l r J ) ) Þi] ( ¡r r N )
Do l2l K-1,3
Bf l.tJTl | (ClR ( JrKr I l -JÄY{ALPHA (N) !C} R (JrK I 3) ) {tì (KrN)
81 ?=Ul2+ (C2R (JrKr I ) -JAY{^LP}1A (N) {CU I (.trKr 3t ¡ oB (KrN}
Btl:{113. (c3R (,trK ? I ) -.tAY4At pHA (N) }C:tR (JrKr.t) I rB (Krr,l)
Cor,lT I NUE

BrEMP=CZER0
D0 32? M=Ir4
BTEMP=IìTT.MP. BC ( Jr M },/ ( ALPHA (N) . ÁLPIIAC (M ) )
Þl:Pl.uTf ¡ltrë8Tl
P2:P2.8TEMPotsTe
P3=P3'BTEMP}BT3
CONT INUE
Pl:0,5oH4PI
PRINT 3I2IPI
FoRrlAï (ù0POwER FL0li Pl = Þ?EI?.7/l
P2=0.5{|.iöP?
PRINT 3l 3rP2
FORMÂT(}OPOWER FLOh/ P2 = E?EI?.3/I
P1=0.5r!rõP3
PRINT 3I6rP3
FOìMÂ'f(¿0PoilER FL0il P3 = i?El?,3/,

COMPUTE TH€ TOT¡IL POI,fER
PRI=REAL(Pl)
pRZ=REAL (p2)
Pt91:50RT I Pfl I ìPRl. PReePR2t
PP¡r'rT 3l4rPlol
F0RMÂl (î0T01^1" P0þ/ER FL0ll = !El?.3üli\TlSe,/)
Gi\YM^=Al AN2 (PR2IPRI l I I 80./PI
PPINI 3l5rGAMtlA
FoRM^T (i0MlSAl I6r.¡MEr,,lf ANGLE= f El2.lcDFGREFSð,/l

c
c
c

3 0..

302

c

303

3I0

DO

DO

B(
c
c
c

3¿l

32?

320

312

3¡3

3ló
c
c

314

3t5
c
c

400

402

321
40t

326

3?7

328

5
4

32
3?

NORMALISE Ì.lAVE COMPON€NTS FOR OÀ¡E IIATT/qETRE
PRINÏ 4OO
FORMAT (ÓONORMALISEO AUPL¡TUDES!/5XIIð9XÓJÞITXTBEIA( I ¡JI ë /I
Pl0T = 50Rf(PTol)
DO 401 I=lr4
D0 40? J=lr4
BllrJ)=B(IrJ)/PTOT
CO{I I NUE
PRINT 3?3rIr (B(IrJl rJ=lr4)
r0eMAï ( I 6 r 9Xs I -4o3X r 4 ( E15.3 r E I I .3 ) )
CO\¡T INUE
Go J0 1000
D0 3¿4 ¡=lr4
PU\CH 325rÂLPHA(I)
D0 324 J=lr4
Pl-ltlCH 3?518(IrJ ) r IrJ
FORMAI(2E20.12¡ZIl0l
CO\¡I I NUE
PU\¡CH J26 r VS
FoRMAT(E?0.1¿ðV5.'
PU\CH 327 r ii
FoRr,rAT (E?0. ¡ 2crJr )

PU\CH32B r H
FoRMAf (e?0. I 2ÕHc 

'0O 340 I=lr3
D0 340 J:lr3
D0 340 K'lr3

410



34 I
140

PtrlCH J4l rEfR(l rJr() r I rJrK
FoR¡t^T (F.?0. l 2rf, ¡ t 0 t
co\T lNUL
[ìO.142 l=¡t-]
pt,\Cl1 .143'IPSIR ( I r I I TFPStR( I r3] r l
fO?MAl(2t?0.l2rIl0)

c
c
c

I
3

343

34? co\T INUf
1000 co\¡rINUt

STOP
ENO
SUgROI,'IINE FORO(A, \¡SIEP}

2000

THIS SUBROLII¡NE ATTEMPIS TO ENSI'IE TIII\I RCOIS OF THE ÞOLYNOMTAL
APPEAR IN THE SAI.{f ORI)ER IN STICCESSIVE ¡TERAIIONS,

coqPLE,( 
^(4) 

rs (41 r XrY
DJITENS¡ON C (4,
DIFF(X¡l'):CÄ85(X-Y)

c
c

c
c
?

IS TIlIS THE FIRSI TTERATION
lF(NSTEP.EO.lllr?
D0 3 I=Ir4
S(I)=A(I)
GOTO4

REOROiJR THE ROOTS
DO 5 N=lr3
J=5-N
D0 6 I:lrJ
C(I)=Dlf f (S(N)rAlII)
Cu¡t1=ç1¡,
MIl^.l=l
DO 7 l=?çJ
lF(C(I).LT.CMINlBr7
CtrIN:C ( I )

MJÀI=J
CO\T I NUE
S(Nl=i\(HIN)
A(r,lIN)=A(Jl
CO{T ¡ NUT
st4)=¡\(l)
0O 9 l=lr4
A(I)=S(I)
RE T URN
ENO
SUBROUTINE STIIlE
CALL SECOND(T}
PRINI 2000,7
FOqHAI (é-CP IJt'tE: ôFlO.3//l
REIURN $ END
SUEROIJ¡ INI PHCOET (AIC)
DIqENSION A(4r4r3l rC(9)
INTtGtR ErP(rr) rR(4)

THIS SUtsROUIINE DETER'lINTS IHE EXPAVDED >OLY\¡OMIAL FORM OF A 4 BY4 DEÍERH¡NANI WHCSE ELEMENTS ARE POLYNOMIALS OF SECOI.¡D ORDERfITH REAL COETFIC¡ENTS

NOIATION

AIITJIXI IS A 4 8Y 4 BY 3 ARRAY USEO TO STORE ÌHE I.{ATRIX ELEHENÍ5A(IrJrK) Is IHE ELEMENT ¡N THE trH ROr{¡JrH coLUMN Ar,lD THE ìx-iir¡Po|/ER OF 5

P(J} IS A PERI.IUTATION OF THE NUMBERS I IC 4

R(J) I5 A VECTOR USED IN cALCULAITN6 THE PARITY

E IS THE PÂRITY OF fHE PERMUIATION

LI IO L4 ARE LOOÞ COUNTERS USEO TO OENERATE P

C(\¡I TS THE OUTPUT VECIOR OF THE PCLYNOHTAL COEFFICIENTS
c(¡{, I5 IHE COEFFIC¡Er,tT OF S To THE potrEl (N-1,

4I IO K4 ARE LOOP COUNTERS USED IO ACCUHTJLATE C

N IS INOEX NUMBER. POLYNOI{TAL POI{ER PLUS I

SET INIT¡AL VALUES OF C TO ¿ERO

ó

I

9
4

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Do I N=lr9
c ( \,tl =0.I CO^¡I I NUE

All



c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Gt\[.RAl ION oF FEaHr/lATI0N

M('ST PI.IÌ F-ACI.I DIGIT I TO 4 IN TLIRN INIO StJCCf SSIVE POSII IONS OF P
B(,I MrJST AV0I0 USI\i6 ìHE 5^Mt 0¡Gtt ìätCE.LOcFs t_t to L4 ARt:
Nt:Sì L0

00
P(l
DO

IÊ
P(2
00
IF

l=lr4
I
'è=le4
.Eo.ttl G0 l0 3
¿
3=lr4
.E0.Lt.0R.t.3.ECJ.L2) G0 TO 4

P ( 3 ) =l 3
Do 5 L4=1,4
IF (L4.E0.Lt .OR.L4.tO.L?.0R.L4.EO.L3l GO l0 5
P(q,=14

THIS COMPI.ETËS Tq€ GENERATION OF TIIE PERqUTATIOI.I P

OETERI.IINATIOI{ OF INE PARITY

2L
) =L
3t.
(L?
)=L
4L
(13

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

RFOUIRE Tl{O RECORDS OF P AND SO PUf P INTC R

0ô 6 N=l'4
R(Àl)=P(Nl

6 CO\T I NUE
c
c
c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

MAKE AN INIIIAL Stf TIt']G OF PAR¡ÌY EOUAL IC I

E=l

NOh, INTIRCHANGE ELEqENTS OF R TO GET THf\,I INTO NU{ERICAL
M(,LTIPLYING PARIIY BY -I ¿ACH TIIlE AN INTERCHANGE IS NEÊD

ORDTR
EO

c
c
c
c
c

00 7 I=¡.4
tF (R(¡r.E0.ll G0 l0 7

THE LAST STATEMENT ENSURES AVOIOING SUPEìFLUCUS !ÀITERCHAI'¡GES

0O I J=l'4
IF (R (J) .E0. I ) 9r2(

9 CO\T I NUE
RIJ)=R(I}
R ( I I =l

THAf l{It.L Pg¡ TIlE DIGTI I INIO IfS CORRECÍ PLACE 
'JY 

EXCHA\GING
IT þiITH IHE OCCUP/\\I CF THAT PLACE
ADJUSI THI, PARIIY AS THE RESULT OF THIS EXCHANGE

E=Eë (-l l
24 CO\T INUE
8 CO\TINUE
7 CO{TINUE

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

HAVE NOþI DETERI.I I NEO THE PAR I TY E

ACCUMULATION OF POLYNOMIAL COEFFIC¡ENTS

COÀISIRUCI NOi{ ONE TËRM OF IHE MATR¡X EXPA\SION.THE IERH fILL
HAVE 4 FACT0RS l¡i¡Trl THE ROtl /\ND COLUMN I\0ICES

lrP(ll ?çP(?l 3rP(31 4rP(4)
¡N EACH OF fHESE 4 FACIORS ARE 3 TEAVS.EACH CORRESPOÀTDS TO A
POTIER OF S AND IS OENERAIED AS K RA\¡GEs CVER I15 3 VÂLUEs
IHE FULL PROOUCT IS OETAINEO BY U5I\IG A FJRÍÈIER SEI OF 4 NESTED
DO LOOPS AS EELOI

DO l0 Kl=l¡3
00 ll X?=lr3
00 l? X3=lr3
DO ll K4=lr3

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

IHE POHER OF THE PCLYNOMIAL fO UHICH TH¡S PRCOUCT OF TER'4S ITLL
COÀJTR¡BUIE IS GIVE\.I BY

N=(1.K2.K3.K4-3

ARE NO¡J fiEADY IO ACCI,,MULATE C BY TdE FOLLOi'I{G

TI)UM¡=P(II
IDUH2=P (el
IDUH3=P(31
¡DUM4-P ( 4 I
C (À¡l:C (l,ll .ErA I I r lOUHt rX l.) ¡A l2r lOUt{?rKZt rA l3r IDUt{lrt(31

CrÂl4rlOUMrrrK4l

472



I

c
c
c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

¡.IOII IIIf: LOOPS OVER K I TO K4 ARE IO 8E CLC5ED

l3 Co\TlNUt-
l2 co\t INUE
¡l Co\f lflt,€
l0 co\ì INUt-

5 CONIINUE
4 Coi¡T I NUE

3 COr.lf I NUE
2 CO\TINUE

CI-OsE IIIE LOOPS LI ì.0 L{ lrHICH GENERAfED IHE PERI.IUIAIION OF THE
ARTAY ELEI.IENTS

990

400

40t

40?

403

404
405

406
407

408

409
410

4t I
4t?

413

414

4¡5

4tó

4t7

4t8

419
4?0
42t

4??
4?3

IHE POLYNOHIÂL COEFFICIENTS AfìE NOIf IN VfCTOR C

RF I URN

ENO
SUBROUIINE POLYR (Hr Z rNrK )

COI{PLEX {}¡ZrDZ¡SZr ZT
DJr.|!.t'lsloN H (K) r z (Kt rß (50) rA( l0l
Do 990 I=lr9rl
A(l¡=H(It
CO\lI INUE
N=r,l+ I
EPS= I. OE-I O

M=\
ZT=(0.r0.1
D0 401 I=lrM
B(I)14(l)
IF(A(lll 404ç40?¡404
¡,t=l- I
D0 403 I=lrM
A(I)=A(I.ll
Z(r,l-MI=(0.r0.I
G0 fo 434
IF (A(H) ) 406r405r40ó
l.l 

=ì,1 - I
z (r¡-Ml = ( 1.0E. 100'0. )
Go T0 434
lF(M-21 435r407r408
Z ( \- t ) =-A ( l, / Al?l
Go T0 435
D=.1
L=0
SZ=(0.r0.1
GO ]O 4I¿
D0 410 l=lrM
B(¡)=A(L
SZ=DZ
D0 4ll I=?rM
Do 4ll J=IrM
B t r.t. I -J-I ¡ =B (H. ¡ -J-l I r ZtrB (Hr I -J)
RMAG=500.0
Ba=CABS lB ( l, I
lF(8Àl 4?6r42ór413
BA=ALoG ( BA )

QQ 416 l=2rM
8l't=CA8S(8(ltt
lF(8ral 4l6r4l6r4l4
BM- IBA-ALOG (8M) I / ( I-1. I
IFf 8M-RMAGt 4l5r4l5r4l6
RM A6=BM
I l=I
co\¡r I NUE
¡F(l I-2, 4l7r4l7r4l8
DZ=-B ( ll /Slzl
RHAG=CABS ( DZ I
Go T0 419
RMAG=EXP ( RMÀG I
DZ=-U(1,/B(IL
X=REAL IDZ I
Y=AIM^G (02 t
IHE=AIAN¿ (YrXI / ( I I-I. I
X=RMAGoC0S ( fHE I

Y=RMAG.5IN(THEI
DZrC¡,lPLX(XrYl
IF tc^85 (0z.szt -. lðR{46, 420 ¡421¡4?l
DZ=0.5'DZ
Zt =Zl . t)Z
Ê=CAbS ( ZT I
I F (RMAG-FpSáR, 4?6 | 4??. t 4Z?
lr (nulç-9c1¡¡ 42J ¡4'è4 ¡4?4
L=0
oio.l rt)
Go 10 422

A13



4?4

t?5
4?(,

4?7

4?¿

4?9

430

¿.3 I

t32

433
434
43s

L=i-.1
IF (L-?'-¡ ) 409r4?5r4?5
lr (C^fìS (DZ) -C^05 (SZl I 409r426r42ó
x=REAL lZTl
Y:AIMÂG(ZT)
lF (A8S (Xl-1. 08.8e^85 (yl I 430ra27r¿r?7
M=v- I
Z (\_¡tl:x
00 4?8 l=?rM
A (¡,t.2-I I =A (M.Z-¡ l. xrA(l{.3-I t
DO c?9 l=lrM
ArIl=A(Ioll
Go ro 434
M=V-2
Z l\-¡l-l ) =ZT
Z ( N-H l =c0l'lJG ( ZT I
lF(M-l I tr35r435r43l
A (r,l4l ) =A (V. I ) r?rXðA (M.2)
DO 432 I=2rM
A ( \'1.2-I I =A (\l.2-I I +2ÞX{A (H.3-I ) -RrRIA (M.4-t )
00 433 l=¡rt'l
Â(ll=^(I.2t
Il'(H-Il 435r435r400
N=N- t
RE T URN
END
SUBROUT INE PIICDEIC ( 

^COM'CCOM 
)

co{PLEX AC0t.r (4 r4 } rcc0v
INTCGER ÉrPt4t rR(41
cc0M= ( 0. ,0. )

I.{AKE AN ¡N¡T¡AL SEfIIN6 OF PARITY E?UAL TO t

E=l

NOf INTËRCHANOE ELEITENIS OF R TO GEI IHE{ INTO NU"{ERICAL OROER
I,IULTIPLYIN6 PARIfY 8Y -I EACH IIME AN ¡NTERCTIANGE T5 NEEDEO

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

P(J} IS A PERI4UIATION Of: IHE NUMBERS I TC 4

RIJ' I5 A VECTOR USEO ¡N CALCUI AIING IHE OARTTY

I IS IHT PARIIY OF THE PIRMUIAIIOI.I

L I T0 L4 ARE L0Op CoUT.tTERS USt.D To 6ENERATE l

GENERATION OF PERMUTATTON

¡1U5T ÞUT EACH DIGIT I TO 4 IN TURN INTO SUCCESSIVE PO5ITIONS OF P
BUI i{UST AVOIO USII.¡G IHE SAI.IE D¡GIT II{ICE.LOCPS LI TO L4 ARE
NEST EO

Do ? Ll=Ir4
Pllt=Ll
D0 3 LZ=l r4
lF (L2.E0.Lll G0 T0 3
P t?l =Lz
00 4 L3=lr4
¡F (L3.E0.L1.0R.L3.E0.L2¡ G0 TO 4
P(3t=L3
D0 5 L4=lr4
lF (L4.80.L1.0R.14.80.L2.0R.14.E0.13) cO r05
P(f,=L4

TH¡S CO}.IPLETES THE GENERAIION oF IHE PER\IUTATIoN P

OETERI,I INAÌ ¡ ON OF f IE PÂR TIY

REOUIRE TIIO RECORDS OF P AND 50 PUT P INTC R

D0 6 N=¡r4
Rl^,ll=P(Nt

ó CONTINUE
c
c
c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

DO 7 I=lr4
lF (Rllt.E0.lt c0 I0 7

IHE LAST STAlEHEåIT ENSUNES AVOIOINO SUPEîFLUCUS INTERCHANGES

OO I J=lr4
lF (R (J, .80. I t 9r24

9 COÀ.lT¡NUE
RlJ,:R(ll
PtItrl

414



c
c
c
c
c

IHAI IIILI PUT TH5 OIGIT I INIO TIS
ll t{llrt IHt: occl.,Þ^,./I oF T}1^I f't^cF
AoJUSI tHt. pAtì I I y 

^5 
tttt Rr:sut.I 0F

CORRTCT PLÂCC NY I XCII^NG¡NÙ

IHIS IXCIIANGT,

c
c
c
c
c
c

f=tn(-Il
24 C0\t I NUF
I Co\¡t I NUI
7 CO\.ITINUt:

lnUMl=P(l)
I0UM2=P(2)
IDUH3=P(3t
IDUH4=P (4)

5 CO\TINUE
4 CO¡,lT I NUE
3 C0\r I NUE
2 C0f'll INUE

¡7.918.9
. E.9
. E.9

86.74E.9
¡1.918.9

EFÌAll)=(1,'0.
EETA (2):-BETA (

EEIA (3) =- (tlETA
BEïA (4) =- (BETA

CTIECKING 5O
D0 5 L=lr4
ACC(L)=(0.¡0.1
D0 3 l=lr4
D0 3 J=lr4
ACC(L=AC(JrL
CO\II I NUE

HAVE NOW DETERMINEO IHE PAR¡TY E

ARE N0t{ RE/\DY T0 ACCUi,IULATE c By Tt.tE FoLLCt{I {G

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

?

c

c

5

CC0M=CC0ll.EsAC0M ( I r IDUMI ) ÕACOM (?r IDUMZ) oACOM (3i I DUt3) sACOM (4 r IDt,ri4
U¡

CLOSE THE LOOPS LI IO L4 I{H¡CH GENERATED ÌI]E PERI,IUTATION OF THE
ARRAY ELEI'IENTS

c

TIIE V,\LUE oF IHE DF:TERMINAI.¡T IS \o|d I\ ccoH

RE lURN
ENO
SUEROUT INIi MATSOLV ( AC I I]f TA)

THIS SUBROUTINf- SOLVT,S A FOUR tsY FOUR VAIETX
cor4Pl-E)i AC(4r¿r) rBEfAl4l rg(3r3) rACC(4) rC(?r2) rouM
C0qPLEX I{42rM43r{32
H42=-AC l?t4l/ÃC(4¡\l
H43=-AC(3r4)/AC(4r4)
0O ? I=Ir3
I ( 3 r I ) =AC ( 3 r I l +M( 3¡ AC ( 4 r I )
B ( ¿t I ) =AC (2r I I +H42oAC (4 r I l
CO\T ¡ NUE
r'{3?=-B (2r 3 ) /B ( 3 r 3 I
C l¿r I ) =B ( Zr I ) ¡M3?á3 (3 r I )
c (u r2) =u (2r2) ¿H3?oB (3r2)

FINDING SOLUIIO!S

EOUAT I ON

I
I I ðC(2r ll /C12r?l
( I ) {ð (3r I I .BETA (2 ) ¿B ( 3r z) I /E (3r3)
( I )èAC (4r I l.BElA (2) rac (4r2).BETA (3) ùAC (4r3) | /AC t4¡41
LUT I CI,I5

.ACC il )
3

DUV=ACC ( I l ÕBEIA I I ) .Acc (2) cSElA (?).Acc (3) ë8ETA (3) .Acc (4t rBETA (4)
PRINT 4rDU{

4 FoeHAl(T0CHECK SUBSÌITUIION IN SUM CF EOIJATICNS={Ell.3¡Etl.3/)
RE IURN
ENO

0000000000000000000000 ENo 0F REcoRo
8ó.74F.9 Cl I
6.99F.9 Cl?

ll.9lE.9 Ct3

¡?.91F.9
. E'9
. Er9

107.2 6r9
' E'9
' E'9
¡ E.9

57 .94e.s
¡ E'9
' F'9

57.9¡Er9
- I7.9¡rrg

39.96¡r9
t.?tF-l

cl4
cl5
c¡6
c¿?
c¿3
c?4
c25
c26
c33
c34
c35
c36
c44
c45
c4ó
c55
c5ó
c6ó
Etl
Elz
EI?

l.?lF-¡
. E-

A1s



4 0{¡F -¿a t l4
El5
t 16
t¿l
Lit¿
t.¿3
t, ?4
F¿5
t26
t-3I
E3¿
E33
834
E35
F36

EPS IO
EPS I
EPS I
EPSI
EPSI
€PSI
EPS I

. E-(..0(.F-?
7lF-l

t.-
, t:-

F-
r-
f-

f-
t-
F-
F-
E-

. F-
B.B54E-12
39.21t-t2

J9

. E-t2

. c-tz

. t-12

.eìr-12

. E-12

. E-ì2

. L-t?,
EPS
EPS

lt
te
l3
2l
27
23
3t
3Z
3341.03E-t¿ fPs

3.14 159265E B tl
2.65 E 3 Rho

5. E -3 VSINCC
0. 0.

t. E-20 H

3140, to.
0000000000000000000000

THETA PSI

VSIVSINCINS'IEPS
FILE

?5
OFt_ N0

416



AI.2 Program ASWPLOT - Surface-Wave F ield PIots

^t.2.1 
Flow Chart

EVALUATE THE ELECTRIC DISPLACEMENT ON
GRID ONE WAVELENGTH SQUARE (2L x 21 POINTS)

DECAY CONSTANTS ALPHA(I)
AMPLITUDE COEFFICIENTS B (I,J)
VELOCITY VS
ANGULAR FREQUENCY W

SHORTING LAYER HEIGHT H
PIEZOELECTRIC CONSTANTS EER (I, J, K)
DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS EPSIR(I,J)

READ:

EVALUATE ELECTRIC POTENTIAL ON GRID
ONE WAVELENGTH SQUA.RE (101 x 101 porNTS)

CONTOUR PLOT THE ELECTRIC POTENTIAL

VECTOR PLOT THE ELECTRIC DISPLACEMENT

EVALUATE THE PAR'IICLE DISPLACEMENT ON
GRID ONE WAVELENGTH SQUARE (2L x 21 POINTS)

DISPLACEMENT VECTOR PLOT THE PARTICLE DISPLACEMENTS

EVALUATE THE PARTICLE VELOCITY ON GRID
ONE WAVELENGTH SQUARE (21 x 21 POINTS)

VECTOR PLOT THE PARTICLE VELOCITIES

END

At7



c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

47.2,2 Program Listing

PROGRAH ÀSUpLoT ( INPUI.OUTPUI}

THIS PROGRAM PI OTS THE --.
fLTCTRIC f,OTËVIIAL
TLECTRIC OI SÊLACTMT'Nr
PART IcLT. DISPLAcFMFNT
PARI ICLI: VELOCTìY
FIÊI.DS ÊOIì A PRCPAGAT¡NG SURFACE r,lAVE

INÞUI OAIA I,IEEDED--.
ALPTIA(I ) = 4 DECAy CON5t^NtS
8(I,J) = ló AqPLITUDI COt:rFtCIE\TS
VS = SURFACE dAVE VT-I,.OCI TY
I/ = ANGULAR FREîUE\IcY
H : HEICIHf OF cc\DI,cì ING PI-ANE
fElì(lrJ't = ?f pIETOtLECIRIC CO\STANts
EPSIR(lrJ) = 6 DIELECIRIC CoNStA!IS

DIVENSI0N Z (5ì r5l ) rCO (301 rEER ( Jr 3r3) rEpSlQ (3r3)
0¡YENSIoN LO(1;lr5t)
co!PLfx B(4,4),ALPdA(4t
COqPLi-X JAt' r BIEMP r XIEr,tp rD (31 rBSUM
COqPL€X CXIÉ MP
COVPLEX A(?lrZl)
C0{Pt.EX 

^VF-t- 
(?l r2l } rDUM

0I14t-NSI0N ì'80 (4 ) rTpD (4) rlpV (4 )
COYPLEX U(3)
cotPtt_x v(3)
co\,tPLF_x f(4)
RF 

^L 
L iTMBDA

REAL MOO

co\4MON/ /z rLo
PJ=3.1ai592ó5358979
DaTA lE0/40HELtCTRtC D¡SpLACtMENT ASl{ ON yx_cuÀRTz /DAIA lP0l4oHpARltCLt DISpLACEI.TENÌ OF A9t{ yx_tuARTz /DAIA TPV,/4OHPART¡cLE vELocITY oF A5* ôÑ Yi.ounnrz /EPSI0 =8.85E-t2
PplNl 99
F0RM^T ( ¡Hl r9X*IÞgXrJrl?xl8 ( I I Jl r/)
D0 100 I=lr4
RE i\0 l0l r ALPHA ( I )
PPINI ¡03rlrALPHA(I)
F0tMAT (e ALPHA (åI lr) =ì2E20.6100 100 J=l'4
REÂD l0lrfi(I rJl r IIrJJ
FocMAT(?E20.t2r2Il0)
PPINT 102'IIrJJrg(lrJt
FORMAT ( l t I r I I 0 r2E20.ól
CO\T I NUE
READ ll3rVSrWrH
F0lMAT(Ez0.t2)
PFINT ¡04rVSrllrH
FocMAT ({ v5 ={E¿0.6/r
PRINT I O5

tl =rE20.6/r t1 =cE?o.6/l
FOCMAf (èOPIEZOELECTR¡C CONSIANIST/I
DO 106 I=lr3
D0 l0ó J=l r3
DO 106 K=l'3
READ l0TrEER( I ¡JrKt r II TJJTKK
F0RMAf(E20.ì2.3I10 ,
PPINT ¡08r I I TJJTKKTEEp( t rJrKt
F0qMAl ( I I I r 2 I I 0 ' E20. ó r
COIT I NUE
PPINÏ IO9
FORMAT (TODIELECIRIc coNsÍANTsr,/I
D0 ll0 l=lrl
READ IIITEPSIR(Irl) rEÞ5IR(Ir3) rt IFOaüAl(2E?0.1?rIl0)
PRINT I I2r I I TEPSIR(I I I I IEPSIR(Jr3I
FoCM^l(lltr2E20.6t
CO!T INUE

COMPUIE VALUE OF ELEC POIENTTAL OVER T{E PLOTT¡I,IG GRID(IOI X IOT POINTS' ONE HAVELENGf¡I SOUA;tEI AT T=O AND iT=O ÏO LAHEDALÂ{B0A=?.óPJrv5/t
PPINI 400rLaHrtDA
l0?!Al I o I SURF/\CE ITAvELENGTH =rEl?.3.f1EIRESr/,x¡ \¡c=LA{BDA,/50.
00 40¡ ¡=lr5l
0o 403 J-t I 3B
X¡=(l-1,ÞXINC
X3:(38.-J,!xINC
Z(lrJ):0.
DO 40¿ N= 1 ,4
ElElrP=- ¡ ..Hr ( ALpHA ( ¡,¡) rX3. ( 0. I I . ) rx ¡, /v5
2 lI ç Jl -Zl I iJ¡ .B (qr\¡l óCEXp (BTEMpl

99

t03

t0l

¡02
100

I l3

104

t05

l¡t

l0?

108
l0ó

109

ttz
t¡0
c
c
c

400

418



402
403

c0Nl lNtlE
CO\IT I NUE
Do qo4 'l=lc¡r5lZ(l¡J)=(0.r0.1
x3=(38.-JloxINc
ul=ltÒH/vs
uv=1.,T.w4x3/vs
UTr,l:- I . rt,T
UV{=-l.rUV
xTEMP:- | . r ( 0. r I . | 0 ú! x I /vs
¡F (tJl.CI. I0o. t405r406
xTEHP=CEXp ( XTfl.tP I óEXp ( t'!X3lVSt
Go T0 407
CO\¡f INUE
xTf MP=CEXP ( XTEMP ) { ( ExP (UVr -EXP (UVM ) t / (EXP (UT } -EXp ( UTM ) }
co\¡l ¡ NtlE
z ( I rJ¡ = (tJ (4r I I +B (4 r 2 I rB (4 r3) rB f4¡4 I I rXTEr,lp
G0 T0 404
Cor,,T INUË
COI¿T I NUE

PLOT CONTO(IRS OF THE ARRAY Z
CALL PL0ll0 (l0HNEBC Bxl4¿'10)
Cr\LL xLI{Ir(100.)
CALL PAUPLOT(3OIIBLA\K PAPER . ¡4 ELAcK I\\ PLsi3O)
CALL SYHBOL (-l . r2. r. I r lSHPOf ENT ¡ AL CONI OUaSr 90 o r I 8)
CALL PL0T(0.r7.4r31
C^Lt. PLOT(10.r7.4r?)
C^LL PL0l ( 0. r 0. r 3l
CALL BC0NTR ( Z r5l r 5l r5. r5. r 30 r 0 rLQr C0TNONCI
Pr¿lNl 4I0TNONO
FORH^T (I0NUUBFR 0F CONTOURS =rI5l)
PRINT 4¡ I I (IrC0(ll r I=lrNoNOl
FORMAT (! CONToUR$I2o ={El 1.3)

COUPUTE IHE ELE.CTRIC DISPLÂCEMENI
IrVEC=t{/v S

JAY=CMPLX(0.r1. l
Xl\C=LAflBt)4,/?0.
DO 501 I=lr2l
D0 50e J=Ir16
Xt=(I-ltsX¡NC
x3= ( 16.-.,) ðx lNc
A(trJ)=(0.r0.t
DO 506 N=l14
Bl Et'aP=- I . ÞtdvEc{ (,\L pHA ( t,l I ðx3. JAysx I t
E ( f.¡ t =CExP ( BIEHP )

Do 503 N=lr3¡2
D(r,ll=10.r0.)
00 504 K=lr4
OUr,l= ( 0. t 0. ,
0O 505 L=l'3
0ur,t =DUM r I JAyIEER I \rLr I l.ALpHA (K) oEER (Nr L r 3) ) ÞB (L rK l
DU\'l =DUM - ( JAY{EPSIR (Àlr I I TALPHA (K) {EPSIR (\r 3} ) rB ( 4rK I
Du'l=DUH"E (K,
D(À¡l=DUM.D(Nt
O l¡,ll =-|{VECðD (Nt
Ol=REALID(Itt
D3=REAL (D(3} I
¡{oD=50RÏ (Dl {Dl .03É03 I
A¡IGLE=AÏAN¿ (-03rDl I
A ( I ¡ Jl =CMPLX ( M0Dr Ar,lGLE l
CO¡'IT ¡NUE

COMPUTE THE FREE SPACE ELECTR¡C DISPLACEMENI
BsUil= ( 0. r 0. I
DO 509 K=lr4
BSUt{=BSUM.B (4rKl
DO 510 J=l7t?l
A(lrJt=(0.r0.1
X3= ( lô.-J¡rX¡NC
Ul =llVECóH
uT9=-l.ruT
uv=uT.¡lvEcrx3
UVtl=- l . ÕUV

XIEMP:-JAYÞVlVECrXl
cxfËMP=cExP txtEMP)
tFlUÏ.G1. 100. l5l I r5I2
D ( I | :EP5 JOc JAyr tVE CrBsU¡,l.CXlE{prEXp ( ¡rvEc}x3 I
D ( 3 l È-EPS I 0rr.'vECrBSuM{CXTEl4PeExp I t{vEcrx3,
G0 TO 513
co{I liltJE
CUI=[xP tUIt
CUIH=ExP (Ul¡t)
CUv=ExP (UVt

.CUVil=EXP (UVH t
D I I I = (CUV-CUVM).CxtEMp/ (CUT-CUll.ll
o f I l =o ( I l.EPSlOrJAYrilvt:cú8SUH
o I 3' r I CUV.CUVM I rCXtEr.rpl (CUr-CUIH'
D( 3t.-D I 3l oEPSl0 .dVECó8SUl'l

405

q0ó

407

404
40t

c
c

4t0

4tl
c
c

50ó

505

504
503

s02
c
c

509

5ll

5t2

419



513

o

CO\T INUI
Dl=eF^L(t)(l))
D3=REAL(t)(Jl)
ItoD=S0rll (D I o0l . 03o01 |
ANGI-E:^T^N;Ì (-D3r Dl )
A ( l ' J | : Cfli)L X ( H00 | A\lGLF l
G0 t0 510
co\r I I'luE
co\l I NUC
VL=¡.0
CALL VÉ:CPL0T (ÂrZl r?t r2. r2. rTE0rVLr0l

COI,IPUÏI PÄRIICLE DISPLACEMENI FIELf)
|lvEc=r{/vs
JAY=CMPLÀ(0.,I")
DO 600 I=lr?l
0O 601 J:l'16
xl=(l-l .)aXINC
X3:(16.-J)rxINC
AllrJ):(0.r0.)
D0 606 hl=lr4
EIENP=-l.owvEcù (Al.eHA (N) {X3;J^y4xI t
E(\) =CEXP(BTEMP}
DO 60¿ N=Irfr2
U(r,,1 )=(0.r0.)
D0 603 t\=l ¡¡
u ( ! ) =t, (Nt r u (N. K ) 0f ( K )

CO¡,ll INUE
Ul=RtÂL(t,(t ) )

U3=Rt,Ât (U(-ì) )
f,loD=soRT ( tJ I òu l. u30.J3 I
ANGLf=ATAN2 (-ll3rUl )

A ( I r J) =CMPLX ( t4O0 r A\GLt- l

COHPUTE PARfICLE VFLOCIIY
DO 702 N=lr3r2
v(\):u(N){JAYTW
Vl=Rt,lL(v(l))
V3=RE^L (V (3) )

MoD=S0RT ( Vl+vl . V3çv3t

^NGLE=^TAt.l2 
( -V3 r V I I

AVEL ( I rJ) =CMPLX (tl0DrANGLEl
CO\.¡T INUE
D0 604 J=l7r2l
AVEL(IrJl=(0.r0.1
A(lrJ)=(0.r0.)
CO\T INUE

c
c

510
501

603
60?

606

c
c

70?

60 t

ó04
600
c
c

c
c

PLOI PART ICLE OT SPLACEMENT
Vl-=1.0
CÁLL VECPL0T(Ar2l¡?l ¡?,¡? . rIpOrVLrll

PLOI THE PARTICLE VEI.OCITY
vt=1.0
CALL VeCPL0T (AVELr2l ¡Zl¡?.t?. rlpVrVLr0)
STOP
ENO
SUBROUT INE VECPL0I (Ar{rNrXSr YSrlrVL¡K }

IHTS SUBROUIINE PLOTS A VECTOR FIELD SPECTFIED AT IHE INfERSECIION
POINTS OF A RECTANGULAR GR¡OI AI¡O DRAdS A EOUNDÀRY TIIROUCi iiE OUTEìGRID PotN.fs.
A = A COMPLIX NUT{BERI THE REAL PART HoLD¡\G fHE LENGIH oF fHE VEcTo?
AND THE IHÁGII.IARY PART fHE DIRECIJON ìELATIVE IO rHE X-¡XiS- ( ¡N RA)SI .T = ALPHABETIC l¡TLE (up To 40 CHARAcTERs,

THE FIRST INDEX TNDICATES THE X-VARIA3LE {,tAGNIIUDE AND TH€ 5F_Cg¡gTHE Y-V/\RIABLE t.E. OF THE FORH A(Xry)
M = THE NUH[tER CF COLUT.TNS IN fliE GRtO
N = ÏHE NUMBEq OF HOR¡ZONTAL RoIIS IN IHE GRID
XS = NUMBER 0F IESH p0lNtS/INCll

IN X DIRECTION
YS - NUVEER OF !IEsH POINTS/INCH TN Y DTRN.
T = AN ARRAY OF UP TO 40 HoILERITH
CHÂRACTT'Rs HOLOT\G A TITLE.
VL = ARROI{ LE\GIH,/ HORTZONIÂL qESH SOACI\G.
K = sETs PLotT¡\tG ¡rODË. x=ro rHE ARRO/s oRI6INATE Ár rHE GRIo po¡Nrs.

ÍIIH K.NOI EO.I THE ARROI{S ARE 8¡5ECTED 8Y A BAR INDTCATIN¿ THEGR¡D POII.¡T LOCÂT ION
vL REIURNS A SCALE f ACIOR tIN IÂ¡qUI U\tlsltNcH) t{HICH r,/HEN rlULItpt.lED I8Y IHE ÂRROl{ LE\¡I;IHS II.¡DICAIES f tsiE MAG\ITJDE OF IHE PLOTfED OUANI ITYlxE Pf-N rS aSSU\,tED TO bË At IH[ LOlrt.R L.H. COt?NER Or tHE Cn¡0, À¡¡o ¡rilsPOINT IIUSI HAVE B€EI.I t)EIJIN[O A5 THE NEil OEIGTN
aFTER PL0II¡NG ldE oRl6lN ts sll¡FTÊD ro A pot].ll z rNcHEs To THE R¡o,tf oOF THE R.H. EO6E OF ÌHE 6NTD

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
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c
ç

0ìqtNsl0N l(4)
otqINSloN Is(]l
CoT4PLEX A(HrNt
DATÀ (T5(llrl=lt3l/30HSCALE = UNII5./I\CN/

0Rarr lN THf: l.r0R0tR 5ì^RllNc
nROH (0r01

Xl-(M-l.l/xs
Xz = xl
X3:0.
Yl = o
Y2=(N-¡.t/Ys
Y3-Yz
Ci\LL PLOT (XlrYlr2l
CÀLL PLOT ( XZ ¡'Y2 r I I
CALL PL0f (X3rY3¡ll
CALL Pt.0T (0.r0..1)

DRAI{ IN THE ARROl4S AT THE
MFSH PO INTS
NORI.tAL I ST- IHE MAX JT,IUM ARROi' LEN6THS
IO 8E EOUAL TO VL ð HORIZONTAL

A¡t = l.E-200
DO l0 I=lrM
DO l0 .l=lrN
AH = AilAXl (AMTREÀL(A(lrJ) I )

SCALE FACTOR IH€N BF.COI,,IES
V¡ =nUr¡57Y.-
PRINT l¡AllrVL
FoCMAT (é AV--+El 1.3È VL=ÖEl l.3t
D0 lI I=lrM
D0 ll J=IrN
Z=REAL(A(lrJ))/VL
A(IrJt = CMpLX(ZrAIr,lA6(A(IrJ) l )
co\l I NIJE
D0 Z0 l=l¡H
DIJ 20 J=l rN
X=(l-l)/xS
Y=lJ-l l/YS
CALL ARR0il(XrYrA(IrJ) rKl
co\ì I Nl.,F

DRAI{ IN THE T¡fLE.
CALL SY¡'l8OL l-?.t?' r0.l rTr90 . rrr0l
CALL SYMBOL (-l .5r2.0 r0. I rTSr90. r30)
CAI.L NUHIJER (-l .5r2. l¡r 0. I r VL r90 . r5llEl0¡31
CALL PLoT ( (M-1. I /XSr4.0r0o r-3)
RE TURN
ENO
SUBROUI INE ARROI{ (XXTYYTCTK)
DI{ENSI0l.l X (91 rY l9}
co\,lPLEX C

GEI.IERATE PLOTT I\IG COOROS
Pt = 3.l4ls9?65358979
AP=5.rPl16.
R = REAL (C)
CA = AIMAG(CI
R?=R/ ?
R5 = R/5.
Rl0=R/10
ANGU=CA'AP
ANGD= CA- AP
sar,,lGU=R5ëS I N ( ÀNGU I
CA\tGU=R5óC0S (ANGUt
SAIIGD=R5lSIN (ANG0l
CÁr¡GD=R5{C0S (ÂNGDI
CCA=C05(CAt
SCA=S¡N(CAt

IESI FOR PLOTTI{G I{OOE
¡F(K.E0.llZ0r2l

PLOTT ING I,IODE I
N=5
X(l l=Íx
Y(ll=YY
x(2t=x,(.RÕccA
Y (2) =YY.RTSCA
X(31=X(2,.CANGU
Yt3t=Y(?'.5ÂNGU
xttr=x(2l.cANGo
Y(4t=Y(2t.5ANGD
xt5,=x(?t
Yt5t=Y(Zl
GO TO ??

PLOT I I NG I.IODE 2
N=9
X ( ¡ l:Xl-R?rCCA
Yl¡l=YY-PZTSCA
x(?l'xx
Y (2I =YY
Xl3,=XX-Rl0.5CA
Y(3t!YY.nI0rCcA

c
c
c
c

l0

u

c

c

20
c

c

c
c

c
c
?0

?t

^2L



x(4lExÀ.Rl0osc^
Y(4ì =YY-Rl0sCC^
xtSl=xx
Y(5}:YY
x(6t:xx.R2pccA
Yt6l=YY.R¿ù5CA
X(7)=X(ó,.C^NGU
Y(7)=Y(6t.5ANGU
Y l7l:Y (6 t . fì5{ S IN ( A!GU }

X (B):X {6} .C^NGD
Y(Bl=Y(bl.S,1NGD
x (9) =x (ó)
Y(91=Y(61
CONT I NUE

DO PLOIT I NG
CALL PLOT (X( I ) rY( I ) r3)
D0 l0 I=2rN
CALL PLOT(Xl Il rY(l) r2t
CO\T I NUE
RE TURN
END
SUBROUT I NE BCONIR ( Hr H r N r XSCALE r YSCÂLE rN0 r I FCC rLQ r C0r NONO )

??
c

l0

c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

CSIRO 360O LIBRARY COUTINE LIN MOOIFIED FOR 640O

CHOICE OF CONTOUR VALIJES IMPROVED
FRAME 0RA|/N T0 lr'IDICATE PLOITING AREA BoIJNDAIY¡

H(Ir Jl IS THE ARRAY OF P0INTS FOR dHICH A CONIOUR qAP IS T0
I'I,À.¡ ARE THE OIHENSIONS OF fHE AìAAY AI 

'O'¡ 
TII'IE.

I'l MUST gE EOUAL T0 I r BUf N HAY BE SM,\LLER ïH^N
IF 0ESIREDT RESULIING lt¡ A SAVI\¡G OF CP I IHE iúHEN 0À¡L

OF ARRAY H ¡S OF INIERESÌ.
NO IS EOIJAL IN AESOLUTE \¡ALUE TO TIIE NUI{EER OF CONIOURS

UP TO 30 CONÏOURS CAN SE RECÚESIED.
IF NO IS NEGAIIVf fHE CONfOURS ARE LABELLED I-30 IN
ASCENOING OROER.

CO(NO) ARE T'tE LEVELS OF THE CONTOURS IN ASCEI.¡DING ORDERI OI
( NO }. CO MAY BE SET AUfOMATICALLY CR PRESET.

NOITO 15 THE NUMIIER OF CONTOURS ACTUALLY DRAhIN IF CO IS
SET AJTOMATICALTY. (\¡ONO.LE.NO)

IFCO IS AN ¡NDICAIOR.
¡F IFCO=I ITIlE PRESET VALUES OF CO I{ILL BE USEO.
IF IFCO = 0 r IHEN THE VALUES OF CO ARE SEI AUTOMATIC
AT SUCCESSIVË SIMPLE NiJMBERS EEfiJEEN IFIE LOHESI ANO T
HIGHESI VALUES IN H .
(SI\4PLE NUMI]ERS IN ÌH¡5 CONIEXT ARE \'IEMBERS OF SOME 5

(KlrI0.rrK?ës¡NPLEt
UHEIìE KI TS AN INTEGEi.¡ RUNNI\G INDEXI

KZ lS AN INTEGER SEI 3Y TiE SUBROUTINET AND
SII,IPLE IS A PLEASING I\¡TEGRAL SUBYULTIPLE OF IO

L0(lr J) IS Ìi0lK¡NG SPACET 0IHÊr,lSI0NED Al LEAST (MrN) IN CALLI
XSCALET YSC^LE ARE SCALES IN CELLS/¡NCH CF Mr N RESPECfIVELY.

THE PEN IS TAKEN TO BE AT THE LO!/ER LEFÏ COR"¡ER OF THE I.I X N GRI
t.E. (lrl ) r AND THIS PCINT qUST HAVE BEEN DEFINED AS

8Y A PREVIOUS STATEI.IE\¡l CALL PLOI (XrYr-31 .
AFIER ALL CONTOURS ARE DRAIiN ÏHIS S/R DEFINES A NEII ORI6IN FOR FUR

PLOlTlNGr AT ( (H-t)/XSCALET?.r 0.) .

Dl¡IENS¡0NH (MrN) rL0 ({ rN) rC0 (N0l
DIi.TENSIONLABEL(30)
DltlENS¡0NS Il{PLE (5) r JLI5T ( I I
DIMENSIONLEO (3 } TKSIOE (3)
OJ{ENSI0NINEi{(23lrJ\Et/(lt¡NI0LI5l(llrKLISI(I)rlLlSllltrK((llrKL(ll
EOUIVAL€NCE (¡NEl(21 rJtlEli) r (INEf(51 TNIDLISI) r

= (INEhr(lztrKLISTtr (INEdu6lrlLlSltr (INEr{(20)rKK}r
= (INEtd(22¡rKL)rlINEWllTlrJLISÍl

OATA (lNEl{ = lr 0r-lr0r lrZrllr4rlr2rJr0r30r0r30rlr0r0r0r lr0r lr-l)
DATA (SIMPLE=1. r2. r ?.5¡5. r 10. I
DATA (oNÊBIT=40000000008) r (ALLBUT=77777717773?Tf 7f7777gr t (RIGHI=777

l7't7ll7 7At
0ÂlA (LAUEL= t Hl r l HZ r l H3 r lH4r lH5 r lHór lHTr l HBr l H9 i2Hl 0 r 2Hl l ¡2Hl2 tZlll3

lr?Hl4r2Hl5r2Hl6t?Hl7r2HI8t2Hl9i2He0ç211?l¡?H2?¡2H23¡2H?4¡?H?5¡?H?6¡
??H?7 ¡ ?tt?8 ¡ ?H29 r 2H3 0 I
LoGlÇALEOl rEoN
LOGI CALSIART rL00K8( r 6 r LE0 rLOr ONEB I T r ALLBUT rf OROr RESULf rHASK rR IGHT

C f,lASKS ANO FUNCT¡oNS FoR DÊALINO B¡l-SY-BII IrITH L0r LEQ.
ASSTGNIOOOTONSEII
AsSIGNIOOITONSETO
AS5 I GN I O O2 TONCE T

GO10 I 004
¡000 r'rAsK:0NEBlt

CÂLLSHIFT (M^SK'X8l T.LCOt
RESULT=OR ( tl0RD rHASK I
GO TONCÁLL

IO()I HASK=ALLEUI
GOrOl003

1002 Í¡5¡:g¡gg¡¡
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100 ì

1004

c

90

9t

9?

93

94

6¡

5?

c
5ó

57
c

70
c
7¡

710
7l¡

72

?3
74

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

55

ó3
64

ó4¡
6ó

C^t I qnlf I (ft^\r(.xfll | .l c()l
lìl ¡ìllt l' Ar'llr ( tll)lrl)¡{tÂ51\ I
tìt) ì 0r,l( 

^t 
L

C(lr'll I lltlL
NO^llS=l^rìf.ilNO)
f)R^r{ FR^Mr', tllIil IIC(S
¡rl^Lf=¡
¡5T¡.r=1./xscALE
Y.ìTIP=1./YSCALE
l=0.
Y=0.
I=X+XSTEP
CALLPLOT (XrYr2)
YT ICK=Y-.0.r..08rFL0AT ( IHALF-¡ I
D09l I=3rM
CÀLLPLOT(XrYTlCKrll
CALLPL0T (XrY, l )

x=xrxsT[.P
CALLPLOI (XrYrl )
XTICK=x..04-. 0STFLCAT I IHALF-l I
Y=Y+YSTEP
C^LLPL0T(XrYrll
DO9?l=3rN
CALLPL0T (XlICKrYr I I
CALLPLOI(XrYrll
Y=Y.YSfEP
CALLPL0T(XrYrll
60I0 (93r94Ì r IHALF
xsTEP=-X5l€P
YSI EP=-YSTEP
I HALF= e
GoT 09 0

O0 ól J = lr N
Do 6l I = lr M

L0fl,Jl=0
Eol=0 $ E0N=0
lF ( IFCOI 52r5ó
N0\0=N0^BS
Go T 055
F I \D RANGE OF FUÀICT I OI,I H
HMIN=I.E304
HMAX = -HHIN
Do 57 I = lr H
Do 57 J = lr N

|lMlN=^MlNl (HMINTHI I rJl I
HM^X:^t{^XI (HMAXTH( I rJ) I
GE¡'lERAlE SIIIPLE C0\TOrlR INTERVAL
SUBRNG= I 11M^X-HH I'.¡' /FLOAÍ (NOAu5- I t
RN6[LG=ALOGI O ( SUBR\G }

LGRNGE=RN6ELG.S I GN ( O.S IRNGELG) -0. 5
CHAR=10.rðLGtìNGE
Do70I=l'5
ADD=5IHPI.E(I}ëCHAR
IF ( ADD-SUBRNGI 70 ¡ 7 I r 7l
COI.IT INUE
SEf CONTOUR VALUES
c0zERo=HM Il.,t_^Moo ( Htt I N r AD0'
I F ( C0ZER0- Hr,l I N I 7 I 0 r 7 I I r 7 I I
cozERo=coz ER0. A0 D

Co(ll=CoZERo
DO 72 NONO=ZrNOABS
CO ( N0N0 ) =C0 Z ER0. ADD¡ FL0 AT ( NONO- I )
O I FFER =C0 ( N0N0 l -¡ll'l A X

lF (0IFFERt 72t72¡73
CO\¡f INUE
N0{0=NoABS
G0 T055
DO 74 I =N0N0 r N0485
colll=0.
NoÀ¡O=N0N0- I
CO\SIDER THE B¡T5 ¡N A ¡'ORD OF LO TO 8E NUqBERED FROH óO AI LEFT
ÌO I AT RIGHT.
SEI B¡1 LC0 TO I Ir¡ EVERY Lo(trJl SUCI{ THAf CONTOUR LCO
PASSES TO R¡GHI OF IIrJI BUT NOT TO RIIJTIT OF (I.IrJ' .
SEI 8lT (1C0.301 l0 I ¡N EVERY Lo(IrJl SUC!.1 IHAT COt,tÍ0UR LCO
PASSES ABOVE (IrJl EUT NOr ABOVE (lrJrll .
KBIT=0 oPERATES 0N AII (1C0.30t 

^N0 
VtCE VERSA

O0 óó K = lr 2
JS=3-x

XEIT=KL¡5I IK'
Doó6 J=Js.N
DO6ó l=Krl,l
Do66LC0= I r f.loN0

Ir lc0tLcor.Lr.h(t-K.lrJ¡t(-?l.ANo.c0(Lcoro6E.HilrJll ó4¡ó3
lF (C0(LCOI.GE.H(I-K.lrJrK-?).AND.CO(LCO).LT.HtlrJll ó4¡6ó

tJoR0=L0 ( l-K. | . J.(-2 t
ASSIGNó4¡IONCALL
G0t0r¡5Er I
L0 ( l-X. I r J.K-?, SPESULT
CO\¡I I NUE
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J.': I
ll=l
LO0KtlKi0
Golo I ¡

¿5
tl

.I

LO
LI
L2

I.
J.
.LT
ILr

¡
0

4l
(3
43
=I
=J
( tL

IF
I
SE
I
J
00
DO

00
IL
JL
IF

(sT^Rf) 27t ll
=0
ARCH FOR UNPI-OIfEO CONIOUR IN NEIGHBOUIFIOOD OF (It..'J)

lF(tor

= lr 2

= lr 2

= l. ¿
KL(Ll)ÈK((L0) è I . KL(Ll)0K((L0.lt { J
KLil_210K((L0) õ J . KL(L2)oK<(L0+l) I I

.t. oR .lL.GT.M. OR .JL.LI.l. 0t .JL.6l.r{) 43r 4l
..lL) 142r43

lF (AtlO (L0 ( lLrJt ) TRIGHT) I 44 t45

c

c

(t
42
43

4t0
47
?2.

?21
??2
?.?3
?24

'¿?5
??st
'¿25?

?¿6

3I
I
2

49

53

5¡

38

37

c0
5E

\T INUE
ARCH UNSUCCESSFUL. INCREMENT J A\¡D,/OR

c
c
c

I IF PERMISS¡t]LE.
J=J+ ¡
lF (J.LE. I ) 49r 53
lÍ' (I.LT.M.N) 5lr l8
NF|,/ CONIOUR(SI fOUVD. IDENI¡FY IHE FIRST CNE.
LOCAIE A STARTII'IG ÞOII.IT OI.I IT AND MOVE TTIERfI PEN UP.
Trl

44 NI
GO

45 Nt
46 IJ

JJ
JS

EN [NTER TìACKING SEOUENCE.
D=2
TO tt6
D=3
= lL
=JL
=JL

c
c
c

STARI = ¡
KIJIT=KLIST(NID) I. |IORD=LO(IIIJS} $ ASSIG! 470 TO I,¡CALL
0047LCO: I r NOl.lO
GOTO NGF T

IF(RtSULT)22t47
CO[¿Ì II,JUE
CALL CONC (NIt)r ll¡ JJr CO(LC0)r Xr Yr Mr Nr H)
¡F (1C0.E0. I .AND. EClt¿?.1 t???
lSYrl=15 $ Gol0?2q
lF (LcO.t.0.NONo .At'¡D. F0N) 223r2?5
ISYM=3
C^LLSYMtsOL ( X/XSCALE r Y/YSCALE r . 04 I I SY¡1 I 0. I - I )
GO TO??ó
IF(NO.Ll.0l??51ç?25?
CALLSYT'IBOL ( X/XSCALE r Y/YSCÂLE r . 07 TLAEEL (LCC l r 0. I 2 )
CÂLLPL0T lXlXSCÀLEr Y/YSCALE r 3 I
6=0
NEO = N¡D
G0TO ?9
MÂJN PLOTI¡NG SECUE\CÉ:.
A 9OINT HAS BEEN PLCTTED ON ONE SIDE OF A GRID UNIT CELL IN ARRAY
FI\D ANOTHER SIDE CF THIS CELL CUT AY SAqE CONTOUR"
5lÂRT = 0
IF (tl.LE.0.0R.JJ.LE.0.0R.It.6E.M.0C.JJ.GE.N) l0r 2
Do 54 K - lr 3
NSUTJ=NIDLISf (NIO'KI
IM=II.ILIST(NSU8)
Ju=JJTJLIST (llSUts)
KS IDE (K ) =KL I 5I (IJSUð'
Lf0(K)=10(l¡.ltJttl
KBIÏ=KSIOE(]) $ l{ORD=LEO(3' S ASSIGN5(OTONCALL $ 60ToNGET
IF (RESULT)5'3
KFIT=xslDE(el $ lOn¡=¡¡6¡2¡ ¡ ASStGN300ToNCALL $ 60ToNGET
lF(RESULT)9r4
KBII=K5JDE(I' $ {CRD=LEO(II $ ASS¡GN4OOTCNCALL $ GOTONCET
IF(RESULT)Brl0
XBll=KSIDE(¡) f r{0RD=LE0(l) $ ASSIGNt00ToNCALL S GOtON6EI
lr (RESULt ) 7,6
KElI=K9l0E(2) $ *0RD=LEo(2) t ASStGN600ToNCALL i 60TONGET
¡F(RESULII?5r36
KBIT=KSIOE(¿) I d0RD=LEO(2) t ASSTGN?00ÌONCALL $ GOIONGET
IF (RESULf) 37r25
KBII=KSl0E(ll I *oRD=LE0(ll ¡ ASSIGNgoOTCNCALL S GOÍONGEf
lr(RESULf)25r38

NAO=3
00T0 l9

NAD=?
6010 I 9
CALL CONC (NtDLISf(NID.llr IIr JJr CO(LCClr XRr YRr t{r Nr H)
CÂLL CONC (t¡I0LI5f(NI0.3)r llr JJr CO(LCCtr XLr YLr tlr ¡,lr Hl
It lxLèxL.yLoyL-ÃRcxR-yRryR.LE.2.x{ (xL_xR) r¿oyÕ (yL-yR, I 3ór I

54

I NÁ0=l
¡9 lF(L00K8K)e0rl7
l7 NE0 = t',1¡DLlsf (NI0. NADt

c PL0TÏtr,lG st0uErrcE E!fey po¡r'¡1.
C TESf COOROINAI[5 OF GPID POINf ON

?9 lI = ¡l .ILIST(\¡E0l
JI=JJ.JL IST INÊOI
r(T=xLlsT(l.¡E0)

540
3

300
4

400
5

500
6

ó00
7

700
9

900
36

fHICH ¡}.¡IERPOLATION l/ILL IJE ßASE
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c

c

IF (START) 28. l2
CHECK ¡./II¡:II.IF:R NEW CONTOUR STARTS OI.I PI OI BOU\OARY

28 lF (ill.E0.t.Ar,rù.xl.Er).0).oR.IT.f.0.\,r.0R.JT.Ec.N.0R.(JT.E0.t.^ND.KT
l.F0.30ll l2.ls
IF NOTT REVERSE 0¡RECfl0N 0F fR¡(CKI\0

l5 LO0t<t¡x= I
N^0=0
II = II ' INEW(NID}
JJ = JJ ' JNEW(NID)
NID = NIDLIST (NIO ' 2}
G0l0 I

RT,TURN IO ORIGINAL IR^CKING DIRECT¡ON
20 Lo0KtìK:0

II = II ' INEW(NIO}
JJ = JJ . JNF.I{(NIOI
NID=NIDLIST(NIO'2'
IF (N^D) 3l r l2

l2 KRII=Kl $ W0nD=10 ( lTrJf) $ 
^SSlGNl20 

T0 \CALL $ G0l0 NSET0
¡?0 Lo(ITrJf)=RESULT
30 IF (S'f ART) 3l r 2l

INTERPOLAIE AI.ID PLCT.
2t CALL CONC (NEDr Itr JJr C0(LCO)r Xr Yr Mr Nr H)

IF(LCO.E0.l .ÂN0. Eoll2llizl2
ISYM=I5 S GOTO2Iq
lF(LC0.E0.N0N0 .4N0. F0N)Zl3r2l5
I SYM:3
CÁLLSYMù0L ( X/XSCALE rYlYSCÁLE.r .04 r I 5YM r 0. ¡ -l )

G0T02 I 6
CALLPL0I (X/XSCÂLE r Y/YSCALET2)
G=l
NI0 = NIDt. IST(NÉ:0 . 2)
II=II.INFt/(l,tED)
JJ=JJ]JNEW(NED}
GoT0 3 I
IF(L0OKtlK)20r2a
¡¡ (Crl llr 27
]I = II . INEI,I(NID}
JJ=JJ.JNEW(NIO)
NID = NIDL IST (NID ' 2'
KBII=KT $ T,ORD=LC(ITIJT) $ ASSIGN¿TOTOI.ICALL

c

c

2l t
?t?
2t3
?t4

2ls
?16

l0
?4
?7

GOTO I,ISEfO
270 LO ( I Tr JT ) =Rt:S(JLI

Gol0 3l
C PREPARE NEI{ ORIGIN FOR ANY SUBSEOUE\II PLOÍ

l8 XSTEP = AUS (XSTEPI
xNEl= ( FL0AI ( M- ¡ ) oXSTEp ) .q.0
CALLPL0f (XNEIi r 0. r-3)
RE TURN
END
SUBROUTINË CONC (òlEDr Ir Jr CONr Xr Yr r,lTr NNr H)
DJt'lENSI0NH(llMrNNl
IF 1NE0.E0.2. OR .\ED.E0.4) 5¡ I
K=(NEO-lt/2
x=l-K
¡F (H(¡-K.¡rJ).EC.H(t-KrlrJ+l)) 3r ?
Y = (H( l-Kll r J. I I -C0N¡/(H( I-Krl r J) -H( l-K+l rJ.l I )?

3 Y = J - .5

4 X = I - .5

6

.J
6010 7

GOro I
GOTO I

K
Y

IF
X

- NEO/z
-K=?

=J(H(l¡J-Krl).E0.{(lrlrJ-K+l)l 4¡ 6
(H( I.l rJ-K. ¡ r-CoN)/ (H( I rJ-Kol I -d( l.l ¡ J-Kol ) )

? RETURN
END

0000000000000000000000 ENo 0F REcoRD
l.ó21749908301E-0t -4.484155085839E-44
9.5s8154¿278t lE-¡? 0.
l. I 6105?225444E- t? - t. I 39493ó238f 3E-?6

-ó.07648121 lrJ66E-t I -3.07501ó36ó715E-t I
-ó.07648121 l8ó6E-t I 3.075016366715E-l I
9.73A?9??547158-0t 3.5873?406867¿E-t J

-1.6?76A6¿195?68-5¿ 9.6755¿7835?39E-l I
-2.70131ó0¡70618-2ó -?.757 t647 08471E-t2
-(.91ó/¡lóló9091E-l I -1. ?55n221 5456?E- I I
4.916616169091E-t I -1.955ß2¿t545ó7E-l I
8. 708095565656E-0I -ó. I 652i'¿l ?97I 3E-0t
I.?50f 70097892f-51 -1.;46t 36?44J63E-10

-ó. 7830r.551 | 66ßE-27 -6.923?A?4¿3ll lE- ¡ 3
-(. 1 662594?47 79t- l l -5. ?657 38?067 I rJE- 1 2
4. I 66?594 ì 47 1 8E- I I -5.?657f8?061 t8t-- t?
8.?08095565656E-01 6.1652821?9?lltl-01
?.ó85498ó738t0r:-01 t.7494J]tt16t10ÍJt_-4¿
3. 05 I 508 7648348-0 I - ?. tlì9f¡e 78r_J6B62E- t 5

-4.508902ó05U69É:-01 l.tJ.r54546tl 754Í:-01
-4.50890?ó05869e-01 -1.A45454451754E-01

2
2
?
2

3
l
3
3

4
4
4
l1
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3
f
I
I
0
0
0
0
4
0
4

-l
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-4
-t
-4

0
0

-¡
0
0
3
0
0

. I 604509r'ì4.175E. 0 3vS

.I4I59261;0000E.0ßtl

.57700000000rrt -05r1

.710000000000t-0t

.060000000000F-02

.0ó0000000000E-02

.710000000000t-01

.0ó0r100000000E-02

.710000000000Ë-01

.0600000000008-02

.710000000000E-01

.92t000000000E-l I

0000000000000000000000

It
lt
tt
l2
t¿
l¿
t3
I3
t3
2t
2t
?l
?7
2?
?2
23
?J
?3
3l
3¡
3t
32
3?
3¿
33
33
33

0.
0.
3.92t000000000E-l t

END OF FILE

I
?
3
t
?
3
I
¿
3
ì
z
3
I
2
3
I
?
3
I
?
3
¡
?
3
I
?
3
I
2
3
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41.3 Subroutine BFAST Fast-Fourier Transforn

41.3.1 Flow Chart

41.3.2 Progra¡n List ing

SUEROUT INE EFAST (YIMiSI6NTOXYI
a
I
¡
a
t
I
t
I
a
a
a
a

SUBROUTINE FOC THE CALCULATTON OF EITHER ÍHE FORI¡ARD OR

INVERSE FOURIER ÍRANSTORH OF A C]SPLEX SEOUENCE Y USING IHE
FAST FOURIER TRA¡ISFORH IfFT' ALGCRIfII{.

l{
Y IS A COMPT 5X ARPAY OF OII,TENSION Z
AND OUTPI.,I SEOUEÀICE OF lHE SIJBROIJI ¡ NE.

PRESENI D lt,lE{S ¡ oNS L lÉ I T=2}r l0

FASÍ 20
FASÌ 30
FAST {O
F^ST 50
FAST 60
FAST 70

FASI 90
F,asI 100
FAST 280

ENTER

TABUIATE TRIG,
FUNCTIONS NEEDED

FIRST TIME
ROUTINE IS
CALLED ?

SET UP TABLE FOR
REORDERING COEFFICIENTS

EVALUATE FOURIER TRANSFORM
BY FFT BUTTERFLY

MULTIPLY BY SCALE FACTOR

RETURN

END
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0{Y = IrlE SAHt'Lt SpACING t'0n IHt_ tNF(,l ÂRCÂy y.
PON0tNG sAMpLt 5p^clNG tN tltI TRÂ\st orìq 0oNAtr\i

Iilt C0rtat s-
IS OIJIFIUI IN ÙXY

roR rrMr_ lo FREcufNcy TR^Nsrof{r.i^TtoN, srGN: -1.0 lî:l ll3FoR fRr--ouENcY Ic TIHE IRÂNSrorìMArroNr s¡rìN: .1.0 iosr ts0
su8lr0UrtNF cDN srrs up 

^ 
coNvrtsroN raBLf lo qr.^RÍì^!G¡: THE iliÌ l¡3INPUI ÂRR^Y f OR pRoCi.SStNG. nìasì I 90

st,BRo(,TrNE rÂrìLE sETs up Â TASLE or- ALr. srNrí 
^No 

cosrNES iî:l 3î3(,sED ¡N SUBR0UTI\E f^ST. F^Sr ?¿0
SUßT¡OUf¡NE BF^ST I5 I.TODIFIEO V€RSION CF SUBROUTINE FAST WN¡rrE¡IFå)IZlJOON 2 MAY I97A

i

e

Þ

ð

o

I

¡0

e0

30

CO\PLfX ArUrllrTrY
OIqENSIoN À ( 1024) ¡Y(2t
coqM0N / PERt¡i /vtt I I 0 ¿ 4 I
CO!{HON /l 

^B/f 
C ( 10, r lS ( ¡ 0 Ì

DAÏA HSEI,/0,/

IF (ÂlSE1.¡-6.Mt GOIC
CALL IABLE (M I
CALL CON (HI
MSET=I'{
co'.ll ¡ NUE

N=loo¡.1
0o 7 I=I'N
.,=,.tM I I l
A(Il=Y(J)

FAST
FAST
F^5f
F ASI
FAST
FAST
F A5I
FASI
FAST
FAsT
FAST
FASI
f /\sI
FASI
rAST

f:A5T
É:AST
t:A5f
FA5ì
rASl
FAS T
FAST
T:AST
FAST
t 
^slFAST

f:Asl
FAST
F AST
F ASI
FA5T
FASI

¿60
¿70
290
300
3t0
3¿0
310
340
350
350
170
3s0
400
390
430

470
480
¿¡ t0
900
5lo
5¿0
530
5{0
550
5.J 0
570
580
590
600
610
ó20
660

0o 20 L=lrH
Lr:2oõl_
LEI=Ll:/¿
U=(1.0r0.0)
H=CftPLX (IC (L ) rT5 (LI TSIGNI
0o ?0J:l rt.Et
D0 l0 I=JrNrLE
IP=I+LEI
T=A ( JP) ¡U
A(lPl=^(I)-r
At-I)=A(It+t
CO\T ¡ NUE
U=U{ l{
CO¡'IT I NUE

DO 30 I=l,N
Y(II=A(I)EDXY
CO\Ì INUE
DxY=1./ (0xYlN) FAST 680

5
ó

RE TURN
fN0
SUBROUÌINE IABLE(M)
c0qM0N /IA8/tc (I0) rTSll0)
PI=4.0{AlANa ( l.0r l.0l
DO¡¡:lrM
Tc ( I ) =Co5 lPt/ (?ri ( I-l t ) )
ïS I I ) =S IN (PIl (e{o ( l-l t t t
RE T URN
END
SUBROUT¡NE CON (M}
INTEGER AI T

covMoN /PERM/ A(I0¿4,
N=zócM
NV 2=N/U
NM¡=N-I
J=l
D0lI=lrN

^(1,=IDO 7 ¡=l'NMl
lF(l.GE.J)00r05
l=A lJl
A(Jr=Ailt
A(lt=T
K=¡,lVZ
Its(K.GE.J)Gofo7
J=J-X
K=4/?
00T0 6
J=J.x
RE T URN
END

FAST 7OO
FAST 690
FAST 760
l^8L I 0
ÏABL ?O
TAEL 30
IABL rr0
TABL 50
Ï A8L óO
TAEL 7O
T^8L 30
coN l0
coN ?0
coN 30
00N t0
co¡t 50
coÀ¡ 60
coN 70
coil 80
coN 90
coN ¡ 00
coN tl0
coN l?0
coN I 30
coN I 40
coN ¡ 50
c0!,1 160
coN I ?0
CON ¡ BO
coN ¡ 90
coN ¿00
coN 210
coN ?20

f
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A1 .4 Prograrn SAWDLY 1 - Transadnittance Calculation

41.4.1 Flow Chart

SURFACE WAVE VELOCITY
TIME SAMPLING INTERVAL
LOG (BASE 2) OF NO. 0F SAMPLES
ELECTRODE CENTRES AND OVERLAP LENGTHS OF

TRANSDUCERS A AND B.
DELAY LINE TITLE

READ

GENERATE SOURCE FUNCTION TRANSDUCER A

COMPUTE FFT TO OBTAIN FREQUENCY FUNCTION

GENERATE SOURCE FUNCTION TRANSDUCER B

COMPUTE FFT TO OBTAIN FREQUENCY FUNCTION

COMPUTE FREQUENCY TRANSADMITTANCE Y (t i)
2t

TABULATE AND PLOT Y (t¡)
2r

SAMPLE DESIRED INPUT SIGNAL IN TIME

CoNVERT TO FREQUENCY DoMATN (FFT)

TAKE PRODUCT OF INPUT, LINE RESPONSE
AND LOAD IMPEDANCE (FREQUENCY DOMAIN)

CONVERT TO TIME DOMATN (FFT)

TABULATE AND PLOT THE DELAY LINE
TIME DOMAIN OUTPUT

END
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cc
c
c
c
c
c
c
t
a
a

tr

{
o
o
¡
e
Þ

c
a
ö
o
0

c
{
c
i
c

41.4.2 Prosram Listine

f?ROGR,\I.t S,lIIDLY I ( INDUT IOUIPUT IìHI5 PRo6R^r'r c0f{Þuìts THI TRA\sÀDMrTr^r.rct y?r (v) r yel rTr ÂN0 rHELtN[ ¡MpULçE REsÞoNSL VLlVt (t, r0k 2 TRA\sDUCI'ìS ¡r.¡U-iOÀó R.rHE frÀsrc EXc¡T^rtoN ct.LL fOR rriE TRA\¡s0uctRs ¡s ¡ssuqEò io uE rxeBEII{EEN A PAIR CF T:LECIRODES.
ÌHE CELL INCLUDES AN ELECIROI)E HALF I{IDTH ON EÁCH S¡OC SÉr EOU{! ¡90UARTf-R CtLL iit0Il{.
ÏHE RI:O('IRED IN¡UI DATA ARE=
xpA(It= p0slfto\ oF tLEcrRooE t rN TRAvsDUcER A (rN MILLTT{ETREsrXPll(I)= 0ITTO TrìANSOUCIR B
XLA(I)= OVËRLAP LEN6IH OF CELL r (IN qTLLTHEIRËS)
iLB(¡,= DrTTo TB
NA = NUqBT-R OF GAPS ¡N TA
NTI = DIIIO TB
VSAll/= SURFACE VELOCfty (tN MMISEC)
AGA = RATto 0F 6Ap(I.!)/GAp(I) FoR TA
ALA = RAIIO OF xL(I+IIlXL(II
AGB = 0IIIO AGA rOR Tg
AL8 = DITIo ALA Fon TB
GA = INIT¡AL 6AP I.'TDIH (IN MM} TA
O8 = DIIIO FOR TB
ÌINC = Si\MpLIrlG ttr.{E INtËRVAL
M = LOO(BASE ¿I OF NUI,!ÊIER oF SAI.IPLES
TITLE= IDENIIFIER OF ThE PARÌICULAi DELAY LINE

EIA _- ç¡¡1¡¡çtERISTIC ¡MpL0^NCE OF FREt sp^ce IN orlr.,ts€PSl = 0lt:t.EcrRIC CONStANt or rreE spqCe
STEP = SPAT I AL 5A11ÞL I NG I NIERVI\L = I.I \¡cçVsAtl

DIIIENSI0N Xp^ I ¡ 00 ) r xLi\ ( I 00 ), Xp8 ( I 00) r XLB ( f 0O )0I\íENSION XP (520) r yp.(520 )

C0YPLEX 
^(10?6) 

rB( 10261 ry( t026t
RËAL C(520) r0(5201 rGD(5201
c0r.tM0N / /ÀtB¡Y
P ¡ =3. I 4ì 5926535897 93
ETA = 337.
EPS¡=8.85E-t2
EPS0=39.2tE-t2
DTLTA=-9.38-4
R=ó4
GAIN=31.ó
Z=0
READ 301 r VSAI{
READ 302rflNCrM
REÂD ¿r0l rtlArNR
READ 402rXPÂ(l ) rXLÂtl ) rGA
READ 402rAGArALA
REÂD 402rXPB(l ) rXLg(l I r0B
REÀD 402'AGB'AL8
READ 4llrfIILE
FoRr,tAT ( 2I5 t
FoCMAT ( 3t I 0.3 t
FoeMAl(Al0¡
F0eüaT(?(El0.3r I
lr\c=¡./8. t92Eð
F0RMAT(€l0.3rtt0l
STEP=T ¡ NCðVSA!,
PRI¡,lT 303rVSA{
FOR¡lAl (ÒISURFACE HAVE VELOCf Ty ErEl0.3ëM\,l,,SECÕl

c =rEl0¡3) l

N=2.oot'l
PR¡I'IT 304'TINCiN
FORMAf(r SAttPLING ¡NTERVAL !oEt0.3rlr NUqA€R OF SAMp!fg =r!gr¡

COI.4PUI€ OVERLAP AND SPACINC

XPA (?l =XPa ( I t.6A
00 403 I=2rNA
GA = OAT AGA
xPAllr¡)=xPA(lr.0A
lLÀ(l)=XLA(t-ltrALA
CO\1¡NUE
xPB(2t=xPf)(lr.G8
00 404 I=?rNB
GR =0Be 468
XÞ8(1.¡l=Xp8(It.GtJ
xLs(1,=xLtJil-¡trAL8
cor'l T I r.¡uE
Prr¡f,lT 405
Fo?MAr (o ¡ IR^NSDrrCEe Arló¡rtNoExc?x.ELEcrîcOErSxeSuEsEouENTr rxrovERcL ap! / I 9x ap0s I I ¡ or,tr 9x¡rillpc ¡ ¡ ¡r¡6¡61 ¡i ¡ 

-
PfrlNÌ 406
f0eM,\T ( 8xr ¡ r I 0xrxpA ( I t D24xrxLA ( t, r/,oo 401 ¡=l'NA
GAcxPrt(l.lt-XpA(l)

GA¡

A

40¡
402
4l ¡
301

304

302

303

403

404

405

40ó

c

430



04
PRINT 40fìr I'XPA( I ) TGATXLA( I )
FôaMArullrl[15.])
cn\l I Nt,E
N^ I =N/\' I
PlìlNT 40BrNAl rXPA(rlAl I
PRIt.¡l (09
FoRM^l ( I ri0. 7xÞ l. I 0xoxpB ( I ) r24x{xLB ( I } }/)
DO 410 l=l rNB
Gß=Xtr8(l.l)-Xl,B(I)
Pf¡lNl qOtlr I rXPB(l I rGtl¡XLB( Il
CO\T I NUE
Nfìl=NB. I
PRÌNl a0BtNfll rXPg (\AI t

ASSUME THÂT ITE SIGN OF TIIE FIELD ÀLTER\ATES TN TACH GÂP ¡¡9 THAT TIE
FIRSI GAP IlAS POSITIVE ELTCIRIC FttLD
ASSU¡.48 THAT IHE GAP fUNCIION I5 FORM 5IN(9Il2, TO SIN (JPL/?'
IHE FFT OPERAIES OÀJ 2'IM POINfS

SIGN:-I
NSTEP=XPA(I)/5TEÞ
D0 600 NS=l TNSTEP
A(\S)=(0.r0.)
AcCN= ( EpSQ. EPS I ) ëP I / ( EPS I o 1.854 )

D0 601 I=l rNA
StGN:-¡.ðSIGN
NsIEP:xPA ( I.! ) /STEP-NS
NSS=l'lS+l
NSE=NSlNSTEP
GA=XPÀ(I'¡)-XPA(I}
AMP=ACONëXLA(I)/GA
DO 60¿ l'1S=NSSTNSE
ARG= (NSÞSlEt,-XPA ( I ) ) IPIlGA
AR=A11P{C0S ( ARa) ) à S ¡ GN

Â ( \S ) =CMPI- X ( AR r Z )

CO\I I NUT:

CO!T I NUF.

NSS=NS + I
DO ó03 NS:t'lSSrl.,l
a(\s)=(0.r0.)

PRINT GAP FUNCTION A

PP IN'f óI;O
FORMÀt (+64¡lpLIf UDE FUr,.lCTl0N Arl/t
O0 651 I:lrNSSr4
PRINI 652r I I (A ( l.J-l ) rJ=I r4)
F0RMATUS'BEl5.3)
COÀ]T I NUE

GAP f'UNCTION FOR TRANSDUCER B
SIGN.-l
NSIEP=xt,ß(lll5TEP
NSB=N5TtP
D0 700 NS=l rNSlEo
Bt\S)=(0.r0.t
DO 701 l=I rNB
sJGN:-l{sl(iN
NSÏEP=XPts ( I + I ) /5TEP-NS
NSS=NS+ I
NS E=NS ' NS Ì EP
G8:XP8(l+lt-XPBU)
BHP-ACON{XLB(I'lGIJ
D0 702 NS=NSSTNSE
BRG= (NS}STEF,-XPB ( I ) I,PI / Gg
8R=tsMPrSlGNåCOS(8RG)
B(\Sl=CMPLx(BRrZ)
CO\T I NUE
c0{T I NrlE
NSEI=NSE+I
D0 703 NS=NSEI'N
B(\5)=(0.r0.)

PR JI.¡T GAP FUNCT I ON B
PRINÏ 750
FO?MAT (OOAMPLIfUDE FUNCTION B}//I
0O 751 I=NSBrNSElr4
PRINI 752r Ir (B(I.J-l) rJ=lr4)
FoRr,rAT ( I5 r 8E 15.3 )
Co\T I NUE

COHPUTE INTEGCAL TRANSFORH OF TRAÀ¡SDUCER A
DX l=SfEP
CALL BÍ-AST (ArMr-1. r0XY)
FI\¡C=DXYÞVSAti
PPINI 8O(1

FORMÂT(ð FREOUENCY RESPONSE TRANSDTJCER ATlC FREQUEI.¡CYTTOXTTRANSFOR
cr.1 0uTPUTr/ )

DO 801 I=l rNr40
FREO=(I-I'OF¡NC
PPINI 80?rFREOr (A( l+J-l I rJ:lr4l
FoeMAT (t_l l.l,8El5. 3)
co\ll I t,luE

COMPUlE INTE6EAL TRAIIgFORM OF TRANSDUCER 8
OXY:SfEP
C^LL BFAST(UrMr.l.r0XYl
fli¡C=0XYÞVSAlt

40?

409

()0

ó00

c
c
c
c

ó50

65?
óst
c

700

60?
601

603
c

70?
70t

703
c

7s0

752
75t
c

800

802
80t
c
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900
f,R I NT 900
f'oRMAT(çlFnh:r¡UENCY Rl:5P0NS[ 0f IRAr'¡SDUCEt DÞld fRt0t,l_NCy.l0X¡lR^NS

ct oqM oulPL/l ¿ / )

l_J. 901 I=lrrir40
FRE0:(l-ltõflNC
PRINI 90¿rfPÉ0r (B(I.J-¡I rJ=lr4l
Forìrl^T (t I I . ,'r r rlE I 5.3 t
CO\,II I NUf:

F0RMAI(5E12.3tE15.3)
CO\ì I NUE

PLOI THE MAGNITUOE OF THE TRANSADMITTA\CE FUNCIION
c^LL PL0Tl0 ( )0HNEUCts0xl42r t0)
CALL XLIMI'I ( IOO. )

CÂLL PAUPLOT(¡7H0.¡r BLACK INK PLSrlT)
YPr.tr-1000
YP(Il=-1000
DO tl0¿ I=Zr50l
YP ( I l -20.04L0c1 0 (C ( I ) t
YP"I=AMAXI (YPMI YP ( I ) )
xP(I)=(I-l)ÞFINC
XP(l)=0
lPrt=YPMl10.
IPL=10.çtPM-90
Do I I o3 J=l ,5ol
¡F ( IPL-YP(J) ) I I03r I ì03r ll04
YP(J)=IPL
CO\T TNUE
CALL PLOT (4. r0. r-3)
CALL SCALE (XPr?0. r30l r ll
YP(50?)=IPL
YPl503)=10.
CALL AXIS (0.'0. r I 7Ht RE0UENCY (HERIZ) r-l 7r ?0. r0. rXÞ (502t r Xp (503) r 0)
CÁLLAXIS (0. r0. r3lHDELÂY LINE TRANSA0MITIA\CE (DB) r3l r 10. r90. ryp (50

C2)rYP(503)¡-l)
CALL LINE (XPrYPr50l ¡ l.0r0l
CALL SYMBOL (3. r8. r 0.2. I 0¡IOELAY L INEr 0. r I 0 I
CALL 5YM8OL (5.r8.r0.2rTITLEr0. rl0l
CALL PL0T(25.r0.r-3)

COHPUTE IHE LI\E IHPULSE RESPONSE

COMPUTE INPUT IIPULSE
Do 1300 I=lrN

90?
901

C COMPUìE TRAI.JSAO{ITTANCE Y(II UHOS
PRIr'Jl 1000

1000 F0tìMAl(ðll)tLAY LINE TíìANSADMIIf^NcEü/è FetouENcy!I0xoco¡rpLEx y(I)r
C5XêHAGNI TIIDE¡5X}ÞHASEO9XOGROUP OELAIO)

PRINT 100¿+
IOO4 IiORI,{Af (5XOHERTZ'TXSiIEALô8X{ II.IAGìBX{VIIO5S5XþDEGREESTTXÞSECONOS[/¡

DFLF= 2. ÞP I Õtj I NC
RÂDl DtG= I 80. /p I
coNKK=-pI i (EpS Ièo¿ ) þDELTA/ (XLA ( I ) { (Et,SI.ErSO) t
COvKK=C()NKKo ¿, / L 00 0.
C( I )=D( I )=Y( I ) = (0. r0. t
FREo=0.
PR¡Nl l002rFRE0rY( I ) rC(l) rDf I )

NZ =N/2
N?Þ ¡ =N2. I
D0 ¡001 t=2rN2Pt
FREO:(l-llrFlNC
Y ( I ) =CONKKñFREOÐA( I ) CB(I )

C(I)=2ÞCABS(Y(l))
XX:REAL(Y(I))
YY=AIM^6(Y(l) )

D ( I ) =ATAN2 (YYIXX) iQÂDIDEG
G0 ( I ) = (t, ( I- I ) -0 ( I ) ) / (nELFoRAD'f 0EGt

¡ OOI CO\T INUE
D0 1003 I=l I rN2
FRt-o: ( I - I ) è1. I t,tc
PRINT l002rFREOrY( I) rC(l) rO(I) tGD(ll

1002
1003

c
c

I ¡ 02

1300 
^(l)=(0.'0.,A I10, =A ( t I l =A ( t2 t =A ( t 3l = ( I l4 r r0o I
DXY=fINC
CÁLL 8t ÂSl (ArMr.l.'DXY,
O0 l?04 l=l 'NzPl1204 Y(l)=A(llöy(¡t
D0 1203 l=?¡ìr?
Y (!.2- ¡, =COIIJG (Y ( I I'

I 20 3 Co\T I r¡UE
DxY:l'I NC
CALL EFAST (Y¡Mr-1. rDXYI

c INCLUOE PfìEAHP (;AItI

D0 120ó l=l rN
¡ ?0ó Y I t l =_Y ( ¡ I rGA It,l.R

04
03

c
c
c
c
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PRINT I2Oli
l?ns Foa¡!Al(Õlt-lNF ¡IlPULSE Rt-Sp0NStö/JX¡lð3X¡[rqtlil.lstc)ollxrlì¿9xe¿o(r9r

cÈlr;t9xo4c/l
DO l¡100 I.lrNlr4
T t Y=1.t.{¡¡, ¡ - 1 ¡ oT Il,lC
PRINI I¿ì01 r lrI lMr lY ( I.J-l )rJ=l r4)

l?01 FoqM^l ( lL;.F7.-lrBtl5.3t
1200 co,,lTtNUt:

c
C FLOI IHT, LINE ¡qPULSE RTSPONST
c

Do 1202 l=lr40l
xpil)=(l-t){TlNc

1202 Yp(l)=Y(I)
C^LL Sc^[t- (XPr?0.r40I r I ]
CALL SC^L E(YPr 10. ¡401r I )

XP(a02)=0.
Xp(403);¿.58-8
Yp (402) =-l.E-l
YP (403) =?.8.-2
CALt. AXIS (0. r 0. r ITHTIME ( ¡N SEC0N05) r-l7r?0. rO. rXP (/r02) r XP (403) r0)
c/\LL AXIS (0. r 0. r l6HvoLl AGE l.lAVEFonqr I6r l0.,90. iyp (qo?! ryp (401) r-l )
CALL SYMB0L (3. ¡8. r0.2. l0HtJtLAY LINEr0. r I 0)
CALL SYI4UOL (5. r8. r0.2rlllLEr0. r l0)
CÂLt- LINE (XPrYPr40l r 1.0r0)
C^LL PL0T(25.r0.r-3)
sl 0P
EhI D

SUBR0UT INE BFAST ( Yr t'lr S IGNTDXY)

suBR0(Jl¡NE F0R IHE CALCULAII0Ì.1 0F EIt.{t-R THt: rOiìt{ARD 0R
INVERSI TOURIER TRANSFORI,I OÊ A CJI,IPI.F:X SECTIENCE Y USING THE
f AST FOURIER TRA\SFORM (TFT) ALGCRIIH\.I.

FI\ST
FÂST
FASÏ
rAst
f-ÀsT
FAST

¿0
30
q0

50
60
70

t

o
t
{
é
à
o
n

à

ç
o

o
!

ç
I

{
n
t
o

a

G

t
è
o
o
o

H
Y IS A COMPLEX ARPAY OF DIMENSICN 2 ÂND ¡S
AND OUIPUI SF.OUII'¡CE OF IHE SUEROUI INE.

pREStNI 0Ir.'lE\¡Sl0NS LIMJI=¿+II0

OXY -- TI{E SAMPLE SÞACING FOR TIlE INPUI ARIAY Y
PONOING SAIlPLE SPACING IN IHE TRAÀISFOI\,f DCMAIN

fiAST I t 0
THE CORRES-

¡ S OUTÞUT IN I]XY

BOIH TIJE INPUT FASÌ 90
F^St ¡ 00
FASI E8O

FAST I4O
rOR TII4E TO FRE?UENCY TRANSFORMATIONI SIGN = -I.O FAST I50
FOR FRT:OIJENCY TO TJME TRANSTORMATIONT SIGN =.I.0 FAST I60

FÀ5T I7O
SUBROUTINE CON SETS UP A COÌ.IVEISION IABLE IO REARRA\GE THE FAST I80
INPUT ARRAY FOR pROCESSING. ¡:AST ¡90

F,tST ?00
SUBROUIINE TAELE SETS UP A IAtsLE OF ALL SINES AND COSINES FAST 2IO
USED ]N SUBROUIINE FAST. FÀgf zeo

rÀsT 210
SUBROUIII'IE BFASI IS MODIFIEO VERSION CF SUBROUTINE FASI IIRITIEN ?/5/7?
ON 2 MAY I97U

7

a

!

o

l0

CO\,lPLEX ArUrWrT¡Y
DTYENSION A( 1024)'Y (2t
C0'.{M0l'l /PftRVr/MM I l0?41
c0{MoN /1A13/1C u0) rTS(Ì0)
o^1A HSII/0/

¡F (MSEl.fO.Hl
cÀLL IABLt (M)
c^LL C0N ( t,t )
r,lsEl=H
CO\T INUE

GOT C

N=?'rM
D0 7 l=lrN
J=tlll ( I I
A(¡)=Y(J)

DO 20 L=lrM
LF=?ÞrL
LEI=LE/¿
U=(1.0r0.0)
l=Cl'tPLX ( IC (L ) r IS (L ) aS IGN,
Do 20J:l rLEl
D0 l0 l=JrNrLE
¡P=l.LEl
l=A(IP)rU
A(lPt=^(¡l-T
A(l)=A(l¡+T
CO\.lT ¡ NUE
U=Ur H

CO',lT ¡NUE

Dn 30 l=lrÀl
Yilt=A(¡)rDXY

FAST
FAST
FAST
FASI
FAS T
F A5I
FASI
FAST
FAST
FAST
FA5 T
FASI
fASI
FAS I
F A5I

?60
?70
??0
300
310
3?0
330
340
350
160
l?0
350
400
190
.r 30

F/'\Sr
F^ 5l
FASI
FASI
F A5T
FAS T
FÂ57
FASI
FAST
FASI
rAST
FAST
FAS T

FAST
FA 5I
F A5Ï
FAS 1

410
480
490
s00
5t0
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
6t0
620
ó60

t
?0
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30 co\l I Nuc
t),(YEI./ (DXYTN)

fTF T URN

END
srrER0Ul INE l^ttLt (l{ )

co\,tHoN /t 
^u/Tc 

( l0 t I ls ( l0 )
pI=(.0r^IANz ( 1.0. l.0l
D0ll=Irl't
Tc ( I ) =C05 tPt / 1?o' ( I-l t, l
Ts(Il=SlN lPl/ l?Þe (¡-l t ) l
RE I URN
END
SUBROUT¡NE CON(MI
JtitTEGER Arf
corMoN /PtRr4/ A(1024t

o FÂ5T 7
rAST 6
rASt 7

I AIJL
I AIìL
T ABL
I Aiìt.
T ABL
I ABL
T AfJL
T ATIL
c0\
C0r,¡
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0À¡
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0\
c0N
c0N
c0r'¡
c0N
c0Àl
c0N
c0r.¡
c0N
ç0Àl
ôoÀt
c0\
c0Àl

00
90
b0
l0
?0
30
..0
50
60
70
80
¡0
?0
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
¡10
t¿0
t30
I ¿r0

150
t 50
t 70
t 50
190
200
2t0
?¿0

I

N= 2r rM
NV2=N/2
Ntl ¡ =l'l- I
J=l
0oll=lrN

I A(ll=1
Do 7 I=l rN¡'ll
IF(I.GE.JIGOT05
T=A (J)
A(J)=A(I)
A(I)=T

5 K=À¡V2
6 ¡F (K.GE.JIGOTO7

J= J-K
R=\/?
ool0 ó

7 J=J+X
R}: IURN
ENO

0000000000000000000000
3.0ó F 6 VSA|/

t. l0
88NANB

1.0 3.16
1.0 1.0
z. 3.16

¡.0 1.0
sOHHZ UIDT TIILE

6.03 E-7 V'¡
0000000000000000000000

6A

FND OF RECORD

TINC I.I

3. t 6E- 2 XPA ¡(LA
A6A ALA

3. I óE- 2 XPB XL9
A68 AL8

END OF FILE

G3

FAST 6BO
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4.1.5 Program INAD - Input Admitti¡nc'c Culct¡lut iorr

A1 .5. 1 Flow Chart

SET UP AND SAMPLE SOURCE FUNCTION IN EACH GAP

COMPUTE RADIATION CONDUCTANCE G

SURFACE-WAVE VELOCITY
TIME SAMPLING INTERVAL
LOG (BASE 2) 0F NO. 0F SAMPLES
NO. OF GAPS IN TRANSDUCER
POSITION OF INITIAL ELECTRODE
LENGTH OF FIRST OVERLAP
WIDTH OF FIRST GAP

SUCCESSIVE GAP RATIO
SUCCESSIVE OVERLAP RATIO

READ

COMPUTE ALL ELECTRODE CENTRES AND LENGTHS

COMPUTE RADIATION SUSCEPTANCE B FROM

G BY DISCRETE HILBERT TRANSFORM

COMPUTE STATIC CAPACITANCE CT
AND SUSCEPTANCE X = W*CT

COMPUTE RADIATION ADMITTANCE OF A
PAIR OF TRANSDUCERS

COMPUTE TOTAL INPUT ADMITTANCE Y = G + J(B + X)

TABULATE AND PLOT IYI, G, B AND X

END
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41"5.2 Progran Listing

PROGRAM IN,\D (INPI.'I IOUTPUTI
tHls Pf.¡oGfìAr,r c0qf,urEs IilÍ: ñaolAT t0N cc\0uctANct (Gl A!D suscLpT/ìñlcf
(8t 

^r'to 
/rt 50 lliE 5T^llc (:^PActl lvI susccPf ANcE '(xt 0r 

^Ny 
srrRf'ACf- HAvE

ìR^NSD(,Ct:R rASSrJvl\.lG IHf- f INGLRS /\t.L rIAVE tf FECIIVfLY UNIFoRM oVERLAcI I
l.E. Y=G..J(B+Xl
IHE iJASIC ETCITATION CËLL fOR TItL TRA\5OUC€RS I5 ASSUI{ED IO tsE THE GAP
BEIIfIT.N A I'AIq CF I.Lt-CIRODES.
THÊ CELL INCL(IUiS ÂN ELECTROOÈ HALF l¡TDTH ON EACII SIDE SET EOUAL TO A

OUARTER CELI. IJIOTH.
THE REO(IIRF,D INÞUT OAfÂ ÂRE=
xP^(I)= fì0SIllo\ 0t- ELEcfR0DE I lN TRA!S0JCER A (IN MILLIIlETRES¡
xLA(I)= OVERLÂP LENGfH 0F CELL ¡ (lN \'IILLIMEIRES)
NA = NL'MTJER OF ÛAP5 IN IA
vSAll = SURFACE tdAVE VTLOCITY (MEIRES/SEC)
AGA = RATIO 0F GAP(l.l)/oAP(L FOR TA
ALA = RATIO 0F XL(I+l)/XL(l)
GA = INITIÀL GAÞ NIDTH (tN r.tÌ.,{} tA
TINC = SAIiPLI!G II'!E INTERVAL
t'l = LOG(tlASE ?) 0F Nt,rttsER 0F SAqaLfS
TIILE = IDENTIFIER 0F PARfICULAe TRANSDUCER
EPSI = DIt-LECTTIIC c0NST^NT 0F FiìEE SPACE
EPSO = OIFLEcTRIC coNSlANl 0F IHE MATEìIÀL
SIEP = SPi\TIAL SAI,IPLJI.IG INIEfIVAL = TI"¡COVSA\i
GL = ÏOTAL LE\GTH OF OVERI-APPING OAPS

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
o
è

ì
c
g

t

!
o

$
!

c
c
{

30?

303

304

c
40t
40?

403

405

406

4l t
301

408
407

DI\|tNSI0N XPA ( I 00) rxL^ ( I00 l
Dl'1ENSI0N XP (520 ) r YP (520 )

COqill-EX Â( 1026) rY ( 102¿r)
0ttlENSI0N G(lil5).U (5Ì5) rX (515)
C0qPLtX lt't^c" IMAGM
COtlM0?,,1/ /Ar Y r GrlJr X

U=!.
uit=- I .
PI=3. l4 I592653589793
EpSI=8.8sE-12
EPso=39.21t-tz
DELTA=-9. ]E-4
Z=0
Rt ÂD 30I r VSAtd
READ 302rTINCri,t
READ 401 ¡NÂ
RFAD 402rXPA(l ) rXLA(lt rGA
READ 402rAGArALA
READ 4IlrlIfLE
FORr'1Al(Al0)
FoRMAT(?(Et0.3) )

Ìl\c=1./?.048E8
F0RMÁT(El0.3rIl0)
STEP=TINCðVSAll{l 000.
PRINT 303rVSAVl
FOEMAT({ISURFACE IAVE VELOCITY =TEIO.3+METRE/SEC¿/I
N=2.èÕM
PRINT 304rTIt',lcrN
FOCMAT(} SAMPLING INIERVAL =IEIO.3IlT NU\'I8ER OF 5A¡lPLES =OI5')

COMPUTE OVERLAP AND SPACING
FORMAT (2I5)
F0eMAT ( 3E I 0.3 l
XPA(2)=XPA(I).GA
D0 403 I=2rNA
GÀ = GAð AGA

XPA(I.ll=XPA(t)'GA
xtA(l)=xLAil-¡traLA
CO\I I NUE
PR¡NI 405
FO?I'IAT(TITRANSOUCEQ Aðl6XÞ¡NDE)TTX'ELECTRODET5XCSUBSEOUEÀITI7XÞOVER

cLÂÞr/ I 9Xðp0s I T I0\¡o9X.GApo I lXÕLENoTHÞ)
PPINT 406
FoeMAT (8Xr l. I 0XTXPA ( I t rZ4XóXLA( ¡ lrl'
D0 407 I=l rNA
GÂ=XPA(I'II.XPA(II
PRINI 40Br I rXPA( I ) TGATXLA(Il
F.0eMÂT(Illr3El5.3l
CO^IT INUE
NA ¡ =NA. I
PPINI 408rNÁl rXPA(!Al )

ASSUI'IE IHAI I HE S¡GN OF IHE F IELD ALTER"IAIES IÀI EACH GAP ANO THAf T'IE
FIRST GAP HAS POSITIVE ELECTRIC FIELD
ÀSSUME lHAT Ï{E GAP FUTJCI¡ON I5 FORH SIN(9Il¿' TO 5IN(3P¡l?)
IIIE FFT OPI,RATES ON 2"M POINTS

SJGN=-l
NS TÉ P=XP^ l l, /Sft P

DO ó00 N5=l TNSIEP
A(\Sl-(0.r0.)
Àc0N= (€PsQ.Eps I 

' 
.P I / ( FP5 I r 1.854 )

DO 601 l=lrNA

c
c
c
c

ó00
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602
60 ¡

ó03
c

SI0N.-l.rSIGN
NSS:NSIEP.I
NsE:XPA(¡+l)/SlEp
G^=XP^(I.ll-XPA(ll

^Me.Âcor'lrxLA(l)/GADO 602 t'lS-f,lSSrNSE
AtìGr (Ns{5ì t p-XP^ ( I } I or,¡ /GA
Afi=^MPrC0S ( ÂRG) ¡ S I GN

A(\S)=CMt'l.X(ARrZ)
covt lNUt
c0!r I NUt-
NS5=NSE. I
tto ó0.'l N5=Nss,N
À(\S)=(0.r0.)

PRINI GAP FUNCTION A

PRINÏ 650
rORItAf (AOAMPLITUDE FUNCTION Aël,/)
D0 651 I=l rNSSr4
PRINf 652r I¡ (Â(l.J-l l rJ=lr4)
F0qMAl(15r0E15.3)
CO\I INUE

COMPUTE INTEGRAL TRANSFORM OF TRANSDUCER A

DxY=SlEPo0.00l
C^LL BFASI (ArMr-1. r0XY)
F I'.¡C=DX YT V S A|'l
PF¡I,JT 8OO

f OAMAT(à FRÊ.OUENCY RESPONSE TRANSDUCER A¡//Þ FREOUEI,ICYTIOXÞTRANSFOR
cH cr.rlPuT{/ )

DO 801 I=IrNr40
FREG=(I.I}dFII.JC
PRINT 802rFREOr (A(l.J-l ) tJ=Ir4t
F0RMAf (F_ I I .3r88ì 5.3 )

CO\T I NUE

COMPUTE RADIATIO\ CONDUCTANCE G.
c0\K=-¿.!pt{ (Ep5I}rz) ¡DELI A/ (xLA ( I } Þ (Ep5l.Eps0) )

C0\K=1000.ÞCoNK
N2 =N/ 2
N?Þ=NA i I
G(ll=0.
DO l00l l=2rll2P
FRE0= ( I-1, üFIttC
G( I ) :C0NKðFRE0qA ( I ) TCoNJG (A ( I ) )

650

65?
ó5I

c

800

80?
801
c
c

100¡
$
c

1002

¡ 003

I 006

1004
I 005

¡007

COMPUTE NAOIATI9\¡ SUSCEPTANCE 8.
DO l00Z I=2rN2
A(I)=CMPLX(G(I)rZ)
A(\¡.2-¡)=A(I)
A(l )=CMPLx(ZrZ)
A (\2p)=CMpLx (G(N?p) rZt
DXY=F INC
CALL BfAST (ArMr-1. r DXY)
II,!AG=CMPLX ( Z.II'
I MAGM=CMPLX ( Z r U11)
00 I 003 I=2rN?
A(l)=IMAGTA(I)
Nc=N12-¡
At\¡C)=IMAGMTA(NC)
AII,=IMAGóA(I)
A(\2P)=IHAGTA(hlaP)
OX Y=T I NC
CÁLL BFAST (ArMr l. rDXY)
PR¡NT IOO6
FORMAT ({¡HILBERT A( ¡ 

' 
ARET/'

O0 1005 I=l rN2r40
PRINT 1004r (A(l.J-I) rJ=lr4l
F0ql{AT (4 (E 15.lr E I1.3) I
COÀIÏ INUE
CìO 1007 I=lrN?
B(I)=A(ll

COI.iPUIE THE TEAYSDIJCER STATIC CAÞACITA\¡CE AND SUSCEPIANCE IASSUI{ING
UNITY ELECIRODE 6AP RATI0 AND Y-CUT QJARTZ)¡

AOD OVERLAP LENoTHS OF ALL GAPS

GL=XLA ( I 
'O0 ¡010 I=?rllA

xLA(Il:xLAil-¡ l'ALA
l0¡0 GL=GL.XLA(Il

CT= (EPSI.EP50t I l.e-3rGL/2.
PeINT l0llrCl

¡0ll FoRMAf (TITRANSDUCEi CAPACII/INCE=rEll.3/,
c
C COHPUIE TRANSOUCER SUSCËPTANC€
c

t l\,lc=?.ÕPJ6FIl,¡C
D0 l0lZ l=lrNZ
0UEGA= ( I-l ).l,lNC

¡012 x(l)=oMfGAocT
PRTNT IOI3

¡OI3 FORHAT ('OCAPACITIVE SUSCEPÍANCET/)
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Do l0l4 l:lrN¿r40
lOt4 PRINI l0l5rI. (X(l'J-l¡ rJ=lr4l
l0¡s roeM^TU I tr4(Ël5.lrElt.3l I

Go lo ¿00
2OO CO\T INUE

c
c

COMPI'IE THE INI'UT AOMITTANCES TOtì A PAtR CF TRAi¡SOUCECS

8L=-60. !Plr 2. èGA/VSAi,
Bt=tìLrl.E-l
f,atNl 20¿rG(?50)
FoRMÀt (è0G ( 250 l =öE15.'ì)
0O 70 I=l,NZ
l\l=BLã(I-ltrF¡Nc
G ( I ) =2.{G ( I ) r ( 1..c05 ( 

^I 
) }

8( I ) :?.ðF'( I'r (l..sI\¡(^l ) )

x(l):2.åx(¡t
CLASI=C0S(Âl)
PRINf 20lrBLrAl
FoRMAI (o BL:!F15.3/o i\l=eEI5.3)
PRINT ?03rCLASTrG (?50)
FoRMAT ({ CLAST=ÐEI5.3/t C'(2501 =ô815.3/l

?0?

70

201

203

c
c PRINT GrBrX At'¡D Y.

PF.' INf 9OO
9OO FORMAT ( ITII I34XOTRA''¡SDUCER INPUT ADI'IITTANCEð/)

PRINI 9OI
90t FORM/\T(' FRt:OUENCYçl0XÞGÕl9XlB{l9X{Xrl9XÞY=6'J(8'X)e}

PRINT 902
90? FOiìMAT(4X{(HHZ)}9X{(MqOS}tl4Xë(MH0S)}l4X}(MHC5}rl2X{(¡1H0S)r7Xù(0EG

CREES)d}
Y(l)=(0.r0.)
D0 903 l=2.N2
G(I)=2.ðG(I)
DUU=2.õfl(l).X(l)
Y ( I ) =CI'IPLX (G ( I ) r0U{)
CA=C^BS(Y(lt)
0t-6=AlAN2 (DU'.t' G ( I l I e lq0. /PI
Y(l)=CMf'LX(CAr0EG)
FPEo: I l-l ) rFINCÞ l.E-6
PRTNT 904rFREOtG(l) rB(l) rX(Il rY(I)
FoRH^r (FB. I r E I 8.3 r 2E20.3 I E I 8.3 r E I 6.3)
CO\I I NUE
c0 T0 100
CONT I NUE

904
903

00I
c
c
c

PLOT IHE MODULUS OF THE ¡NPUT AOqITTA\¡CE

CALL PL0Tl0(IOHNEBC BxIa?rl0)
cÂLL XLITlIT(100.)
CALL PAUPLOT ( 17H0.4 BLACK INK PLSr l7)
CALL pLOT ((. ¡Q. r-3)
0O 1020 I=lr50l
xP(Il=(I-l)oFINc

1020 YP(l)=RE^L(Y(I¡¡
LP(501 )=AINI (XP(50i I 

'CALL SCALE(XPr 10. Ii0l I I )

CALL SCÀLE ( YPr4. r50 I r I )

CALL AXtS ( 0. r0. I ITHFREQUENCY (HERTZ) r-l7r 20. r0. rXÞ (502) rXP (503) I 0)
CALL AXI S ( 0. r 0. r 38itt'{ODULUS OF TRANSDUCER tNPUf A0q ITTANCET 38 I l0' r9

C0. rYP(502) rYP(503) r-I )

CALL SYMBOL(3.r8.r0 .2rl0HfRANSDUCERr0.rl0)
CALL SYMIìOL (5. i8. r0.2rTITLEr0. r I0)
CALL LINE(XPrYPr50l r lr0r0l

PL0T GrB ANO X.
CALL SCALE(Gr4.r50Irl!
C^LL AXIS (?0. r0..5{G (' } r5r 10. r90.r0(5021 r6(50f, ) r-l I

CALL LINE(XPrG¡50I r I r5r3l
CALL SCALE(Br4.r50l r l)
CALL AXIS l2?-, ç0.r5HB lX) r5r 10. r90. r9 (502) rB(503) r-l I
CALL LINE(XPr8¡501 r I r5r4l
CALL SCALE(Xr4. r50l r I )

CALL AXIS (24. r0. r lHXr t r 10. r90. rX (502) rX (5031 r-l I

CALL LINE(XPtXr50l r I r0r0l
CÂLL PL0T(30 .r0.¡-3t
ST CP
END
NOLIST
SI,EROUÍ INE BFASI lYr Mr SIGN¡0XY)

SUEROUTINE FOR THE CALCULATTON OF EITHER THE FCRIIARD OR

TNVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A CCMPLEX SEf,UENCE Y USING THE

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM (FFTI ALO9R¡THI.

ü
Y I5 A COHT'LEX ARRAY O¡ OIMENs¡O¡.¡ 2 AND T5 EOIH TTIE INPUI
ANO oUTPUT sEOUEÀ¡cE OF IHE SUf}ROUT¡NE.

PRESENl OTME¡¡SIONS LIHIIC2CTIO

c
c

FAST 70
FAST 30
FAST 40
r Asr 50
FAST óO
FASI l0

FÂsI 90
Fast I 00
FAST ?80
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OXY = IHE SAHPLT sPÂCING FoR IIJT: INPUI
PONOING SAMPLE SPACING IN TIlE I{ANSTOìY

FOR TIME IO FREOUENCY ìRÁNSTOR¡{AIIONI
F0R FRIOUENCY ìO TIHE tRANSFOTìrtAIlONr

ÂR?^t' Y. IrtE C0rìREs-
OOHAIN ¡S OUIJUT IN UÀY

SlcN ' -l
SIGN " .l

SUIìROUÌlNt CON SflS Up 
^ 

CONVË,ìStON T^BLE TO qt^RRA¡{CE TilElNtrl'll 
^riR^Y 

F0R PRocISsING.

0
0

F ASI I r.0
F Ást 150
F^st tô0
f'A5T 170
r 
^sT 

180
l':AST I 90
FASf ?()O
F^Sr ¿t0
F,\SI ¿¿O
FÂST ?]O
?/F:/l?

SUBROUTINE IAI]LE SEIS UP A
USËD IN SUBROI.'IINE FAST.

IAdLE OF ALL STNES /\ND COSINES

SUßROUT INE Bf ASI
ON ? MAY ¡97¿ 'S 

MODIFIED VERSTON CF SUSROUTIN[ FASI URIIIEN

7

o

Õ

à

c

C0t{PLEX ArUrllrTrY
DI¡,IENSION Â( 10241 rY (2r
cor'tHoN / P ERtl / t4t1 ( L 0 24 I
c0YNoN /'tAtt/IC(l 0) rTS(10t
DAIA MSET/0,/

¡F (HSEf.E0.r.,r t
CÂLI. TAtsLE (M)
CÂLL CON(M}
¡,lS E T =M
CO\TINUE

G0l0

N=?ùaM
DO 7 I=lrl'l
J=MM(l)
A(I)=Y(J)

DO 30 I=lrN
Y(I)=A(I}ÞDXY
CO\¡T INUE
oxY=1./(0xYÕNt

RE I URN
END
SUBROUT INE fABLE (H }
c0vMoN /T 

^B/fc( 
t0) rTS( l0)

P¡=t.6c4T¡¡t ( 1.0 r l.0t
Dol¡=l'M
lC ( I t =C05 lPl/ t?þa ( I-t ) t )
lS(L =S¡N(pll (¿è¡( l-l ) I )
RE Ï URN
ENO
SUEROUIINE CON(MI
¡NTEGER A, T

FAST
FAST
FAST
FAST
FÂST
FAST
FAST
FASI
FAST
FASI
FASI
FAST
FASI
F:^Sl
FASÏ

¿60
a?0
?90
300
3lo
3¿0
130
340
350
360
370
380
400
390
430

D0 20 L=l¡M
LF:?{TL
LE ì =L E/¿
U=(1.0r0.0)
U=CMPLX ( TC ( L I I TS (L I rS ICNI
DO 20J=l rLEt
DO l0 I=JrNrLE
IP=I.LEl
l=A ( IP, {U
A(lPl=A(Il-T
A(¡¡=A(I)+1
CO\T INUE
U=Uðll
CO\I INUE

FAST
F A5I
FAST
FASI
FAST
FASI
F/157
f AST
F ASI
FAS T

FAST
FAST
FA5 T
FAST
rAST
FA5I
FASf

(70
400
490
500
5r0
5?0
510
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
6t0
6?0
660

l0

?0

30
FAST ó80

cor,tMoN /PERM/ Ail0¿4t
N=?'¡M
NVz=N/2
NMI=N-I
J=l
D0lI=lrtt

I A(l)=I
D0 7 l:lrNMl
IF(I.GE.J}GOI05
T=A(Jt
A(Jl=A(L
A(lt=T

5 x=vvz
ó tr (K.6E.Jt GOTOT

J: J-K
K=K/?
Goto ó7 J:J.K
RF I URN
ETID

0000000000000000000000
3.2048 3 VsAr{

FASf
FAST
rAST
I ASL
IABL
I ABL
T A8L
I ABL
I A8L
Ì A8L
I ABL
G0i¡
c0N
c0\
c0l.¡
coN
c0N
c0N
c0N
coN
c0N
c0N
00N
c0À¡
c0N
c0N
cor,l
c0\¡
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
coN

700
690
760

¡0
?0
l0
(0
50
60
70
80
l0
?0
30
{0
50
60
70
80
90

100
I t0
l?0
130
140
150
ló0
170
¡ 80
190
¿00
?t0
?¿0

ENO OF RECORD

IIr¡c H

3.¡68- ¿ \PA
AGA ALA

TNO OF FILE

t.
8\A

¡.0
¡.0

50MHZ UlDl

t0

3
I
.16
.0
T I ILE

0000000000000000000000
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41.6 Program PCODE - Binary Code Listing

41.6.1 Flow Chart

YES

CHECK TO SEE IF SECONDARY RESPONSES
INTERFERE WITH ANY ZEROS OF B(I)

SET ALL ARRAYS TO ZERO

A(I) = 1 N=1

GENERATE ALL PERMUTATIONS OF ARRAY
COEFFICIFNTS A(I) = 0 0R 1 (I = 2,17)
STARTING WITH PATTERNS OF LENGTH 2

THEN LENGTH 3 ETC.

COMPUTE PRIMARY RESPONSE B(I)

CLIP THE PRIMARY PULSES TO UNIT AMPLITUDE

EVALUATE THE RESULTING BINARY STRING
(LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT ON LEFT)

IGNORE THIS
PATTERN

DECIMAL VALUE
BEEN FOUND

HAS THIS

BEFORE

COMPUTE THE SECONDARY RESPONSE C(I)

COMPUTE RUNNING TOTAL OF USEFUL PATTERNS
OF LENGTH N, AND TOTAL USEFUL PATTERNS

PATTERN A(I)
PRIMARY RESPONSE B(I)
CLIPPED PRIMARY RESPONSE BCLIP(I)
SECONDARY RESPONSE C(I)
INTERFERENCE POSITIONS CINT(I)
RUNNING TOTALS NRUN, NTOT

PRINT:

NO
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TERMINATE ALL DO-LOOPS AND INCREIVIENT N

END

A1 .6.2 Program Listing

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

PROGRAM PCODE ( INPUI TOUIPUT ¡

THIS PROGRAM CO{PUfES THE PRIMARY AND SECONO OADER REGENERAlEO
RESPONSES FOR A OELAY LINE I¡ITH IOEI.¡TICAL TRANSOUCERS SEPARATEO IN fIIE
BY INfËGRAL I'IULIIPLES OF THE 8A5IC TI'.IE ¡\.ITERVAL T.
A(1,= THE TRA\SoUCER 0EScRIPT0R
B(lt= IHE PRlf4ÂRY eESPONSE COoE
BCL¡P(ll= T¡{E Bl\¡AqY CoDE oBTAINED 8Y CLIÞPING B(I).
C(¡)= THE SECoNDARY (REGENER^TED) RESDONSE.
NADD= THE NUMBER 0F UNIoUE Co0ES oBIAI\ED 8Y AoDING I MoRE TRANSoUC:R
NIoT= THE ToTAL ÀlUr.lSER 0F UNIOUE C00€5

RFAL B(20) rC(401
INTEGER A(Z0l TBCLIP(201 rCINT (40t
INTEGER DEC ( 100001 r lH(201
DATAXI rKZrKSiX4r(5r (6.K7rK8rK9/0o0r0r0r0r
DA T A K I 0 r K I I r K I 2 r K I 3 r K I 4 r K I 5 r K I ó/ 0 r 0 r 0 r 0 r
coqMoN / /DEc

0r0
0r0

t0ç0/
ç0/

c
c

?

3
c
c

PRINÌ THE HEAOT165
PRINT ¡
F0RMÂI ( lHl róXoTRÂNSDUCERo24XTRESPOt'¡SES 8(l ) TBCLtP( I t rC ( I I rCI?,lT (

¡ I t r33Xo0ECIr,tAL CoDES I0IAL¡t
O0 2 l=lrl7
tH(1,=l-¡
PPtt'lT 3r (IH(Il rl=lrl7l
FORI'IAT(IONCóXðPAITERNOIIX' I7J5IT EOUIVALE\¡I ADDED CODEST¡

SET UP THE TRANSOUCERS
Do 9 ¡=lrló
Atl)=0g(lt=0
ScLlPlL=0
C(Ir=0
Cl{l(lt=o
At¡t!l
N=l
NT0T ! 0
OËC I l, =0
NTEI'lP-0
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30

3l
c
c
c

50

D0 26 NO=lr2
A(l7l=No-t
D0 25 NP=l12

^tlót=NP-¡DO 24 NN=lt¿
A(¡51=NN-l
D0' ?3 Nr'l= I r 2
A(la)=Nl4-l
00 ?2 NL=l12
A(l3l=NL-t
oo ?l l'¡K=lr2
A(l2l=NK-l
O0 20 NJ--I¡Z
A(llt=NJ-l
DO l9 NI=IrZ
All0l=NI-l
D0 l8 NH=lr2
At9l=NH-l
DO l7 NG=lr2
At8)=NG-l
!¡ 16 NF=Ir2
A(?l=NF-t
OO t5 NE=l rz
A(6)=NE-l
Do l4 ND=t r2
A(5)=ND-¡
D0 l3 NC;lr2
A(4)=NC-l
DO l2 NB;l'2
A(3)=N8-l
D0 ll NA=lr2
A(?)=NA-l
lF(Kl.ECt.0) 30i3¡
Xl=I
N=2
Go r0 ll
co\T I r.ruE

COI'IPUIE IMPULSE RESPONSE B(¡'.

D0 50 I=lrN
B(L=0.
B(L=8(L r0.5âA(I)lA( I I
D0 501 L=erN
L I =N-L. ¡
OO 501 J=lrLl
8(Lt =B (L).A (J) {A(J.L-I )

CLIP PULSES IÀI A(I) TO UNIT A{PLIIUDE
D0 5l I=l¡N
IF(8lI).Eo.0)5llr5I?
ECLIP(Il=0
Go T0 5l
ECLIP(¡!=l
COI.IT I NUE

EVALUATE THE 8I\¡ARY COOE(LEAST S¡GNIF¡CANT DICIT TO THE LEFÍ)
NDEC=O
D0 52 l=2rN
NDEC=NDECr2.8CL ¡ P ( \r2-I I

HAS THIS OECI},IAL VALUE tsEEN FOUND BEFCRE
DO 53 I=lrNTOT
IF IDEC ( ¡ I .EO.NDECI GO TO ¡ T

COI.IT I NUE
NI0l=Nl0Tr I
OEC (NToT t =r.tOEC

COHPUTE fHE SECCNDARY RESPONSE C(TI
L2=2rN- I
D0 60 l=lrL2
C(L=0.
CllT(.Il=0.
DO ó01 L-lrN
OO ó01 ¡l=lrL
C (L I =C (L I .B lH, rB lL-H. I ,
1.3=N.l
o0 ó02 L=L3rL2
L4=L-N. I
oo ó02 H=L4rN
c ( L I =c (L I .B (M 

' 
r8 (L-{. I 

'

s0t
c
c

?5
5
c
c

5tl

6C

ó0t

62

03
61

5?
c
c

53

c
c

026
c
c CHECK TO

DO ól I=2rN
rF tEcLtPtIt
rF r c(fl.E 0:
CINT(I )= 1

CONlINU E

SEE ¡F THE SIGNAL ¡NTERFERES ItTH ANY ZEROS IN 8CL¡P(¡I

.E0.0l62rtll
0l 61,63
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c COI.IPUI€ RUNN¡À16 TOTAL OT IRANSOUCERS AOOCD fOR FIXfO ''I

?0¡

70?

?03
c

70

?t

tF (Nlfl{P.f0.Nl 701 r 702
NPI,N=NRUN. I
G0 lo 703
NRr,N-- ¡
NT TilP--N
c0\r I Nul:

Pi.I¡NT IRANSDUCEES À¡¡D COOE
PRINT 70rNr (A( t I r l:l¡l7l r (tì(ll ¡I=l tl7)
F0aMAT ( lH0r l?.Xr l7l I r5Xr lTFr;. I I
PRINT 7l r (ÍJCLIP(l I r¡=l r l7) rNDEC
FOlr'lAl (?6X r l7I5r I ì 0l
f'RINT 7?r lC(l) rI=lrl7l r (CINï(I) ¡I=lrl7l r\RUNrNfOl
FnRMAT ( 26X r I ?F5. l/26X ¡ I 7 I5 r I I X¡ 2 I 7 I
CO \T I NUE
¡F (K2.EO.0r 32r t2
K2= I
N=3
CO\T INUE
IF(l(3.E4.0133r13
K3= I
N=4
CO\I I NUE
lF(K4.E0.0)34r14
K4=l
N=5
c0Àll ll.luE
IF(K5.E0.0)35r15
K5= I
N=6
CO\I I NUE
lF(K6.10.0¡36i16
K¿ì=I
N=7
C0t'lT INUE
IF(K7.E0.0t37r17
K7= I
N=8
CO\T INUE
lF(K8.EO.0)38r18
K8= I
N=9
CO\I I NUE
IF(K9.EO.0)39r19

72
¡l

32

¡2

33

t3

34

l4

35

t5

36

ló

3?

¡7

38

l8

39 Kg=t
N= l0

¡9 Co\T INUE
lF(K10.E0.0140r20

40 Kt0=l
N=ll

20 co,'tT INUE
IF(Kll.E0.0)4lr2l

4l Kl l=l
N= l2

¿¡ CO\I INUE
IF(Kl2.EQ.0t42r?2

4? Klz=l
N= l3

?? COI\IT I NUE
lF(K13.E0.0ra3r23

43 Kl3=l
N= l4

23 COI.¡T I NUE
lF(K14.E0.0144r24

44 Kl4=l
N= l5

24 CONT INUE
IF(K15.E0.0)45r25

45 Kl 5=l
N= l6

25 CO\TINUE
IF (Kl6.EO.0l4ór26

46 Kt6=l
fl= l7

?6 CO\TINUE
s roP
fND

0000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000

END OF
ENO OF
END OF

RECORD
FILE
F¡LE
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AI.7 Progran PATBL2 - Electrode Pattern Generation

AI.7 .1 Flow Chart

PATTERN TITLE
N0. oF ELECTRoDES (MUST BE ODD)
DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRODE CENTRES
AND LENGTHS - FINAL SIZE (PRESENT EXAMPLE
SET UP FOR LOG.PERIODIC TRANSDUCERS)
NON-OVERLAP LENGTH AT ENDS OF ELECTRODES
REDUCTION RATIO TO BE USEI)

READ

GENERATE AND TABULATE ALL ELECTRODE
POSITIONS AND OVERLAPS

SCALE PATTERN UP TO ART SIZE AND
CONVERT TO INCHES FOR PLOTTER

CHECK PATTERN WILL FIT ON PAGE

AND CENTRE IT VERTICALLY

GENERATE COORDINATES DEFINING
PERIMETERS OF ALL ELECTRODES
AND PRINT THEM

PAINT IN ALL UPPER ELECTRODES WITH
PLOTTER PEN (TWICE - TO INCREASE DENSITY)

PAINT IN ALL LOWER ELECTRODES WITH
PLOTTER PEN (TWICE - TO INCREASE DENSITY)

END
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41.7,2 Program Listing

PRCGR^M PAì gt.2 ( l\PJl rouTPUl I
THIS PRoGRÀM PR9oUCES A BLACK A\0 WHIfE
FOR PHOTOGRÂPHY

€LECTROOE PATTTRN SUII/\I]LE

PEN IIP t.JIDIH IS O.] I.{ILLIHEIRES
AVERAGE PEN IRACL OVERLAp = . t5,.t{ = .006 INCrj
ALLOt.lANCE TS qADE FOR PEN ItP |, TDTH

INPUT OATA REOUIRED =
NA=oDD NUMUER 0É ¡ INüLRS IN fHE fRANSDUCEq
6A= SIZE OF F¡RSf GAP IN HILL¡IlETRES
XPA(l)= POSIT¡0\ 0F FIRST FINGER CENTTE MM.
XLA(I)= SIGNED {AGNITUDf oF FIRsT oVEqLAP IN I.,tI.I .
AGA= RAIJO OF SUCCESSIVE GÂP l.l]OTHS
ALÀ: RATIO OF SUCCESSIVI OVERLAÐ5 (U\StG\EO)
tlNO= HINI¡tUM \0\,¡-0VÊ:RLAp LENGìr.i IN ilM.
N0TE 0VElìt_AP I lS flËtt{EtN FTNGER I AN) FI\GErì Irl
REDR= T0Tl\L RE0TJCtI0N R^Tto((0EFIrJE0 GtE^tER TriÂN l)IIILË: ¡DtNfJFyING r!/\MF oF Tr{E )/\Tlt.t!
PROGRAM ASSUMTs ÊACH GAP DIVIDED INIO CUAITERS AND R¡GIIT AND LÈFTOUARIERS IlETALL I ZED
IHE PROGRAH ASSL'9ES THE SUM OF THE S¡6!ED OVERLAPS IS S[IALL

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
a
{
Þ

a

È

o

c{
o

c
c
c
c
c

c
c

30
c
c

?00

30s

300

30 t
303

30?

320

3?l

322

323
c

306

307
308

c

309
c

400

4

DlqÉr,ls¡oN XPA ( l00t rXL^ ( Ì001
DI{tNSIONX (400}'Y ( 400}
RFAD 2OO'TIfLE
FOal.tAr (Aì0)
QFAD 305rNArCrÂ
FoRMAI(ll0rEl0.3)
RtAD 300,XPA(I I rXLA(l i
r0R¡lAT ( aE I 0.3 )
READ 300¡ALA¡AGA
RFAD 300 r Wt'lO
READ 300rREDR

TEST THAI NA IS OOD
AN=NA
AN = Al,l/ 2
ANI=AN-AINT (AN}
IF(ANl.Eo.0l30lr30?
PRINT 303
FOAMAT ( Þ I NUI'IBER OF F ¡ NGERS MUSI BE CODi }
STOP
CO\¡T INUE
PRINI J2O I TITLEIàJÂIGA
F01MÂl(rlf ll.t.E=rAl0/ù NA=rI¡Olr GA:ÞE10.3)
PRINI :ì2trXPA(l) rXLA(l )
FoRMÁT (o xPA ( I ):cFlo.-ìló xLA ( I )=rEl0.3l
PRINI 322tALAIAGA
F0aUAT (. ALA=oEI0.3//r AcA=cEl0.3Ì
PRINI 3?3rVJNOrREDR
FORMAT (¡ WNO=ÞEIO.3/I REDR=rF¡0.3I

GENERATE GAPS A\D OVERLAPS
XPA(2)=XPA(llrGA
NA I =NA- I
D0 304 ¡=2'NAl
GA=GAT AGA
xpa(1.1,=xPA(I'.GA
XLÂ(Ir=-XLA(I-llrALA

PR¡NT ELECTRODE POSIlIONS AND OVERLAPS
PRINI 3()ó
FO?MAT(àOELECTRODE POSITIONS ANO OVERLAPS (TN HMIÒ/I
00 307 J=l rNAl
PRINI 308rXPA(Jl rXLA(J,
F0Rr..lAT ( E2?. 3 r E 1 3. 3 l
PRINI 308¡XPÂ(N^)

SCALE UP IO ARTIORK SIZE (IN INCHESI
SCÂLE=REDR/'25.4
Do 30e ¡=¡.¡4
XPA(ll=xPA(LTSCaLE
xLÀ(l)=xLA(t'cScALE

FTNO IHE I.IAX¡'.IUY OVERLAP
XM=0
D0 400 I:l rNÁl
XM:AI,IAXI (X¡{rXLA ( I' )

FIND fOIAL PAITERN I¡IDTH
fTrXq.2cblN0

IESÍ PAffERN OOEs NOT EXCEEO 28 TNCHES HIGH
IFftrT.LT.¿8)GO l0 402pRlNr 403
FORI.IAÏ (TIPATTERN TOO HIGH¡I
st0P

c

c

403

445



c
q0?

GENER^IË PI-OTII\¡G COOROS - ELECIqODT I
cL"¡4
Gl:(xPÀ(¿)-xPA(l))/4
x(l)=x(¿):xPAill
X(3)=X(4)=xP^(ll.Gl
YM^X=CL.wIl2
YMIN=CL-I.JTl2
Y(l l=Y(4)=YMAx
Y(?l =Y (l) =CL-XLA ( I ) /2

GENTRATE PLOTII\G COOROS FOR REqAJNING ELECTRODES
D0 401 J:2,N^ì,a
J4=4.J
Gt=c¡
G2= ( xP^ (J. I ) -XP^ lJl I /4
Gl: (XPA(J.2) -XPA (J. I ) ) /4
X( J4-3) =x ( J4-2) =XP/\ ( J) -GI
X (J4-l ) =X (J4) =XPA ( J).G2
y(J4_3):y(J4tsyMIN
Y (.,4-e) =Y ( J4- I ) =Y ( J4-5) +XLA ( J-l t
X (J4+t )=X(J4.?) =XpA (J+t t-Gz
x (J4.3) =x (.,4+4) =XPA (J+ I l.G3
Y (J4. I ) =Y (.t4.4 ) =YHAX
Y ( Jrr.?) =Y ( J4+3) :Y ( J4-ì ).XLA (.f )
cor'/l I NUE

IS THERE ROOM FOR A FULL STROKE DOI{N
CONI I NUE

lF ( (x ( J) - (X0.p2-0LAPl l.Ll.P) 606r607
xD=x (J) -P2
CALL PLOT(xDrYDrll
YD:Y(J-lt
CALL PLOf (XDrY0r I I
Y0=Y (J)
CALL PLOÍ(XDrYOrll
60 TO 601
XD: X0. P- 0t. AP
CALL PLOT (X0rY0r I )
YD=Y(J-ll
CALL PLOT (X0rY0r I )
YT,=Y IJI
CALL PL0T (XOrY0¡ I I
Go I0 608

c

401

c

502

504
503
c
c

X (J4'3) =X ( J4.4) =XPA (J. I l
PRINÏ OUT COOCDII.IAfES

PRINT 5O?
FOEMAÏ (35XþPLOTTING COOROJNATES I II.I INCHES}{//}

cny¡.10x{x2Þ6xcy¿Þl0xëx3{óx ëy3{l0xrx4ð6x}y4è)
D0 503 I=l rNA
l4=4èI

ELECTRODETTXëX I O6X

PRINI 504ç I rX ( I4-31 rY ( I4-31 I X ( I4-21 rY I l4-2)'X ( I4-I ) rY ( I4-l I rX ( I4) r
cY(14)

FORMAI ( I I0 r¿r (Fì2.3r F8.3 ) )
CO\ T I NUT:

PLOÏ TI]E ELECTRCDE PATTERN
cALL PLOl30 ( l0r.rNEtJc BOX34r I0 t
cÂLL XL ¡ r,lI T ( 55. l
CALL P/\UPL0T(l0H{HITE PAPER . 0.38LACK IY( PLSr30}

PLOT PAITERN DAIA
CÂLL SYI'lB0L ( 0. r 5. r 0. 3r9HPATlERt'l =r 90.r 9 )

C,\LL SYMBOL (0. ¡8. r0.3rTITLEr90. r l0)
CALL SYMBoL ( l. r5. r 0.3r I THRE0UCTIoN cATIO =r90. r l7)
CALL NUMBER ( l. r 10. r 0.3rREDRr90. r4HF6.2)
C^LL PL0l(10.r0.r-3)

PLOT UPPER HALF OF PATIERN

NOIE DII.IENSIONS {OI.' IN INCHES
P =0 .3 /25.4
P?=P /?
oLaP=0.006
NItMP=0
CO\T INUE
NIEMP=NTi.MP. I
D0 601 l--lrNAr2
J=4q I

IS LII'IE |{IDTH LESs THAN PEN TIP I{IDTH
lF I ( x (J) -X I J-3t ) .LÍ.P ) 60¿'ó03
PR¡Nf ó04
FOAMAI (TILINE IiIDTH LESS THAN PEN I{¡DTH}'
ST OP

XD=X (J-3) .Pe
YD=Y ( J-3 )

CALL PL0T(XDrYDr3l
YD=Y ( J-2 )

CALL PLOTIX0TYDTZI

YD=Y(J)
CÂLL PL0T (XOrYDr I I

c
c

c
c
c

¡ 000

c

ó02
604

ó03

c
c
ó08

ú06

ó07
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60
t
c
c

COI'¡T I NUE

PLOì ì11F- LOI.IER HÂLF OF THf PATfERN

CÀLt. PL0T(0.rYDrl)
C^t.t l'LOl (0.tY(51 r-ì)
DO 6¡0 I=?rNÂl¡2
J:4¡ I
x0=x (J-3) .P2
Y0-Y (J-l)
C^LL PLOT(X0rYDr3)
YO=Y ( J-e ì

CALL PLOt (XDTYDTZ)

YD=Y(J)
CALL PLOT (XOrYDr I I

c
c
ó18

óló

6t7

ót0

999 X(K)=x(K).11.2
¡F (NIEMP.GE.2) GO TO I OOI
G0 l0 l00o

IOOI CO\¡TINUE
CALL PLOT(40.r0.r-3)
SI OP

FND
0000000000000000000000
LO-15/?0 I IILE

5 .105
5. 9.
l. 0.9
?. itNO
20. REDR

0000000000000000000000

IS IHFRE ROO}{ FCC Â FULL STROXE DOIIN

CONT I NUE

tF ( (x (J) - (xD.p2-0LAP) ).LT.P)616r617
XD=X(.')-P¿
C^LL PLoT(XDrYDrlì
Y0=Y(J-l)
CÀLL PL0T(XDrYDtl'
YD=Y (J)
CALL pL0Tl¡9ryDrll
Go to 610
XD=XD.P-Ot.AP
CALL PL0T(XDtYDrl)
YD=Y(J-l)
C^LL PLOT(XDrYOrll
YD=Y(.,)
CALL PL0T (XDrYDr I I

GO lo 618
co\f I r.lrJE

D0 999 I=l.NA
DO 999 J=lç4
K=4{(I-I}.J

END OF RECORO

\,lA

XPA
ALA

GA
XLA

AGA

ENO OF FILE
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41.8 Pro INTER Receiver System Model

A1 .8. 1 Flow Chart

FOURIER TRANSFORM TO TIME DOMAIN

COMPUTE PRODUCT OF SIGNAL AND GATED
LOCAL OSCILLATOR WAVEFORM IN A QUADRATURE DETECTOR
FOR 64 DIFFERENT DELAYS OF L.O. GATE

GENERATE TRANSMITTER PULSE

FOURIER TRANSFORM TO FREQ. DOMAIN
AND PLOT TRANSMITTED SPECTRUM

EVALUATE AND PLOT TRANSMITTER ANTENNA TRANSFER
FUNCTION AND COMPUTE SIGNAL SPECTRUM

EVALUATE AND PLOT DELAY LINE ANTENNA TRANSFER
FUNCTION AND COMPUTE OUTPUT SIGNAL SPECTRUM

EVALUATE AND PLOT RECEIVER ANTENNA TRANSFER
FUNCTION AND COMPUTE SIGNAL SPECTRUM

GENERATE HIGH-PASS AND LOW-PASS CHARACTERISTICS
OF RF GATING CIRCUITS, AND PLOT THEM,
AND COMPUTE OUTPUT SIGNAL SPECTRUM

PREDICT CODED DELAY LINE IMPULSE RESPONSE
IN TIME DOMAIN

FOURIER TRANSFORM TO FREQ. DOMAIN
AND PLOT LINE TRANSFER FUNCTION

COMPUTE SPECTRUM OF SIGNAL AT RECEIVER OUTPUT
AND PLOT IT
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PLOT THE COHERENT DETECTOR OUTPUT
VERSUS GATE DELAY

END

41.8.2 Progran Listing

PROGR^M INTER ( INPUI r 0('TPUT )
HAVE ¡0U4 SAt'tpLES SpACED SNSEC (SUARTEI ITAVELENGTHt A\D ALL fIl{E
FUNCIIOÀ¡S PERI00IC 0N LENC,IH 1024.
V(TI = VOLIA6E fJAVEFORH
NI - LO GATE INCRE'{ENTS MEASURED FROM ZERC
Ffl) =CENTRE FREoUENCY oF IUNED CIRCUIT I - lN HERTZ
0(ll = 0-FACToR 0F TUNED C¡RCUlr I
H(lrJ) = TRANSFER FUNCIIoN I Al FREOUE\CY INCREI.IENT J.

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

I

INPUT OATA NEEDED
F(Ilr0(ll rI=lr4 - ?(E10.3)
NTTNFTNSTNC - 4(l5t
LE(l)rI=¡rNl - l0(Ist

DItIENSl0N C ( I 0241 r0 ( l0?4) rF (4) r0 (41
DIqENSI0N X(1001 rY(100) rXV(10?4¡ rYV(10241
CO!,lPLEX V( I024l tpT ( 1024t TITHINCC
REAL LLrCC¡R( 150) r5(150) rUl l50l
coì,tPLEX H(5131
coqr,t0N /A I /H
COtlM0N VrPI rCrD
Pt=3.14159265358979
cALL I I r,rE

SET UP TRANSHITTER PULSE
Do I ¡A=¡'10?4
VllAl=(0.r0.1
DO I0 lA=lrl7r4
VllÂ.lr¡(l.r0.l
V ( I À.3 ) = ( - t . r 0. )

CONVERT V 10 FREOUENCY DOHAIN
C/\LL FASï ( l0rVr-1. r l0l

PLOf IRANSM¡ITEA SÞECTRUI{ - AT4PLIIUOE
CALL PLOÌ¡0(¡0HNEBC BXl42rl0l
CALL xLtHtr(140.)
CÂLL PÀUPLOT(3OHO.38LACK INK ' fILAN( PAPER PLSi]OI
Hlr{c'2.PI.1.e6/5.1?
O0 120 J=lr5l?
XV(J)=Jrl.Í.6/5.1?
YVIJI=CAB5(V(J, I
CALL SCALE (XVr I 0. r5l2r I I

t0
c

c

¡20
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?3

2t

c

c

C^LL SCÀLE(YVr4.r5l?rl l
C^LL 

^XlS 
( 0. r 0 ¡ ¡ 20HTRANSNITIER SPf:-CItìUM r ?0r I 0. i90. r YV (51 3) r YV t 5 l4)

Cr-l )

C^Lt PL0f ( (r. r 0. r -3 )
CALI. l.lNE (XV¡YVr5l?r l.0r0l

COMPUfI fUNED CIRCI,II TRANSFER FúNCIIC\S
PRtNI 2.1
FOiÀIÂI (OITUNEO C¡RCUII PARAHETERSC/}
0O ?0 l8=l r4
REA0 UlrF(lB)rO(l8l
FoCN^T (Z (E¡ 0.3) )

PRINI 22rltsrF(IBl rlBr0(IB)
FOeMAf (è CTNTRE FRE0UENCY (ol Ir) :rEl 0.3r5XrrC (ol lùl =ëEl 0.3)
CO\T INUE

TRANSHITITR A|,¡TE\NÄ TRANSFER FUI.¡CTION
CALL ßPASS (f-( I ) r0 (l ) r2)
OO l?¿ J=l¡513
v(J)=lr(Jtov(J)
YV(J)=CAu5(H(J))

PLOÏ ANTEI'INA ì RAl\,¡SFER FUNCT ION
CALL PL0T(-/r.r0.r-31
CAtL SC^L[ (YVr4.r5l2r I )

YV0:YV(5131
CALL AXtS (0. r 0. r I3HTUNEO CIRCUIIr I3r I 0. r90. rYV (513) rYV (514) r-l )

CALL PLOT(4.r0.r--l)
CALL LINE (XViYVt5le' I r5r?)
C^Lt. SYM1IOL( l. r9.r0.lsr I9HTRANSMIIIER ANTET'INAr0.rl9)
CALL SYMBOL(5. I r9. I r.ì5r2r0.r-l )

CARD ANTENNA fRANSFER FUNCTTON
CALL UPASS(F(2) rQ(?) r2)
D0 le3 J=l r5l3
v(J)=H(J)$H(J)nv(J)
YV(J)=C^BS{t1 (J) }

YV (513):YV0
c^t INE(XVrYVr5l2rIr5r3)

YlvlBoL ( I . r 8. 5r 0. ì 5 I I2HCARD ANTE\NAr 0. I I 2)
YMBOI, (5. I r8.ór 0. l5r3r 0. r-l )
EIVER ANTE\NA TI?ANSFER FUNCT ICI,J
PASS(F(4) rC(4) r2)
J=lr5l3DO

v(Jl=v(Jt"H(J)
YV(J)=cÂtls(H(J) )

YV(513)=Yvo
C^LL L INE ( XVrYVr5l ?r I ¡5r/r)
CÂLL SYMBoL ( 1 . r8. r0. l5r lóHRECETVER ÂNfEN"lAr 0. r l6l
CALL SYI48OL 15. I r9. I r0. l5r4r0. r-l I

COMPUTE RECEIVEq FILIER TRANSFER FUNCI IONS
LOlJ PASS NETI{OR(S

CÀLL EPASS(l.tBr0.rll
00 l3l J=l'513
H(J)=H(J)ðr4
v(Jt=v(J)+H(J)
YV(J):CABS(H(J) I
YV(513)=YV0
CALL LINL (XVrYVr5l?r I r5t5l
CALL 5YM8oL ( I .0 r 7. 5r 0. l5r IóHL0r{-pASS Flt-TERST 0. r l6t
CALL SYM8OL (5. 1r7.6r0. l5r5r0. r-l )

HTGH PASS NETljoAKS
CALL EPASS(2.E7r0.r3)
0o 132 J=lr5l3
H(Jl=H(J)0{4
v(Jl=v(J)ril(J)
YV(JI=CABS(H(J),
Yv(5131=YV0
CALL LINE(XVrYVr5l2r I r5r6l
CALL SYM80L ( l. 0 r 7. 0 r 0. l5r I THHIGH-PASS FILTERST0¡ I I ?)
CALL 5YMBOL (5.1 r7. I r0.15r6r0. r-l )

COMPUIE LINE IMpULSE RESPoNSE - PT(Il
CALL ¡MPULsE(PT'

CONVERI IO FREOi..,ENCY DOMA IN
CALL FAST(l0rPfr-l.rl0)

PLOT DELAY LJ\E SPECTRUH - AHPLITUDE
CALL PL0I (-2. r0.r-3)
DO l?4 J=lr5l2
Yv(Jl=cAB5(Pf (J),
CALL SCALE (YVr4. r5l2r I I
CALL AXlS (0. r0. r I9HOELAY LINE SPECTRUl4r l9r I 0. r90. I YV (513) rYV (514) r

c-t r

CALL PLOI(?.r0.r-l)
CALL L ¡NE I XV' YVr 5l ?r I r 0 r0 l

COMPUIE OUIPUI SPECÍRIJM OF ÍUNED CIRCJIIS AND DELAY LINE
O0 40 lE=Ir5l3
v(IE)=V(lE).PT(¡El
OO 4l lE=lr5tl
V (51 3. ¡El :CONJC¡(V (513-¡E) I

PL0l SPECIRUT,I OF I¡IPUT T0 r.ll,(ER - AHPL,IIUDE
D0 le6 J=lr5l2
YV(J, 'CAUS 

(V (J) ¡

CÂLL SCALE(YVr4.r5lZr I l .

CALL Af lS (0. r0. t I TfIFREOUf.NCY (HERlZt r-l 7r20. r0¡ rXV (51 3l I XV (5141 r0l

2?
20
c

t??

c

l?3

CrlL
c^L

Lt.
L5
t_s

c
u

REC

130
ALLc

c
c

130

t3t

t32

l?4

c

c

c

c

c

40

4l
c

l?6
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c

c

80

c

50
c

70

60
c

tt0

tlt
c

C^LL AXIS (0. r 0. ¡?0HMIxER INPUI sr)CCIRUtl. 20¡ I 0. t90. ryV (51 3) . yV (51(l
Cr-l )

CALL L Il'¡L (XVrYVr5l 2r I r 0r0)
CALL l'LOÏ( l¡r. r0' r-J)

CONVI.RT IO I IVE DOMAIN
CÀLl- tASl ( l0rVr¡l.r l0l

PLOI I{AVEfORH I\IO MIXER
Do 80 K=l ¡ 102¿
xV(K)=K{5
Yv(Kt-v(Kt
CÄLL SCALE(XVr?5.r l00lìr ¡ )
CALL SCALL (YVr5.r 1000. I )

C^Lt- AX ¡ S ( 0. r 0. r 7HV0LlÂGt- r 7r ! 0. 0 r90.0 r YV ( I 00 I I rYV ( I 00?) r -l I
CALL ÀXI5 (0. r0. ¡ l7{I IqE (NANOSECONDS) r I 7r50. r 0. rXV ( I 00 I ) r XV ( 1002} r0

cl
CALL LINE(XVrYVr 1000r I r0r0)
CALL SYMBOL(20.0r9.0r0.?r2eHV0LTAGE INPUT T0 i,tIXERr0rr?2)
CALL PL0T(50.r0.r-l)

COMPUTI: LOCAL OSCILLAIOR SIGNALS
DO 50 lF=lrl0?lr4
c(tFt=0uF.tt=1.
c(lF+2t:0uF.3)=-1.
C ( IF.l ) =l¡ ( IF I =C ( ¡ F.3 ) =D ( IF.¿ ) =0.

PERFORU GAIED MIXING OVER ó4 T¡qE INTEAVALS
DO 60 NT=70r 133
NS=5ENT
R(\T)=S(Nl)=0
DO 70 tlA=lr?0
N=r,ls+NÂ
R (',lT ) =R (NT ) .V (u) 0C (N)
5(NTl=S(Nl).V(N) ðD(\)
U (\T ) =50R1 (R ( Nl ) ¿R (Nl ) +S (NT ) ðS (NT ) )
X(\T-691=NT
Y(\T-69)=U(NT)
c0r,,ll INUE

PRINT OUTPUT
PRillf lt0
FORMAT(ðOMIXER OUTEUT AS FUNCTION OF TIME SLCTT/{ LO GATE OPENING

c (x25NSfC) ð l0XëMIXEt 0ufPUTr )

PRINT lIIr ( (tllrU(NT, ) rl'JT=70r133)
FORM^T ( I l5rE?2.2)

PLOI SYSIEt.t OUTPUf
CALt SCALE(Xr l0.r64rl)
CÂLL SCALE(Y¡4.r64r1)
C^LL AX I S ( 0. r 0. r I 2{¡.1 I xER oUlPUt r + I ?r I 0. 0 r 90. 0r Y (65) ry (66} r - I }
CALL AXIS (0. r 0. r l3,lGATE PoSIf I0Nr-l 3r 15. r 0.0rX (65) rX (66) r 0)
CALL LlNf (XrYr64rIrl rl l
CALL SYMB0L(4.r9.r0.2r33HBA5lC SYSTE¡1 - L¡NE CODE ¡l0l00llr0.r33)
CALL PL0I ( 19.0r0.0r-3)
CALL PAUPLO'I (22HPLOT COMPLETE THANKYOUI22)
sf 0P
END
SUBR0Uï ¡NE FAST (t{r Yr SIGNTNNI

SUBROUTINE FOR THE CALCULATION OF EITHTR THE FCR|{ARD OR
¡NVERSE FOURISR TR¡\NSfORM OF A C]TPLEX SECUENCE Y USINO THE
FASI FOURIER IRA\¡SFORH (FFT) ALGCRITHq.

N\
Y IS A COMPLEX ARRAY OF DIMENS¡C\ 2 AND ¡S BOTH THE INPUT
ANO OUTPUI SEOUE¡,¿CE OF THE SUTIROT'T INE.

t1

fHE NUMBER OF POINIS TO 8E USED IN THE FFT ' 2 HITH I,I S IO.

FOR T¡ME TO FREOUEi¡CY TRANSFORMAfIONI SION =
FOR FREQUENCY T0 IIME TRANSFoRMATIONT SIGN =

SUEROUTINE CON sETS UP A CONVERSION TABLE TO REARRANGE T}.IE
INPUI ARRAY FOR PROCESSING.

SUBROUT¡NE TABLE SETS UP A TAELE OF ALL SINES ANO COSINES
USED IN SUBROUTIÀ¡E FAST.

SUIJROUIINE FAST ¡IAS LAST MODIFIED O\ II / 8 / 7I ANO
SUPERSEOES ALL PREVIOUS VERSIONS.

C0r'tPLEX ArUrl{¡llY
0lI{ENSl0N Â I I 0?4t I y (?)
c0qM0l.¡ / P cptl /¡1t4 I | 0 ¿ 4 |
CO¡4I{ON /f 

^8/IC 
(I0t rTS(l0l

o,.l 
^ 

t45Ef /0/

tF (¡{sET.t0.Ht c0T0 I
CÂLL IABLE (I,I'
cALL CON (l,r )
tl5ET=r,1

a

FASI
FAST
FÂST
FAST
FAST
F A5I
FAST
FAS T
FASI
FAST
FAST
FASI
FAST
F AST
FAST
FASI
FA SÏ
FAST
FAST
FAST
F A5I
FAST
F ASI
FASI
FAST
F AST
¡ AST
F AST
FAS I
F AST
F A5I
FAST
FAST
FA 5T
FASI
FAS T

FAS I
FASI
F,AST

t0
¿0
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

¡ 00
I t0
l¿0
130
140
¡50
160
170
180
190
¿00
zl0
??0
?30
?40
250
?60
?70
?60
?90
300
3¡0
320
330
340
350
3ó0
370
180
390I
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coNl I NUf
NN \tM =NN -M
Jl !2srNNMl,l
N=Jeo¡1
0O7¡=l tN
J=(M{(I}-l}tJl.l
A(¡'=Y(J)

FASI 4OO
FAST 4IO

7

30

ç
40

50

n

¡0

20

7

FÂSI
r 
^stFAST

FAST
FAST
FAST
FASI
FAST
rAST
F^Sl
FAST
FAS T

FASf
F AST
FASÏ
FAST
FAS T
F'\ST
FAS I
FAST
F AST
FAST
FAST
F A5I
FASI
[,ASI
FAST
F AST
r AST
f:Asl
F AST
F/\ST
FAST
r AST
F AST
T AßL
T ABL
T ABL
ÏAAL
Ï AAL
T A8L
I ABL
I ÂBL
c0N
coN
c0N
c0N
c 0f.¡

c0N
c0N
c0\
c0N
c0r.¡
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0ry
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
c0N
coit

q20
q l0
lt¿.0
450
460
(70
490
490
500
5t0
520
530
5(0
550
560
570
580
590
600
6t 0
6¿0
630
5q0
650
660
570
680
690
700
7t 0

7a0
730
7¿r0
750
760

¡0
?0
30

o

o

!

D0 20 L=l rM
LE=?ùrL
LÉ. l=LEl2
U=(1.0r0.0)
v=cMPt x (tc (L) r Ìs (L) ÞsIGN)
0O 20J=l rLEl
DO l0 I=JrNrLE
IP=I.LEI
T=Â(IPlcU
Â(IPl=A(I¡-T
A(II=A(I}.7
CO\I I NUE
U=U! f
CONT I NUE

tF (sI6N.GT.0.0r G0T0 40

RFLN= I .0,/N
DO 30 I=l rN
Y(I'=A(I){RFLN
CO\] I NUE
RE TURN

0050I=I'N
Y(l)=A(l)
CO\¡T INUE
RF: T URN

END
SUSROUTINE TABLE(M}
C0YM0N /'fAA/fC (10) rTS(l0l
Pl=4.0èATANA ( t.0r ì.01
0Ol I=l tM
lC ( L =COS lPl/ (?+â ( I-l ) ) )
TS ( I ) =S lN let/ l?e* ( l-l ) , I
RF IURN
EI'ID
SUBROUTINE CON(MI
INIEGER Arl
coqM0r',r /PER\i/ a(10?4t
N=?óÞM
NV?=N,/?
NMI=N-I
J=l
D0l¡=l.N
A ( I I =I
Do 7 I=lrNMl
¡F(I.GE.JIGOT05
T=A(J)
A(J)=ÂlI)
A(ll=T
K=NV2
tF (K.GE.J'60t07
J= J-K
K=</?
GoTo ó
J=JoK
RE IURN
END
SUBR0UI INE EPASS (Fr0r ILBH)

F=CENTRE OR TtJR\oVER FREOUENCY (l{ HEqTZ)
O=O FACTOR FOE SANOPASS NEÍIiORKS
¡LBH=I FOR LOI PASS NETI.ORK

=2 FOR 8A\DOASS
=3 FOR HIGH PASS

C0"IPLEX H (51 3) r l{ItlCCrt{
REÂL LL
cDYr.r0N /Al /H
Pl=3.14159265358979
HC=2rP I ÞF

ll=(0.rl.E-501
l¡rJ \¡c=2. oP I Ö I .Eól5. I ?
tl l \CC=CMPI- x ( 0. r ll INC )
¡FilLBH-?il r?'3

LOrd PA55 N€fH0R(
Cc=l.El00
LL=1./r¡JC
G0ÏO4

EAND PAs5 NETÍOqK
cc=¡./ (Hc.0l
LL -0lHc
GOTO4

q0
50
60
70
80
l0
?0
30
40
50
60
70
30
90

t 00
I t0

5
ó

?0
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

200
?t0
220

c
c
c
c
c

c
¡

c
2
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c HloH f)^ss NET[{oR(
3 CC= I /lic

LL'o '4 CotlT I N(lF
l)o 2ri lC-lr5ll
H( Icl =I.¿/I I..w.LL. I I./ill¡CCl ) I

?5 H:f.l{INCC
RT-Jt,'RN
ENO
SUSROUTINf TIHE
CÂLL SECOI'¡D(Tl
PRINT ?000rT

2000 Fo;ìM^f (* CP TIHE = ÕFá.3t
RF IURN
ENO
SUEROUTTNE IMPULSE (PEÂKI

C IHIS SUBROUII\E COVPTITES TIELAY LI\E RESPOVSE FOR AN I\'IPULSE AT I=O
C NT=NUMUÊR OF II{ANSDUCERS
C NF= NUMßER OF IRANSDUCER FINGER GAPS
C N5=F¡NGER SPACI\¡G (TIMf UNITSI
C GAPS ARE ASSUVED TO 8E HALF-I¡AVELENGTtsI APART
C NC = NOT USED
C LE(I)=LOCATI0¡,1 CF FIRST GAP OF TRANSDUCER I
C NUMEER OF ËLECTRCOE GAPS IS N
C LENGTH OF ËLÉCTRODE PATTERN I S \'I

C ¡IUMIJER OF POI\TS ON IHE TIME SCALE IS q

C NGP( I 
' 

IS POSITION OF GAP T

C NGS(I) IS SIGN OF GAP I
C OUTPUT PULSE HEIGHIS ARE SIOREO IN OPEAKS

INTT6ER OPIiAKS
Olr,lt.NSI0N NGF ( I 000 ) rNGS { I 000 } rOPEA(5 ( I 000 )

covPLEX Pf:ÂK ( t0¿41
DI\,IEN!, ION LE(?OI
Rl]AD l0rNTrNF¡N5rNC

l0 FoqMAl(4(I5t)
PRINI l5rNT rNFrNSr\,lC

l5 FoRMAT (r ¡NT=¡I5lr \F=al5/e NS=fI5l¡ NC=rl5lt
RFAD ¡ lr (LE(I) rl=l¡\T)

ll FoaMAlil0(I5rt
D0 l6 I0=lrNT
PRINT lTrIDrLE(l0l

l7 FoeMAT (r LE(+IZr)=rI5)
Ió CO\TINUE

C COi4PUÌE ALL FINGER POSITIONS
IÂ=O
DO l2 lB=lrNT
LEB=LE ( IBI
NGSc= t
DO l3 IC=lrNF
lA=IArl
NGÞ(¡A)=LEB
LE 8=L EB.NS
NGS(¡Al=NGSC
NGSC=NGSCi ( - l,

I3 CO\TINUE
I2 CO\T¡NUE

N=\T I NF
H=\GP I N I
PRINl 8¡NrH

8 TOR¡IAT(Õ NUMEER OF ELECTROOES=ðIIO,/Þ LTNE LEÀ¡GIH:ÞIIO/)
PRINI 9r ( (NGP(¡l tlGS(I) I rl=ìrt'l)

9 F0RM^T (r ELECTR0DE./r P0SITI0N SIGNÞ/(18¡lól)
DO 3 I=ltl'l

3 OPEAKS ( l, =0
C COI.IPUTE T IME LAOS BETI'EEN GAPS

K=N. I
D0 4 l=lrK
KK=l ' I
DC 4 J=KKrN

NTAU=NGP (J).N6P ( I )

4 OPEAKS(NTAIJ'=NGS(IITNGS(J}'OPEAKS(NTAU'
D0 30 J=lrM
DIJP=OPEAKS (JI
Dur,t=0.

3O PEAK(J'=CMPLX(DUPIDUIII
HM=l'l ' IOo 40 J=ill.|r1024

40 PEAK (Jl - (0. r0. I
RE T UPN
ENO

0000000000000000000000 END 0F REc0Rn
5.000€ 7 s.000Ë 0
5.0 E 7 s.0
5.0 E 7 5.0

5.000E 7 s.000E 0
68?l
I 3ót 401 481 601 641

0000000000000000000000 EN0 0F FILE
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APPENDIX A2

PHOTOFABR] CATION TECHN IQUES

To supplement the outline given in Chapter 6 of the pro-
cedures developed for the rnanufacture of the surface-wave delay 1ines,
further details of the photographic equipnent and procedures used
are docunented below. Apart fron the substrate heater, (Section 

^2.3.3)which was supplied by Dr. P.V.H. Sabine, and assistance irt the design
of the two reduction cameras (Sections 

^2.I.3 
and 2.1.4) and the

laminar-flow cabinet (Section 2.3.I) fron the authorrs supervisor,
Dr. P.H. Cole, all the equipment and techniques described in this
Appendix A2 were developed by the author.

A2.l Photographic Reduction

A2.t.1 Artwork

EITHER

Hand-cut masking film Rubylith D3R 40" wide

XY-plotter 30" Calconp drum-plotter
with incrernental drive
at 250 steps/inch

Drawing surface Matte cellulose triacetate

Calcomp GP1 black ink

OR

Drawing ink

A2.1,.2

Working Area

I I luninat ion

Fi I ter

Di ffus er

Screen

Copy board

^2.1.3 
First Stage Reduction Camera

<Oil x 40il

6 apple-green 48rr fluorescent
tubes

Kodak Yellow Sheeting

f" white opalescent perspex
4" behind glass (must be out
of focus)

3/ grr plate glass

Wray L2" f/10 process copying
optinised for 4: 1

2rx to 5x

10" x 8?r sheets

Lens

Reduction range

Fil¡n size

As4



Film type

Film support

Working area

Processing

Kodalith ortho Type 3 on .007"
estar base

Vacuun holcl-clown

gilx7n

Clean filn
Expose
Develop

clean blower brush
1 sec. at f32
5 nin.

at2
in
00

Kodak D19 developer (undiluted)
C

Stop
Fix
Rinse
Wetting Agent
Dry

A2.1.4 Second Stage Reduction Camera

- 50 sec. in Kodak StoP Bath
- 2 min. in Kodak Fixer
- 5 min. nrnning water
- 30 sec. in Kodak Photoflo
- dry suspended in laminar-flow clean cabinet

Lens

Reduction range

Plate size

Plate type

Plate support

Working area

Processing

Wray 3" f4 process coPYing
optimised for 25:1

20X to 35X

2tt x ztt glass plates

Kodak High Resolution Plate

Spring pressure against 3-
point support studs defining
image plane

1$r' * tt" (radiused corners)

- chenicals vacuum filtered through No. 1 paper
- gas-blast from 50 p.s.i. filtered dry-

nitrogen supply
- 100 sec. at f5.6
- 5 min. in Kodak D19 developer at 20oC

- 30 sec. in Kodak StoP Bath
- 1 nin. in Kodak Fixer
- 30 sec. in distilled water
- 2 min. in Hypo Clearing Agent
- 2 min. in running distilled water
- 30 sec. in Kodak Photoflo
- air-dry standing vertical in laninar-flow

clean cabinet

Filtrat ion
Clean plates

Expose
Develop
Stop
Fix
Wash
C1 ear
Rinse
Wetting agent
Dry

^2.2

^2.2,1. 
Polishing

The substTates were obtained as unpolished rectangular
blanks and polished professionally using cerium oxide on a pitch lap

Substrate Preparation
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with water as the coolant. The polishing specification rvas ustrallr
to obtain a scratch-free optically polished surf¿rce, flat to within
one wavelength of 1ight.

^2.2.2 
Cleaning

The standard cleaning procedure, adopted after a number
of experinents, I{¡as

Ultrasonic Cleaning Bath

2 ninutes in trichloroethylene
2 minutes in Decon 75 detergent solution
2 ninutes in distilled water
2 rninutes in isopropyl alcohol

Vapour Degreasi ng Bath

Inmediately prior to vacuum coating the crystals were
loaded into the coating jig and lowered into thc lefluxing bath (contain-
ing analytic quality trichloroethylcnc) three timcs for 30 scconds eac-l'r

time, withdrawing the jig between insertions to allow the crystals to
coo1. At this stage it was found the cleanliness of the crystal surface
could be judged visually by watching the 'evaporation line' with the
crystals held at a slight angle to the horizontal while the solvent
evaporated (in a fune cupboard for safety reasons). This evaporation
line should be a smooth curve which progresses steadily down the
crystal surface, and any irregularity in this line or its rate of
motion usually indicates the presence of contaminant material on the
surface and the need for a repeat of the previous cleaning steps.

A2.2.3 Metal Coatins

The crystals, in an aluniniun supporting jig, were
transferred from the refluxing bath, straight into the vacuum coating
unit, which had been previously brought into operating readiness. The
coating procedure then followed the steps,

(1) Punp down to 2 x 10-1 torr with the rotary punp, switch
in the diffusion pump, and maintain this pressure witlr
an air-bleed.

(2) Clean the surface by running the glow discharge (skv ACpMq
at 8mA between high-purity alurninium electrodes) for
10 ninutes.

Heat the crystals to 200oC. The heater upon which the
crystal j ig was placed was an aluminium block containing
4 qua'rtz-iodide lamps each rated at 100W and run at
10V 154 DC. The block temperature was rnonitored using
a chrome-alumel thermocouple.

Shut-off the air bleed and pump down to 5 x 10-5 torr.

(3)

Heat the filanent (made from 3 twisted strands of 0.5 mm

tungsten wire forned into a 3 turn 1 cm dia. helix) slow1y
to melt the aluminium loops (0.3 nm wire) crimped to it.

(4)

(s)
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(6) Evaporate the aluminiurn quickly (to avoid grain grorrth)
using 304 for 5 seconds.

Close off punps and bleed in air to accelerate sr¡l¡strate
cool ing .

(7)

(8) Transfer crystals under glass to laminar flow bench.

A2.3 Photolithography

A2.3.1 Clean Cabinet

A clean cabinet suitable for the photoresist work was
obtained by modifying a conrnercial laninar-flow bench fitted with
HEPA filters such that the filtered air-flow went past the operator
from right to left instead of straight towards the operator. To
prevent accumulation of the toxic solvent vapours associatecl with
resist processing in the darkroon, the air in the cabiriet r{as then
vented through the wa11 of the darkroom (through another filter and
fan to prevent ingress of dust when the cabinet was not in use).
This arrangenent gave a working volume of L50 x 50 x 50 cn,, with
access by sliding doors along one side as -shown in Figure 6.5(a).
All the steps in the work described in this section, except resist
exposure, were performed in the clean cabinet.

^2.3.2 
Resist Coating

(1) Mount substrate on spinner head (which is nounted
directly on the shaft of a 2 H.P. 3-phase 3000 R.P.M.
induction motor which can reach 90% speed in approx-
inately 0.5 sec.) and screw the symrnetrically opposed
rotating jaws (see Figure 6.5(b)) up tightly.

Flood with isopropyl alcohol, filtered through 1.2Un
filter in 15 rnn Swinney filter holder on the end of
a syringe.

(2)

(3) Fit safety cover, run spinner for 30 sec., wait for
spinner to run down and remove cover.

(4) Dilute 1 volurne of Kodak Thin Film Resist (KTFR) with
2 volumes of KTFR Thinner and mix thoroughly.

(s) Assemble a carefully cleaned stainless steel 13 mm.

Swinney filter-holder by placing, in order, upon the
stainless steel support screen a l.2Vm Gelman Acropor
filter membrane (AN-1200), a 1Opn Millipore Mitex
filter (LCWPO 1500) and a Millipore glass prefilter
(4P2501500). Fit the filter to a glass syringe.

Eject 2 mL. of diluted resist through the filter nozzle
to waste and then flood the surface of the metallized
substrate with filtered resist.

(6)
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(7)

(8)

(9) Allow substrate to cool.

A2.3.3 Contact Printing

(1)

(2)

(5)

(4)

(s)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(s)

Fit the safety cover, run the spinner for 30 sec. , rvait
for it to stop and remove cover. (Film thickness
should be about SUm.)

Transfer substrate to a hotplate and bake for 15 min. at
gOoc. (Set hotplate thernòstat to maximurn and use a
Variac and thernocouple probe to monitor the temperature. )

Place contact printing jig (Figure 6.6(a)) under alignment
microscope (Figure 6.5(a)) .

Insert glass plate, emulsion side up, and clean with
blower and filtered dry nitrogen blast.

Invert substrate and lower carefully onto glass plate and
check alignnent with pattern rnarks on glass slide through
m]"croscope.

Close the top cover over the exposure j ig and evacuate
the interior.

Run lamphouse for at least 10 mins. with cover on top to
stablize the operating temperature of the lamp.

Place exposure j ig over the exposure aperture in the lanp-
house (Figure 6.6(b)) for 50 sec. and return it to clean
cabinet (lamp is Philips MLU-300).

Release the vacuun with the needle-valve, remove crystal,
place resist side up and al1ow to cool.

Develop by imnersion sequentially in 2 beakers of KTFR
Developer, 20 sec. each with continuous agitation.
(Beaker 2 should have clean developer and when slightly
used should replace beaker 1 which is discarded and a
new beaker 2 is obtained etc. )

Flood the surface immediately after development with a
good flow of KTFR Rinse from a squeeze bottle or syringe.

( 10)

(11)

Al1ow to dry with the substrate surface near-vertical.

Exanine resist image under nicroscope - if not acceptable
stop and repeat from (1).

A2.3.4 Etching

(1) Bake c¡ystal on hotplate to remove all traces of solvents
at L2O"C for 20 min. and a1low to cool.
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(2) Make up etch solution using

s concentrated HsPOq
glacial CIIgCOOH
concentratecl llNO ¡
Hz0

(Recipe believed to originate at I.I.T., U.S.A.)

Im¡nerse the substrate in the etchant warmed to 50oC and
agitate steadily.

Observe crystal surface carefully and withdraw inrnediately
clear areas of pattern appear clear, at approximately 90
sec. Further etching will produce undercutting of the
pattern beneath the resist.

(s) Innediately transfer the substrate into a beaker of
distilled water, then rinse under running distilled
water.

s
art
art
art
art

16p
2p
1p
1p

(3)

(4)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Dry in the clean cabinet.

Innerse in the resist-stripping bath warned to 50oC
and agitate gently for 2 rnins. (Stripper is Type JL1
from Chenical Processes Co., U.K.: do not a1low this
solution to contact operator's skin.)

Remove the substrate from the solution and flood it with
a quick flow of distilled water to sweep the stripped
naterial off the surface.

(9) Dry the substrate in the clean cabinet.
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